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ABSTRACT
The work described in this thesis concerns the problem-solving behaviour 
of students towards short-answer, non-mathematical items in Ordinary 
level chemistry examinations. The literature of problem-solving is 
selectively reviewed and an information processing model is advanced to 
provide a theoretical framework for the study. In the first phase of 
the work a protocol approach was used to generate detailed descriptions 
of students' problem-solving strategies and errors. It was found that 
problem-solving performance did not depend on IQ and that the strategies 
and errors of high and lc .hievers showed few differences. It was 
hypothesised that problem-solving behaviour was largely a reflection of 
the organisation of knowledge in a student's semantic memory.
In che second phase of the study an analysis-of-variance design was used 
to examine the influence, on students' problem-solving, of the level of 
information provided in examination items. It was found that 
performance tended to fall as levels of information rose, irrespective 
of whether the information was “relevant" or "irrelevant" to the problem 
to be solved. Limitations in the ways in which students appeared to 
perceive such information are discussed and the implications of these 
for problem-solving in realistic situations, where the information 
available may not be well matched to the demands of the task, are 
considered.
The second phase of the study also examined the hypothesis that 
differences in problem-solving behaviour might be attributable to 
features in semantic memory. Following a selective review of work on 
cognitive mapping, a word association technique was used to investigate 
students’ semantic networks in selected topic areas, namely
Systematic differences,electrochemistry, redox and atomic structure, 
which could be related to details of students' problem-solving 
behaviour, were found between the maps of high and low achievers.
The educational implications of the findings and some suggestions for 
further research are discussed in the final chapter.
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1CHAPTER 1
THE CONTEXT OF THE INVESTIGATION
The aim of this chapter is to explain the focus of interest of the 
Investigation, to place it in the broad context of previous research and 
to draw attention to some of the factors which were considered in the 
early stages of planning the work. Many of the issues raised will, of 
course, be pursued in much greater depth in subsequent chapters. A 
secondary objective will be to provide a brief overview of the conduct 
of the investigation and of the organisation of this report.
1.1 Focus on examinations
The importance which our society places on examinations hardly needs to 
be stressed. The great majority of children regularly face internal 
school examinations in a range of subjects throughout their school 
careers. These examinations provide feedback to the teacher and the 
student regarding the apparent progress of learning, and the results 
contribute to decisions regarding the "setting" of students and the 
selection of subjects for study at subsequent stages. They also provide 
essential practice for the all important public examinations which most 
students will attempt at the end of compulsory schooling. Performance 
in these will often have a crucial bearing on a student's immediate and 
long-term prospects. Those obtaining high enough marks normally proceed 
to further academic training and further examinations. Yet, despite the 
way in which the educational system is dominated by examinations, 
relatively little is known of the cognitive processes associated with 
examination success. A single grade may be the only visible end-product 
of several years of study, but it is far from clear what such a grade 
indicates in terms of the cognitive capabilities of the individual. 
Recent proposals for the adoption of grade—related criteria in
2Scotland (Weston, 1983), experiments with graded tests in parts of 
England and Wales (Harrison, 1982) and with criterion-referencing 
(Kempa and L'Odiaga, 1983) represent moves in this direction but are 
largely based on an analysis of performance on examination tasks rather 
than on empirical research into cognitive processes. The current 
investigation arose from a concern to understand more about how 
candidates actually tackle examination items in science, and thus to 
gain a better insight into the cognitive behaviours which such 
examinations reward.
In the case of school science, curriculum change in recent decades has 
placed considerable importance upon developing in pupils the ability to 
apply as well as to recall information. Modern examinations are 
routinely constructed so as to include predetermined proportions of 
items intended to reflect particular ''levels" of intellectual demand. 
However, factor analysis studies have failed either to provide empirical 
validation for such levels or to generate useful alternatives (eg Lewis, 
1961, 1964, 1969a, b; Chokotho, 1975; L'Odiaga, 1977). Massey (1982) 
has recently shown that even students obtaining the top A and B grades 
in the General Certificate of Education Ordinary Level chemistry 
examination show very limited mastery in terms of their ability to solve 
items demanding more than the recall of information. And it is still 
common experience that successful examinees may be unable to demonstrate 
the competencies expected of them outside the examination hall. So 
exactly what skills is the examination measuring? What, in the 
examination hall, are the cognitive events that determine success or 
failure? What strategies do students use and how do those of the more 
successful candidate differ from those of the less successful? What 
sorts of errors are made and how do such errors arise? Given the 
importance placed by science educators on the achievement of higher
3level curricular goals, and by society at large on examination grades, 
it would obviously be of value to know the answers to such questions.
The answers may have implications not only for examining and the 
interpretation of examination marks but more widely for the way in which 
we teach. Cowan (1977) has argued persuasively that knowledge of the 
different ways in which students attempt problems can help us "to 
enhance the quality of their learning experience and subsequent 
performance". Similarly, more detailed knowledge of the ways in which 
errors arise may enable us to identify weaknesses in our teaching and 
contribute to the development of improved pedagogical methods.
An attempt to address some of the issues raised above provided the 
starting point for the present study. The General Certificate of 
Education Ordinary Level (GCE O-level) chemistry examination was 
selected as the particular context, on the one hand because of the back­
ground and interest of the author as a some-time teacher of chemistry, 
and on the other because of the importance of this level of examination 
at the end of compulsory schooling. Practical considerations relating 
to syllabuses and to numbers of accessible students influenced the 
selection of the GCE rather than the Certificate of Secondary Education 
examination.
1.2 The relationship of the present study to previous research
The present study, then, was concerned with the exploration of the 
problem-solving1 processes of students in the formal assessment 
situation as represented by the GCE O-level chemistry examination.
1. The term "problem-solving" will be used throughout the study to 
refer to the cognitive behaviour of candidates as they attempt 
any examination item. Although this does not accord fully with 
classical definitions of problem-solving, some recent studies 
(Greeno, 1980b; Gabel and Sherwood, 1983) have advocated usage 
consistent with that adopted here. This issue is more fully 
discussed in the next chapter.
4Both assessment and problem-solving have attracted some research 
interest; unfortunately they have generally been treated as separate 
issues and most studies are therefore of only limited relevance.
Although widespread interest in assessment is reflected, for example, in 
the lengthy series of Schools Council Examination Bulletins, publica­
tions of this sort have been largely concerned with the development and 
evaluation of the objectives and techniques of examination. The Assess 
ment of Performance Unit, set up within the Department of Education and 
Science in 1975 and charged with monitoring national levels of 
performance in a number of subject areas including science, has also 
been principally concerned with developing methods of assessment. In 
the course of this work the Unit has developed an interesting assessment 
framework based on "categories of science performance' (Harlen, Black 
and Johnson, 1981). However, like the categories customarily used in 
compiling science examinations, these are based upon an analysis of 
objectives and/or tasks and not on research into cognitive functioning. 
Research studies relating to assessment in science reported in Eggleston 
and Kerr (1968), and others referred to by Keohane (1977), show a 
similar emphasis. In recent years, the Assessment Group of the Royal 
Society of Chemistry has published collections of papers under the title 
"Research in Assessment" (Kempa, Hoare and Rutherford, 1975; Hoare,
Kempa and Ongley, 1978; Ongley, Brockington and Sheridan, 1983). These 
include an account by Curragh and Savage (1975) of a study of the 
relationships between students' attainments in GCE O-level chemistry and 
their scores on tests of Raven's matrices and on tests of Piagetian 
formal operations tasks. Although some significant correlations were 
found between psychological measures and certain chemistry sub-scores 
(the derivation of which are not fully reported in the source referred 
to), no useful conclusions emerged. Otherwise the question of the
5cognitive processes of examination candidates is addressed only in 
relation to the objectives of assessment. By contrast the concern of 
the present study was to explore actual cognitive behaviours in the 
assessment situation.
Cognitive behaviour has, of course, been a central concern of research 
in the field of problem-solving. Although traditionally focusing on 
relatively content-free puzzles (that is to say problems which demand 
little or no knowledge of a specialised nature) there has recently been 
increasing interest in mathematics problems and in content-rich domains 
including science. Some of the early work relating to problem-solving 
in science has been criticised as shallow (Belanger, 1969) and much of 
it has tended to focus on the teaching and learning of a priori sets of 
problem-solving skills. There has, more recently, been some direct 
exploration of the problem-solving processes of science students, 
however this has tended to relate to the teaching/learning, rather than 
to the examination, context. The tasks employed have often contained 
a strong mathematical element and have tended to involve students in 
further and higher education rather than at school level. The data has 
generally been collected in the form of tape-recorded protocols obtained 
from the students as they tackle the problems. Much of the work has 
been of a descriptive/case-study nature and few principles of widely 
established generality have yet emerged. Nor, on account of differing 
problem types and differing contexts, is it immediately clear how such 
research relates to the concerns of the present study. It will be 
convenient, therefore, to postpone more detailed discussion of these 
issues until the next chapter.
1.3 A preliminary consideration of factors likely to Influence 
examination performance
It seems reasonable to suppose that the kinds of processes used in 
solving problems will depend on the characteristics of both the problem
6and the problem-solver (Greeno, 1980). The factors considered below 
have therefore been categorised as task, variables and student variables.
1.3.1 Task variables. Throughout the study, a clear distinction is 
maintained between different tasks on the one hand and different 
formulations of essentially the same task on the other. A problem­
solving task is defined by the information given and demanded in the 
task statement. Clearly a student's problem-solving behaviour may vary 
between one task and another. It may also vary if the same task is 
presented in different ways.
Ashmore, Frazer and Casey (1979) have classified chemical problems (that 
is, different chemical tasks) on two dimensions, namely the nature of 
the solution required and the sources of information which must be 
employed. The former range from closed problems with a unique solution 
to open-ended problems such as the present study! Sources of 
information may be confined to the problem-statement or may call on 
memory, on authoritative sources such as books or ultimately on 
observation or experimentation as in fundamental research. Examination 
items, certainly in the context of written 0-level chemistry papers, are 
closed or relatively so and demand the use of information from the 
problem-statement and memory only. The candidate's task is generally 
defined by fairly concise statements of the information given and the 
information to be generated. His attempt is constrained by the contents 
of his memory and by his ability to manipulate the available data.
Examination items are generally classified in terms of both their 
chemical content and the level of educational objective, often based on 
Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom, 1956), which the item is intended to assess. 
Although it is not the purpose of the present study to evaluate the
1. Masculine forms of pronouns have occasionally been used throughout 
the thesis when referring to individuals who might be of either 
gender.
latter, it will obviously be important to ensure that tasks are selected 
for study in a systematic way and that they adequately represent an 
appropriate range in terms of likely intellectual demand as well as 
content. A further distinction can usefully be drawn between tasks 
which demand mathematical manipulation and those which do not. The 
difficulties which many students experience with items involving 
mathematics is well known to both chemistry teachers and researchers, 
and a numerical or mathematical factor has been identified in factor 
analysis studies of test materials in science (eg Lewis, 1964, 1969a; 
Slimming, 1971).
A particular task may be presented to the candidate in more than one 
way. Written O-level chemistry papers normally employ:
(i) objective items (normally multiple-choice and related types),
(ii) structured or "short-answer" items, and
(ill) essay-type items.
Clearly these may tend to elicit different cognitive behaviours in the 
context of essentially similar tasks (see also Kempa and L'Odiaga,
1983). For example multiple-choice items are likely to provide more 
cues and, indeed, miscues. They also offer opportunities for 
elimination and guessing in a way that other styles of item do not.
Essay questions on the other hand would be expected to make heavier 
demands on a candidate's ability to select and combine relevant 
information as well as upon linguistic skills. Even within a given type 
of item the formulation of the task may be altered in more subtle ways: 
by changes in language and vocabulary; by presenting information 
symbolically or in tabular form rather than verbally and so on. Some 
research information is already available on the influence of language 
in examination items (Cassels and Johnstone, 1977, 1980, 1983)
I8
but there is obviously much scope for investigation into the influence 
of other aspects of task formulation.
1.3.2 Student variables. Many of a student's attributes might be 
expected to influence his problem-solving behaviour. Such attributes 
are considered below under two main headings: affective factors and 
cognitive factors. Cognitive style and gender are also discussed 
briefly as variables of potential interest.
(i) Affective factors. A number of positive attitudes have 
long been associated with successful problem-solving. Bloom and Broder 
(1950) have summarised these in a list which includes interest, self- 
confidence, concentration, application, perseverance and a careful and 
systematic approach. Poor problem-solvers tend to have the opposite 
characteristics and examination anxiety is widely held to be associated 
with poor performance. A recent finding that mathematics anxiety is 
negatively related to problem-solving scores on certain text-book 
chemistry questions is particularly relevant (Gabel and Sherwood, 1983). 
Although no systematic investigation into affective factors was under­
taken during the present study, the need was recognised to make positive 
efforts to encourage the interest and to minimise the anxiety of the 
students participating.
(ii) Cognitive factors. Cognitive factors are obviously of 
central importance in any study of the problem-solving process. In 
particular the role of general intelligence (IQ) and of memory may be 
important and preliminary consideration is given to these below.
A number of studies have suggested a strong connection between measures 
of "intelligence" and achievement in science and in chemistry (eg 
Mallinson, 1969; Carlson, 1977). Lewis (1969a) found that performance 
in science was positively related to the general intellectual factor (g)
9and to two other factors, one of which contained elements of spatial 
(s), numerical (n), and verbal (v) abilities. It has been reported 
elsewhere that verbal ability is a good predictor of performance on 
science process tasks (Van Neie, 1972). On this basis the possible role 
of general intelligence was taken into consideration when planning the 
investigation.
The heavy reliance which examination candidates are obliged to place on 
memory has already been mentioned. Not only is memory the source of 
most of the factual information required in answering items, it is also 
the source of knowledge about how to process the information and the 
site at which such processing takes place. Some account of the nature 
of memory and of the way in which information is stored, retrieved and 
manipulated, is clearly essential for any adequate description of the 
problem-solving process, particularly in a content-rich domain such as 
chemistry. A full discussion of the role of memory and of the 
development of an appropriate model for the study will be found in 
Chapter 2. In this connection, the adoption of a relatively 
unsophisticated model in the information processing mould facilitated 
the development of essentially descriptive accounts of candidates' 
problem-solving behaviour. It was therefore unnecessary, at least in 
the first instance, to consider the theoretical positions adopted by 
different schools of psychology towards problem-solving.
(lii) Cognitive style. The term "cognitive style" is used to 
describe a number of relatively stable bi-polar differences between 
individuals as regards their cognitive functioning. The relevance of 
research in this field to science and mathematics education has been 
persuasively argued by Kempa (1979). Such research has, for the most 
part, focussed on the learning situation and on task performance rather
than the processes of solving problems. Although it would have over­
loaded the present study to introduce this concept, three of the styles 
identified will be briefly mentioned inasmuch as they throw a side­
light on the sort of individual differences which might be anticipated 
at certain stages in the problem-solving process.
Work on "field dependence/independence” as a cognitive style has 
recently been reviewed (Witkin, Moore, Goodenough and Cox, 1977). Field 
dependent people tend to be global in their perceptions of information 
and to fix attention on salient cues. Field independent people, on the 
other hand, tend to be analytical in the way in which they direct their 
attention. Such individual differences in the perception and 
apprehension of an examination item might be expected to lead to 
differences in the initial strategies adopted.
Holzman and Gardner (1972) have discussed a "levelling/sharpening" 
dimension first described by Gardner et al (1959). This relates to the 
way in which individuals appear to organise information in long-term 
memory. Levellers tend to recall rather undifferentiated 
generalisations concerning memorised information while sharpeners tend 
rather to recall specific detail. Such differences, which are not 
related to IQ, might obviously be associated with quite different 
solution routes on particular examination items.
Finally the "impulsive/reflective" dimension described by Kagan (1966, 
1972), appears particularly relevant to problem-solving in the context 
of examinations (Kempa, 1979). Some pupils tend to be reflective and 
analytical in their thinking habits, while others of similar ability 
tend to Jump to conclusions. Although relating to modes of thinking 
rather than to perception, there seems to be some parallel with field 
dependence/independence. Kagan (1972) has identified two stages in
problem-solving at which the impulsive/reflective dimension may act, 
namely the selection of a method of attack and the evaluation of the 
solution arrived at. Unfortunately further work on the problem-solving 
of reflective and impulsive subjects has concentrated on levels of 
performance on different tasks rather than on details of strategy (eg 
Zerlinker and Jeffrey, 1975; Rollins and Genser, 1977).
(iv) Gender. The negative attitude of many girls towards the 
physical sciences has been the subject of increasing concern and 
increasing research in recent years. Ormerod and Duckworth (1975) have 
suggested that a factor contributing to such attitudes may be 
differences in cognitive styles between the two sexes. Thus boys may be 
more able to break "set" (for example in a "hidden figures" test) than 
girls and tend to perform better on tests of creativity and analytical 
thinking. Such differences might be reflected in problem-solving 
behaviour. There might also be differences associated with the tendency 
of girls towards greater verbal fluency and lower spatial ability than 
boys. Although it was not deemed appropriate to make this issue a major 
focus of interest in the present study, it was felt that it would be 
important not to lose sight of gender as a possible factor Influencing 
problem-solving behaviour and to attempt some comparisons if possible.
1.4 An outline of the approach adopted In the Investigation
The first phase of the study consisted of an exploratory empirical 
investigation, using tape-recorded protocols, into the cognitive 
behaviour of O-level chemistry candidates on a restricted range of 
examination items. Follow-up investigations comprising the second phase 
of the study, and using a different methodology, explored the 
relationship between candidates' problem-solving behaviour and
(i) the quantity of Information provided in an item, and
(ii) the organisation of concepts in a student's long-term memory.
An analysis-of-variance design was employed in the former investigation 
and cognitive mapping, based on the results of a word association test 
was used in the latter•
It will be convenient to conclude this chapter with a summary of the way 
in which the report has been organised. Chapter 2 is devoted to a 
detailed rationale for the first phase of the study. The nature of 
problem-solving is considered and the relevant research literature is 
reviewed. A descriptive model of the problem-solving process is 
developed and the chapter concludes with a discussion of methodological 
issues and the presentation of a simple typology of examination items.
In Chapter 3 the planning and administration of the first phase of the 
study are described. The results are then presented and discussed at 
length in Chapter 4. Candidates' problem-solving strategies and errors 
are described and a number of broad conclusions are suggested. Chapter 
5 presents a detailed rationale for, and describes the conduct of, the 
follow-up study. After identifying the areas to be addressed, relevant 
literature relating to the mapping of cognitive structure is reviewed.
An analysis of task formulation (in the contect of examination items) is 
reported and the aims and methods of the second phase of the study are 
discussed. The chapter concludes with an account of the construction 
and administration of the instruments employed. Chapter 6 is devoted to 
the presentation and discussion of results relating to the influence of 
task formulation (quantity of information) on problem-solving behaviour 
and Chapter 7 explores results relating to the relationship between 
candidates' cognitive maps and their problem-solving behaviour. A short 
summary of the overall findings is presented in Chapter 8, and the 
implications of these both for classroom and examination practice, and
for further research, are discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
THE RATIONALE FOR AN EXPLORATORY STUDY
It is usual to precede a formal account of a study of this nature with a 
fairly extensive literature review. However, although frequent 
references to relevant work will be made throughout the report, the 
traditional approach has been modified for two reasons. The first 
relates to the relative scarcity of publications directly relevant to 
the first phase of the study and the second to the undesirability of 
anticipating the results of the first phase (which was essentially 
exploratory and hypothesis-generating in nature) at this stage of the 
report. These points are briefly elaborated below.
The first phase of the study was concerned with exploring and 
describing the cognitive processes involved when students attempt to 
answer examination items, and this appears to be a relatively new 
field. The literature of examining offers little that is relevant and, 
although that of problem-solving is more fruitful, attention has 
generally been focused on puzzles and games or more recently on 
mathematical word problems. It is by no means clear how the results of 
such research can be generalised in content-rich domains such as 
science. What research there has been relating to problem-solving in 
science has generally been concerned with the teaching/learning 
situation and with performance rather than with process. A recent 
review draws attention to the relatively limited volume of publications 
on problem-solving in Science Education over a period of 60 years 
(Champagne and Klopfer, 1977). Articles were classified as concerned 
with (I) problem-solving ability as an outcome of instruction, (ii) 
problem-solving as a method of instruction, or (iii) problem-solving as 
a psychological or sociological phenomenon. Recent work in the
14
information processing mould has started to direct more attention 
towards the processes of problem-solving in science, but Larkin (1980) 
considers that such work has so far been limited both in extent and 
impact. It will, however, be necessary to discuss some aspects of the 
problem-solving literature insofar as they provide part of the context 
for the present study. This has been done in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 
below.
The second phase of the study was planned only after the emergence of 
certain specific questions as a result of the initial exploratory 
phase. In preparing this report it was deemed appropriate to adhere to 
the same chronological sequence. Indeed it would be impracticable to 
discuss the literature relating to the second phase without reference to 
the findings of the first. References to such literature will therefore 
be postponed until the appropriate chapters.
The discussion which follows will attempt to establish the rationale 
underlying the first phase of the study. In Section 2.1 the nature of 
problem-solving is considered and the use of this term in the context of 
the study is explained. A limited review of the literature follows in 
Section 2.2 and in Section 2.3 a model is developed as a framework 
against which to describe problem-solving behaviour. Methodological 
issues are considered in Section 2.4 and the decision to employ protocol 
analysis is reported. Finally a broad typology of items is discussed in 
Section 2.5 as a preliminary to describing the conduct of the first 
phase of the study in the next chapter.
2.1 Towards a definition of problem-solving
In the broadest sense problem-solving describes the behaviour of a 
subject in achieving or trying to achieve some goal state starting from 
some different initial state. Before exploring this definition further
15
In the context of the study, it will be useful to consider how the very 
wide variety of potential problems may conveniently be classified.
2.1.1 The classification of problems. Reitman (1965) has suggested 
that both goal states and initial states may be well or ill-defined, 
giving four classes of problems. A slightly different approach to 
classifying chemistry problems by Ashmore et al (1979) was mentioned in 
Chapter 1 (Section 1.3.1) and is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 A classification of chemical problems 
(from Ashmore et al, 1979)
The problem solution (goal state) is defined on a closed/open (well- 
defined/ ill-defined) axis and the initial state is represented by a 
series of possible sources of information. The word "closed" applies to 
problems with a unique solution such as laboratory analyses and 
numerical exercises in textbooks, and "open" to situations such as those 
encountered in fundamental research where a variety of solutions may be 
acceptable. As regards sources of information these are seen as varying
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from the strictly limited source represented by the problem-statement 
Itself, through memory and the literature to the potentially unlimited 
source represented by observation and experimentation. In the context 
of a written chemistry examination at O-level the goal state is 
specified in an examiner's marking schedule and is clearly rather well- 
defined or closed. The initial state is equally well-defined by the 
information given in the question. The useful feature of the model 
illustrated is that it directs attention to the role of memory as an 
additional source of information available to the examination candidate.
2.1.2 Some perspectives on problem-solving. Most definitions of 
problem-solving have insisted that the term be restricted to situations 
which present an essentially novel challenge to the problem-solver. In 
trying to summarise such definitions, Mayer (1977) suggests that the 
problem-solver “does not already know the answer; that is, the correct 
sequence of behaviour that will solve the problem is not immediately 
obvious". Although this begs the question of what might or might not be 
immediately obvious to any given individual facing any particular 
situation, this type of definition is often countered. For example 
Bloom and Broder (1950) regard a problem as "a task for which a subject 
does not have an immediate solution" and Polya (1968) suggests that 
problem-solving is based on cognitive processing that results in 
"finding a way out of a difficulty, a way round an obstacle or attaining 
an aim that was not immediately attainable". In the information 
processing field a problem has been said to exist when a person "... 
wants something and does not know immediately what series of actions he 
can perform to get it" (Simon and Newell, 1972).
A view of problem-solving which places a central role on insight in 
bridging the gap between givens and goals is to be found in much earlier 
work belonging to the Gestalt school of psychology. A fundamental
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distinction is made between the "productive" thinking involved in true 
problem-solving and thinking of a merely reproductive kind (eg Maier,
1930; Wertheimer, 1959). Productive thinking is described in terms of a 
problem-solver's novel reorganisation of structural elements in the 
problem situation to achieve a solution. Such reorganisations are 
recognised as "insights" and often occur suddenly following a period of 
"incubation”. The "intuitive" mode of problem-solving described by 
Bruner (1963) is probably related to the insights of the Gestaltists; 
however, he has also drawn attention to the existence of analytical 
modes. He contrasts the "immediate apprehension" of the former with the 
logical, stepwise, deductive sequence of the latter.
The new learning associated with the solving of problems is central to 
the differing views of Gagné (1970) and Ausubel (1978). Problem-solving 
stands at the apex of Gagné's hierarchy of stages of learning and 
involves the discovery of new combinations of previously learned rules.
He deprecates the use of the term in situations which demand only the 
application of such rules in more familiar situations and suggests that 
problem-solving performance is related to individual differences in 
(a) the amount of information stored in memory, (b) ease of recall,
(c) concept distinction, (d) fluency of hypothesis generation,
(e) retention of the solution model and (f) matching instances to a 
general class in the verification stage. Ausubel (1978) describes
problem-solving as “....  any activity in which both the cognitive
representation of prior experience and the components of a current 
problem situation are reorganised to achieve a desired objective .
Despite this emphasis on "meaningful" learning (ie. on the modification 
of the existing cognitive structure) Ausubel explicitly allows that the 
transfer of principles to new variants of familiar problems comes within
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his description. He notes however that much of what passes for problem­
solving is what he calls "rote discovery learning" exemplified by the 
“type problem approach" to the teaching of mathematics and science. In 
elaborating upon Ausubel's approach, Novak (1976) emphasises that 
problem-solving ability is concept specific and that there can be no 
general problem-solving strategy except insofar as all problem-solving 
is actually a process of meaningful learning.
Finally, the information processing view uses the digital computer as an 
analogue for human problem-solving which is regarded as the stepwise 
processing of information in such a way as to reduce the gap between 
givens and goals.
Problem-solving research in the field of science education (reviewed in 
Section 2.2 below) has generally assumed existing definitions of problem­
solving, stressing the novel demands made on the problem-solver often in 
the context of discovery learning. However, an unpublished survey of 
the views of 12 experienced chemistry teachers led to the following 
definition:
"Problem-solving involves a situation, usually in a novel setting, 
when a given set of data has to be manipulated in order to obtain 
new information by applying a generalised rule or principle."
(Ashmore 1976, p 76)
This definition appears to reflect a Gagngan view insofar as it involves 
the application of previously learned rules. However, the novelty of 
the situation was not regarded as an essential characteristic, and it 
may be that teachers perceive problem-solving as a more routine 
activity than do researchers.
2.1.3 Problem-solving In the context of the study. As already 
mentioned, traditional ideas relating to problem-solving have been 
developed largely in the context of relatively content-free puzzles such 
as rearranging patterns of matches, turning coins and crypt-arithmetic.
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Indeed such problems offer obvious advantages for cognitive research 
insofar as knowledge of subject matter is apparently eliminated as a 
variable. Science examinations, however, represent a content-rich 
domain and a candidate's attempts will certainly depend strongly on his 
store of relevant knowledge and his ability to use it, in addition to 
any more general cognitive skills. In attempting to consider the nature 
of problem-solving in this context, there are difficulties in maintain­
ing the distinction between productive and reproductive behaviour. At a 
practical level the importance of knowledge makes it hard to decide what 
constitutes a problem situation for any particular candidate. What is 
novel to one, may be familiar to another and perceived as having certain 
familiar features by a third. In a content-rich situation the 
distinction between productive and reproductive problem-solving 
coincides closely with that between Bloom's (1956) descriptions of his 
familiar "application" and "comprehension" levels. Yet that author 
admits the difficulty of distinguishing between items operating at these 
two levels, referring to the importance of the previous experience of 
the candidate; in practice this is rarely known in sufficient detail to 
enable such a distinction to be made with any confidence.
There are, however, more fundamental reasons for regarding the 
distinction between productive and reproductive problem-solving as 
Inappropriate. As a teacher, the author was only too familiar with the 
situation in which many pupils appeared to struggle with quite simple 
examination items which ought to have been well within their compass, 
even items apparently testing recall or the ability to use a simple 
calculâtive routine. In similar vein, a number of master's degree 
studies at the University of East Anglia have suggested that pupils may 
fail to solve problems of a familiar kind although they appear to 
possess all the necessary knowledge (Powell, 1976; McCabe, 1977;
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Wallace, 1978; Khan, 1980). More recently Massey (1982) has drawn 
attention to what he calls the exposure-mastery gap. In evaluating 16+ 
examination results In chemistry he found that many Items apparently 
testing only simple recall or low levels of comprehension were not 
mastered by candidates passing with good grades. It seems clear that 
some test items may be presenting greater problems for candidates than 
teachers or examiners have anticipated. And indeed it is probably 
misleading to speak of recall as "simple". The reconstructive nature of 
memory has long been known (Bartlett, 1932) and more recent studies in 
the information processing paradigm have drawn attention to the use of 
propositional knowledge in reconstructing memorised information (Norman, 
1973). In developing an information processing model of learning and 
problem-solving in the context of university level chemistry Atkin 
(1978) suggests that reproductive and productive problem-solving do not 
differ in kind, but merely in the level of demand which they place on 
cognitive control processes. Lindsay and Norman (1977) have recorded 
explicitly that "the person recalling material seems to be solving a 
problem" and Greeno (1980b) had recently called for the abolition of the 
distinction between the reproduction of knowledge and problem-solving on 
the grounds that (i) it is increasingly apparent that knowledge plays a 
huge role in all problem-solving, and (ii) performance in recall and 
apparently routine tasks shows the same essential characteristics as 
"real" problem-solving. This point of view was adopted in the present 
study and the term problem-solving (PS) will be used to denote the 
cognitive behaviour of examination candidates in attempting to answer 
any 0—level chemistry item.
2.2 A review of relevant research into problem-solving
The limited impact of research in PS upon science education has been 
noted in recent reviews (eg Belanger, 1969; Shann, 1976; Ashmore, 1976;
Larkin, 1980; Mujib, 1980). Even in mathematics where word problems 
have received some attention Hollander (1978) speaks of few studies and 
limited conclusions regarding the thought processes employed by 
students. Given this fact and the vast, disorganised nature of the 
literature of PS as a whole (Shann, 1976) the present review will be 
highly selective. Before proceeding, therefore, an attempt will be made 
to locate the study in the wider context of PS at large.
It has already been pointed out that PS in a content-rich domain such as 
science will differ in obvious ways from that in the content-free tasks 
typical of much research, in particular as regards its dependence on an 
organised body of memorised knowledge (Ashmore, 1976; Ashmore et al, 
1979). It will also be relevant to consider the age and maturity of the 
students Involved. The PS of 0-level candidates will have relatively 
little in common with that of primary school children, particularly in 
science. Not only is the science knowledge-base of the latter very 
limited, but their lower levels of cognitive development and more 
concrete modes of thinking make it unlikely that findings could be 
generalised from one age group to the other (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958; 
see also Shayer and Adey, 1981 concerning the proportions of pupils at 
various Piagetian stages at different ages). Thus the review will focus 
on studies relating to science, and where relevant mathematics, at the 
secondary level and upwards. Finally, consideration must be given to 
the nature and focus of interest of research within the field of 
secondary (or higher) science education. The study is concerned with 
the processes of PS in the context of examinations, while much of the 
literature relates to PS performance and to the context of teaching 
and learning (Champagne and Klopfer, 1977).
In attempting to give structure to a similar review in the context of 
work on the National Science Foundation's Unified Science and
Mathematics for Elementary Schools Project, Shann (1976) suggested the 
following categories:
(i) Problem-solving in philosophy
A. Problem-solving as logical thinking
B. Problem-solving as scientific method
(ii) Problem-solving in psychology
A. Models of problem-solving
(a) Models identifying component intellectual processes
(b) Models focussing on the operation of problem-solving 
processes (information processing models)
B. Empirical studies
(iii) problem-solving in science education.
However, it was felt that the various schools of thought in the field 
could be better reflected by adopting the categories employed in Klein 
and Weitzenfeld's (1976) review. They refer to:
(i) The Deweyan tradition
(ii) The Gestalt model
(iii) The information processing model.
For the purposes of the present review an additional category of weakly 
affiliated studies will also be considered.
The Deweyan tradition is firmly training-orientated and, although much 
concerned with describing stages in PS and offering heuristic advice, 
lacks any strong investigative or theoretical basis. The Gestalt model 
emphasises structural aspects of problems and seeks to identity PS 
processes. Many studies employ essentially clinical research 
techniques. The third category of literature reviewed is fairly broad. 
It accommodates a number of studies based on investigative research 
which have weak theoretical affiliations or which belong to the schools
of Gagné, Bruner or Ausubel, all of whom have been Influential In the 
field of science education (Shulman and Tamir, 1972). Investigative 
paradigms range from the clinical to the truly experimental. Finally, 
the information processing model focuses on the internal processes of 
using analogies from the world of computing. With its explicit emphasis 
on the role of memory it appears particularly well adpated to the study 
of PS in content-rich domains. Although experimental studies are also 
reported the clinical paradigm has been widely adopted.
2.2.1 The Deweyan tradition. The Deweyan tradition, as described by 
Klein and Weitzenfeld (1976), is firmly training orientated. It depends 
on the logical analysis of what Dewey would have called "reflective 
thinking but lacks any systematic investigative or theoretical basis. 
Dewey (1910) identified "five logically distinct steps" in PS which have 
been paraphrased in modern terms by the above authors as:
(i) recognition that there is a problem;
(ii) defining the problem;
(ill) generating hypotheses as to the solution of the problem;
(iv) elaborating these hypotheses and inferring their properties;
(v) testing the hypotheses.
This tradition has been concerned to help to improve PS performance by 
focussing on a logical sequence of activities and developing accompany­
ing heuristics. A number of recent lists in differeng contexts closely 
reflect Dewey's original proposals (eg Gagné, 1966; Greeno, 1973;
Joseph, 1974; Jackson, 1975; Ausubel, 1978). The popular work of de Bono 
(1967, 1969) represents a more radical approach in the same tradition.
In the field of mathematics Polya's (1957) popular "heuristic" presents 
a simplified four-step approach for teachers (and students) of
mathematics :
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(i) understanding the problem;
(ii) devising a plan;
(iii) carrying out the plan;
(iv) looking back.
In discussing each stage detailed hints of a heuristic kind are 
provided.
Work reported by Chorneyko et al (1979) in the field of chemical 
engineering belongs firmly to the training tradition but relates to PS 
in an industrial rather than an educational context. The rather complex 
and idiosyncratic approach adopted (not least in attributing the paper 
to no less than 12 authors!) makes it difficult to transfer the ideas 
discussed to the school situation. However a set of PS stages developed 
in the context of university level chemistry (Ashmore et al, 1979) seems 
likely to be more useful:
(i) define the problem;
(ii) select appropriate information;
(iii) combine separate pieces of information;
(iv) evaluate the solution.
More recently Selvaratnam and Frazer (1982) have published a guide to 
the solving of numerical problems in general and physical chemistry at 
upper secondary and early undergraduate levels. The five stage 
procedure summarised below is accompanied by detailed advice of a 
heuristic kind in addition to basic factual information and practice 
exercises. The stages are:
(1) clarify and define the problem;
(ii) select key equations;
(iii) derive the equation for the calculation;
(iv) collect the data, check the units and calculate;
(v) review, check and learn from the solution.
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Clearly this example relates to a rather particular range of problems 
and also reflects the views of at least one of the authors regarding the 
importance to students of memorising basic equations rather than relying 
on the recall of propositional information (Selvaratnam, 1983).
In reviewing the influence of Dewey's work on school science education, 
Champagne and Klopfer (1977) report no attempt to validate his PS 
stages, however the idea that problem-solving can be usefully described 
in terms of logical steps has stood the test of time and clearly retains 
considerable value as a basis for analysing the process.
2.2.2 The Gestalt model. The Gestalt model has provided the basis 
for much of the classical work on problem-solving. It differs from the 
Deweyan tradition in having both an experimental and a theoretical basis 
and in emphasising intuitive rather than analytical thinking.
The problems studied by Gestalt psychologists have tended to be content- 
free rather than dependent on detailed knowledge of a particular subject 
and are often quite complex. Examples include the construction of a 
pendulum given a rather unpromising set of materials (Maier, 1930), two- 
dimensional construction puzzles (Durkin, 1937) and "practical’ problems 
such as planning the irradiation of a tumour without damage to surround­
ing tissue (Dunker, 1945). The methods of study were essentially 
clinical and based on detailed observation of individuals as they 
tackled the problems. Durkin and Dunker also made use of recorded 
protocols.
The theoretical position adopted in interpreting this and much similar 
work reflects the view of the Gestalt school on perception. Much 
attention has been directed upon the subject's understanding of the 
problem and its demands. Successful PS often involved a period of 
"incubation" followed by a sudden "insight" in which the structure of
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the problem was mentally reorganised. Ideas such as "set” and 
"functional fixedness" were developed to explain the difficulties 
experienced by problem-solvers in achieving such structural 
reorganisation, and "direction" referred to the influence of cues which 
helped to facilitate insights. In general the Gestalt school has shown 
little interest in problems which can be solved by a routine or 
analytical approach and indeed contrasts "productive" thinking with 
lower levels of cognitive behaviour (Wertheimer, 1959).
The theoretical basis of work in the classical Gestalt tradition has 
been criticised as too vague to be rigorously tested by experiment 
(Mayer, 1977) and there seems to have been no work relating directly to 
science education (although Wertheimer (1959) has used the learning of 
some aspects of school geometry to contrast "structural understanding" 
with rote memory). Nevertheless, many of the methods employed and the 
ideas generated continue to have a significant influence on PS research.
2.2.3 Weakly affiliated studies of problem-solving in science (and
mathematics) education. The studies reviewed in this section tend to 
be eclectic or to have rather weak theoretical affiliations although a 
few make particular reference to various well-known schools of thought.
A series of unpublished dissertations relating to work undertaken at the 
University of East Anglia in the context of master's degree studies are 
concerned with PS in chemical education at various levels. Although 
clear findings are limited, some general trends are worth reporting. A 
number of the studies have employed "PS networks" (Bapat, 1975; McCabe, 
1977; Morris, 1977) and these have also been referred to in the 
published literature (Ashmore, Frazer and Casey, 1979). The networks 
simply show how information given in the problem and retrieved from 
memory can be combined to arrive at the solution. Advantages claimed
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for the network approach refer to various aspects of the analysis of a 
problem and to the presentation of the information in a single diagram. 
However, there is little evidence relating networks to the actual 
solution strategies used by students. Three of the studies were 
concerned with investigating such strategies, and in particular with 
identifying students' difficulties, using the analysis of written PS 
attempts supplemented by questionnaires and/or other test instruments 
(Powell, 1976; McCabe, 1977; Morris, 1977). Although little was learnt 
regarding strategies, a number of interesting findings emerged regarding 
PS failures. All three reported that students' PS attempts frequently 
broke down through failure to use knowledge which other tests indicated 
clearly that they possessed. This was brought out particularly well in 
McCabe's study with GCE O-level students. On average, 41% of relevant 
knowledge known to be stored in memory was not used, nor indeed was 22% 
of relevant knowledge given in the questions, leading in both cases to 
PS failure. Studies by Wallace (1977) and Khan (1980) using clinical 
methods with A-level students recorded similar findings.
Interestingly, Powell (1976) found that "fluency of chemistry knowledge" 
as measured by a 100-item multiple choice test, correlated better with 
PS performance than a standardised measure of reasoning ability (AH5). 
Other sources of difficulty noted by McCabe and by Morris at 0-level, 
and by Ashmore (1976) with undergraduates Included:
(i) misreading or misunderstanding the problem;
(ii) errors in reasoning or in combining information (Morris 
records that few 0-level pupils could successfully handle as 
many as four processes);
(iii) errors in computation;
(lv) mathematical difficulties relating particularly to proportion 
and to the mole concept;
(v) failure to check the answer.
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In a very recent paper Selvaratnam (1983) classifies A-level and under­
graduate students' difficulties as:
(i) content difficulties - that is, difficulties associated with 
both the selection and the accurate recall of knowledge from 
long-term memory;
(ii) process difficulties - that is, difficulties in clarifying 
the problem and defining the goal, and in deciding where to 
start; and failure to proceed systematically and to use 
equations.
It is of interest to note that Hollander (1978), in summarising her 
review of research on the thought processes involved in the solution of 
verbal arithmetic problems, criticises the tendency of authors to list 
errors rather than to concentrate on strategies and on the causes of 
errors. The same could be said of much of the work referred to above.
The direct investigation of the PS process through protocol analysis has 
generally been associated with either the Gestalt school or with work 
based on the information processing model. However, there have recently 
been a few studies in science and mathematics education without these 
affiliations. Three of the above PS studies from East Anglia made some 
use of the technique (Bapat, 1975; Wallace, 1977; Khan, 1980), and 
although two added little to what has already been recorded, Bapat's 
study was certainly more significant. He explored the responses of 
graduate and post-graduate students and of university staff to difficult 
problems in chemistry, and supplemented the protocol analysis with a 
test of prerequisite concepts. The protocols were converted into 
"strategy trees", 95Z of which were found to be consistent with Gagné's 
learning hierarchies (Gagné, 1970). He also reported favourably on the 
use of protocol analysis for work of this sort and noted that 90Z of the 
subjects used an analytical as opposed to an intuitive approach. It may 
be, of course, that these results were influenced by the unusually high
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academic level at which the work was conducted.
Three unaffiliated studies are principally of interest in regard to 
their use of a checklist or tally sheet to simplify data obtained by 
protocol analysis. In a pilot study in which post-graduate students 
answered fixed response chemistry items, Hateley (1979) categorised 
responses as belonging to one of eight pre-determined classes. These 
related both to the correctness of the response and to the reasons given 
for selecting it. The latter included, for example, "reason given is 
same as examiners", "other legitimate reason", "memory" and "guess".
The method appeared to provide useful if limited information regarding, 
for example, the proportion of the students obtaining correct responses 
by the route intended (68% in this study), by memorisation alone (4%), 
by guessing (3%), or by incorrect reasoning (4%). The pilot study has 
not been followed up. More elaborate checklists have recently been used 
in analysing PS protocols in the field of mathematics (eg Mandell, 1980; 
Webb, 1979). Mandell developed a "Problem-Solving Behaviour Tally 
Sheet" on an eclectic basis drawing on "several theoretical studies in 
the literature". The responses of sixth-grade pupils on a mixed set of 
mathematical word problems and general puzzles were classified as 
belonging to one of two to four categories during each of four phases of 
the PS process. This facilitated a numerical description of the 
results, however the categories employed are of very limited relevance 
to the present study. Webb (1979) coded the protocols of high school 
pupils on simple algebra problems using a highly elaborate checklist of 
PS variables, although these are by no means adequately explained in his 
paper. Of more interest were the way in which this facilitated the 
numerical handling of the results (factorial and regression analyses 
were employed), and the conclusion that 50% of the variance of the
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pupils' PS scores could be attributed to "conceptual knowledge" and only 
13% to "process components".
Protocol analysis has also been used to explore PS behaviour in a more 
open-ended and descriptive way. Bloom and Broder (1950) studied 
students' attempts at university examination questions. Their analysis 
of the data obtained suggested that four critical areas were associated 
with PS performance:
(i) understanding the nature of the problem;
(ii) understanding the ideas contained in the problem;
(iii) general approach to solution of problems;
(iv) attitude towards the solution of problems.
The extensive work of Krutetskii (1976) in mathematics, and particularly 
with mathematically gifted children, is well known. On the basis of his 
analysis he identified the following structure of mathematical abilities 
in school-age pupils:
(i) obtaining information - grasping the structure of a problem;
(ii) processing information -
(a) logical thinking,
(b) generalisation,
(c) curtailment (ability to take short cuts),
(d) flexibility,
(e) elegance (clarity, simplicity, economy, rationality),
(f) reversibility;
(iii) retaining information - memory for mathematical 
relationships, characteristics, arguments and proofs, PS 
methods and principles of approach;
(iv) general synthetic component - mathematical cast of mind.
Reif, Larkin and Brackett (1976) found tape-recorded protocols useful 
for analysing the PS processes of college physics students prior to
devising materials to teach PS skills. They concluded that, before such 
instruction, problems were often tackled "in very haphazard and 
ineffective ways". And in the field of mechanical engineering, Cowan 
(1977) used students' "running commentaries" to compare and classify 
their PS methods. The results were very specific to the type of 
problems investigated but the author was convinced of the value of 
protocol analysis for this sort of study and drew attention particularly 
to the possibilities it might open up for matching instructional 
approaches to the PS styles of individual students.
2.2.4 The information processing model. The information processing 
approach attempts to describe human PS in terms of computer processing.
A simple information processing model is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 A simple Information processing system 
(adapted from Simon and Newell, 1972)
"Input" to the central processor corresponds to the subject's perception 
of the problem and "output" to his response. The central processor also 
draws on information from memory and operates selectively on inputs from 
both sources to produce a sequence of differing information states until 
a solution is reached or the problem is abandoned. The selection of 
operations which tend to reduce the gap between givens and goals is 
controlled by "means ends" analysis. A fairly detailed account at an 
elementary level is given in Lindsay and Norman (1977) or a fuller one 
in Simon and Newell (1972). Work within this paradigm can be broadly 
divided between that which is explicitly linked to ideas of computer
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simulation and of artificial intelligence, and that which rather regards 
the functioning of the computer as providing a useful analogy against 
which to analyse human cognitive behaviour. The information processing 
approach has been criticised for its failure to consider the identifica­
tion and definition of problems (Klein and Weitzenfeld, 1976) but its 
strength lies in the discipline it brings to speculation regarding the 
processes of PS. However the human/machine analogy is no more than an 
analogy. Computer simulations mirror human behaviour only imperfectly 
and cannot, for example, engage in "productive” thinking. And as Mayer 
(1977) has pointed out, even where overt human behaviour is well simu­
lated this does not mean that the underlying data processing is the same.
The attraction of the information processing model as regards work on PS 
in the context of school science lies not only in its sharp focus on 
process, but also in its emphasis on the role of memory which obviously 
plays a vital role in such a content-rich domain. A series of articles 
by Greeno (1973, 1976, 1978, 1980a, 1980b) have examined the role of 
memory in mathematics education and a recent paper by Atkin (1978) 
describes a memory model developed to account for learning and PS in the 
context of chemistry. Both will be referred to later when the develop­
ment of a PS model for the present study is discussed. Meanwhile, 
relevant experimental and clinical work in both mathematics and science 
is reported below.
Experimental studies relating to the information processing model seem 
to have payed more attention to mathematics than to science. Of 
particular interest is a series of studies with university mathematics 
students tending to link learning, cognitive structure and PS behaviour 
(Mayer and Greeno, 1972, 1974; Mayer, 1975). Treatment - post-test 
interaction (TPI) and aptitude - treatment interaction (ATI) studies
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supported the idea that PS behaviour, especially as regards near and far 
transfer, can be explained in terms of the internal organisation of 
long-term memory which in turn reflects different levels of teaching and 
learning. Reception learning was associated with the addition of 
unrelated items of information to memory and with reproductive behaviour 
(no transfer). Teaching which emphasised algorithms and formulae, and 
linked these to prerequisite knowledge in the manner proposed by Gagné
(1970), was associated with high levels of "internal connectedness" in 
cognitive structure (that is, with a well integrated body of information 
which might, however, be isolated from previously existing information 
structures) and with good near transfer. Finally, teaching for 
"meaning", emphasising links to past experience in the manner proposed 
by Ausubel et al (1978), was associated with high levels of "external 
connectedness" (that is, with information which was well integrated into 
the existing cognitive structure) and with good far transfer. In 
addition to linking explicit features of memory organisation to PS 
behaviour, the eclectic element relating such features to the work of 
Gagné and Ausubel is of interest, calling to mind Shulman and Tamir's 
(1972) plea for a synthesis of ideas as regards psychological approaches 
to science education. Indeed Mayer claims elsewhere that the 
information processing paradigm
”....  offers a breakthrough in the psychology of thinking which
may ultimately produce a precise reformulation and interpretation 
of Gestaltist, associationist, and other ideas.”
(Mayer 1977, p 143)
An experimental study relating to science has been reported by Atkin 
(1978). This was concerned with the validation of the author's 
model of learning and PS, which combines the information processing 
approach to memory and problem-solving with the ideas of Ausubel. The 
model has many features in common with that underlying the Greeno and
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Mayer studies and will be referred to in more detail in Section 2.3 
below. Meanwhile it can be recorded that a TPI design using university 
chemistry students yielded results consistent with the model.
In the field of mathematics an experimental study by Malin (1979) draws 
attention to a different issue. He examined the efficiency of predeter­
mined PS strategies on a set of algebra problems with junior high school 
pupils. Most of the findings were of rather limited general interest. 
However it was clear that situations involving high processing loads, 
that is, which demanded the simultaneous handling of several items of 
information, were associated with a decline in PS performance.
A review of four studies based on a clinical paradigm and employing 
protocol analysis will complete this section. Bhaskar and Simon (1977) 
report a study of the PS behaviour of a single subject in the field of 
chemical engineering thermodynamics, using detailed analysis of 
”thinking-aloud" protocols. They draw attention to the subject's use, 
in a semantically rich domain, of memorised information in the form of 
both "data structures” and procedures, as well as general PS approaches, 
particularly means—ends analysis, which are not domain—specific. PS 
errors were found to lead to deviations from the procedures generally 
followed by the subject and to the injection of new strategies.
The PS behaviour of an expert and that of a novice have been compared in 
two studies in the field of college physics (Simon and Simon, 1978; 
Larkin and Reif, 1979). In a useful introduction, the latter authors 
draw attention to the need for a relevant information processing model 
of PS. They suggest that this might be constructed either through 
logical analysis or by observation of PS in progress. They further 
suggest that PS mechanisms are unlikely to be revealed by statistical 
studies and advocate concentration on individual cases using protocol
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analysis, PS steps being identified by an iterative process. Both the 
studies referred to reported similar findings. The experts tended to 
seek overall understanding of the problem and to plan a coherent route 
to the solution, while the novices tended to write a series of equations 
to link the givens and goals without prior planning.
The last study reported here also relates to physics, this time at under­
graduate level (Mujib, 1980). The author focused most of his attention 
on the difficulties of analysing the protocols which he obtained by 
Interviewing students concerning PS episodes. He developed a method 
based on network analysis (Ogborn, 1979; Bliss and Ogborn, 1979) which 
will be discussed later in this report.
2.3 A descriptive model of the problem-solving process
A theoretical model is obviously helpful if PS behaviour is to be 
described in in a systematic way. The model must provide a framework 
for describing the sequence of mental activities associated with the 
process and must also reflect the important role played by memory in 
content-rich domains. Since the aim of the first phase of the study was 
simply to observe and describe PS behaviour, it was also important that 
the model should, as far as possible, be neutral as regards the adoption 
of any particular theoretical stance. A composite model described by 
Greeno (1973) was selected as meeting the necessary conditions and was 
modified slightly on the basis of (a) the literature reviewed above, (b) 
iterative inspection of a range of typical GCE 0—level chemistry 
examination items and (c) preliminary observations of candidates PS 
behaviour (see Chapter 3). It consists of a listing of PS stages firmly 
based in the Deweyan tradition (see In particular the stages identified 
by Polya, 1957; Gagné, 1970; Ausubel, 1978 and Ashmore et al, 1979) 
associated with a simple memory model and is illustrated below in 
Figures 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
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1. READS QUESTION
2. UNDERSTANDS GOALS
AND PRINCIPAL IDEAS
3. SELECTS HEURISTICS AND FACTS
A. OPERATES ON FACTS AND ATTEMPTS 
TO GENERATE ANSWER
5. CHECKS AND ACCEPTS OR REJECTS ANSWER 
(OR ADMITS FAILURE)
Figure 2.3.1 Steps in anwerlng examination Items 
(adpated from Greeno, 1973)
Perception
Figure 2.3.2 Structural components of memory 
(adapted from Greeno, 1973)
It will be convenient to discuss the memory model before elaborating on 
the PS steps.
2.3.1 A simple model of the structural components of memory. Larkin 
and Reif (1979) caution against the temptation to over-elaborate a model 
of this kind. The aim is simply to provide a framework against which to 
interpret and describe empirical observations of students1 PS 
behaviour. The study was to be broad and exploratory in nature. It was 
in no way an attempt to validate any particular theory but rather to 
generate hypotheses concerning pupils' success or failure in solving
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examination items. The model suggests that information from such an 
item enters a student's short-term memory (STM) and is passed on to 
working memory (WM). Here, together with information from his knowledge 
base in long-term memory (LTM) store, it is processed in an attempt to 
generate an answer. The characteristics of each of these three 
components are discussed below.
(i) Long-term memory Long-term memory (sometimes referred to as 
semantic memory) represents an individual's accumulated knowledge-base.
It can be regarded as mediating between the students' learning 
experiences and the outcome of such learning (Mayer and Greeno, 1972; 
Mayer, 1975; Gagné and White, 1978). Although the details are not 
important in the present context, it is assumed that the information in 
LTM is highly structured and can be represented by a network of labelled 
associations (Rumelhart, Lindsay and Norman, 1972; Simon and Newell, 
1972). Within this structure Lindsay and Norman (1977) have found it 
useful to distinguish three types of information employed in PS, 
propositional, algorithmic and heuristic.1 Propositional knowledge 
refers to knowledge of facts, concepts, principles and theories, while 
algorithmic and heuristic knowledge is concerned with ways of processing 
information.2 Algorithms are sets of rules or procedures which, properly 
applied, will automatically generate a correct answer. Heuristics on 
the other hand, are simply rules of thumb or general plans of action 
which are often useful in tackling particular types of problems.
Although the capacity of LTM is vast and all nodes in the information
1. Gagné and White (1978) have proposed a model of LTM in which can be 
distinguished (a) networks of propositions, (b) intellectual skills 
(algorithmic and heuristic), (c) images and (d) episodes; however 
the two latter appear to be of only limited importance in the 
context of examinations.
2. Both algorithmic and heuristic knowledge can, of course, be 
expressed in propositional terms; the distinction is essentially 
one of convenience.
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network are in theory addressable, it is not necessarily easy to 
retrieve any particular item of information. Ease of recall is related 
both to recency of learning and to the frequency with which the 
information is used. It also depends upon both the way the information 
is organised in LTM and the nature of the cues employed to recall it.
In the PS situation there may also be difficulties in deciding what 
information is appropriate to the task.
(ii) Short-term memory Short-term memory transforms, interprets 
and encodes incoming data. It may ignore some information and is 
selective in what is attended to. It interacts (directly or through 
working memory) with LTM, storing and retrieving data. STM has a 
strictly limited capacity as regards both the time for which information 
can be retained and the amount of data which it can handle. The former 
limitation appears to be the less serious in that it can be, and 
habitually is, extended by rehearsal (internalised repetition). A more 
serious difficulty as regards PS is the inability of STM to handle more 
than about 7 (±2) items of information at a time (Miller, 1956). The 
practical limitation, of course, is defined by how much information is 
represented by each item or "chunk". It is well established that the 
average person's STM capacity may equally well be 7 randomly selected 
letters of the alphabet or, say, 7 familiar four— letter words comprising 
28 letters. Clearly by encoding and labelling each four-letter group as 
a single chunk (word) the total amount of information that STM can 
handle has been significantly enhanced. However Simon (1974) has 
suggested that STM span gradually falls as the size or complexity of the 
chunk is increased. He offers a useful, if tautologous, definition of a 
chunk as "that item of information that the STM can hold about five of"!
The relevance of STM span to PS behaviour is clearly exemplified in two 
studies already referred to where a high processing load was associated
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with a falling-off in PS performance (Morris, 1977; Malin, 1979). 
Individual variations in STM capacity (at most 30% to 40%) cannot alone 
account for the very wide range of PS performance observed (Gregg and 
Farnham-Diggory, 1975). However, a series of studies at the University 
of Glasgow suggests that ability to integrate information into 
meaningful chunks may have a crucial influence on performance in 
chemistry (Johnstone and Kellett, 1980; Johnstone, 1981; Johnstone and 
Letton, 1982).
(iii) Working memory Since the early 1970s the two-component 
view of memory has come to be regarded as an over—simplification 
(Baddeley, 1976). Working memory, though closely associated with STM, 
has a considerably greater capacity for holding information and can hold 
it for longer periods. However its capacity for information processing 
under conscious control is limited by STM span. It is within WM that 
data from STM and LTM interact during PS and that a solution route is 
generated. It is a feature of Greeno's model that the information 
retrieved from LTM will include sets of "transformational relations" 
appropriate to the problem as encoded in WM; these may be propositional 
or algorithmic (or, initially, heuristic).
2.3.2 Steps in answering examination items. The PS stages shown in 
in Figure 2.3.1 are listed in a more detailed way below. It is envisaged
that the student:
1. reads the question;
2. relates it to his existing cognitive structure ie understands -
2.1 the nature of the goal,
2.2 the principal ideas in the question;
3. selects knowledge to start from in the form of -
3.1 a "fact" or a "concept",
3.2 a propositon, algorithm or heuristic;
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4. operates on selected knowledge (recalling/selecting additional
information from the item/LTM as needed/available);
5. checks result by -
5.1 checking whether results meet goals,
5.2 checking for recognition (if familiar) or for congruence 
with existing relevant knowledge,
5.3 checking operations for accuracy (or using alternative 
operations).
The main stages 1 - 5  are to be regarded as sequential. However the 
overlapping boxes in Figure 2.3.1 are intended to reflect the idea that 
an earlier stage may often be returned to. Thus although stage 4, for 
example, will be reached only after passing through the three earlier 
stages, the processing of facts may often lead to a new understanding of 
what the question involves and/or to the selection of a new method of 
attack. It is not, however, suggested that the sub-stages (2.1, 2.2, 
etc) shown in the listing above are necessarily sequential.
The various steps will now be discussed more fully.
(i) Stages 1 and 2 - "reads“ and "understands" the item Although 
the reading of the question is a logically necessary first step, the 
students' understanding of the problem is of more interest.
Understanding the ideas in the question and understanding the goal are 
two of the five parameters used by Bloom and Broder (1950) to distinguish 
between successful and unsuccessful problem-solvers. Unless the 
principal ideas in the question are at least in some degree meaningful to 
the student, progress is unlikely. Of equal importance is the clear 
Identification of the goal. Obviously the way in which these two 
elements are grasped and related is critical to any attempt to generate 
an answer. Krutetskil (1976), describing the processes of mathematically
capable pupils in grasping problems, speaks of the analysis, reorganisa-
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tlon, translation and encoding of problem elements and Larkin (1980) has 
drawn attention to the differing "problem representations" of novices and 
experts in solving physics problems. Expert solvers translate the 
problem into a qualitative representation while novices start processing 
without any overall representation. Another characteristic of good 
problem-solvers is reported to be their ability to relate a new problem 
to previously solved problems of similar structure (Silver, 1979).
Failure to clarify (understand) the problem has been blamed for poor 
performance on numerical questions in A—level chemistry (Selvaratnam, 
1983). This may be linked to Johnstone's (1981) interesting hypothesis 
regarding students' perceptions of problems in chemistry. High levels of 
information content in the problem and low-levels of concept development 
in the student are linked to high levels of perceived difficulty.
Students whose relevant conceptual framework in LTM is more highly 
developed are better able to chunk the information provided and thus 
avoid overloading the STM/WM system. In his original presentation of the 
model under discussion, Greeno (1973) assumed that the problem-solver 
constructs a network relating elements in the problem; one suspects that 
some students may not get that far!
(ii) Stage 3 - Select a starting point and a method of attack
This stage of the PS process is obviously closely linked to the previous 
stage and to the stage which follows it. Selection of a starting point 
and a method of attack may be almost synonymous with understanding the 
question, and it seems likely that the initial stages of operating on the 
facts will sometimes be rehearsed as part of the selection process.
Except in rather straightforward cases it is anticipated that the stages 
"select" and "operate" (or possibly “understand", "select" and operate ) 
will be cyclic. Thus it is envisaged that the result of any operation 
will be evaluated in terms of progress towards the desired goal (means- 
ends analysis) and that this in turn will lead to further processing
using the intermediate result as a new starting point or indeed to a 
completely fresh start. Clearly, different starting points may be 
possible including starting from the goal and working backwards and 
starting from associated information obtained from LTM. Not knowing 
where to start and failure to select appropriate knowledge and methods 
from LTM are amongst the main PS difficulties referred to in 
Selvaratnam's (1983) paper and it is of interest that Bloom (1956) makes 
the ability to select appropriate principles in a novel situation the key 
to distinguishing between answering test items at the level of 
"application" rather than merely "comprehension". Information processing 
models of LTM such as that employed in this study, envisage some degree 
of association between conceptual (factual) and procedural knowledge.1 
Thus failure to select appropriate procedures may well be related to 
failure to locate and/or select appropriate knowledge even when this is 
known to be present in LTM (as in the findings of Bapat, 1975; McCabe, 
1977 and others in the UEA school). This in turn may be due to failure 
at the "understanding" stage to correctly encode the problem situation.
In such cases the approach selected may involve the application of 
general heuristics (such as reorganising the information given or drawing 
a diagram or attempting to represent the information given symbolically 
in the form of an equation) in an effort to reach a better understanding 
of the problem; alternatively the problem-solver may proceed to generate 
and test hypotheses or to employ guesswork and/or trial and error. 
Although obtaining information regarding a student's understanding of a 
problem seemed likely to present difficulties, it was anticipated that
1. The nature and extent of such associations will presumably reflect 
the students' learning experiences and will certainly influence the 
likelihood of a particular method being selected for any given PS 
task. Mayer’s (1975) paper relating the "internal/external 
connectedness" of procedural knowledge in LTM to near/far transfer 
is particularly relevant.
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information about the selection of starting points and procedures might 
fairly readily be obtained either directly, or by inference, from tape- 
recorded protocols.
(iii) Stage 4 - operates on knowledge This stage refers to the 
information processing which follows the selection of a starting point 
and a method of attack. The knowledge selected as a starting point may 
be transformed by combination with other propositional knowledge or by 
the application of an algorithm in an effort to reach the goal state.
If an approach of this sort has not been selected then information may 
be transformed by the application of general heuristics including 
guessing or trial and error in an attempt to make progress; 
alternatively more insightful hypotheses may be generated and tested. 
Speculation regarding errors of processing, that is mistransformations 
of information, suggest the possibility of (a) the use of defective 
propositions or algorithms, or (b) mistakes in the application of the 
method selected. The latter might be due to carelessness (that is 
failure to devote adequate attention to the process) or to overloading 
of STM. In the context of chemical PS, the errors in reasoning and in 
calculating referred to by both McCabe (1977) and Ashmore (1978) are 
presumably processing errors, although sufficient Information is not 
provided to enable the cause to be described more precisely. The sort 
of errors associated with STM overload have already been discussed (eg 
Morris, 1977; Johnstone, 1981).
(iv) Stage 5 - checking the result The elaboration of the stages 
suggests that three forms of checking might take place. Although the 
planned empirical investigation will look for evidence of all or any of 
these, only the first comes close to being a logical necessity.
Step 5.1 refers to checking the result of processing against the goal
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state. If a satisfctory match is achieved the result is entered as the 
answer, otherwise the problem-solver recycles to stage 3 ("select") or 
even to stage 1 or stage 2. Failures at this point would be associated 
with inadequate characterisation of the goal or the result.
Step 5.2 refers to checking that the result appears sensible. The 
generation of the answer may cue its recognition as something the 
problem-solver already knows or has seen before. Alternatively it may 
be possible to judge the answer as likely or otherwise by evaluating it 
in terms of existing knowledge of the appropriate domain in LTM. The 
well known tendency of students to present obviously ridiculous answers, 
especially to numerical problems, suggests that this form of checking is 
far from universal!
Step 5.3 refers to checking of a more mechanical kind where an answer is 
confirmed by working through all or part of the problem a second time to 
make sure that errors have not been made. This form of checking might 
follow exactly the same route as the original solution or might employ 
an alternative method. Teachers and examiners are only too well aware 
of the number of mistakes which could be easily corrected if students 
employed this form of checking. When McCabe (1977) refers to "failure 
to check answer” (22% of the "mechanical" errors she observed in the PS 
of O-level chemistry students were so classified) it is presumably this 
sort of checking to which she refers.
2.3.3 Atkin's model of problem-solving. In a paper which became 
available only after the first phase of this study had been completed, 
Atkin (1978) has developed a model with many similar features to the one 
presented here. Her successful experimental validation of the model 
with university chemistry students has already been referred to. An 
interesting feature is its explicit fusion of Newell and Simon's (1972)
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ideas of PS, Lindsay and Norman's (1977) model of human memory and 
Ausubel's (1978) theory or meaningful learning. It also suggests that 
the processes of learning and problem-solving have much in common. It 
differs from the model used in the present study principally in its 
rather more detailed attention to the minutiae of cognitive functioning, 
and in its appeal to the roles of "monitor" and "interpreter" rather 
than to the roughly equivalent regions of cognitive activity labelled
STM and WM. The PS sequence described by Atkin is as follows :
1. problem information is input to system;
2. monitor cues system to everyday usage resulting in semantic
comprehension;
3. monitor cues system to relevant area of LTM from which 
information containing related concepts is retrieved and a 
"problem-space" is set up;
4. interpreter identifies appropriate rules of inference;
5. information from the task and LTM is manipulated to arrive at a 
solution.
Although providing a more detailed account of the "understand" and 
"select" stages, Atkin's model is entirely compatible with that already 
developed. It adds little in the context of the initial exploratory 
phase of the investigation.
2.4 Methodological issues
The selection of a method of attack for the first phase of the study did 
not present any great difficulty. Four possible approaches are briefly 
evaluated below: the experimental validation of a PS model, the 
analysis of students' answer scripts, the use of interviews and 
questionnaires and the analysis of tape-recorded protocols.
2.4.1 Experimental validation of PS models. The use of experimental 
studies in validating PS models has been supported by Gagné and White
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(1978) and examples already referred to in the field of mathematics and 
science education include work reported by Mayer (1975) and by Atkin 
(1978). However, this form of validation often appears weak inasmuch as 
results which are found to be consistent with a particular model are not 
necessarily inconsistent with equally plausible alternative explanations. 
In any case the use of such an experimental design can at best provide 
evidence for or against existing descriptions of PS behaviour while the 
aim of the present study was the generation rather than the evaluation 
of such a description. As already explained, the model presented earlier 
in the chapter was intended merely to provide a general framework, 
consistent with existing knowledge about PS, against which to describe 
and interpret observations of PS behaviour. It was not by any means 
either sufficiently definite or sufficiently detailed to be a subject 
for validation.
2.4.2 Analysis of answer scripts. The analysis of examination 
scripts or any other written answers to problems assumes that the mental 
processes of students can be inferred from what they write. This 
assumption would be hard to justify and Bloom and Broder (1950) have 
expressed the opinion that working from the products of thought in this 
way leads to research which is "inappropriate, superficial and, in all 
likelihood, incorrect". The use of specially constructed problems 
(Krutetskii, 1976) and the analysis of answers in the light of previously 
constructed networks (McCabe, 1977) have been attempted as a way of 
overcoming this difficulty. Such constructions, however, may distort 
the problem situation, and the theories underlying them strongly 
influence the way in which results are interpreted. Krutetskii's 
most interesting findings stem from his use of protocol analysis and 
McCabe was able to do little more than classify types of errors. The 
dangers of making inferences from written answers alone, even where
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students have been asked to show their "working", is well illustrated
in a report by Cowan (1977). In attempting to evaluate and improve the
performance of a structured learning package in mechanics, he asked
students to supplement their written attempts at certain items with a
tape-recorded running commentary of their efforts. He writes:
"But from the ....  recordings the writer was about to receive the
greatest surprise of his teaching career. Solutions which seemed on 
a visual examination to be the miserable products of ill-prepared 
and stupid minds emerged as commendable records of tortured battle­
grounds on which the student, having made one not unreasonable 
error in his otherwise logical chain of solution, had struggled on 
manfully, and even logically, until he became more and more bogged 
down through the consequences of that solitary error. And as if 
this revelation was not enough, the writer was also astounded to 
discover how many of the students, good and bad alike, chose not 
to follow the carefully structured and firmly recommended method of 
solution which had been the basis of formal instruction."
(Cowan 1977, p 5)
2.4.3 Use of interviews and questionnaires. Interviews and 
questonnaires have generally been used only to obtain supplementary 
information about PS processes. Although Mu jib (1980) used interviews 
following PS episodes as his principal source of data, it seems 
improbable that students can be relied upon to recall the processes they 
used accurately or in detail, and there is a danger that ther solutions 
may be rationalised and idealised. This is particularly the case where 
students are required to attempt a series of items in an examination 
context, rather than the single problems employed by Mujib. There is 
also the problem that good interview schedules or questionnaires are 
notoriously difficult to design and tend to reflect unduly the 
preconceptions of their authors. It is hard to envisage an instrument 
which would be likely to provide adequate Information.
2.4.4 Analysis of tape-recorded protocols. Inspection of the 
literature already reviewed in this chapter indicates that protocol 
analysis must now be regarded as the method of choice for studies of the 
processes involved in PS. A subject is asked to "think aloud’ as he
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attempts to solve the problem and his verbalisations are recorded for 
subsequent analysis. The method has been in use for a long time and was 
originally employed to study PS in studies belonging to the Gestalt 
school (eg Durkin, 1937; Dunker, 1945). It has also been used in many 
studies with weak theoretical associations of which ten relevant 
examples were quoted in Section 2.2.3 above. The technique is now most 
strongly associated with work in the information processing paradigm 
including in particular that of Newell and Simon (1972) with crypt- 
arithmetic problems. A number of information processing studies using 
protocol analysis in the field of science education were reviewed in 
Section 2.2.4.
Although protocol analysis offers the possibility of obtaining 
information that is not available in any other way, the method is not 
without its difficulties. Krutetskii (1976) amongst others warns of 
three problems in particular. Firstly, the student may be unsettled by 
the presence of the investigator and/or the microphone and by the fact 
of being asked to think aloud. Mujib (1980) regarded this as a serious 
difficulty. However, experimental investigation suggests that 
verbalisation of this sort does not influence PS performance (Flaherty, 
1975). If this may be taken to indicate that PS processes are not 
affected, then this work supports the use of protocol analysis.
Secondly, there is the danger that students may attempt to explain the 
solution (as they are often asked to in the classroom situation) rather 
than to think aloud. They may also attempt to rationalise or idealise 
their solution and to suppress thoughts which they may feel to be 
incorrect or irrelevant. Most reports suggest, however, that given 
careful instruction and a little training and/or occasional prompting 
this difficulty is quite easily overcome. Finally, Krutetskii warns of 
the dangers of the students misunderstanding their instructions and
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attempting to self-observe and describe their own thought processes. He 
cautions that their inexpert interpretations may confuse the data, but 
again recent reports suggest that careful instructions and some initial 
prompting appear to overcome any such tendency quite easily. In general, 
experience with protocol analysis in the studies reviewed earlier in the 
chapter strongly suggests that, providing care is taken over the 
potential difficulties referred to, the method can yield useful and 
valid data.
The collection and transcription1 of recorded protocols is obviously 
rather time-consuming and the analysis of the data presents serious 
problems. The classification of the responses obtained using pre­
determined checklists of categories has already been referred to 
(Hateley, 1979; Webb, 1979; Mandell, 1980). Other workers have relied 
on generating general descriptions. Where the amount of data is 
substantial, generating descriptive categories in this way can be a 
laborious and difficult process (Bloom and Broder, 1950). Two 
alternative, though no less laborious, methods of handling the data from 
PS protocols have been described by Newell and Simon (1972) and Bliss 
and Ogborn (1979) respectively. The former employ Problem Behaviour 
Graphs which depict successive “information states”, while the latter 
uses a species of network analysis to interpret and describe the data. 
Both these approaches will be examined in more detail in Chapter 4. In 
conclusion, it should be noted that it is rarely possible for protocol 
analysis to be entirely objective, insofar as the ways in which data is 
organised tend to be influenced by the point of view of the researcher. 
However, this need not be seen as a disadvantage providing that any such 
point of view is made clear.
1. Although something may be lost in transcription it has generally 
been found impracticable to work directly with audio-tapes.
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2.5 A simple typology of examination Items
It was noted in Chapter 1 that the nature of the task, is obviously an 
important variable in the study of PS behaviour, and 0-level chemistry 
examination items were classified in Section 2.1.1, as having well- 
defined goals and as depending for their solution upon information 
stored in the candidate's memory as well as that given in the item. 
However, before going on to describe the detailed planning of the first 
phase of the study, it is necessary to consider the different types of 
examination item in more detail. Such items can be classified in a 
number of ways. Three "styles” of questions are customarily employed 
which are distinguished by the nature of the answer demanded:
(i) Objective items, generally multiple-choice, in which the 
candidate selects the best out of a limited number of given 
alternative solutions to a problem.
(ii) Short answer or structured response questions consist of 
a series of items relating to a particular theme and often of 
gradually increasing difficulty; they demand only short answers 
(generally a few words although up to one or two short sentences) 
or short numerical calculations.
(iii) Essay type questions require the candidate to compose 
answers in the form of continuous prose; they may also demand 
diagrams and longer numerical calculations and may be structured 
into several parts.
Items are also usually classified in examination specificiations or 
"blueprints", in terms of a list of chemical topics and a set of 
educational objectives. The latter are customarily based on the 
taxonomy published by Bloom and co-workers (Bloom, 1956) and might 
typically include, for example:
(i) knowledge
(ii) comprehension
(iii) application
(iv) higher abilities.
These labels refer to a hierarchy of educational objectives which 
particular items are intended to reflect. However, a practical 
difficulty exists inasmuch as different students may have different
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knowledge and different experience. Thus an item presenting a novel 
challenge to one (assessing say "application") may be very familiar to 
another (assessing at best "comprehension").
A number of studies have reported the application of factor analysis to 
science examination scores (Lewis, 1961, 1964, 1969a, b; Chokotho, 1975; 
L'Odiaga, 1977). These have failed to validate the Bloomian categories 
and the factors identified tend to relate to item "style" and to 
chemical topics. Factors relating to general intellectual ability, and 
in particular numerical or mathematical ability, are also prominent.
For the present study it was necessary to be able to limit the range of 
items selected. Item "style” provided a reasonable basis inasmuch as 
each style makes a different set of demands on students and has some 
factorial as well as face validity. Thus PS strategies such as guessing 
and elimination apply chiefly to objective items, whilst only essay type 
items make significant demands on communication skills. However, a 
further breakdown was needed and neither chemical topic nor level of 
educational objective seemed attractive. As a number of different 
schools were likely to be Involved in the study, difficulties were 
anticipated in selecting particular topics, nor was it felt to be 
desirable in terms of the model of PS adopted to tap only one or two 
areas of LTM. The unsatisfactory nature, from the cognitive research 
point of view, of the Bloom levels has already been referred to. 
Inspection of items from O-level science examinations in the light of 
the PS model, led to a tentative distinction between those thought 
likely to demand algorithmic processing and those which appeared to 
demand the processing of propositional knowledge. In practice the 
former proved to be largely items involving mathematical manipulations. 
In view of (a) the well-known difficulty which many students seem to 
find with mathematical items, (b) the numerical ability factor
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associated with performance in chemistry examinations, and (c) the 
potentially ambiguous nature of the proposed algorithmic/propositional 
distinction, the following simple typology was tentatively adopted for 
the first phase of the study:
(i) item style - objective or short answer or essay type
(ii) item content - mathematical or non-mathematical•
The usefulness of this classification was subsequently confirmed during 
pilot trials which are fully reported in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 3
THE PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE FIRST PHASE OF THE STUDY
This chapter deals first with some preliminary planning details 
including the decision to undertake small-scale pilot trials. The 
conduct and findings of these trials are then discussed and the chapter 
concludes with a detailed account of the planning and administration of 
the first phase of the main study.
3.1 Preliminary planning
Early decisions were made regarding the methods to be adopted and the 
nature and scale of the study, including the types of item to be 
employed and the need for pilot trials. These decisions are reported
below.
3.1.1 The adoption of protocol analysis. The aim of the first phase 
of the study was to obtain first-hand information about the way in which 
candidates tackle GCE O-level chemistry items. It was hoped to identify 
and describe the sorts of strategies adopted and the various ways in 
which such strategies break down when candidates fail to arrive at a 
correct solution. It was also hoped to identify and describe the ways 
in which the PS behaviour of successful candidates differs from that of 
the less successful. It was pointed out in the previous chapter 
(Section 2.4) that, despite difficulties in the interpretation of the 
data, protocol analysis is now widely regarded as the method of choice 
for the investigation of PS processes; indeed, in the context of this 
study, no other method offered any realistic prospect of obtaining the
detailed information sought.
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3.1.2 The scope of the study and the selection of items. The aims 
outlined in the preceding section had implications for the scope of the 
study. The intention was to develop empirically supported descriptions 
of PS with some claim to generality, and to make comparisons between the 
cognitive behaviour of more and less successful candidates. This 
implied the employment of a reasonable number and range of both test 
items and students. The model developed in the last chapter suggests 
that PS behaviour will reflect aspects of LTM organisation and these in 
turn will reflect learning experiences which are likely to differ at 
least in detail from one school to another. For this reason it was 
decided that the general validity of the study would be improved by 
using students from a number of different schools.
The study was explicitly concerned with examination behaviour and the 
selection of GCE O-level chemistry has already been referred to. It 
reflected, on the one hand, the author's background in chemistry and, on 
the other, the importance of this examination at the end of compulsory 
schooling. The Joint Matriculation Board's (JMB) examination was chosen 
because it was the only one in use at a reasonable number of schools in 
the region accessible to the author. The decision to use the GCE rather 
than the CSE examination was dictated by the small number of schools and 
candidates involved in the CSE in the area in which the work was 
undertaken. This reflected on the one hand trials of a proposed new 
(16+) examination in a number of schools and the fact that many others 
had only recently been converted from grammar to comprehensive schools 
and were not yet using the CSE with significant numbers of candidates.
The detailed selection of items at different stages in the study will be 
discussed at the appropriate points. However, an early decision was 
taken to exclude essay-type questions, at least from the first phase of 
the study. Consideration of 30 such items used in JMB examinations
between 1974 and 1978 suggested strongly that they were not well adapted 
to covering a good range of topics and skills in a limited time. Their 
use would therefore not have been compatible with the aims of an 
exploratory study, particularly as it was anticipated that schools would 
feel able to allow only very limited time for work with their
examination classes*
3.1.3 The need for pilot trials. The pilot trials were seen as an 
essential part of an iterative process in planning the first phase of 
the study. It was felt that a "dry run" would be helpful in reaching 
numerous detailed decisions regarding the conduct of the main study. In 
particular, trials would provide an opportunity to evaluate protocol 
analysis as a technique and to gain experience in using it. In the same 
way it might provide information regarding the characteristics of both 
the students and the examination items most likely to yield useful 
results.
3.2 Pilot trials
The reasons for holding pilot trials have already been mentioned.
However, although the conduct of the trials and the analysis of the 
results took several weeks and the reports covered many closely written 
pages, these events were soon overtaken and superseded by the main 
study. Technical details will therefore be reserved for later sections 
and this part of the report will attempt only to provide a rather 
general picture.
The trials took place in two stages. The first stage was arranged 
informally when one lower-sixth-form chemistry student known to the 
author volunteered to record a PS protocol. This took place in November 
1978, some six months after he had passed his O-level examination. The 
experience gained in collecting and analysing this, contributed to
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planning of the second stage which Involved six fifth-form chemistry 
students from a nearby school. This took place in December 1978, some 
five months before their O-level examinations. The teacher concerned 
was asked to select two of his best chemistry students, two of average 
ability and two of the least able students. He was also asked to avoid 
selecting any particularly shy or inarticulate student who might be 
expected to "dry up" in front of a tape-recorder.
3.2.1 Test construction. For the first stage, with only one student, 
a test was constructed using two short answer questions (comprising 
seven items in all) and eight objective items. Mathematical and non- 
mathematical problems were represented in both styles of item and the 
coverage of chemistry topics was fairly wide. All the items were 
original but were closely modelled on those set in JMB O-level examina­
tions between 1974 and 1978. They were subject to independent expert 
scrutiny and correction before the trials.
Following satisfactory experience with this test, two parallel versions 
of similar length and general structure were compiled for the second 
stage. Some items from the original test were used again but a number 
of new items were also introduced. The two parallel versions had half 
their items in common to enable some comparison to be made of the PS 
behaviour of all six students. Half of the items, however, were unique 
to each version to enable a wider range of PS situations to be 
explored. The results of both stages of the trials will be discussed 
together in the sections which follow.
3.2.2 The administration of the teat and the collection of protocols.
After a little general conversation to establish a relaxed atmosphere, a 
typewritten set of instructions was discussed with each student before 
the test was started. These instructions referred to the purpose of the
research and asked the students to "think aloud" as they attempted to 
answer the questions. Otherwise they were to proceed exactly as they 
would in an examination, writing down the answers and showing any 
"workings". They were also cautioned to avoid rationalisation and 
encouraged not to suppress apparently trivial or irrelevant thoughts. 
Three students (one good, one average and one poor as regards their 
usual performance in chemistry) tackled each version of the test during
the second stage trials.
Although students were asked if they would like to do an unrecorded 
"dummy run" (a separate short-answer question had been prepared for this 
purpose) only two out of the seven elected to do so. Some prompting and 
encouragement was needed by most students for the first few minutes but 
after that all talked surprisingly freely. Where it was not apparent 
how a particular result had been arrived at, the author intervened to 
try to obtain more detailed information. Subsequent analysis of the 
tapes, however, indicated how difficult it was to avoid apparently 
leading questions or providing inadvertent cues; even the tone of an 
apparently neutral enquiry was sometimes taken by the student to 
indicate that he was or he was not on the right track and thus may have 
influenced his next step. It was clearly desirable to keep such 
interventions to a minimum. However the overall response of the 
students was very encouraging. None appeared to find the exercise an 
ordeal and the majority said that they had enjoyed it. Several 
voluntarily went on beyond the 30 minutes planned for the exercise and 
two independently expressed the opinion that the experience would help 
them in tackling examinations in the future. Interestingly. Gagné and 
Smith (1962) report that verbalising in this way may indeed have a 
facilitating effect on subsequent PS performance!
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3.2.3 The analysis of the results. The seven students made 99 PS 
attempts spread over 31 items in approximately 230 minutes. Thus on 
average three attempts were made at each item and each attempt took a 
little over two minutes. Marking the students' written answers 
established that the rank order of their performances was identical to 
that provided by the teacher, with the single sixth-former heading the 
list. This gave at least mild encouragement to the hope that the 
results obtained were not unduly distorted by the need to think aloud 
and tended to confirm Flaherty's (1975) finding to this effect. The 
marks (ie proportion of successful attempts) ranged from 7% to 87% and 
averaged 46%, suggesting that the test as a whole was of roughly 
appropriate difficulty.
A few days' work quickly established that, as expected, it would be 
essential to prepare written transcripts. It was also clear that this 
laborious task could not be passed over to an audio-typist. The 
principal reasons for this were the technical nature of the language 
being used and the fact that many of the students' voices tended to 
become quiet and occasionally indistinct when they were facing a 
difficulty. Even the author, who was not only very familiar with the 
subject matter but had been present while the tapes were being made, 
often had to replay such passages a number of times before they could be 
understood. However, although the task was tedious, there was no 
serious difficulty in preparing transcripts for analysis.
The conduct of the analysis was an iterative process1 and, given the 
limited sample and the rather broad range of items and student ability,
1. An attempt was also made to investigate the more formal aP P ™ ^ h** 
to protocol analysis using both problem behaviour graphs (Simon a 
Newell 1972) and network analysis (Bliss and Ogborn, )•
However, on account of the very limited generality of the data it 
was decided to postpone evaluation of these methods until more 
substantial material was available from the main study.
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it proved difficult to generate descriptions of PS behaviour that were 
both general and well defined. On the other hand the initial impression 
that the protocols contained an enormous amount of valuable information, 
albeit of a case study kind, was in no way diminished as the analysis 
proceeded. Equally, the value of the PS model adopted was quickly con­
firmed as a useful framework for describing students' attempts. It was 
also soon established that the distinctions between short-answer and 
objective items and between mathematical and non-mathematical ones was a 
very useful one. The presence of a set of alternatives in the objective 
items clearly influenced the approach of all students, while mathema­
tical items not only tended to elicit distinctive processing but were 
not usually seriously attempted at all by the lower scoring students. In 
giving a short account of the analysis it will be convenient to discuss 
short-answer, non-mathematical items as providing the model, and then to 
draw attention to the differences observed with the other types of item.
3.2.4 A summary of the analysis relating to short-answer non- 
mathematical items. Before summarising the results, the flavour of the 
data and of the analysis may be conveyed by a brief account of students' 
attempts at one item. An earlier part of the question had given COCl^g) 
as the molecular formula of carbonyl chloride and they were told:
"Using lines to represent covalent bonds, give the probable
structural formula of carbonyl chloride.
All the seven students attempted this item and their protocols were 
analysed in terms of the PS stages identified in Table 2.3 which may be 
summarised as reads, understands, selects, operates and checks. There is 
little to say about reading the item, but when it came to understanding 
the goal (drawing a structural formula) one of the least able students 
was quite unable to proceed. Two of the students, while understanding 
what was wanted, seemed unable to select any way forward. Another
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selected the obvious strategy of combining valencies but generated 
incorrect numbers of bonds (C - 2, 0 - 1) and became confused in trying 
to combine this misinformation. The three most able students all 
succeeded. Two simply recalled all the valencies (propositional 
knowledge) and combined them correctly, whilst the third generated the 
valencies of oxygen and chlorine from propositional information about 
electronic configurations and the periodic table, only that of carbon 
being directly recalled. All the successful problem solvers put carbon 
in the centre from the start (often apparently intuitively, although in 
one case reference was made to recall of organic structural formulae) 
and seemed to use trial-and-error to sort out the bonds from there. The 
operate stage was thus successfully completed by three out of the four 
who reached it. The one who failed illustrated two sources of error. 
First he failed to recall essential information correctly, then even the 
incorrect knowledge he was using became confused at the combining 
stage. Thus carbon was said to have two bonds, and oxygen one, but he 
drew carbon with one and oxygen with two! This might speculatively be 
associated with inadequate rehearsal in STM or even with STM overload.
The protocols relating to every item were, of course, analysed in con­
siderably more detail than has been indicated above. However, insofar 
as the results of the pilot trials were superseded by those of the main 
study it will be sufficient to summarise here the main conclusions. It 
will be convenient to refer again to each of the five PS stages.
(i) Read. - The close relationship between reading and under­
standing was apparent from the fragmented way in which students often 
read Items but otherwise little of interest was recorded.
(ii) Understand. - This relates to the students' analysis, 
reorganisation, translation and encoding/recognition of what he reads in
relation to his LTM store and is closely associated with the select 
stage. There were only two occasions on which failure to understand the 
goal or a critical idea blocked any attempt; however, it seemed probable 
that limitations in understanding often interfered with subsequent 
processing, for example as regards the cueing of appropriate parts of
LTM store.
(iii) Selects - It was difficult to separate the selection of the 
starting point from the selection of the method of attack or strategy.
The following strategies were identified:
(a) Direct recall of an answer through location of appropriate 
associations in LTM.
fhl Location of relevant general propositional knowledge in LTM
(b) (inciuding generalisation from specific equivalent cases) and 
rational combination of this to generate a response.
(c) "Serial processing": that is, unsystematic processing of given
information in the general direction of the goal. be
regarded as a failed version of the strategies described in 
(a) or (b) based on inadequate characterisation 
(understanding) of given information or of the goal.
(d) Generation and evaluation of hypotheses (though rarely 
demanded and adequately tackled by only a few of the most able
students).
Errors associated with this stage were failure to locate a strategy at 
all (although the item was understood) and the adoption of serial 
processing" which led to a variety of Inadequate responses ranging from 
mere paraphrases of the information given, often with reference to some 
stereotype, to more directed efforts which still fell short of reaching 
the required goal. No errors were recorded with regard to the combining 
of propositional knowledge or to the evaluation of hypotheses.
(iv) Operates - This stage follows directly from the strategy 
selected and there is little to say about its successful application. 
However, two types of error were identified relating to the operation of 
T.TM an A rwo relating to the operation of STM/WM.
(a) Recall failure - failure to recall essential specific or 
general Information from LTM (attributed to Its absence or to 
failure to locate/cue it);
(b) Incorrect recall - may again be specific or general 
(attributed to wrong/inadequate learning or miscuing);
(c) Failure to keep-in-mind and use essential information given 
(although it had been read and understood);
(d) Failure to keep accurately in mind information previously 
generated in the course of a solution (both this and the 
previous error were attributed to attention failure, probably 
associated with the overloading of STM; they would normally be 
referred to as "careless" errors).
(v) Checks - There was no obvious direct evidence of (a) checking 
the answer against the goal (although in most solutions this was almost 
a logical necessity and could be inferred), (b) checking for consistency 
with the student’s existing cognitive map or (c) checking of the 
processing which led to the answer.
Although the above summary does not fully reflect the conclusions and 
speculations generated by the pilot trials it will suffice at this 
stage. The issues raised will be more adequately explored in discussing 
the results of the main study. It remains to note briefly some of the 
special characteristics associated with students’ attempts at 
mathematical and objective items.
3.2.5 Special characteristics relating to mathematical items. All
but the most able students tended to express negative attitudes towards 
mathematical items. These were often reflected in explicit remarks 
about disliking such items, and on several occasions students stated 
that they would "skip" calculations in an examination, leaving them to 
be attempted at the end if time allowed. Otherwise the only significant 
new information related to the select, operate and check stages.
(i) Select. - in addition to the recall of specific and general 
nronoaltional knowledge, the recall of algorithms was prominent. Where
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the student experienced difficulty two approaches were noted in addition 
to "serial processing". These were labelled "naive assumption" and 
"naive generalisation". The former referred to a tendency to seek and 
exploit purely mathematical relationships within the data without 
reference to chemical principles, and the latter to a tendency to 
generalise from recall of a superficially similar case without reference 
to relevant differences in the chemical system.
(ii) Operates - In addition to the errors reported for non- 
mathematical tasks, "careless" errors were observed in the application 
of mathematical algorithms and in performing elementary arithmetical 
operations.
(iii) Checks - One case was observed of explicit checks of all the 
three types discussed.
3.2.6 Special characteristics relating to objective items. Features 
of interest were again largely confined to the select and operate stages. 
It was interesting to observe that students usually concentrated on the 
stem, generating related propositional knowledge from LTM and combining 
and matching this with the multiple choice responses, much use being 
made of elimination. The role of cuing by the given responses was 
unclear. Correct answers generated from data in the stem were sometimes 
rejected through failure to identify them with the key, and occasionally 
through unwillingness to select certain responses - for example "They 
never use none-of-the-above"; "Can't be A, the last two were As !
Guessing was fairly frequent, often after the elimination of certain 
responses. A tendency was tentatively identified to guess the least 
familiar remaining response when the stem was well understood, and the 
most familiar when the student was completely in the dark. An 
additional source of error was the occasional misuse of the coding in 
multiple completion items.
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3.2.7 Postscript. The pilot trials influenced the planning and 
conduct of the main study in many ways both obvious and subtle but it is 
doubtful if any useful purpose would be served by attempting to list 
them all. Speaking generally, it provided both valuable experience, 
particularly in the use of protocol analysis, and strong encouragement 
to proceed. Where experience in the pilot trials exerted a specific 
influence on subsequent decisions this will be indicated in the account 
which follows.
3 .3 The planning and administration of the main study (phase 1)
Following the pilot trials in November and December 1978, detailed 
preparations were made to carry out the first phase of the main study 
during March and April 1979 immediately before students sat for their 
O-level examinations. It was felt that longer recordings covering a 
representative range of items in each of the four main classes (short- 
answer or objective items with mathematical or non—mathematical subject 
matter) and using larger numbers of students spread over several 
schools, would lead to clearer and more generalisable insights into PS 
strategies and errors. As a result of the trials it was decided to 
direct attention first to the short-answer non-mathematical items.
These appeared to elicit a range of basic strategies and errors common 
to PS attempts at all items. The account which follows deals with the 
further analysis of such items and with the subsequent construction and 
administration of a short—answer non—mathematical test to twenty 
students from four different schools. The collection of 60-minute PS 
protocols from each student together with certain supplementary 
information is also fully described.
Two similar tests were prepared and administered covering, respectively, 
short-answer mathematical questions, and objective items of both 
mathematical and non-mathematical types. A further forty students
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contributed approximately AO hours of protocols. In the event, a 
decision taken following the analysis of data from the first test led to 
a decision to hold over these tapes for study at a future date. This 
decision is documented at the beginning of Chapter 5. Meanwhile the 
account will focus solely on short-answer non-mathematical PS.
3.3.1 An analysis of short-answer non-mathematical questions. It was
considered essential to make sure that the test contained a representa­
tive sample of short-answer non-mathematical items. To facilitate this, 
a basis was sought for the analysis of past JMB examinations. It was 
speculated that the single feature of an item most likely to affect 
students' PS behaviour was the nature of the goal to be achieved.
Limited support for this idea was obtained from the pilot test data.
For example, the generation and testing of hypotheses was associated 
only with two items asking for explanations of phenomena. No 
alternative basis appeared promising and the results of an anlysis of 
the information demanded in the items appearing on five JMB 0—level 
chemistry examinations between 1974 and 1978 is presented in Table 3.1.
The six categories of goals (which have also been expressed in terms of 
the tasks demanded) should be self-explanatory and short descriptions 
have been given of all the examples found of each. In the course of the 
analysis, and on the basis of the pilot trials, an estimate was made of 
the range of strategies likely to be employed by students tackling each 
group of items described. Inspection of the table will show that this 
estimate helps to confirm the expectation that attempts based on the 
categories Identified would also be representative in terms of the PS 
behaviour elicited. The construction of the test is described in the 
next section.
1. The following papers were analysed: June 1974, November 1974, June 
1975, June 1977 and June 1978. The "missing" papers were out of 
print at the time.
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Table 3-1 Analysis of goals/tasks demanded In short-answer Items In five JMB 
O-level chemistry examinations (with examples)
Goal/task demanded by item
Expected 
basic * 
strategy
Number 
of items
1. Definition/defining SI 3
2. Class identity/classifying 9
(a) changes as exo/endo-thermic (no evidence) SI 2
(b) specie(s) as acid(s) given equation as data S1/S2 1
(c) name reducing agent(s) from list of 3 given SI 1
(d) identifying sets of data as examplars of S2 5
concepts
3. Specific name/naming 24
(a) chemical substance as product of reaction S1/S2 17
(b) chemical substance (on other basis) SI 4
(c) specific process SI 3
4. Statement or description/stating or describing 21
(a) use of chemical substance SI 1
(b) reaction for given interconversion S1/S2 1
(c) experimental procedure S1/S2 1
(d) standard tests S1/S2 9
(e) non-standard tests S2/S3 2
(f) "What would happen/be observed if ...?" S1/S2/S3 7
5. Explanation/explaining 12
(a) familiar qualitative phenomena S1/S2 4
(b) familiar quantitative phenomena S1/S2 1
(c) discrepant phenomena S2/S3 2
(d) comparative phenomena S1/S2 1
(e) experimental procedures S1/S2/S3 4
6. Formula/giving formula 6
(a) molecular formula of familiar compound SI 1
(b) structural formula of familiar compound S1/S2 3
(c) structural formula given molecular formula S2 1
(d) other (novel) S2 1
TOTAL 75
* Key: SI - simple recall; S2 “ recall and combination of propositional 
Information; S3 » generation and testing of hypotheses.
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3.3.2 The construction of the test. The length of the test was 
determined by two factors: (i) the need to ensure that a representative 
range of tasks was included and (ii) the time likely to be available for 
working with the students •
As regards tasks, all the categories identified in the analysis of past 
JMB papers were employed, namely:
Task 1 Defining - defining a given concept or stating a given 
principle ;
Task 2 Classifying - attaching a concept label to a given example 
or vice versa (the example may be simply named or relevant data may 
be provided);
Task 3 Naming - giving the specific name of (usually) a chemical 
species as a product, reagent, constituent, etc;
Task 4 Stating or describing - giving statements/descriptions 
regarding:
4.1 processes or procedures ("How would you ...? , What 
would you do ...?" etc);
4.2 occurrences ("What would happen/be observed if 
etc);
Task 5 Explaining - giving explanations regarding:
5.1 processes or procedures;
5.2 occurrences;
Task 6 Giving formulae - giving:
6.1 molecular formulae;
6.2 structural formulae.
Tasks 2 to 5 in particular each cover quite a wide range, and further 
analysis suggested that a minimum of 20 to 25 items would be needed to 
compile a reasonably representative test. In the event, schools were 
prepared to allow one double period amounting to about 7 5 minutes for 
work with each participating student (see Section 3.3.3 below). During 
the pilot trials most students averaged about 2 minutes per item and in 
view of the proportionately smaller loss of time in preliminaries during 
a longer session, it was felt that a test of about 40 items would not
be unreasonable.
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Nine short-answer non-mathematical items were composed in line with the 
JMB syllabus and format and comprising 46 items/tasks. Two of these 
were questions successfully employed in the pilot trials, the remainder 
being newly written. All were modelled on questions from past papers 
and were subject to independent expert scrutiny before being finalised. 
Table 4.3 in the next chapter shows the distribution of items against 
tasks. It must be emphasised, however, that the present task-analysis 
was merely a tool to facilitate the compilation of a representative test 
and that no other significance should be attached to it.
The test was a little longer than originally intended, tasks 2 and 3 
(classifying and naming) being somewhat over-representated relative to 
other areas. This might have been corrected at the expense of making 
some of the questions rather stilted, but it was felt that 46 items 
would be within the scope of at least some of the students and this 
proved to be the case. It also allowed some leeway in case a student 
encountered items which he was unable to attempt by providing a somewhat 
wider range of alternatives. To ensure as even a coverage of the tasks 
as possible for pupils who worked more slowly, questions were ordered so 
as to distribute examples of each task equally between first and second 
halves of the test.
As regards the subject matter covered, the participating students were 
in the latter part of their second term in form V and had already done 
their "mock O-levels”. It was therefore assumed that the test could be 
based on the full syllabus. Although it was clearly too short for any 
systematic attempt to cover every topic, a reasonably wide and 
representative range was achieved. It was considered (parenthetically) 
of interest to Include one topic in a variety of contexts and this was 
done with oxidation in four separate items. It was hoped that this
the influence of context and the set of items ismight throw light on
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briefly described in a footnote below.
The test was printed on A4 paper, spaces being provided for students to 
write their answers on the question paper in the usual way. A front 
cover was added including the standard instructions used by the JMB. A 
copy of the test appears in Appendix A.
3.3.3 The test population. Since the study was concerned with the 
PS behaviour of examination candidates, it was considered essential to 
ensure that the examination situation was reflected as closely as 
possible and the timing of the study a few weeks before the O-levels has 
already been mentioned. It was anticipated that students would be fully 
geared up for examinations and they were encouraged to regard their 
participation as examination practice.
The pilot trials had drawn attention to the time needed for the 
transcription and analysis of protocols and it was decided that about 
20 hours of recording would be an acceptable target. Although most 
reports do not refer to giving students any prior training in the 
"thinking aloud" technique and satisfactory results were obtained 
without this in the trials, others, particularly Krutetskii (1976), have 
argued the value of such training. However, schools were understandably 
cautious about the amount of time for which they were willing to release 
students during their final examination preparation. As already 
mentioned, it was possible to arrange only one double period (about 75 
minutes) with each student and it was thus decided to proceed on the 
basis of 20 1-hour tapes without training.
1. Item 3d asks which of three previously named gases normally acts 
as an oxidising agent, no evidence being provided. Item 6c asks 
for identification of the oxidising agent in a verbally described 
displacement reaction from which evidence could be deduced.
Finally, 7a asks for a definition of oxidation in terms of changes 
at the atomic level and 7b provides an opportunity for directly 
applying this to given ionic equations.
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To eliminate systematic effects due to a particular school environment, 
four different schools were each asked to provide five students for the 
study. As in the trials, it was suggested that particularly shy or 
inarticulate students should not be chosen and that volunteers would be 
preferred. In addition it was stipulated that a range of achievements 
should be covered from the very able down to students who were only 
borderline candidates. The pilot trials had suggested that students 
performing much below a pass grade might contribute little useful 
information. In any case, students unlikely to pass chemistry generally 
study other options and would not have been available in most schools.
Although gender was not regarded as a major variable in this study, it 
had been hoped to test equal numbers of boys and girls. Unfortunately 
this proved impossible when one of the girls' schools originally 
approached was unable to participate at the last minute and only a 
boys' school could be found to deputise at short notice. There were 
thus 15 boys and 5 girls in the sample.
As some schools wished to be anonymous, each was assigned a letter of 
the alphabet (C, D, E and F) for reference purposes. The anonymity of 
individual students was also protected, only their first names being 
recorded, and each being assigned a three digit reference number (008- 
028). School C provided 6 students instead of the 5 requested and the 
extra protocol was used when one student from school D (015) was not 
present during testing.
3.3.4 The administration of the test and the collection of the 
protocols. At each school, arrangements were made to meet the students 
participating in the study as a group before they tackled the test. A 
set of specially written instructions regarding the collection of the 
protocols (see Appendix A) was distributed, and the purpose of the study
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and the role of the students were discussed. Emphasis was placed upon 
the importance of trying to think aloud as opposed to making post-hoc 
rationalisations and an example was discussed to clarify these 
instructions. Students were also told to write any rough working on the 
paper and to write out their answers in full. To encourage this, and a 
serious attitude to the exercise, they were told that the papers would 
be marked although this was not over-emphasised. While one purpose of 
meeting the students was to shorten the time needed for giving 
individual instructions later, an equally important aim was to "break 
the ice" at a personal level in the hope that they would settle down 
more quickly when it came to the Individual sessions.
Following the preliminary meeting, each student in turn spent about an 
hour working on the test individually, thinking aloud as he did so while 
a tape-recording was made of what he said. A few minutes before the 
start was spent in an informal chat with the author to ensure that the 
instructions were understood and to try to put the student at ease. A 
"record of protocol collection" form was completed (see Appendix A) at 
the same time. On this the student's first name and school were 
recorded and an index number, copied onto the tape cassette, was 
assigned. Five general questions were asked in an attempt to establish 
a rapport with the students. These related to interest in science and 
chemistry, the perceived difficulty of these subjects, A-level and 
career plans and interests and hobbies. As many of the replies were 
indecisive,it was not possible to encode them as additional data.
Students generally seemed relaxed by the time these preliminaries were 
completed and every effort was made to achieve this. They were told
1. It would have been inimical to the purposes of the exercise to have 
pursued these questions further and, while the data might have been 
useful, it was not related to the main purpose of the study.
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that the first question would be treated as something of a trial run and 
were then asked to start. A certain amount of prompting and encourage­
ment was used to get students to vocalise their thoughts during the 
first few minutes but in most cases they proceeded quite satisfactorily 
after the first two or three items. The author's contribution quickly 
became limited to reminders to keep verbalising their thoughts, to 
cautioning against post-hoc rationalisation ("Was that really how you 
got that answer?") and to providing general encouragement while trying 
to avoid feedback. It very quickly became clear that encouragement 
alone, regarding the success of attempts at verbalising and in achieving 
acceptable answers to the questions, was much the most potent way of 
achieving a satisfactory response.
Recordings were made using a conventional cassette tape recorder and 
standard C60 tapes. Actual recording time varied from about 45 minutes 
to over 60 minutes and the number of items attempted from 32 to 46 with 
a mean of over 38. Table 4.3 in Chapter 4 shows that practically all 
students answered the first seven out of the nine questions on the paper 
and that an ample number of responses was obtained to items representing 
each of the tasks identified.
3.3.5 The collection of supplementary data. Two sets of supple­
mentary data were collected to allow students to be assessed and com­
pared relative to an independent standard. These were scores on a test 
of general intelligence (AH4) and "mock 0-level" marks in chemistry.
The latter were obtained from their teachers and the AH4 test was 
administered a few days after the recording session in most schools, but 
immediately beforehand at school E. Correlations between science 
achievement and measures of general intelligence have been widely 
reported and the possible relevance of this variable to the study was
noted In Chapter 1 (Section 1.3.2 (11)). The "mock O-level" scores were 
intended to provide a basis for comparing students' performance during 
the study with that under more normal testing conditions and their 
actual O-level grades were also obtained when these became available 
later. The additional data collected was added to the bottom of each 
student's "record of protocol collection" form in the space provided for 
the purpose, together with the score obtained by marking his test script 
(see Section 4.1). The analysis and interpretation of the data is 
described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
THE RESULTS OF THE FIRST PHASE OF THE STUDY
Basic statistical information relating to the test and to the other 
quantitative data collected is reported in the first section of the 
chapter. Alternative methods of analysing the students' protocols are 
then evaluated and the employment of a simple category analysis for this 
purpose is described. A detailed account of students' PS strategies and 
errors follows and evidence regarding the checking of solutions is also 
considered. The chapter concludes with a discussion of some of the 
apparent interrelationships between students, strategies, errors and 
test items.
4.1 The statistical characteristics of the test
Twenty students worked on the test for times ranging from 45 to 62 
minutes and attempted between 32 and 46 items each. Normative 
statistics were calculated to establish that the characteristics of the 
test matched those which would be anticipated under ordinary examination 
conditions. The students' written scripts were marked in the usual way, 
one mark being allotted for each correctly answered item. For tasks 1 
(defining), 4 (stating/describing) and 5 (explaining), half marks were 
awarded for partially correct answers. Circumstances at the schools 
limited the time which some students were able to spend on the tests and 
restricted the number of items attempted. All scores (mark totals) were 
therefore expressed as a percentage of the number of items attempted.
In view of the fact that the majority of students normally complete 
their O-level examination papers within the time allowed (ie that speed 
of working is probably not in Itself a major factor in examination 
performance) this appeared to be a legitimate way of obtaining an 
overall measure of performance on the test.
The raw data, together with the mock O-level marks supplied by teachers 
and the students' scores on the AH4 test of general intelligence, are 
presented in Table A1 in Appendix A; students' subsequent O-level grades 
were obtained from the schools the following September and have been 
added to the table. Some analyses of these data are discussed in the 
following paragraphs.
4 .1 , 1  Overall test statistics. General statistics relating to the 
tests and to other data collected are summarised in Table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1 General statistics relating to the quantitative data 
collected*
Score
range
Mean
score
Standard
deviation
Reliability
KR20
Test Z 35 - 87 57.4 17.4 0.87**
Mock O-level (Z) 39 - 92 - “ —
AH4 total score 75 - 115 98.9 11.7
* As schools each set their own mock O-level examinations no overall 
statistics could be calculated. The AH4 is a test of established 
reliability so no attempt was made to estimate this.
** The Kuder-Richardson reliability was calculated using the formula 
r , n (O' ~ E P(P ~ D  )
n - 1 <y
where n was the number of items (46), cr was the standard deviation 
of the scores (rescaled for a 46-item test), and p was the ratio 
of correct answers to attempts at each item; p was calculated in 
this way to avoid over estimating the reliability.
The reliability (Kuder-Richardson formula 20) of the test was of a 
satisfactory level and the mean and standard deviation acceptable 
considering that all the students were expected by their teachers to 
pass O-level. The range of scores (35Z - 87Z) was exactly what would 
have been expected for a group Including borderline cases and high 
performers and was closely similar to that of the mock O-level marks 
awarded in the different schools (39Z - 92Z).
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4.1.2 The validity of the test. The validity of a test refers to
the extent to which It measures what it is Intended to measure. In the 
present case the ultimate focus of attention was the PS behaviour of GCE 
O-level chemistry candidates and there was no direct way of assessing 
the validity of the information collected in the protocol». However, the
validity of the test as the measure of appropriate performance could 
be judged. Its face validity (or content validity) was assured by the 
way in which it was constructed; that is to say it was compiled from a 
representative range of tasks very closely modelled on those found in 
the actual (criterion) examinations. Despite this, it remained possible 
that the unusual circumstances in which the test was administered might 
have influenced students' performances. To assess this, the concurrent 
validity of the tests could be judged by calculating the correlation of 
students' scores on the test with those obtained on a criterion measure. 
At the time of the study no true criterion measure was available but the 
schools' own mock O-level examinations were regarded as a reasonable 
approximation. Table 4.2 below shows that a very satisfactory 
correlation (r - 0.87, p < 0.01)* was obtained. It was therefore assumed 
that the test was a valid measure of students' examination performance. 
This was subsequently confirmed when the students' actual O-level
examination grades became available some months later and were found to
2
correlate satisfactorily with the test scores (r - 0.70, p< 0.01). In 
the absence of any evidence to the contrary it was judged likely that, 
given both face validity (appropriate tasks) and concurrent validity 
(appropriate performance), the test was likely to be eliciting PS
Because schools used different mock examinations, separate product 
moment correlations were calculated for each school and averaged 
using Fisher's z transformation to obtain the best estimate of the 
population correlation (Lewis, 1973).
2. The students participating in the 
or B; a biserial correlation was
study all passed with a grade A 
therefore calculated (Lewis, 1973).
■Mau
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behaviour similar to that elicited in an O-level examination.
Table 4.2 Intercorrelations of test, mock O-level and AH4 scores
Test
- - ■ --------
Mock AH4
Test (X) 1.00 - -
Mock O-level (%) .87* 1.00
AH4 total score - .04 .02 1.00
* significance p < 0.01
4.1.3 The relationship of performance to general intelligence. The
data presented in Table 4.2 above show that there was no significant 
correlation between either the test or the mock O-level scores, and 
students' general intelligence as measured by the AH4 test.
This suggests that, although all three scores showed a reasonable spread 
(Table 4.1), "intelligence" is not a factor influencing performance in 
chemistry within the highly selected population involved in the study.
4.1.4 Item analysis. An analysis of the performance of the indi­
vidual test items was carried out to pinpoint any particular anomalies
that might need to be considered before analysing the protocols. Table
2
4.3 shows the indices of facility (p) and discrimination (d) calculated, 
and also the number of students (N) attempting each item. For 
convenience during the construction of the test and the analysis of 
results, items are identified in the table with respect to the task they 
represent as well as by their item numbers in the test.
In general, although some items were obviously too easy (p > 0.80 for six
1.
2.
Separate correlations with the different AH4 sub-scores (verbal/ 
numerical and spatial) were equally low and non-significant.
Discrimination indices, d, were was calculated using "top and 
"bottom" groups of 6 for items attempted by 12 or more students 
of N/2 or (N - 1)/2 when N < 12.
and
Table 4.3 List of tasks, Items and Item statistics
Task Task/item number
Facility 
index p
Discrimination 
index d N
1. Defining 1.1 9d(ii) .93 .17 7
1.2 7a .70 .50 20
1.3 4a .59
-l
.50 11
2. Classifying 2.1 3d .60 .67 20
2.2 6c .50 .00 18
2.3 7b(i) .65 .67 20
2.4 7b(ii) .65 .83 20
2.5 9d(ii) .67 .67 6
2.6 5a .80 .17 20
2.7 5b .65 .67 20
2.8 5c .65 .33 20
2.9 9a .73 .20 11
2.10 9c(il) .71 .17 7
3. Naming 3.1 7c(i) .40 .67 20
3.2 7c(ii) .60 .67 19
3.3 8a .71 .58 14
3.4 9c(i) .72 -.13 9
3.5 la(i) .85 .50 20
3.6 la(ii) .85 .50 20
3.7 3a( i) .60 .67 20
3.8 3b(i) .90 .17 20
3.9 3c( i) .85 .33 20
3.10 6b .72 .33 18
4. Stating/describing: 4.1.1 3a(ii) .35 .67 20
4.1 procedure/ 4.1.2 3b(ii) .55 . 17 20
process 4.1.3 3c(ii) .60 . 50 20
4.1.4 3b( i) .50 .33 20
4.1.5 8c .38 .25 12
4.1.6 6d(ii) .24 .33 17
4.1.7 6d(ii) .00 .00 17
4.2 occurrence 4.2.1 lc(i) .10 .33 20
4.2.2 lc(ii) .25 .67 20
4.2.3 4d(i) .50 .20 10
4.2.4 4d(ii) .50 .60 10
5. Explaining: 5.1.1 4b .65 -.50 10
5.1 procedures 5.1.2 6a .92 • 08 lo
5.2 phenomena 5.2.1 8b .50 .67 14
5.2.2 4c .65 .70 10
5.2.3 id .75 .67 20
5.2.4 lb( i) .35 .50 20
5.2.5 lb(ii) .45 .33 20
5.2.6 6c .24 .50 17
6. Giving formulae: 6.1.1 2a .78 .58 20
6.1 molecular 6.1.2 5d .60 .70 20
6.2 structural 6.2.1 9b .25 .17 12
6.2.2 2b(ii) .35 .83 20
Total 1 767
items out of 46) this was to be expected for pupils of the high calibre 
involved and did little to detract from the interest of examining the 
strategics used in solving them» They might, indeed, be expected to 
provide an interesting contrast with more difficult items. All these 
easy items discriminated positively and some quite highly (p - 0.50 in 
two cases).
At the opposite end of the scale one item (task 4.1.7, item 6d(ii)) was 
eliminated. No student answered it correctly and it was obvious from 
the protocols that this was largely due to unsatisfactory wording which 
led to confusion with the related item preceding it. It was ignored in 
subsequent systematic analyses, and protocols relating to it were 
considered in conjunction with the related item (task 4.1.6, item 
6d(i)). Only one other item (task 4.2.2, item lc(ii)) had a facility 
less than 0.20; however it discriminated well (d “ 0.33) and students 
protocols indicated no obvious fault» The difficulty of the item was 
not felt to detract from the interest of analysing the way in which 
students tried to tackle it.
Owing to the small numbers of students involved, the values of the 
Indices of discrimination could not be regarded as particularly 
reliable. However, it was considered desirable to re-examine the two 
items which showed negative d values. Task 3.4 (item 9c(i); d “ 0.13)
was attempted only nine times and revealed no obvious fault after rein- 
specting both the item and the associated protocols. The discrimination 
index of -0.50 on task 5.1.1 (item 4b) seemed, however, to reflect a 
somewhat more serious problem in that a number of students who had scored 
highly on the test as a whole failed to make an important distinction. 
However, both the item and the way it was marked seemed fully justified 
and the item was retained for subsequent stages of the analysis.
Thus one item (task 4.1.7; item 6d(ii)) was eliminated and the remainder 
of the chapter is devoted to the analysis of protocols relating to the 
remaining 45.
4.2 The processing of the protocols
The section which follows describes the transcription of the protocols 
and reports the theoretical and practical evaluation of alternative 
methods of handling the data concluding with an account of the analysis 
conducted.
4.2.1 The transcription of the protocols. The need to make repeated 
comparisons back and forth between different protocols and between 
different parts of the same protocol made it impracticable to work 
direct from the audio—tapes. It is, indeed, normal practice to make 
written transcriptions of PS protocols prior to analysis although a 
certain immediacy is inevitably lost in the process (Cowan, 1977).
Owing to the technical nature of the subject matter and other factors 
external to the study, a handwritten transcription was made in the first 
instance. This proved a demanding and tedious task, each one—hour tape 
requiring on average six hours for accurate transcription. The written 
transcripts were subsequently typed and copies are given in Appendix A.
A number of conventions were adopted to try to reflect as fully as 
possible the character of the protocol including hesitations, false 
starts, emphatic or enquiring tones and so on. This improved the 
immediacy of the protocols and, although not explicitly used in the 
analysis, sometimes assisted in their interpretation. A key to these 
conventions is provided in the appendix.
4.2.2 General considerations regarding protocol analysis. Before 
evaluating alternative approaches to the analysis of the protocols, it 
is necessary to consider the characteristics of the information which
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was wanted from them. The aim of this phase of the study was to find 
out how candidates tackled examination items, to describe the strategies 
they adopted and how these broke down, and to find out how the PS 
behaviour of the successful student differed from that of the less 
successful.
It seemed clear that the analysis should aim, so far as the data 
allowed, to generate descriptions of strategies which were (i) usefully 
general, (ii) unambiguous and (iii) of explanatory value. The identi­
fication of a limited number of strategies covering between them as 
wide a range of observed behaviour as possible, was a primary intention 
of the study. Indeed, a relatively large and representative range of 
items was employed in the test in the explicit hope of facilitating a 
usefully general description of PS behaviour. The virtue of such 
generality lies not only in parsimony for its own sake but in increasing 
the usefulness of the information as regards its implications for 
educational practice. The importance of avoiding ambiguity is obvious. 
Ideally, any descriptions of strategies should be such as to enable clear 
discriminations to be made on the basis of available evidence. Finally, 
strategies should be described so as to facilitate the interpretation of 
students' PS successes and failures with reference to an acceptable 
explanatory model. In particular, perhaps, they should provide a basis 
for identifying the underlying causes of students' errors.
Three different approaches to the analysis of protocols were considered. 
These were: (i) simple category analysis, (ii) problem behaviour 
graphing, and (iii) network analysis. Each was evaluated not only on 
the basis of its description in the literature but also through its 
trial application to protocols. All three are briefly described and
evaluated below.
4.2.3 Simple category analysis or iterative generalisation. The
phrase "iterative generalisation" has been coined here to describe what 
is probably the most common method of protocol analysis. In its simplest 
form it may amount to little more than a generalised description of data 
from a single case study. However, as the numbers of subjects and/or 
problems increase, initial tentative descriptions tend to be 
progressively modified and generalised to accommodate more and more of 
the data. As this process proceeds and descriptions of general 
categories are refined, earlier assignments of particular labels to 
particular cases may need to be reconsidered and the analysis proceeds 
in an iterative manner. The descriptions generated in this way may tend 
to reflect a particular view, theory or model of the PS process (Durkin, 
1937; Dunker, 1945; Krutetskii, 1976; Larkin and Reif, 1979) although 
this is not necessarily the case (Bloom and Broder, 1950; Cowan, 1977).
The analysis of the protocols obtained in the pilot trials was conducted 
by the method described above which was also tried out on an item from 
the main study which was attempted by all 20 students. Although 
demanding and time-consuming, it led to useful if still tentative 
descriptions of PS processes at a high level of generality (eg direct 
recall, propositional reasoning, serial processing etc). As regards the 
unambiguous assignment of Individual cases to particular descriptive 
classes, it is in the nature of the method that such classes are oper­
ationally defined by the examples assigned to them. Any ambiguity Is 
thus confined to the way in which the protocol is interpreted, that is 
in deciding what to make of particular verbalisations. While many may 
be clear, others may involve a degree of interpretation and thus be less 
easy to classify objectively. It is, however, characteristic of 
protocol data that this level of interpretation is unavoidable whatever 
means of analysis is adopted.
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Finally, in conjunction with the PS model developed in Chapter 2, the 
processes identified showed high potential in terms of their capacity 
to generate useful explanations of PS behaviour, including failure to 
solve items (see Section 3.2 relating to the pilot trials).
4.2.4 Problem Behaviour Graphs. "Problem Behaviour Graphs" (PBGs) 
were developed by Simon and Newell (1972) as a means of representing 
individual PS protocols. They are based on an information processing 
model of PS behaviour and were intended to facilitate the development of 
a “full theory of human problem-solving", and more particularly to lead 
to the construction of computer programmes that can model human PS 
behaviour. Simon and Newell claim that the method provides a means of 
encoding verbal protocols "with a relatively high degree of objectivity 
and reproducibility, and in very concrete terms, so that the content of 
the problem-solving steps (is) retained".
A PBG is constructed in a hypothetical "problem space defined by those 
states of knowledge concerning the problem (including the givens and 
goal states) assumed to be accessible to the problem-solver through the 
application of a set of operations which he is able to perform on such 
knowledge states. The graph represents, in a formal manner, the 
sequence of information states which are reflected in the protocol and 
employs a number of conventions. For example, each information state is 
represented by a node (or sometimes a "box"), a succession of such 
states deriving from one another being linked by horizontal lines. A 
return to an earlier information state is indicated by placing a new 
node beneath the one in question and joining them with a vertical line. 
The nodes are numbered according to their sequence in the protocol and 
the infomation represented by each node is presumed to include knowledge 
of givens and of goals and of the attempted solution route up to that
point, in addition to the specific information generated by processing. 
An example based on the attempt of student 020 on item 5a (and employing 
additional conventions generated in the course of evaluating this 
approach) is shown in Figure 4.1.
pre-processing
Key: 1 number of electrons (e ) ^
2 equals number of protons (p )
3 mass number (M)
/  ° \4 equals protons plus neutrons (n )
5 isotope (I)
+  . c6 is same number p ; different number n
7 thus same number e ; different M
8 thus X and Z (‘answer)
9 I means different M
10 matches X and Z (check)
Figure 4.1 Problem Behaviour Graph (PBG) of student 020; 
item 5a, test 03
The student was given tabulated data regarding the mass numbers and the 
numbers of electrons in seven neutral atoms, and asked to identify which 
two were isotopes of the same element. The rather cryptic key should 
enable the solution to be followed. Nodes 1 - 2  and 3 - 4  represent 
information generated while the item was being read. Nodes 5 - 8
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represent the main solution route. Nodes 6 and 7 each represent two 
separate pieces of information processed in parallel. Only one was used 
to generate the solution, however the other was subsequently used as a 
cross-check (nodes 9 - 10). The arrows from nodes 2 and 4 show that the 
information they represent was applied in generating node 7 from node 6.
Although the construction of PBGs offers a neat and convenient way of 
coding successive information states, it does not include all the 
information available from the protocols (regarding for example the 
processing between information states, the student's certainty or doubts 
regarding the progress of the solution, etc) and on its own offers 
little by way of interpretation. Two additional stages are needed. The 
first involves identifying the processes which are operating in the 
problem space. These may sometimes be available from the protocols but 
often have to be inferred. Secondly, by generalisation from the 
association of particular information states with particular processes, 
a "production system" is inferred. This specifies sets of "conditions" 
leading to particular mental "actions" on the part of the problem-solver 
and allows a "programme" to be written whose execution will simulate the 
PS behaviour of the subject. Interestingly, in recent work on the PS of 
university physics students, Larkin and Reif (1979) have described the 
generation of production systems from protocols without the intervention 
of PBGs.
Although this approach to the analysis of the protocols has some 
attractive features, its use has been restricted to case studies. Simon 
and Simon (1980) for example have generated very explicit production 
systems which reflect the behaviour of two individuals on a restricted 
set of physics problems. The PBG is a specific not a general 
description, indeed on the item used for the illustration in Figure 4.1
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20 students produced 19 different graphs. Although generalisations 
could certainly be made by applying iterative methods to the graphs, or 
by the subsequent analysis of processes and production systems, this can 
be done direct from the protocols. It should also be noted that PBGs are 
constructed within a problem-space already selected by the student and 
focus attention on the detailed analysis of his subsequent behaviour.
This leaves aside vital questions relating to the understanding of the 
problem and the selection of a strategy, and work in this paradigm has 
been criticised for focusing attention solely towards the processes of 
PS without adequate regard to these other important aspects (Klein and 
Weitzenfeld, 1976). As regards the apparent objectivity of the method, 
this relates largely to the construction of the PBG itself. Insofar as 
both the processes and the production systems are inferred, the method 
makes similar demands on the interpretive skills of the researcher as 
any other method of analysing protocol data. The solutions generated 
are essentially programmes whose implementation simulates the PS 
behaviour observed. These have descriptive rather than explanatory 
value and would demand further interpretation to meet the demands of the 
present study. Thus although the analysis imposes a disciplined 
structure on the data, in itself it contributes little as regards 
generalisation and explanation, and confines its attention largely to 
only one of the five PS stages Identified. Though well adapted to case 
study work in the computer simulation paradigm, it was not considered a 
suitable tool for the present study.
4.2.5 Network analysis. The method of analysis discussed in the 
following paragraphs relates to work described by Ogborn (1979), Bliss 
and Ogborn (1979) and Mujib (1980) and not to the use of "PS networks" 
described by Ashmore et al (1979) and already discussed in Section 2.2.3 
The latter refers to the analysis of a certain class of problems rather
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than to the analysis of protocols. Although students' solution routes 
have been interpreted by comparing them with such networks (Bapat, 1975; 
McCabe, 1977) more student-centred PS models have been adopted here. 
Ogborn writes of the difficulty of analysing students' protocols and 
similar verbal material.
"We have all learned to live with the fact that the more realistic 
our data is the more impossible it becomes to say what is there.
If we interview children about how they think, we get a strong 
impression of understanding what is going on rather better, and an 
equally strong sense of despair at ever being able to capture it 
without losing its essential complexity.”
(Ogborn 1979, p 359)
He goes on to describe the application of linguistics networks to the 
analysis of such data. This and subsequent relevant work was published 
only when the present study was nearly completed. Its evaluation was 
thus in a sense academic and will be reported quite briefly.
The method is most easily described by reference to an example. Mujib 
(1980) spent two years developing a network to describe some aspects of 
university students' attempts to solve problems in physics. A modified
version, in an early stage of adaptation to the present study, is
presented in Figure 4.2. Two conventions are used: a bracket, { ,
representing a logical AND and a bar, " [ ", representing a logical OR. 
The network represents a moderately detailed (though in this case 
tentative and incomplete) interpretation of protocol data from the point 
of view of an information processing model of PS. It consists of a 
kind of generative grammar" which can generate stylised descriptions of 
the data using only the terms at the ends of the branches of the
network. Each of these must, of course, be explicitly defined but also
derives meaning from its place in the network. Thus "match" (Figure 4.2) 
in addition to an explicit definition in terms of comparing two sets of 
data, is seen from the network to represent the execution of the process 
of bringing together information; similarly "enough" represents a part
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of the PS control system and Is the result of evaluating either a 
procedure or its outcome. Application of the network to the protocol of 
student 020's solution of item 5a (already discussed in the last 
section) results in the following coded version:
EVALUATION DECISION APPROACH
start act to equate sel-data 1 (get xi)
and define sel-data 2 (get X2)
and grasp problem
outcome OK got-idea move-on act to define se1-part (get X3)
and match data
outcome no match got-idea move-on act to combine X3 XI X2 (get X4)
and match part X4-data
outcome enough but check act to match part X4-data
outcome enough so finish stop
Tliis shows that the student first generates new information regarding 
the two terms used in presenting the tabulated data (number of electrons 
and mass number) and then (reads and) understands the problem. He next 
decides to defina a term in the problem (isotope) and to match that 
against the data given. This fails so he logically combines his 
definition (X3) with all the information generated earlier (XI and X2) 
and matches part of the results (X4) with the data given. On evaluation 
this is accepted as meeting the goal but he decides to check by matching 
the remainder of the information generated (X4) with the data given and 
confirms (and writes down) the answer.
If the network presented were to have been used in this study, it would 
have needed further modification to reflect the model adopted. A great 
deal of iterative development would also have been needed to ensure that 
the grammar and syntax represented, defined an adequate language for 
expressing all the protocols collected. One reason for not pursuing 
this further was that the analysis was already nearly completed when 
Ogborn's publication and subsequently Mujib's network came to
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hand, however it will be of interest to evaluate it briefly against the 
criteria established for a satisfactory analysis. As regards generality 
there was no reason to suppose that a single network would not be able 
to cover all the PS episodes recorded. However, it would obviously be 
rather an elaborate generalisation, and further Iterative analysis would 
be needed to identify routes through the network in terms of a limited 
number of strategies. As regards lack of ambiguity, the interpretation 
represented by a network is arrived at by the same sort of iterative 
generalisation employed in simple category analysis. However, although 
no strong claims can be made for objectivity, Bliss and Ogborn (1979) 
argue that the semantic grammar of the network helps to maintain the 
stability of the meaning of the categories identified and that it 
enables sources of disagreement or ambiguity to be pinpointed more 
easily than in simpler category systems. Finally, as regards its 
explanatory power, the network already represents a rather detailed 
interpretation of observed behaviour in terms of a PS model, thus 
perhaps its greatest strength lies in its explanatory potential.
However, Bliss and Ogborn (1979) and Mujib (1980) testify to the 
complexity and difficulty of the task of constructing a network and 
Ogborn (1979) to the absence of "criteria for good networks and network 
features (and) criteria for trading off complexity and subtlety". In 
the circumstances it was decided, though not without some reluctance, 
that the more structured and powerful network approach did not offer 
sufficient advantages in terms of the alms of an exploratory study, to 
justify a late change from the simple category analysis already adopted.
4.3 The analysis of students' PS strategies and errors
After establishing what is meant by strategy, the section which follows 
reports the conduct of the analysis, the recording of the data and some 
general Impressions gained during this phase of the work.
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4.3.1 A definition of strategy. The word "strategy” is generally 
associated with military manouevres or games and there is no widely 
agreed definition in the literature of PS. Butcher (1968) regards a 
strategy as a plan of action; less general than an attitude or set but 
less specific than testing a particular hypothesis. This agrees closely 
with the usage of Bruner, Goodnow and Austin (1956) in their well known 
work on problems involving concept formation. Ausubel and Robinson 
(1971) refer to a set of verbal rules which guide the selection and 
manipulation of information. In the Information processing paradigm of 
Simon and Newell (1972) this would relate to the selection of a 
particular problem space, that is with the application of a particular, 
limited set of operators. A pragmatic position was adopted in the 
present study and strategies were regarded simply as recognisably 
different ways of processing information which represented students' 
general approaches to tackling examination items. In terms of the PS 
stages, strategy is represented by the type of approach selected after a 
student has read and understood the item (or after abandoning a previous 
attempt). In terms of memory, a strategy is reflected in the 
application of a particular set of general procedures in WM.
4.3.2 The conduct of the analysis- A simple category analysis was 
employed to generate descriptions of strategies and errors in the proto­
cols by an iterative process of analysis and generalisation. Students' 
protocols were analysed task by task and item by item across the 
population involved. Initially the broad categories identified during 
the pilot trials were employed and these were refined, added to and 
occasionally amalgamated in the light of the data from the protocols.
I„ addition to the large quantity of information to be handled (the 
typed protocols covered 296 pages), the principal difficulties 
encountered related to inferring the processes used by students where
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,h=»= » « .  « *  .«pUclt and to deiinlog boued.rle, between different 
c a t e g o r i e s .  Thu., although ,indent, generally «arb.ll.ed fluently after 
the first few minutes and the protocol, provided gulte an adequate 
record of the path of a .olutlon, the prone.... by which they progressed 
ftom point to point were often only Implicit. A, regard, both the 
inference of proces. and the definition of boundaries, the PS »del 
adopted proved a useful tool. Ive. .o, » » ,  distinction, established 
early In the analysis were progressively eroded a. a range of 
intermedia.« cases cam. to light and the classification which foil.», 
cannot be regarded as definitive. However, after several Iterations all 
attempt, had been assigned and further analysis would have resulted In 
only minor changes. It therefor, decided to take stock of the 
information generated at this point.
4.3.3 The recording of the data. The analysis covered 857 separate 
attempts at solving items (students who were dissatisfied with their 
first attempt frequently tried again) and included 372 recorded errors 
and 102 instances of checking answers. In order to facilitate 
subsequent treatment of the data, a form was developed on which to 
record all responses to each particular item. A copy will be found in 
Appendix A. Like the strategy and error categories, the form was 
developed during the course of the analysis to meet the apparent 
demands of the situation. Strategies were listed under the following
headings:
(i) Abortive attempt, were recorded only where a student’s 
initial strategy was completely abandoned before any sort of answer was 
produced. Such attempts were clearly distinguished from principal 
strategies (see below) which merely got off to a hesitant start, and 
from cases of failure to make any significant attempt. Only 8X of the
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strategies recorded fell into this category. By definition an abortive 
attempt was associated with one or more errors.
(11) Principal strategies represented a student's main attempt 
at an item and were distinguished from abortive attempts insofar as they 
led to some sort of answer. There were a few instances in which more 
than one principal strategy was recorded. These occurred where a 
student realised that his answer was impossible and returned to make a 
completely new attempt. Such cases were rare and were distinguished 
from attempts to simply check an answer in which the student might have 
more or less confidence. Three columns were provided for recording 
principal strategies depending upon whether they were (a) correct 
sound, (b) correct but unsound and (c) incorrect. By definition the two
latter categories involved errors.
(ill) C h . c U «  strategic were those which followed . prl.clp.l 
strategy a»d .tte.pt.d to cooflr. the correctness or otherwise of the 
answer. The, were further suh-dlvlded as case. In which further 
processing (.) conflr.ed a correct answer. <b) wro.gl, appeared to 
conflr. an Incorrect answer, (c) wrongl, Inflnsed a correct answer,
(d) correctly «firmed an Incorr.ct answer, (o) failed to provide any 
Information concerning the answer and (g) ch.ched. no, the correctness 
or otherwise of the answer, but that It did Indeed meet the goal a. 
perceived by the student*
On the form for any particular item, one line was used to record the 
response of each pupil attempting it. Strategies were indicated by
symbols (SI, S2 .... ) which will be elaborated in Section 4.4 below.
Errors were shown similarly (El, E2 .... ) immediately below the
strategy with which they were associated. Separate symbols were used 
for checking strategies which were analysed separately.
$
In a review4.3.4 Some general impressions regarding the analysis.
of research into the thought processes employed in the solution of 
verbal arithmetic problems, Hollander (1979) comments that "objective 
evidence of subjective thought processes" is hard to come by. If we 
rationalise students’ behaviour on the basis of our own interpretive 
frameworks, is what we achieve an understanding of students’ cognitive 
processes? Ogborn has referred to the "impression of understanding" 
that we often get from protocol data. But even if our system of 
analysis were better than it is, that impression may tend to become 
obscured in a plethora of detail. It therefore seemed important to 
record a number of general impressions before proceeding.
While no systematic attempt to validate the five stages of PS was 
either envisaged or attempted, a strong impression emerged that it 
represented an excellent, broad framework for the description of PS 
episodes. Possibly linked to this was a very strong underlying 
impression of "wholeness"; that while pinning down the patterns was a 
daunting task, there were indeed marked regularities of behaviour 
underlying every PS attempt. Equally clearly, of course, the part of the 
pattern illuminated by each attempt depended upon the interaction of the 
particular test item with the cognitive appartus of the particular 
student. The impression was thus one of a complex pattern underlying PS 
behaviour, fragments of which were being illuminated from a range of 
differing, and not fully known, perspectives. It is, unfortunately, 
much easier to see that there is such a pattern than to describe it
adequately1
cottar broad l.pr.a.ion ... oi tb. .or, najor rol. pl.yad by recall In 
answering ea.-lnarlon ltana. »oth before and after the teat, •• - «  “  
durtng If, .fade... ref.rr.d to -rrrl.fo.- (fr.qnentl, to eapl.l« that
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they felt they were unable to do themselves justice although performance 
on the test was In fact up to expectation) and it was clear that they 
expected either to know the answer to each question, or to know a 
standard routine from which the answer would quickly emerge. Where 
neither of these conditions obtained, or even where an unfamiliar phrase 
„as employed, the initial reaction in most cases was to want to omit the 
item or "guess". Considerable encouragement was often necessary to 
persuade them to make a serious attempt, and guessing or undisciplined 
speculation often seemed to be preferred to attempting logical or 
systematic thinking, though this would quickly have resolved the 
difficulty in most cases. The standard JMB examination rubric, included
on the front page of the PS test, states that:
"A few questions may relate to topics or substances J°U
are not expected to be familiar. In such ^  ‘tl 9 en;  yin
data have been provided and you are being asked to think cl
a new situation.”
However, students seemed disinclined and ill-prepared to tackle anything 
unfamiliar.
Finally, before passing on to the more analytical part of the report, it 
should be observed that the sort of analysis undertaken is bound, in 
some respects, to destroy underlying patterns as well as exposing 
aspects of them. Although it was necessary to do so to avoid confusion 
there were, for example, disadvantages in considering strategies, errors 
and checking separately. In particular the nature of the errors recorded 
often helps to throw light on the strategies employed. Similarly, if 
perhaps to a lesser extent, there are losses in considering checking in 
isolation. Such classifications were used only in the hope that an 
adequate analysis might facilitate a subsequent synthesis and thus lead 
to a better understanding of students' PS processes.
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4 . 4  An account of the PS strategies Identified
in this section, the nine strategies identified are described. Table
4.4 summarises the names and symbols employed and indicates the 
incidence of each.
Table 4.4 A list of the strategies identified
_____ - ----- -------- - ---- -
Strategy Symbol No of cases (total 857)
Omitting SO 88
Si 318Recall
Linking generalisation Sl/2 27
Propositional reasoning S2 267
S2 ' 35Analogy
Hypothesis and evaluation S3 42
Intuition Si ii
Serial processing Sp 45
Guessing SO' 24
I„ . category analysis of the aort which led to the Id.otlfIc.tl.o of 
thee, strategies, each category 1 . op.ratloo.il» d.fla.d hy the ex.-ple. 
allocated to It. However, It will he .or. helpful to provide a general 
description of each strategy and to illustrate this by reference to 
examples from the protocols.
4.1,1 strategy SO - t-lttlag. HO refer, to the o.ittlng of an It«, 
and re,hires little definition- It used only »here a student had 
read an It., with the Intention n, atte.ptl.g «  hut failed to writ, an, 
answer. Sxa.pl«. are hardly necessary but this description nay he 
amplified a little b, noting that, out of 88 case, record«., 61 L U « '  
positive atte.pt. to reach a solution. 20 followed failure either to 
understand ,h. It., or to select a strategy, and 7 - U -  error. »  -
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earlier related item which rendered any attempt impossible. As regards 
the relationship of this strategy to the PS model, the interest lies in 
the reason for a student omitting to answer an item. This will be 
considered later in terms of errors of understanding, selecting and 
processing.
4.4.2 Strategy SI - recall. SI refers to solutions retrieved 
directly, or with only minor propositional manipulation (as for example 
in applying a mnemonic) from LTM store. The recalled information may 
vary from single names to explanations of phenomena involving two or 
three sentences. It was the most frequently encountered strategy and a 
number of representative examples are given on the next page. Because 
recall can be a complex process and because it also plays an important 
part in all the PS episodes recorded, SI was sometimes difficult to 
distinguish from other strategies. Two characteristics of recall which 
have ramifications for all PS of the type under investigation and which 
„ere at the heart of many problems of classification, are its selective 
and reconstructive nature (Norman, 1973; Lindsay and Norman, 1977). 
Although the examples in Table 4.5 are deliberately straightforward 
ones, they provide some illustration of these aspects. In the first 
example, student 019 knows at once that he knows the answer but there is 
a short pause while he locates the information in LTM. The search and 
select aspect of this sort of information retrieval is well Illustrated 
in student 017's attempt on a similar item (Example B). He thinks he 
knows the answer and recalls studying the topic - then he appears to 
locate the appropriate general area in LTM and proceeds more confidently 
- he recalls when the topic was studied - then another experiment done 
at that time - and finally locates the answer. Examples C to E also 
illustrate the reconstructive aspect of the recall of more detailed
Table 4.5 Examples of strategy SI - recall
A. Student 019; Item 7(c)(1) asked for the name of an Industrial 
process given a technical description -
"Ah I can remember this it’s the er - contact process ...”
Student 017; item 7(c)(ii) was similar to the previous one -
••Oh er - name the industrial process er - 1 remember doing it 
nitrogen is er - [speaks more positively] oh third year - 
fountain experiment - Haber process
C. Student 025; item 3(a)(ii) asked for a chemical test for 
chlorine -
"Chemical test - er - well it's a bleacher - so it’ll bleach 
litmus paper - yeah litmus paper
n student 019* item 4(c) asked for an explanation of an experimental
m m  -  s r
was familiar
“Yes we’ve done the reaction and we were told the explanation
cathode and - and oxygen at the anode
Questioning suggested that student 012 recalled at once that the 
products were hydrogen and oxygen.
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information. Student 025 (Example C) recalls the key feature of a 
standard chemical test first, then adds detail. Student 019 
(Example D) knows the explanation demanded but takes a while to put 
together the different elements. Finally, student 012 (Example E) knows 
the electrolysis products but has to use additional recalled information 
to sort out (reconstruct) which gas is discharged at which electrode.
This example also illustrates a typical problem in classifying 
responses. Although the student basically remembers the answer, she has 
to use a little elementary reasoning to reconstruct one aspect of it. 
However, as the processing was only of a similar order to that involved 
in using a mnemonic, the response as a whole was classified as 
essentially recall; it was of quite a different character from the 
solutions of a few students who worked out an answer from basic
principles.
Because of the central importance of recall it may be useful to analyse 
this strategy in more detail with reference to the adopted PS model.
When the student understands an item it is assumed that he makes it 
meaningful by translating and encoding it in such a way that he can 
relate it to his LTM store. There is certainly evidence of such 
translation in some of the protocols. For example, one of the items 
already mentioned (Example A, Table 4.5) referred to the oxidation of 
sulphur(lV) oxide to sulphur(VI) oxide and it was clear that several of 
the students were unable to continue until they had explicitly 
translated these names to sulphur dioxide and trioxide, respectively.
It further seems reasonable to suppose that the process of understanding 
an item activates relevant areas of LTM as proposed for example in 
Atkin ' 8 (1978) model. This appears to offer an explanation for the fact 
that in many SI solutions students were confident that they knew the 
answer before actually finding it. Thus, although there was obviously
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little evidence In cases where an answer was recalled more or less 
Instantaneously, many protocols lent support to the following 
description of an SI type solution. The sequence appears to be that the 
student (i) reads and (ii) understands, translates and encodes the item, 
activating parts of LTM and realising that the answer should be 
available "off the shelf"; he then (iii) selects strategy SI and, (iv) 
activates it, scanning the relevant area of LTM store and (v) checking 
what is there against his goal until he finds (or in more complex cases 
reconstructs) an answer that satisfies him.
4.4.3 Strategy Sl/2 - linking generalisation. Sl/2 refers to 
attempts which can be regarded as intermediate between direct recall and 
propositional reasoning. What is recalled is not the answer but a 
simple generalisation which applies to the case and leads immediately to 
the answer. Only a limited number of cases was identified and a single 
example from the protocols will suffice:
f Student 017* Item 6(c) referred to a verbally described reaction 
and asked which of the two reactants was acting as an oxidising agent -
it's got to be one of those surely - and - all metals are 
reducing agents - so it's got to be copper(II) sulphate
Examples classified as Sl/2 ranged from clear, simple generalisations 
like the above and "ammonium salt plus base yields ammonia", in which 
there is formal identity with low-level rule application, to less well 
defined associations such as “ammonium salts often give ammonia". The 
essential element is that some aspect of the information given is 
encoded and classified as belonging to a group about which a relevant 
generalisation is known. Some cases appeared to be triggered by the 
information given, others by the goal and some were indeterminate. In 
the terms of the PS model, the strategy could be described as seeking a 
generalisation to link givens and goals. The dividing line between
recalling a particular case and recalling a generalisation of which 
the particular case is an example, though formally clear enough, was not 
necessarily easy to discern from the protocols.
4 .4.4  strategy S2 - propositional reasoning. S2 was particularly 
associated with some of the tasks that had been labelled classification, 
giving formulae and describing occurrence ("What would happen if •••? 
questions). A solution is sought through the recall and application of 
propositional knowledge, to generate specific information previously 
unknown to the student (although it may occasionally be recognised later 
as known but forgotten!). Two relatively homogeneous sets of behaviours 
covered a majority of examples, namely (i) the generation of selected 
attributes of a given concept, followed by the identification of 
particular cases on the basis of processing given or recalled 
information about them, and (ii) the identification of an appropriate 
concept, principle or model and the application of propositions stemming 
from this to given data so as to generate conclusions. Five examples 
from the protocols which were classified as S2 are given in Table 4.6.
Examples G and H are fairly typical of the first type, involving the 
application of propositions about oxidation and isotopes respectively.
In Example I, the student explains his answer in propositional terms but 
may have applied a model (involving perhaps electron flow and electron 
transfer), and Example J represents a more extended version of similar 
propositional processing which may have algorithmic overtones.
Finally, Example K is unusual and reflects some of the problems of 
categorisation. Because of the nature of this item the answer was 
generated in the course of understanding the ideas in the question. The 
experiment described is interpreted as it is read, applying 
propositional information from LTM. It was not clear whether the
t „ M p 4.6 Examples of strategy S2 - propositional reasoning
G. Student 027; item 7(b)(1) asked for the identification, in an 
ionic equation, of the substance being oxidised
"Oxidation is - loss of electrons - so the Fe " *°_the H - 
the hydrogen is positive ... so that means it has 
electron - so the (hydrogen) is being oxidised
h Student 020; item 5(a) asked for the identification of isotopes 
irom a table of data relating to numbers of electrons and mass num ers. 
After some propositional pre-processing of the data the stude 
continues -
-Isotopes have the same number of protons but diff f "“mbe” t 
of neutrons - so they’ll have the same mmber of 
- different mass - number ... look for the same number of
electrons - M and Q"
I Student 021; item 1(c)(1) asked about the effect on an 
electrolysis of increasing the concentration of electrolyte w 
maintaining constant current
-[pause] - well there will be no increased rate of neutralisation 
[discharge at the electrodes] ... no, because the rate of 
neutralisation is directly proportional to the current passed
J. Student 014; item 5(d) asked for derivation of ch.. formula of a 
compound from data about atoms. The student selects data about 
electrons without comment -
1 - u  > » v .» « - « -« ‘ S i r * .
of i ... « . . f u ■ » - 2 “ - t i ™
so' 1 1  be - LX^’
generated during propositional pre-processing of the stem
-Looks like a displacement reaction OK [continues reading] 
.h the reddish bro«,
because the copper was displaced by the iron 
up in the electrochemical series
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identification of the precipitate as copper (subsequently recognised as 
the answer to part (b)) sprang immediately from recognition of the 
reaction as a displacement type (only marginally on the S2 side of Sl/2) 
or whether the idea of the electro-chemical series actually played a 
part (positively S2), or represented a check (to be reported elsewhere) 
or merely a rationalisation for the benefit of the author. Constant 
interruptions to check up on such points were obviously impracticable; 
however as the answer clearly involved propositional processing, even 
though initially selected as a strategy for understanding rather than 
answering the question, it was classified as S2.
Returning to more typical cases and relating them to the PS model, it 
seems that students reading a new item may first decide whether it ought 
to be answered by knowing or by applying knowledge. In the latter case 
the appropriate propositions are sought in the activated areas of LTM 
(in Example G these would include not only the definition of oxidation 
but ideas relating to the charges on electrons and ions etc) and are 
combined with one another and with given information in WM (Example G " - 
so ... so ... so ... etc”) until a product matching the goal state is 
reached (Example H "look for the same number of electrons").
4.4.5 Strategy S2’ - analogy S2' relates to a relatively small 
group of attempts in which a pupil used what he judged to be a similar 
case as an analogy and generalised from the familiar case to the new 
situation represented by the item. Such a strategy frequently appeared 
to be "triggered" when such an analogy was perceived, rather than being 
planned from the start. Examples ranged from the sort of useful, 
insightful analogy implied in the description, to naive generalisations
based on inadequate or false analogies which were sometimes quite
, a t-hp scale they were sometimes little bettervague. At the latter end of the scale tney
Here light will be thrown on cases of this sort whenthan guesses.
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errors are considered. Three examples follow:
L. Student 018; item 2(a) asked for the formula of ammonium 
carbonate -
"Ammonium carbonate - that's - hydrogen carbonate - H^COj - 
there's er - hydrogen's got a valency of 1 - ammonium s got a
....................  C03 "valency of 1 so that*d be ••• twice
M. Student 012; item 7(b)(1) asked for the identification, in an 
ionic equation,of the substances being oxidised. The student struggles 
with this and then omits it. Later, while attempting another item
“it says here oxidation of sulphur to - sulphur(IV) to 
sulphur(VI) so I can apply that ... that's got four elect 
four to six - and that's three to two - so I 1 1  put hydrogen
is being oxidised"
N. Student 009; item 3(d) asked which of three gases normally acts 
as an oxidising agent -
"Well the only oxidising agent I can think of at the moment is 
sulphuric acid - so er - ... - it could be hydrogen sulphide - 
because that is identical because it also has two hydrogens 
like sulphuric acid"[!]
Only a few examples of this strategy used good analogies but on the 
whole S2' responses were easy to classify. An exception related to the 
answers to item 6(a) given by all the 18 students who attempted it. The 
item asked why an excess of reagent was used in an unfamiliar salt 
preparation which was described in the question. The actual combination 
of reaction and procedure was obviously new to them and it was felt that 
students were trying to generalise from more familiar examples.
Although a few cases of this strategy led to processing of the S2 type, 
the majority mirrored SI solutions. However, the use of generalisation 
from analogy meant that all attempts had at least the formal character 
of propositional reasoning, hence the designation S2'. In terms of the 
PS model it appears that the student, understanding the item but not 
recognising it as familiar and unable to proceed in other ways, may 
recognise an apparently similar case in LTM and attempt to generalise
from that.
4.4.6 Strategy S3 - hypothesis and evaluation. S3 relates to 
attempts at solution involving the generation and evaluation of 
hypotheses. The strategy was not common and most examples related to 
one out of only a few items. Its use was obviously restricted to 
situations in which the student did not know the answer or any routine 
way to generate it, and thus accords with definitions of productive PS.
A good solution appeared to depend upon disciplined or insightful 
speculation, evaluated in terms of relevant criteria generated in 
response to the demands of the item. Alternatively, speculation might 
relate to the goal, seeking to meet criteria related to specific 
givens. However, the rather limited number of successful answers 
classified as S3 tended to be represented by protocols in which the 
first serious hypothesis to be verbalised was the right one, and in 
which the evaluation was largely implicit. Indeed, few students 
considered more than one hypothesis and many attempts were characterised 
by rather vague speculation and poor evaluative criteria. The category 
was identified by consideration of a range of cases which were otherwise 
hard to classify, rather than from individual protocols. Examples will 
therefore be related to items rather than to particular attempts.
o Item 8(c) asked for a chemical test to distinguish between sodium 
hydrogencarbonate and hydrated sodium c a r b o n a t e .  No student knew an
typical example -
-T'm wondering how you do this - sodium hydrogencarbonate
i°suppose - which will soften it - hydrated 8°di"” '"J°nate 
softens hard water and sodium hydrogencarbonate doesn
P. item 4(b) asked for the reason for using a plaatic b®a*er * " a 
L t  of neutralisation mpnrl.ent. So.. atuO.nt.
Student 013 is typical -
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"Well you're making - producing heat ... heat is being transmitted 
by the glass - so I should guess the plastic's used to stop this
In terms of the PS model the student, in understanding the item, realises 
that he does not know the answer nor can he see a way to generate an 
answer by ordinary propositional reasoning using the information avail­
able to him. He may seek but fail to find an analogy. In many instances 
he may quickly recognise that the only way to answer the question is to 
try to generate a sensible guess. In a good attempt, disciplined 
hypotheses would be generated by directed chains of propositional 
reasoning, the products of which would be evaluated in terms of the 
demands of the item. However, students seemed reluctant to do this and 
when forced to it, generally made only one or two quick guesses and only 
limited attempts at evaluation. More than one volunteered that he would 
omit such a question for the time being and return to it at the end of 
the test if there was time. Given the constraints of the examination 
situation.it would be hard to criticise such a decision!
A.4.7 Strategy Si - intuition. Si refers to a student's sudden, 
unexplained apprehension of an answer to an item. It was infrequently 
encountered and in every case was associated with items in which S2 was 
the most common strategy. Si generally represented an early response to 
an item and was often quite confident; in this respect it can be 
contrasted to simple guesses (described below) which appear to be made 
quite fatalistically after some other attempt has been tried. Two 
examples will suffices
Q. Student OOSJ I t »  6 ( 0  » * *  •« “  i ’S S l »
irsajrss s •** - —- - *'■"
a few seconds decides suddenly
••SO the copper sulphate must be the oxidising agent - because the
iron is on its own ..."
R. Student 026; item l(c)(ii) asked about the effect on a simple 
electrolysis of raising the temperature while maintaining a consta 
current. The student's protocol starts -
"Ah I don't think that's got any effect”
Although the answer given by student 008 is a non-typical example insofar 
as it follows initial consideration of a standard solution, it is one of 
six cases which could be regarded as arising from naive general 
impressions (eg that oxidation involves the addition of something) 
though some cases could equally have been rapid sub-conscious S2 
solutions. All of these six cases were subsequently checked by normal 
S2 approaches. Four of the remaining five cases were immediate 
negatives on item l(c)(ii>. Although it would be possible to regard 
these as SI attempts which failed to find a link in LTM between 
electrolysis and temperature, three at least were more quickly and 
positively accepted by the students than would have been expected in 
such a case, despite subsequent unsuccessful attempts at rationalisation 
(although student 026 did say that electrolysis had more to do with 
current than temperature). In view of the limited and uncertain data it 
seems unprofitable to speculate further about these attempts.
4.4.8 Strategy Sp - aerial proce.eing. The term "serial processing" 
was proposed during the pilot trials and was associated with certain 
inadequate responses. Some attempts represented little beyond a para­
phrase of part of the information given, often involving familiar 
associations and stereotypes, but falling well short of meeting the goal 
represented by such words as "explain" (about half the cases recorded 
related to explanations of phenomena). More substantial efforts 
involved considerable casting about for useful associations and a more 
directed attempt to process the information given in the general 
direction of the goal. However, the lack of some essential Insight
generally led to answers which the students themselves regarded as less 
than adequate. Three examples should suffice.
S. Student 023; item 8(b) asked why soap does not lather in hard 
water -
"Oh God - hard water - that's to do with solubilities - n o  it 
isn’t - hard water - yes it is ... because the soap isn t so _ 
soluble in the hard water - and that’s why you get - a scum ...
The protocol continues for ten more lines referring to "substances in 
the water - and in the soap" as having something to do with it and even 
naming calcium carbonate. However she is unable to put it all togeth 
and adds nothing to the answer quoted.
T. Student 009; item 2(b)(1) asked how the student would prove that a 
colourless liquid was water —
"Well you could use electrolysis except that'd be a long method - 
it won’t be acid or alkali or it’ll probably give neutral with
could put down • • • etc
u. Student 012; item l(b)(ii) asked for an explanation of an 
unexpected experimental result. After a long pause
" . experimental error ... perhaps it’s that - yes - experimental
error - ... it doesn't really seem - [laughs] well - yes - I 
think of anything else"
Serial processing often appeared to be like an unsuccessful attempt at 
reconstructive recall. In terms of the PS model, the student seems to 
cast around for appropriate information in LTM. Unable to construct or 
reconstruct a satisfactory answer, he makes what use he can of the 
information generated or settles for an associated stereotype.
4.4.9 Strategy SO’ - guessing- SO’ represents a conscious attempt on 
the part of the student to apply the principle that any answer is better 
than none! Guesses often followed abortive attempts to apply superior 
strategies and ranged from completely blind ones to partially informed 
efforts where the field had been narrowed by earlier processing.
Although many guesses were Influenced in this and other ways by the  ^
information given in the item, a distinguishing feature of "guessing" is 
that the final answer is selected from amongst alternatives without
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reference to any principle of chemistry (although criteria such as "well 
I don't think they'll give you the same gas twice" were not uncommon!). 
Guessing differs from intuition in being a last resort as opposed to an 
advance expectation. It differs from serial processing in being 
confined to items demanding only very short answers and in the 
essentially arbitrary nature of the final decision. Though students 
rarely had much confidence in the answers generated by serial 
processing, these represented a more directed attempt and the solution 
put forward was the best available in the light of the chemical know­
ledge they were able to invoke. Three examples follow.
V. Student 014; item 1(a)(1) asked for the anode product *** 
electrolysis of dilute sulphuric acid. The student thinks that he 
remembers that hydrogen and oxygen are evolved but also considers 
sulphur dioxide before (mis)guessing between hydrogen and oxygen, 
chemical principles are considered at any stage -
"I think it's hydrogen - ... I’m not sure I might have them the 
other way round - [writes] - right next one
nn. <f*a asked for the identification of isotopes
¡ • x s  " L i r « » . : 1 « .*>«1« *«*•■*«p».»*'“ »*1
reasoning, the student continues, making no reference to his 
(mis)definition of "isotope” -
"Looking for some connection between the figures - ... number of 
electrons - of J is half the mass number - same with L - and M 
... but it says which atoms - so it obviously means at least
I 'd say L and M"
X Student 024; item 5(a) is described in the previous example. This 
student'^eels^uncertain of the definition of isotope and, afte,: sever.! 
lines of protocol, appears to chose one to fit a perceived feature in
the data -
I think isotopes is er - elements with a same mass number and^ 
according to the table Q and X - have got the same mass number ...
The last two examples illustrate the students' tendency to base guesses 
on some feature in the data and in the last case to misguess a 
definition to make it fit.
With reference to the PS model, guessing can be interpreted in terms of 
an earlier breakdown of the PS process and the application of general
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heuristics concerning the answering of examination items following such 
a breakdown. The latter are of limited interest as far as the present 
study is concerned and the breakdown of PS will considered in the next
section.
4 . 5 An account of the PS errors identified
A number of preliminary decisions had to be reached regarding the 
identification of errors. An error does not necessarily lead to an 
incorrect answer: the error may for example be such that the right 
answer emerges in spite of it; two errors might cancel each other out; 
the student might recognise and correct the error or it might be part of 
an abandoned attempt. The recording of the students' attempts as 
"abortive", "correct/sound", "correct/unsound”, "incorrect" and 
-checking" was adopted partly to facilitate decisions as to what should 
and should not be regarded as an error in the context of the study. It 
was decided that errors should be recorded if they were incorporated in 
the response seen by the student as an answer or if they remained 
uncorrected in an abortive attempt. However, mistakes which students 
corrected themselves in the course of a particular attempt were ignored, 
and indeed it would often have been difficult to decide what was a 
mistake and what was merely laboured thinking. Errors corrected 
following a subsequent checking strategy were, however, unambiguous and 
were not excluded. The following listing summarises the position taken
as regards each class of attempt!
(i) Abortive ette.pt. - these usually represented a student's 
first approach to an item; they were not followed through and were 
often tentative. Only positive errors which the student appeared 
to accept despite abandoning the approach were recorded.
(ii) Correct/sound .tte.pt. - no errors were recorded.
(iii) Correct/unsound .tt..pt. - only a few such attempts were
recorded and most of these involved lucky guessing; errors were 
recorded in the remainder however, and included a few cases where 
mistakes or inadequate information led nevertheless to a correct 
answer. There were also a few cases in which two or more errors 
cancelled one another out*
(iv) Incorrect attempts - these obviously accounted for most of 
the errors recorded.
(v) Checking attempts - these were further sub-divided to 
facilitate analysis (see Section 4.6); errors were recorded as in 
the previous cases.
Nineteen classes of error were identifed and are discussed below under 
four main headings. Table 4.7 summarises the names and symbols employed
and indicates the incidence of each.
4.5.1 Misunderstanding the item. Some errors appeared to be 
associated solely with misunderstanding either the goal (Eg) or the 
ideas (Ed) in the item. It seems very likely that inadequate 
understanding of one or the other is also a factor in many of the other
classes of error reported below.
(i) Error Eg - misunderstood goal. Eg refers to attempts which 
appear to be directed towards the wrong goal. Examples include 
underlining the product of a reaction when asked to underline the 
substance being oxidised, naming the product when asked for the name of 
an industrial process, an ion when asked for a gas and so on. While 
some were probably genuine misreadings or misunderstandings it seems 
probable that in others the goal was merely lost sight of in the course 
of seeking the answer. These two would represent quite different 
sources of error but unfortunately could not readily be distinguished
from the protocols.
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TahiP 4.7 A list of errors Identified
Error
Symbol
No of 
cases
Misunderstood goal Eg
20
Ed 10Misunderstood data
54EORecall failure
48Incorrect recall - incorrect recall El
inverted recall E-l 8
wrong link El/2 4
wrong analogy El/2 ' 11
Ill-selected recall - inappropriate recall El' 37
incomplete recall El/O 49
misevaluated speculation El/3 13
Processing errors - processing error E2 28
inversion E-2 18
look-up error E2f 3
data selection error E2d 8
recording error E2r 10
arithmetical error E2a 2
rule selection error E2 ' 25
Ei 3Incorrect intuition 20EcfCarry-forward error
.
(ii) Error Ed - misunder.tood data. Ed refers to a small number 
of cases where failure to understand Information In the Item led to 
immediate failure In the PS task. Examples Included three cases where 
students (all from the same school) were unable to understand the 
difference between an actual and a calculated yield, and another where 
propene, though read correctly, was subsequently understood as propane. 
The remaining examples involved what might be called erroneous 
translation of the Item as with the student who, asked to predict the 
effect on an electrolysis of Increasing the temperature, based his
electrolyte had been concentrated byanswer on the assumption that the
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evaporation making no reference to the direct effect of temperature.
these cases appeared to involve Inadequate encoding of the data 
given, and might be related to corresponding deficiencies in LTM store 
(although the propane/propene example might have been simply a failure 
of attention).
A.5.2 Problems of recall. Before discussing the eight classes of 
error considered under this heading, it may be useful to elaborate again 
on what is involved when a student attempts to recall an answer, or the 
information with which to construct one. As he reads an item, he 
translates and encodes the information so that it can be related to 
semantic (long-term) memory (LTM) and thus understood. Those parts of 
LTM relating to the subject matter, and to previous experience in 
answering items, are activated and the item is probably recognised as 
requiring a particular sort of treatment. This will usually include a 
requirement to seek particular information within LTM. The accessibil­
ity of such information will depend (among such other factors as the 
frequency and recency of its use) upon the match between the 
specification of the information required and the way in which the 
information has been stored. Difficulties can be anticipated if 
critical aspects of the item are poorly understood and thus inadequately 
characterised so that the information sought is not clearly specified. 
Equally, if the relevant information in LTM is poorly learnt and 
inadequately characterised, it may prove hard to locate and be of 
limited value when activated. Indeed, poorly differentiated information 
in LTM may be at the heart of a vicious circle insofar as it leads to 
poor comprehension of the item in the first place. 60Z of the errors 
observed appeared to relate directly to recall and will be discussed 
against this interpretive framework under three main headings: A. recall 
failure. B. incorrect recall, and C. ill-selected recall.
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A. Error EO - recall failure. EO refers to 54 cases in which a 
particular propositional link was sought but not found. Such errors 
were recognised when a student made clear efforts to recall some 
association but failed to find one which satisfied him and which he was 
prepared to use as, or in constructing, his answer. Such a failure 
might be attributed to the student not having acquired such a link or to 
failure to retrieve it. Students frequently, on encountering a recall 
difficulty, cast around and came up with a number of ideas during their 
search and therein lay a source of difficulty in interpreting 
protocols. However, where such a search failed to unearth a link 
acceptable to the student a clear case labelled EO was recognised. Such 
cases were strongly associated with SI attempts (although they were also 
encountered in the course of other strategies) and led in most cases to 
the item being omitted, or occasionally to a guess. For example, 
student 010 successfully translated sulphur(IV) and sulphur(VI) oxide to 
sulphur di- and trioxide, respectively, and continued to seek the name
for the associated industrial process
"... but I don’t think I’ve heard of that - urn - no ... I'll
leave it"
Where casting around in LTM leads to an incorrect association being 
accepted (see El and other errors below) it may be a moot point whether 
this also represents an EO error. The apparent "wrong link" may be an 
attempt to compensate for a recall failure and find a way of responding 
to the item. If so, then many cases of EO were not recorded. Some 
instances of inferior strategies (Sp, SO’) may also follow unrecorded
recall failure.
B(i). Error El - incorrect recell. El refers to 49 cases where 
a student appeared to recall an incorrect association. The clearest 
cases were those where the pupil made a quick and/or a confident
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affirmation. Thus student 010, moving on after missing the contact 
process, asserted at once that the combination of nitrogen and hydrogen 
to form ammonia was the Bosch process. Cases like this may represent mis- 
learning or poorly discriminated information storage. More hesitant 
cases may, as suggested above, involve failure to locate the associative 
link sought, and the rather hopeful acceptance of an alternative. Thus 
student 017 knew that “soap is sodium something" and after some 
hesitation settled for sodium carbonate. In general, cases of El appear 
to involve confusion amongst related ideas.
B(ii). Error E-l - inverted recall. E-l refers to 8 cases in 
which information was recalled the wrong way around. Thus student Oil 
tested for water by watching cobalt chloride go from pink to blue and 
recalled oxidation as a gain of electrons. Here again the information 
in LTM appears to be confused and to consist of general rather than well 
discriminated associations. Although some sort of mechanical error 
could be postulated to account for the inversion of recalled 
information, no such mechanism is known nor does it appear necessary to 
propose one; the far more numerous El errors cannot readily be explained 
in such a way and the interpretation given is preferred.
B(iii). Error El/2 - wrong link. El/2 is associated with 
strategy Sl/2, linking generalisation, and refers to 4 cases in which 
incorrect “linking generalisations" were employed. These are very close 
to El and E-l errors and appear to stem from over-generalised or 
confused associations in LTM. Thus student 023 wrongly identified 
hydrogen as the gaseous product of a reaction (item 3(a)(1)) because 
“hydrogen is given off usually - in most of the reactions - in the 
mineral acids", and student 021 used potassium permanganate solution to 
identify chlorine (item 3 (a)(ii)) because "an oxidising agent will ... 
decolourise potassium permanganate".
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B(iv). Error El/2* - wrong analogy. El/2' is associated with 
strategy S2', analogy, and refers to 11 cases which varied fro- simple 
naive assumptions to uncritical generalisations from particular cases.
An example of what is meant by a naive assumption was provided by 
student 027. He produced an (unsound) argument to show that "the amount 
of oxygen given of f  during the electrolysis of dilute sulphuric acid 
would decrease if the concentration of the acid were to be increased 
while maintaining a constant current (item 1(0(1»- However, he 
finally gave the opposite answer on the basis of a general feeling that 
~er more concentrated electrolyte - I think the gases would increase 
... not that I know the reason". The analogy here belongs to the naive 
assumption type and is implied and general rather than specific. If the 
concentration goes up, we get more. A good example of the uncritical 
use of a more explicit analogy has already been given. Student 009 
decided that hydrogen sulphide must be an oxidising agent by analogy 
with sulphuric acid - they both have two hydrogen atoms! Insofar as such 
errors appear to involve the confusion or over-generalisation of 
associations in LTM, they seem to be closely related to the three 
previous classes of error.
C(i). Error El* - inappropriate recall. El' refers to 37 cases
of the recall of correct but inappropriate information. Examples 
included cases in which the correct answer was explicitly rejected, as 
well as some which may have followed failure to recall the required 
information. The recall and application of Inappropriate propositional 
information during S2 attempts also accounted for a number of cases.
Three examples will illustrate this type of error.
Stud.« OU, «hen a.h.d for . d.fl.lti.u of oxidation In t.n.. of o'»"**' 
,t the atomic level («.. 7(.)>. explicitly «Jetted the ,„tlclp.ted 
.„.„r relating to electron tt.n.f.r and eub.tltut.d a r.epon.e
referring to the proportion of the electonegative constituent. This 
obviously reflected poor characterisation of the goal which was also 
exemplified by a number of students who, when asked to describe a 
chemical test to identify a particular substance, simply stated an ill- 
selected property without reference to its suitability as a distin­
guishing test.
The application of inappropriate information in the context of an S2 
solution may be illustrated by the case of several students who 
correctly recalled and applied propositions relating to acid/base 
reactions to work out the gas evolved when manganese(IV) oxide reacts 
with concentrated hydrochloric acid - two gave steam as the answer while 
the others rejected this and made a new attempt. The failure here could 
be attributed to one or more of a number of causes1: failure to 
recognise the reaction as a whole, miscategorisation of manganese(IV) 
oxide as a base, inadequate characterisation of the goal so that steam 
was regarded as an acceptable answer, and so on.
While the classes of error discussed earlier (Section B above) could be 
interpreted in terms of the retrieval of poorly discriminated 
associations, this,and the two classes which follow, appear to be the 
result of poor characterisation of information in the item, particularly 
as regards the goal state. The criteria for selecting information from 
LTM may therefore be inappropriate or inadequate. However, as with El 
and related cases, El' errors may also represent the selection of a 
“second best” answer following failure to recall the required 
information.
*• s i s  . .
obviously was to some.
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C(il). Error El/O - incomplete recall. El/O refers to 49 cases 
in which correct but incomplete information was recalled. While the 
range includes a few cases in which the missing information was sought 
but not located, in general its absence appeared to be unnoticed and was 
thought to reflect a poorly characterised goal state. The former 
included, for example, the recall of an incomplete definition of 
oxidation which lacked the element needed to enable it to be applied to 
the item in question. The latter is exemplified by correct statements 
regarding the conduct of a chemical test which failed to make reference 
to the observable outcome to be looked for. An attempt to divide the 
cases concerned between definite recall failure (EO) and selection 
failure (El') was abandoned when too many appeared indeterminate on the
basis of the protocol data.
C(iii). Error 1/3 - mis-evaluated speculation. El/3 refers to 
13 cases associated with strategy S3, hypothesis and evaluation, and 
relates to the mis-evaluation of an hypothesis either in terms of its 
adequacy in meeting the goal set by the problem, or in terms relating it 
to the given specific data to be processed or accounted for. This error 
type has clear affinities with the other selection errors discussed 
above but the nature of the student's strategy draws attention to the 
evaluative aspect. Thus student 009 speculated regarding the nature of 
a reddish-brown residue filtered off following the reaction of iron and 
copper sulphate solution (item 6(b)). He failed to recognise it as a 
displacement reaction (EO) and was worried about what happened to the 
copper. Eventually noting that water was present, he settled on 
copper(II) hydroxide. This answer has obviously been evaluated to the 
extent that it meets the student's apparent sub-goal of finding 
somewhere for the copper to go and represents a substance which is 
insoluble, but the evaluation is inadequate as regards the relationship
O f  the answer both to the data given (there are atoms of hydrogen 
unaccounted for) and to the goal (the compound is the wrong colour). In 
the absence of any evidence that such matters were considered, the cause 
of the error seems to lie in the student's failure to generate adequate 
evaluative criteria. This obviously relates to the inadequate 
characterisation of goals or givens associated with the two previous 
classes of error. However, it was felt that only more detailed analysis 
than was intended in the present iteration would enable Sl/3 errors to 
be more fully interpreted with any confidence.
4.5.3 Problems of processing- ««for. discussing the ■ « «
error listed under tbl. b.sdlng, It ~ y  bo useful to review briefly this
„pert of PS. U ,  in the process of reading and understanding an 1«.,
, student recognise, that be c.nnot simply L o b  up the answer but must 
process Information to generate one, be must first «lent and recall 
appropriate I f .  of propositional knowledge. These must the. be 
combined with Information fro. the Item and with on. another In hi. 
working memory (»»)• Information-processing model, generally as—  
that such processing 1. s.rlml 1. nature (eg Atkin, 1978,t although this 
may be a. of-slmpllfl«.«». . protocol can 1. •"! — • <’”ly *
linear picture. The detailed relationship between WM and short-term 
memory (STM) 1. b.yond the scope of the present discussion but It will 
b. assumed that the manipulation of Information take, place under the 
control of ST», the capacity of which 1. strictly limit». " O f  sin, 
which demand, that many separate proposition, have to be kept In mind
simultaneously may h0""'"^•
related Item, of Inform.tlon c.n be processed together a. a -chunk- then
the effective processing c.p.clt, o, WH be significantly raised (eg
Johnstone, 1981). Processing « - » •  ** “ “
____ _ because of the difficulty of establishing
exactly what is being attended to and what constitutes a chunk in any 
particular PS episode, it is not possible to state in advance what might 
or might not constitute such an overload.
(i) Error E2 - processing error. E2 is associated with 
propositional reasoning (strategy S2) and relates to 28 cases in which 
propositional information was improperly combined. Although errors of 
this sort are conceptually distinct from recall errors leading to the 
use of incorrect (El) or inappropriate (El') propositions in an S2 
solution, it was not always easy to make this distinction from the 
protocols and there is some uncertainly concerning a small number of
assignments.
Examples classified a. K  .trots tanged from on. c... of a non-segultur 
to careless failure to keep In mind some e.s.ntl. 1  fact and to 
abandoning an It,. In confnslon. The no»-.e,ultur occurred »hen student 
008 apparently deduced that chlorine uss formed fro. conc.ntr.t.d 
hydrochloric acid because the latter ... an oxidising age«. 81.0.« 
half the cases recorded applied to the two it... 2(b)(ll) and 9(b) «hlch 
ashed for the construction of the structural for.nl.« of urea and 
prop... respectively, molecular for.nla. being given- The errors her. 
typically Involved « . H I «  to keep 1. .lad Information previously 
generated or given, thus ans.er. .ere produced In .hlch tuo hydrogen 
atoms ..re .lasing. In »hlch on. carbon .to. had .1 . bond. * 1 1 « «»= 
teat had four and ao on. Some of th... error. ..re corrected on 
checking and « r e  regarded b, the student .Imply •• «*««!=«•
* more difficult c... to decide (.Indent 0»  on Item 2 (a)) Involved th. 
omlaalon of the bracket, around th. a-onlum radical after the formula 
of „ „ n l n .  carbonate had been correctly uorked out, a. be -a. ru.hlng 
get on to th. next Item this ... Judged to be a failure of attention 
„ . n „  than a lack of k.o.ledge- A nu.be, of the attempt. * 1 *  -ere
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abandoned In confusion were in fact difficult to classify insofar as 
both recall problems and processing load appeared to exacerbate one 
another (student 014 on item 1(b)(1) and student 018 on item 5(d) are 
examples). Insofar as processing load appeared to be a factor, they 
were recorded as E2 errors«
Although some of the errors listed as E2 must be regarded as rather 
tentative classifications, most of those associated with items involving 
the manipulation of data relating to atomic structure and the 
construction of structural formulae (items 2(b)(il), 5(a) - (d) and 
9(b)) can clearly be interpreted in terms of STM overload, that is of 
losing sight of or falling to keep in mind all the necessary data. This 
was strongly supported by direct evidence of "rehearsal" in a number of 
protocols where students were evidently struggling to preserve newly 
generated information, such as an electron configuration, by repeating 
it several times before continuing.
(ii) Error E-2 - inversion. E-2 refers to 18 cases in which a 
correctly verbalised proposition apparently became inverted in the 
course of processing. The majority of examples involved questions 
relating to redox reactions. Thus student 008 having stated (in 
relation to item 7(b)(1)) that oxidation is the loss of electrons and 
that Fe3+ gains an electron when it is converted to Fe2+, nevertheless 
concluded that Fe3+ had been oxidised to Fe2+. As with E2, "rehearsal" 
was a feature of a number of the protocols and STM failure seems a 
probable explanation for these processing errors.
(iii) Error E2f - look-up error. E2f refers to three cases of 
careless looking-up of data. Thus student 025 on item 5(a) correctly 
decided that isotopes have the same number of electrons in their neutral 
atoms, but in looking this up in the table of data provided, selected the
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atoms with the same mass number. These were interpreted as careless 
errors, that is, errors associated with failing to keep something in
mind •
(iv) Error E2d - data selection error. E2d refers to eight cases 
in which correct processing was applied by students to the wrong data or 
to only part of the data. Although one or two cases were indeterminate 
and might have been due to incorrect propositions linking the processes 
concerned to the wrong data, most were obviously the result of careless 
failures of attention. Thus for example student 013, in seeking to 
generate electronic configurations (in the course of attempting item 
5(d)), worked on data relating to mass numbers instead of to the number 
of electrons. The distinction between this error type and E2f is a fine 
one and may be unnecessary for some purposes.
(v) Error E2r - r.cordlo« .rror. E2r refer, to 10 c..«. In 
which . corroct re.pon.e appeared to h.vo boon arrived .t to the 
Undent'. protocol hot In which .n .....tl.l port hod bocn onltted on
hi. written en.wet .crlpt. I. on. c . e  .t 1..«. thl. nppe.r.d to b. 
do, to onc.rt.lot, over th. ...... nnd In .noth« .n nn.w.r nd.qn.t.l,
explained In tb. protocol ... »  poorl, e.pr...ad ««
„rhed wrong. Th«.. two ..... «old tow. Involved load.«.« .w.lnntlon 
of th. l.forwatlo. g.n.rated in t.rn. of tto go.l r.qolr.d bnt .Igbt 
.qnnll, h... be.» enrol... Thr.. .ntr.ordln.r, «... Inwol.to
recording »din. .te.rnt., sodln. c.rbon.t. .nd copper .nlph.t. 
re.pectivel, .. - 1 -  -  - 1»' '“ **
involved giving . . « . 0. (r.tlotolitotlto) for the nn.w.r d e e d e d  In 
pine, of tb. an.wer lt..lf or giving only . pnrt of tb. .xpl.n.tlon 
generated daring th. protocol. Uthoogh c.t.l... «cording ... prob.bl, 
p.r.l, responsible it na, b... been tb.t .tod.nt. ».re pr.occnpl.d b,
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the task of verbalising their thoughts and so paid less attention than 
they would otherwise have done to what they wrote.
(vi) Error E2a - arithmetical error. E2a refers to two 
instances involving arithmetical errors. Although the items were 
intended to be non-mathematical, some minor numerical manipulation was 
involved in a few cases. The two instances referred to were both 
careless errors in the elementary arithmetic involved in generating the 
electronic configuration of an atom from the total number of electrons 
present. Such elementary errors seemed best interpreted as failure to 
attend adequately to the task in hand, STM being over-occupied in 
keeping track of other aspects of the problem.
(vii) Error E2> - rule .election error. E2' refers to 25 cases 
in which inappropriate propositional reasoning was applied to 
information given. The great majority of the instances recorded related 
to two rather unusual and difficult items (1(c)(1) and U D )  which 
students were asked to predict the effect, on the electrolysis of dilute 
sulphuric acid, of changing the concentration and the temperature at 
constant current. The errors in this case generally related to the 
application of a simple kinetic model without reference to the 
maintenance of a constant current. While it is possible to interpret 
both this and other examples of E2’ as reflecting a failure to keep in 
mind an essential part of the information given, it might alternatively 
be regarded as the selection of inappropriate knowledge in the absence 
of anything recognised as better in LTM and thus be more closely 
associated with El' or .1/0 errors (inappropriate or incomplete recall) 
rather than with errors of processing.
4.5.4 Other .trot.. T»o other type, of error of
ref.rl.efy .loot l.p.rt.ne. - r e  ■ ! »  »„ted end ere «peered held..
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(1) Error El - incorrect Intuition. Ei refers to three cases 
of incorrect intuition. Since intuition was recorded as a strategy it 
„as necessary to record incorrect intuitions as errors. The protocols 
provide no basis for speculation as to the cause of these; however it 
may be noted that in all three cases the students concerned subsequently 
checked their answers and found that they were wrong. Nevertheless in 
two instances the original intuitive answer was written down in 
preference to that obtained by subsequent processing!
(ii) Error Ecf - carry-forward error. Ecf refers to 20 cases 
which an item had to be omitted or could not be properly solved on 
account of an error carried forward from a previous part of the same 
item. All related to question 3 which was obviously rather unsatis­
factory in this respect.
4.6 An account of checking strategies
The model of PS adopted foe the pre.ent .tod, eogge.t. th.t .tud.et. 
might cheek theft .elutions- In.t.ece. of .och checking are receded in 
T,bl. 4.8 which will he employed •= • he.l. for dl.co.eloo. The t.U. 
also Indicate, the re.olt. of the check, and the ,ob=.,o.nt actio, take, 
h, the .todent.- The ke, under the t.hle .hould he con.ol.ed for the 
interpretation of this information.
A. regard, the type, of check encountered, the.« »ill he d i s c e d  In 
term, of the .t.ge. pr.po.ed 1» the PS -del. The, were (1) check, th.t 
the answer meet, the goal ..t b, the problem a. perceived b, the 
»todent, (11) check, th.t the en.wer 1. con.l.tent with the student', 
cognitive ..P of cheml.tr, and (111) check, regarding the accur.e, or 
correctness of the proc.lng Involved b, repeating all or part of .he 
solution «.log the ...e or an alternative strategy
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(1) Error El - Incorrect intuition. El refers to three cases 
of incorrect intuition. Since intuition was recorded as a strategy it 
was necessary to record incorrect intuitions as errors. The protocols 
provide no basis for speculation as to the cause of these; however it 
may be noted that in all three cases the students concerned subsequently 
checked their answers and found that they were wrong. Nevertheless in 
two instances the original intuitive answer was written down in 
preference to that obtained by subsequent processing!
(ii) Error Ecf - carry-forward error. Ecf refers to 20 cases in 
which an item had to be omitted or could not be properly solved on 
account of an error carried forward from a previous part of the same 
item. All related to question 3 which was obviously rather unsatis­
factory in this respect.
4.6 An account of checking strategies
The model of PS adopted for the present study suggests that students 
might check their solutions. Instances of such checking are recorded in 
Table 4.8 which will be employed as a basis for discussion. The table 
also indicates the results of the checks and the subsequent action taken 
by the students. The key under the table should be consulted for the 
Interpretation of this information.
As regards the types of check encountered, these will be discussed in 
terms of the stages proposed in the PS model. They were (i) checks that 
the answer meets the goal set by the problem as perceived by the 
student, (ii) checks that the answer is consistent with the student's 
cognitive map of chemistry and (ill) checks regarding the accuracy or 
correctness of the processing involved by repeating all or part of the 
solution using the same or an alternative strategy.
;a
3/
Table 4.8 A list of the checking strategies Identified
Result of checking *
Checking strategy Symbol A B C D 0
0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1
Check goal G 2 12 1 1
Check memory M 4X 1 4
2
New SI (mnemonic) NSlm 1
New Sl/2 NS 1/2 1
Repeat S2 RS2 9“ 4X 1 1
1
New S2 NS 2 22 1 2 1
New SI (reciprocal) NS2r 16 1 2 1
New S2 (elimination) NS2e 5
New S2 (new data) NS 2d 4
New S2' NS2' 1
New S3 NS3
1
1 0 0 15 1 5 5 4
Totals
64 7 l 21 9
Total
16
11
1
1
15
27
20
5
4
1
1
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Key: * A - correct answer confirmed
B =* incorrect answer confirmed 
C - correct answer infirmed 
D - incorrect answer infirmed
0 » unsuccessful checking attempt 
fi *■ further checking attempted
1 - original answer accepted
2 » new answer accepted
x one check listed is of a part-solution only 
xx two checks listed are of a part-solution only
Checking4.6.1 Check G - checking that the goal has been reached.
that the goal has been reached is implicit in any information processing 
model of PS. Indeed the progress of PS is regarded as being monitored 
by the checking of successive information states against the goal until 
a match is achieved. Some of the PS errors discussed may be associated 
with failure to keep the goal in mind (that is, some cases of Eg where 
the wrong goal is addressed, and of E2f and E2r which relate to careless 
mistakes in looking up and writing down an answer) and others may relate 
to a weakly or improperly characterised goal (El’ and El/O where 
inappropriate or incomplete information is selected, and El/3 where a 
speculation is inadequately evaluated). However, even in the former 
case, it must be assumed that the student has checked his answer inter­
nally against some goal, even if only that of completing the current 
processing step. Perhaps because such checking is ubiquitous in all PS 
activity, it may in fact be a fairly automatic process of which the 
student has often only limited conscious awareness. This is assumed to 
be the reason that explicit checks of this sort were only rarely 
encountered in the protocols. Of the 16 cases where a check of this 
sort was verbalised, only two were confirmatory. Of the remainder, 12 
led to fresh attempts, one to an immediate apprehension of a correct 
answer by elimination and another one to the abandonment of the item 
(leaving, however, the incorrect answer in place).
4.6.2 Check M - checking the answer against memory. Checking the 
answer for consistency with existing relevant knowledge in memory might 
obviously be useful and has been discussed before. Again specific 
references were relatively rare in the protocols and while such checks 
are by no means a logical necessity1 it seems probable that, as with
1. Atkin’s (1978) model, however, i"corporat
M l S S l S S «  ¡ S S i e S .  - e 1: «  £ e  ust be
ne-  “ b i :  i h . r f ^ f pr : i . k i r i h e  t . . t
employed * would be regarded as PS in Ausubel’s sense of the term.
1
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checks against the goal, it was a great deal more common than appeared. 
Cases recorded varied from one extreme where an answer generated by an 
S2 strategy was suddenly recognised as correct by specific recall, to 
the other where a pupil merely seemed to demand that the answer was not 
unreasonable in the light of what he knew. Five of the 11 examples 
recorded were confirmatory (including one case where a student claimed 
to recognise a wrong answer as something he remembered) and six were 
abortive. Of the latter, four led to further attempts to check the 
answer.
4.6.3 Checks R and N - checking the answer by reprocessing. 74% of
the checks recorded involved a specific check on an answer (or part of 
it) either by repetition of the original processing (R) or by employing 
a new approach (N). As Table 4.8 shows, the only examples of type R 
involved repetition of an S2 strategy and were therefore designated RS2, 
while type N shows a variety of sub-classes. Type RS2 will be 
considered first.
(i) Check RS2 - Repeat propositional reasoning. RS2 refers to 
15 cases in which an answer was checked by repeating the S2 strategy by 
which it was first obtained. Simple repetition carries the danger of 
merely repeating an original error, and although the intention is 
naturally to avoid this, it was observed in four out of the five cases 
in which an incorrect answer was checked in this way. And of two 
infirmatory cases, one related to a correct answer1 While hesitating to 
generalise from such scant data, one might have a case for advising 
students to prefer other lines of checking.
(ii) New propositional reasoning. The four groups of checks 
labelled NS2 represent 56 occasions on which an answer was checked by 
the employment of new propositional reasoning. Twenty cases, labelled
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NS2r, all related to one or other of the three redox items and involved 
checking by a reciprocal route. Thus student 008, having solved item 
7(d)(1) by applying a definition of oxidation to the ionic equation to 
decide what was being oxidised, checked her answer by starting again and 
this time working out what was being reduced. Unfortunately, identical 
processing errors (E-2, inversion) rendered both answer and check 
wrong. However, three students succeeded in correcting wrong answers 
through reciprocal checks. Five cases, labelled NS2e, were similar and 
involved the systematic elimination by propositional reasoning of the 
remainder of a limited set of alternative answers provided in the item. 
For example, student 019, having identified two arbitrarily labelled 
elements as belonging to the same periodic group by generating their 
electronic configurations from the number of electrons given in a table 
of data (item 5(b)), continued the process with all the remaining 
elements to ensure that they could be eliminated. This particular case 
was quite similar to checks classified as NS2d, which refers to four 
cases in which new data were processed to provide confirmation (in this 
case direct confirmation) of an answer. For example student 016, 
having identified isotopes from data relating to the numbers of 
electrons in neutral atoms (item 5(a)), checked his answer by processing 
the mass numbers to confirm that the atoms selected also contained 
differing numbers of neutrons. All the examples in the two latter sub­
classes resulted in the confirmation of correct answers.
The 27 cases classified simply as NS2 involved the use of an ordinary 
propositional reasoning strategy to check an answer which had usually 
been generated by some quite different approach. Eleven of the answers 
checked had been obtained by recall, six involved "linking 
generalisations", five were intuitive answers and two were guesses; only 
three had been obtained by S2 routes, though these were different from
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the route by which they were checked. In two cases wrong responses were 
corrected but most only succeeded in confirming already correct answers.
(iii) Miscellaneous N-type checks - other new strategies. The
four remaining checking strategies were represented by only one example 
each and will be dealt with summarily. NSlm refers to the use of a 
simple mnemonic in checking a recalled solution and NS1/2 to the 
application of a linking generalisation to check an answer. In both 
these cases a correct answer was confirmed. Another case, labelled 
NS2', involved the use by student 021 (on item 7(b)(ii)) of a good 
analogy based on the previous similar redox item, to resolve the 
conflict generated when an NS2r check failed to confirm his original S2 
solution. Finally, NS3 refers to a rather doubtful case in which a 
student, rightly dissatisfied with an answer generated by serial 
processing, speculated about alternative solutions but was unable to
evaluate them.
4.7 The relationship between strategies, errors, checks and Items
When introducing the analysis of the protocols, reference was made to an 
impression of -wholeness" and of underlying patterns. Having now 
reported the analysis, the aim of the last two sections of this chapter 
is to attempt to shed a clearer light on such patterns through a re­
synthesis of the data. The present section explores certain 
relationships involving strategies, errors, checks and items alone and 
the final section will bring the students back into the equation.
The discussion is based around a number of tables which explore some of 
the inter-relationships involved. However, tables and figures may tend 
to give a false impression regarding the nature of the data being 
considered. It should therefore be re-emphasised that the underlying 
analysis was exploratory and impressionistic. While the various
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strategies and errors described reflect a serious attempt to generalise 
observations and inferences from the protocols, only a certain propor­
tion of individual attempts could be regarded as typical examples of any 
particular category and there were many intermediate cases. Thus, 
although useful formal distinctions have been made, it seems probable 
that these categories represent identifiable points in a continuum of 
processing behaviour rather than wholly independent entities (for 
example, serial processing and speculation/evaluation appear to merge 
into one another and into guessing, and recall is intimately involved in 
all the strategies described). In these circumstances, and in view of 
the problems of interpreting the protocols of untrained subjects, some 
of the assignments made are inevitably uncertain. Thus, while 
generalisations regarding strategies and errors represented by large 
numbers of cases can be made, if not quantitatively, then at least with 
some confidence, comments relating to other categories must remain 
fairly tentative.
Tables 4.9.1 to 4.9.4 relate, respectively, strategies to outcomes, 
strategies to items, errors to strategies and checks to initial 
strategies. With regard to the incidence of errors it should be 
noted that (i) a few of the students’ attempts contained more than one 
error and (ii) many of the errors presumed to underlie abortive attempts 
or a student’s decision to omit, to guess or to apply serial processing, 
could not be inferred with any confidence and were not recorded. Thus 
there is no direct correspondence between the numbers of incorrect 
responses (Table 4.9.1) and the numbers of errors (Table 4.9.3).
4.7.1 A review of strategies. Table 4.9.1 summarises the outcomes of 
the different strategies employed. It can be seen that 11* of the PS
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attempts recorded were abortive and failed to generate any answer at 
all; 46% led soundly to correct answers and 40% to incorrect responses. 
Only 2% of attempts led to correct answers by unsound means, most of 
these being accounted for by lucky guesses or vague generalisations, 
analogies or intuitions.
strategies
Strategy
Abortive
attempt
Correct/
sound
Correct/
unsound Incorrect Total
50
51
Sl/2
52 
S2'
53 
Si 
Sp 
SO'
0
38/12%
1/4%
34/13%
1/3%
10/24%
2/18%
8/19%
0
0
190/60%
20/74%
149/56%
22/63%
12/29%
5/45%
0
0
0
1/0%
3/11%
6/2%
3/9%
1/2%
1/9%
0
6/25%
88/100%
90/28%
3/11%
80/29%
9/26%
10/45%
3/27%
34/81%
18/75%
88
319
27
269
35
42
11
42
24
Totals 94/11% 398/46% 21/2% 344/40%
857
Key: the first entry in each element of the table gives the incidence, and the second the proportion, of each strategy 
resulting in a particular outcome.
Table 4.9.2 (page 133) shows the incidence of different strategies on 
different items and suggests that there are some clear associations 
between particular items, or groups of items, and particular 
strategies. As regards the two most numerous strategies, recall (SI) 
and propositional reasoning (S2), these can be conveniently summarised 
with reference to the tasks identified as a basis for constructing a 
balanced test. The two parts of Figure 4.1 show the items, listed by 
task, in which more than 50% of the responses were SI and S2 
respectively•
Pr
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s
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1.00
1.3
3.3 4.1.2
4.1.4
5.2.1
4.1.3
3.2 5.2.3
4.1.1
1.00
4.2.1
4.2.2
6.1.2
6.2.2
Direct recall was the basis of most responses to items demanding 
definition (task 1), and to most items involving the naming of a product 
or process (task 3), describing a procedure or process (task 4) and 
explaining a phenomenon (task 5); also to two classification items (task 
2). Clearly these tasks all related to cases with which the students 
concerned felt they should he familiar. However, Table 4.9.1 shows that 
in general only 60% of SI attempts were successful and the protocols 
often reflected considerable casting about in an effort to reconstruct 
an answer. Table 4.9.3 shows that the principal errors associated with 
unsuccessful attempts at recall were (i) recall failure (E0) in which 
the information sought could not be found, (il) incorrect recall (El and 
E-l) which appeared to reflect poorly differentiated information in 
LTM and (ill) inappropriate (El’) or incomplete (El/0) recall whi y
have reflected poor understanding of parts of the item. It should
dominated by recall, other strategies werebe noted that, even in items
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Table 4.9.2 Incidence of particular strategies on different Itemj^
Task Item N* 50 SI 51/2 S2 S2 ' 33 Si Sp SO' rotal
1 . 1
1 . 2
1.3
9(d)(ii)
7(a)
4(a)
7
20
1 1
1
7
19
9 2
7
20
1 1
2 . 1
2 .2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2 .6
2.7
2 .8
2.9
2 . 1 0
3(d)
6(c)
7(b)(1)
7(b)(ii)
9(d)(ii)
5(a)
5(b)
5(c)
9(a)
9(c)(11)
20
18
20
20
6
20
20
20
1 1
7
3
2
3
3
1
12
3
2
5
5
3
1
3
3
2
1
10
14
17
15 
3
16
18 
17
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
29
18
23
21
6
21
22
23
12
9
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
7(c)(1)
7(c)(ii)
8(a)
9(c)(1)
1 (a)(1 )
l(a)(ii)
3(a)(1)
3(b)(1)
3(c)(1)
6(b)
20
19 
14
9
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
18
9
5
2
3
2
20
17
14
9
12
12
10
10
9
1
2
4
7
7
7
7
5
16 1
1
1
1
1
1
4
3
3
JU
23 
16
9
20
20
26
20
24 
19
4.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.3
4.1.4
4.1.5
4.1.6
4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3 
4 2.4
3(a)(ii)
3(b)(ii)
3(c)(li)
2(b)(1 )
8(c)
6(d)(1 )
1 (c)(1 )
l(c)(ii)
4(d)(1)
4(d)(11)
20
20
20
20
12
17
20
20
10
10
6
3
5
1
2
7
1
3
1
1
16
2 1
18
18
3
1
1
2
5
17
1 1
3
2
4
1
2
1
9
15
5
1
2
1
1
2
1
23
24 
23 
21 
14 
23 
22 
22 
1 1  
10
5.1.1
5 .1 . 2
5.2.1
5 .2 .2
5.2.3
5.2.4
5.2.5
5 ,; _ ft
4(b)
6(a)
8(b)
4(c)
1 (d)
1 (b)(1 )
l(b)(ii)
6(c)
10
18
14
10
20
20
20
17
2
2
3
4 
4
3
14
5
17
14
10
1
1
1
2
1
18
1
6
2
9
1
4 
2
5 
7 
5
10
18
17
10
22
24
23
20
6.1 . 1
6.1 . 2
6.2 . 1
6.2 .2
2(a)
5(d)
9(b)
2(b)(ll)
20
20
12
20
2
1
6
1
1
19
19
18
13
1
8
1
1
21
23
20
27
Totals 750 88 319 27 269 35 42 1 1 42
24 857
* (j . number of students attempting any Item
adopted by some students. Apart from omitting and guessing, these 
included serial processing (itself a stepwise effort towards recall) and 
a few cases of propositional reasoning. Similarly recall was also 
attempted, with variable success, on many items dominated by other 
strategies. It was the most frequently adopted strategy and to some 
extent underlay all attempts insofar as they demanded the employment of 
recalled information.
Table 4.9.3 Incidence of particular errors associated with 
" different strategies
Strategies TotalsError
SO SI Sl/2 S2 S2' S3 Si Sp SO'
Eg 2 6 12 1 1 20g------
Ed 3 4 1 10
E0 36 9 7 1 1 54 /
El
E-l
El/2
El/2'
22
5
1
4
10
3
1
2
10
9 2 3 49
8
4
11
) )
) )
) 72 )
) ) 225
) )
) 99 )
) )
El'
El/0
El/3
21
36
8
6 1
4
13
4
6
37
49
13
E2
E-2
E2f
E2d
E2r
E?a
5
1
1
1
25
17
3
7
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
28
18
3
8
10
2
)
)
) 69 
)
)
)
E2' 25
25
Ei 'X
3 3
20
Ecf
Totals
8
10
9
143 137 14 36 4 16 4 372
It can be seen from Figure 4.1 that propositional reasoning (S2) 
dominated most of the classification items (task 2), all those demanding 
chemical formulae (task 6), two "what would happen if ...?" questions 
(task 4) and one involving the identification of the insoluble 
product of a particular reaction (item 3.10). Clearly the students 
employing this strategy recognised that they did not know the answer but
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that It could be obtained by combining the information given in the item 
with propositions recalled from memory. Tables 4.9.1 and 4.9.3 show 
that the success rate for S2 attempts (56%) was quite similar to that 
for direct recall but that a much wider range of errors was involved. 
About 40% of these were definite processing errors (E2 to E2a in Table 
4.9.3) which appear to be associated with failing to keep in mind some 
essential element of information and thus probably with STM overload.
In addition, a number of errors (Eg) in which the wrong goal was 
addressed, may speculatively be attributed to students losing sight of 
the goal in the course of generating the solution. Errors reflected in 
the selection of inappropriate processing (E2') were quite common but 
were difficult to interpret. In some cases these may have reflected 
students' failure to attend to some of the information given, and in 
others to their inability to make use of it owing to inadequate 
cognitive maps. Taken together with a fair number of direct recall 
errors (E0 to El/0 in Table 4.9.3) it seems probable that, even for 
attempts based on propositional reasoning, recall errors were as 
important as processing errors in accounting for PS failures.
The two minor rational strategies involving the employment of linking 
generalisations (Sl/2) and analogy (S2'), respectively, accounted for 
only a small proportion of PS attempts. However, Sl/2 was the most 
frequently observed strategy on item 4.2.4 (which demanded the 
elementary application of knowledge concerning the relative properties 
of weak and strong acids) and S2' on item 5.1.2 (which demanded the 
reason behind a novel example of a familiar procedure and was not very 
remote from direct recall). But this accounts for only about half the 
cases observed and both strategies found occasional application in 
rather a wide range of items. Both tended to be fairly successful 
strategies (Table 4.9.1) but were associated with characteristic errors
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(Table 4.9.3) designated wrong link (El/2) and wrong analogy (El/2 ) 
respectively. The latter both appeared to relate to the uncritical 
generalisation of memorised information to inappropriate cases.
So-called "productive" PS was restricted to a very small number of cases 
described as S3, hypothesis and evaluation. Nevertheless, it was the 
most often recorded strategy on three items (4.1.5, 4.1.6 and 5.1.1). 
These asked respectively for a chemical test to distinguish between two 
familiar substances, a precaution to be taken in an unfamiliar 
preparation of a familiar substance and a reason for a particular 
procedure. The overall success rate for S3 attempts was less than 30% 
(Table 4.9.1) and many examples so classified were only marginally 
better than serial processing or guessing. In particular the element of 
evaluation was often only implicit and appeared to be cursory rather 
than critical. The errors characteristic of this strategy, designated 
El/3 (Table 4.9.3) were associated with inadequate evaluation. Other 
common errors related to recall failure and incorrect (confused) 
recall •
The minor strategies labelled "intuition", "serial processing" and 
"guessing" were fairly well scattered amongst the different items (Table 
4.9.2). Insofar as particular errors could be identified, these tended 
to relate to recall problems. Indeed as regards serial processing, 
guessing and the relatively large number of cases of "omitting", recall 
difficulties must be inferred. No attempt has been made to record these 
owing to the scarcity of information regarding their nature. However, 
any overall consideration of the present study should keep in mind that 
well over 100 additional unrecorded cases of recall difficulty should
probably be Inferred.
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4.7.2 An overview of PS breakdown. As regards the breakdown of PS 
attempts, Table 4.9.3 Includes 225 cases (EO to El/3) which were 
Identified as recall errors and which can probably be regarded at LTM 
failures. Similarly, 69 cases (E2 to E2a) were identified as processing 
difficulties and appear to be associated with STM/WM failure. As 
regards the remainder, misunderstanding of the given data (Ed) is most 
closely associated with recall failure, while misunderstanding the goal 
(Eg) and the wrong selection of processing (E2’) probably both contain 
some examples of LTM failure and some of STM/WM breakdown. There seems 
to be little basis for speculating either way regarding the few cases of 
wrong intuitions, and carry-forward errors reflect the nature of the 
test item rather than of the student's PS behaviour. In addition, it 
has already been pointed out that there are almost certainly over 100 
unrecorded cases of LTM failure associated with the omission of items 
(SO), with guessing (SO') and with serial processing (Sp). Depending on 
whether or not these are taken into account it appears that, in the 
context of tests of the sort employed, LTM failures outnumber STM/WM 
failures by a ratio of between three and five to one. Interestingly, 
this is comparable with the finding already referred to, and based on 
the factor analysis of coded protocol data relating to second year 
school algebra work, that 50Z of the variance on the test employed could 
be accounted for in terms of the students' "conceptual knowledge" and 
only 13Z in terms of "process components" (Webb, 1979).
Within the area of LTM failures identified, 54 cases were recorded of 
failure to find the information sought (EO). 72 of retrieval of 
incorrect information (El to El/2') and 99 of the retrieval of correct 
but inappropriate information (El* to El/3). It is suggested that these 
are closely related and that, although it is possible that certain 
critical information may be entirely absent from a particular student's
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memory store, all these errors can be accounted for in terms of poorly 
discriminated and organised LTM structure. The student understands an 
item by reference to LTM, and a poorly discriminated and organised 
structure may lead to inadequate understanding and thus to inadequate 
characterisation of the information required. This alone might account 
for retrieval failure and for the retrieval of correct but inappropriate 
information. When the information sought is also poorly characterised, 
then it may be still harder to locate and recognise and, in the absence 
of clear facts, ill discriminated associations may be interpreted to fit 
the perceived demands of the problem so as to enable (apparent) progress 
to be made. Some such explanation must surely underline the 
surprisingly high incidence of the apparent recall of incorrect facts.
4.7.3 An overview of checking strategies. It has already been 
mentioned that evidence was obtained of all the checking types 
anticipated in the PS model, namely checks that the answer meets the 
goals set in the item, checks that the answer is reasonable in terms of 
how it relates to what the student knows, and checks that there have not 
been errors in the process of arriving at the answer. Table 4.9.4 shows 
the incidence of different checking strategies relative to the initial 
solution strategies which they followed. From this it appears that only 
102 checks followed 875 attempted solutions, however this is an over­
simplified and misleading picture. Firstly, it has already been noted 
that checks against the goal state (G) are probably implicit in any 
attempt at PS, but only explicit cases have been recorded. Secondly, 
checks against memory (M) as regards the reasonableness of an answer in 
terms of other relevant knowledge, may also be built into many solutions 
without being reflected in the protocols. Thirdly, of the 857 attempts, 
88 were omits and 94 were abortive attempts with no solution to check.
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And finally, certain PS strategies are intrinsically difficult if not 
impossible to check.
Table 4.9.4 Incidence of different checks following different 
strategies
Checking Original strategy
strategy
SI Sl/2 S2 Si Sp So' Total
G
M
NSlm
NSl/2
RS2
NS2
NS2r
NS2e
NS2d
NS2'
NS 3
2
1
1
1
11
1
6
12
8
15
3
20
5
4 
1
5
2
1
1
2
16
11
1
1
15
27
20
5
4
1
1
Total 16 7 68 5 4 2
102
If goal checks and memory checks are not considered, on the grounds that 
too little information is available, then 75 reprocessing checks were 
made of 675 solutions, which is a proportion of 11Z. Even this figure 
may be misleadingly low insofar as it is unlikely to be practicable for 
students to check many solutions obtained by recall, analogy, serial 
processing and guessing. Indeed, only S2 solutions are necessarily 
checkable and it is noteworthy that the great majority of the checks 
recorded related to this category. After subtracting abortive attempts, 
48 checks were made on 235 S2 solutions, representing a proportion
>f 20Z.
Finally, reverting to the data in Table 4.8 (p 125) and omitting goal 
checks, the effectiveness of the checking observed will briefly be 
considered. In 73Z of cases a correct answer was confirmed, in 8% an
incorrect answer was adjudged correct, in 1% a correct answer was judged 
to be incorrect, in 8% an incorrect answer was detected for what it was 
and in 10% the check was not completed. It is interesting to note that 
rather a high proportion of the answers checked were correct already and 
that only about half of the incorrect answers were in fact detected as 
such. Reference back to the protocols shows that in turn about half of 
these were subsequently corrected. Thus, although further analysis 
reported in the next section showed that students who performed well on 
the test were more likely to check their answers than those who did not, 
checking as observed in this study offered at best a rather modest 
return.
4.8 a  summary regarding students’ PS behaviour
One of the aims of the present analysis was to explore the relationship 
between the PS behaviour of candidates and their examination 
performance. With this in mind, the section which follows considers the 
incidence of the strategies and errors associated with different 
students and the chapter concludes with a general summary of the 
impressions gained from the first phase of the study.
4.8.1 Patterns of student behaviour. Tables 4.10.1 and 4.10.2 show 
the strategies and errors, respectively, of individual students arranged 
in rank order according to performance on the test. Because of the 
small numbers involved, checks have been consolidated as a single column 
entry in the former table. In addition to recording the raw numbers of 
cases, Table 4.10.1 shows the proportion of each student's attempt 
devoted to each strategy, together with a "strategy preference index". 
This was calculated as the proportion of the students' responses devoted 
to a particular strategy, divided by the proportion of the 
population's responses devoted to the same strategy; thus a preference 
index of 2.50 for student 020 on strategy S2' indicates that this
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Table 4.10.1 Incidence of strategies by different students
s c u d « a t r r l a c l p o l  ( t n u i l a a
T o t s 1
( m i /
s c h o o l ) l a n k
SO 81 8 1 / 2 8 2 8 2 ' 8 3
8 1 M 8 0 ’ s t r a t e g i c « C h o c k s
02 1
( K / E )
1
0 . 0 0
2 1 ( 4 2 8 6 )
1 .1 5
3 ( 0 6 1 2 )
1 .9 4
1 9 ( 3 8 7 5 )
1 .2 4
2 ( 0 4 0 8 )
1 . 0 0
4 ( 0 8 1 6 )
1 .6 7 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
49
1 0 ( 2 0 4 1 )
1 .7 2
0 1 9
(M / E )
2
3 ( 0 7 8 9 )
0 . 7 7
1 3 ( 3 4 2 1 )
0 . 9 2
3 ( 0 7 8 9 )
2 . 5 0
1 4 ( 3 6 8 4 )
1 .1 8
1 ( 0 2 6 3 )
0 . 6 4
3 ( 0 7 8 9 )
1 .6 1 0 . 0 0 0 .0 0
1 ( 0 2 6 3 )
0 .9 4
38
6 ( 1 5 7 9 )
1 .3 3
0 0 8
( F / C )
3
0 . 0 0
2 0 ( 4 1 4 7 )
1 .1 2
1 ( 0 2 0 8 )
0 .6 6
1 9 ( 3 9 5 8 )
1 .2 7
1 ( 0 2 0 8 )
0 . 5 1
3 ( 0 6 2 5 )
1 .2 8
2 ( 0 4 1 7 )
3 .2 6
2 ( 0 4 1 7 )
0 .8 5 0 . 0 0
4 8
7 ( 1 4 5 8 )
1 . 2 3
0 2 6
(M / F )
4 -
3 ( 0 6 9 8 )
0 .6 8
1 4 ( 3 2 5 4 )
0 . 8 8
1 ( 0 2 3 3 )
0 .7 4
1 8 ( 4 1 8 6 )
1 .3 3
2 ( 0 4 4 5 )
1 . 1 4
2 ( 0 4 6 3 )
0 . 9 5
2 ( 0 4 6 5 )
3 .6 2 0 .0 0
1 ( 0 2 3 3 )
0 .8 3
43
K l U O )
1 .5 6
0 2 0
( F / E )
4 »
0 . 0 0
1 8 ( 3 6 7 3 )
0 . 9 9
2 ( 0 4 0 8 )
1 .3 0
1 6 ( 3 2 6 3 )
1 .0 5
5 ( 1 0 2 0 )
2 . 5 0
5 ( 1 0 2 0 )
2 . 0 8
1 ( 0 2 0 4 )
1 .5 9
2 ( 0 4 0 8 )
0 .8 3 0 . 0 0
49
2 . 0 6
0 2 8
( M / F )
4 -
2 ( 0 4 6 3 )
0 . 4 5
2 1 ( 4 8 8 4 )
1 .3 2
2 ( 0 4 6 5 )
1 .4 8
1 2 ( 2 7 9 1 )
0 . 9 0
1 ( 0 2 3 3 )
0 . 5 7
3 ( 0 6 9 8 )
1 .4 2 0 . 0 0
1 ( 0 2 3 3 )
0 . 4 8
1 ( 0 2 3 3 )
0 . 8 3
43
4 ( 0 9 3 0 )
0 .7 8
02 7
( M / F )
6 -
5 ( 1 2 5 0 )
1 .2 2
1 5 ( 3 7 5 0 )
1 .0 1 0 . 0 0
1 4 ( 3 5 0 0 )
1 .1 2
2 ( 0 5 0 0 )
1 . 2 3
2 ( 0 3 0 0 )
1 .0 2 0 . 0 0
1 ( 0 2 3 0 )
0 .5 1 0 . 0 0
4 0
7 ( 1 7 3 0 )
1 .4 7
0 1 2
( F / C )
8
3 ( 0 6 3 8 )
0 .6 2
1 8 ( 3 8 3 0 )
1 .0 3
5 ( 1 0 6 4 0
3 .3 8
1 2 ( 2 5 3 3 )
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For explanation and key see pages 140 and 143
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Table 4.10-2 Incidence of errors by different students
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student was 2\ times more likely than average to employ this strategy. 
A key to the entries in Table 4.10.1 is given below:
number of instances 
of strategy
X ll(2895)
proportion of this student's 
responses .represented by 
by S (x 10 )
strategy preference index
Key to entries in Table 4.10.1 (p 141)
Owing to the uncertain reliability of some of the assignments, the 
students' preference indices were regarded as indicators of trends 
rather than as quantitative information, and particular caution was 
observed regarding some of the minor strategies where the indices would 
obviously be very sensitive to even one or two mis-assignments. For 
this reason the calculation of similar indices regarding errors was 
quickly abandoned. With only 372 entries to be distributed amongst 380 
cells in Table 4.10.2 (compared to 857 in 180 cells for strategies) most 
of such indices would have reflected only one or two cases of error and 
it was felt that the raw data would provide a more realistic picture.
For similar reasons, no statistical interpretations of the data are 
reported.^
The students' strategy preference indices can obviously vary upwards from 
zero with no theoretical upper limit. The two most important strategies 
SI and S2, however, show a remarkably narrow range of indices (0.7 to 
1.3) suggesting that students differed relatively little as regards their 
tendency to select these general approaches. For other strategies the 
indices tend to vary rather more widely, though they are obviously less
1. Some statistical analyses «ere undertaken < the ^  
strategies and checks. While these « - - . ^ 1 "  5 \ n y  impressions reported here it wasImpossible to arri 
reliable estimate regarding significance levels.
i
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reliable on account of the smaller numbers involved. However, attempts 
to arrive at generalisations regarding the data in these two tables met 
with very limited success. Similarly, an attempt to produce students’ 
strategy profiles recording apparently high and low indices led to no 
significant conclusions and will not be reported in detail. In 
particular, no obvious differences in strategy preference profiles were 
found between students of high and low performance on the test, 
except insofar as the low-performing students showed a tendency to omit 
more items, to make more use of serial processing and guessing and to 
make less use of checking; but even these were relatively weak trends 
with many individual exceptions. Conversely the main rational 
strategies (SI, Sl/2, S2 and S3) showed a slight trend in favour of 
students with higher performance. These trends were mirrored as regards 
errors, with students of lower performance showing a tendency to make 
more errors in most categories, rather than making different kinds of 
errors. Thus, as regards recall, the four most prevalent error types 
(EO, El, El’ and El/O), all showed weak trends in the direction 
indicated. This was also true for main processing error (E2). Weaker 
students also appeared to be more likely to misunderstand an item (Eg 
and Ed) and to suffer the effects of carry-forward errors (Ecf).
Two other possible sources of systematic PS differences were also 
considered; namely school and gender. Although details of individual PS 
attempts certainly appeared, from the protocols, to reflect different 
learning experiences in different schools, no general trends were 
apparent. Some trends relating to gender were noted however, although 
with only five girls in the sample, and in the absence of statistical 
tests, these must be regarded as impressionistic only. As regards 
strategies, girls appeared to be much less inclined to guess than boys 
(mean preference index 0.15 compared to 1.23) and, although the number
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of cases was very small, possibly more inclined to use intuition (mean 
preference index 1.67 compared to 0.78). As regards PS difficulties 
girls may be somewhat more inclined to processing errors (E2 to E2a in 
Table 4.10.2) averaging 4.4 instances each on the test as compared to
3.1 for boys. However, it is difficult to assess the significance of 
these impressions and it is beyond the scope of this phase of the study 
to speculate further.
Although generalisable trends were markedly weak or absent, some 
interesting individual differences may be discovered from Tables 4.10.1 
and 4.10.2. But even these appear to be merely idiosyncratic and no 
general strategy and error profiles were identified. Thus it is 
difficult to know, for example, what significance to attach to the fact 
that student 010 accounted for five out of the eight recorded cases of 
inverted recall (E-l) or that student 012 was more than three times more 
likely than the average student to make use of a linking generalisation. 
Although these and similar observations seem likely to be attributable 
to personality and learning experience variables, it was impossible to 
pursue such matters on the basis of the data available.
4.8.2 General concluaions. The various analyses described in this 
chapter and the subsequent synthesis attempted in exploring the inter­
relationships of strategies, errors and students, have enhanced the 
author's strong impression of the homogeneity of PS at this level. This 
impression is based on the apparent validity of the five stages of PS as 
a useful descriptive framework and on the major role of recall and 
routine. It appears that -translation” of an item with reference to 
students' own frames of reference, followed either by (i) selective, and 
often reconstructive, recall or by (ii) the application of a recalled or 
reconstructed routine, represents the normal basis of answering
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examination questions. It may be speculated that strategies other than 
those labelled SI and S2 represent a fairly limited range of responses 
to difficulties encountered during these basic procedures. The emphasis 
seems to be firmly on an LTM structure interacting with the test item at 
a relatively superficial level with little non-routine activity beyond a 
general "casting about" to try to reconstruct information not immediately 
available. It seems probable that well over 80% of students' PS errors 
can be directly attributed to LTM defects, processing errors being of 
relatively limited importance. And while processing errors can be 
interpreted in terms of WM/STM failure, this in turn may sometimes 
reflect attempts to handle information retrieved from LTM in a poorly 
organised state (see, for example, Johnstone (1981) regarding 
"chunking").
Waterman and Newell (1971) have stated that "protocol analysis exhibits 
a lack of formality and an inherently inductive character that seems to 
characterise much other scientific (and real world) activity". In the 
present study it has provided information regarding students' PS 
behaviour in an examination context which would have been difficult to 
obtain in any other way. Although the evidence remains impressionistic, 
the central role of LTM organisation would probably come as no surprise 
to most teachers. The dominance of the two major strategies and the 
very narrow range of the students' strategy preference indices for these 
(Table 4.10.1) provides more quantitative support for this point of 
view, as does the lack of correlation of PS performance with general 
intellectual ability. Consequent decisions regarding the second phase 
described in the next chapter.of the study are
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CHAPTER 5
THE PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE SECOND PHASE OF THE STUDY
This chapter is concerned with the planning and administration of the 
second phase of the investigation. This was undertaken in the light of 
the insights gained from the exploratory analysis of students' problem­
solving behaviour reported in the previous chapter. The alternatives 
considered are briefly reviewed in the first section. Two areas 
selected for further investigation are discussed in detail and reference 
is made to relevant literature. The detailed planning of the second 
phase of the study is then described and the chapter concludes with an 
account of the design and administration of the instruments used.
As already indicated, the analysis of students' responses to the short- 
answer non-mathematical items administered in the first phase of the 
study was exploratory and impressionistic. It would have been possible, 
during the next phase, to attempt a deeper level of analysis and perhaps 
to broaden the scope of the study to embrace mathematical and objective 
items. However, without further development of the methodology of 
protocol analysis, it was uncertain how fruitful such work would prove 
and it was decided to employ independent methods to extend the study.
In particular it was decided:
(i) to examine the hypothesis, suggested by the first phase of the 
study, that it is the organisation of chemical knowledge in long 
term memory (LTM) that differentiates the more successful from the 
less successful examination candidate, and
PS behaviour of aspects of task(ii) to explore the influence on 
formulation, specifically the quantity of information provided.
5.1.1 The organisation of chemical knowledge in LTM. A number of 
studies has drawn attention to the importance of LTM as mediating 
between learning and PS performance (Mayer, 1975; Gagné and White,
1978). Johnson (1971) has spoken of the need to investigate the role 
which knowledge structures play in PS behaviour, whilst Cochaud (1979) 
has provided evidence of the idiosyncratic nature of such structures in 
college science students. Kempa and L'Odiaga (1983) have reported that 
performance on examination items in chemistry is distinctly more 
influenced by their subject matter content than by the intellectual 
abilities and skills they test. This is in agreement with Wason and 
Johnson-Laird’s (1972) arguments that "content is crucial" and that "any 
general theory of human reasoning must include an important semantic
component" •
The analysis of students’ PS protocols described in Chapter 4 suggested 
that there was relatively little difference between high and low 
performers as regards either the strategies that they employed or the 
nature of the errors that they made. As there was also no significant 
correlation between PS performance and general ability as measured by 
the AH4 test, it was hypothesised that a student's relative success or 
failure might be related to differences in the way in which knowledge of 
specific chemical topics is internalised as an organised structure in 
LTM. This hypothesis was investigated using a word association test to 
«ap aspects of students' cognitive structures relating to examination 
items which they attempted. The nature of the construct "cognitive 
structure" is discussed in Section 5.2 below, which also includes a 
selective review of methods which have been used to map it and the
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rationale underlying the decision to use word association tests for this 
purpose.
5.1.2 The influence of task formulation. An analysis of the 
different ways in which the task represented by a particular examination 
item may be formulated, is presented in Section 5.3. In particular the 
quantity of information provided is identified as an important 
variable. Examination items typically present candidates with idealised 
PS tasks, whereas in the real world the problem solver may have to 
contend with conflicting, redundant and missing information. Krutetskii 
(1976) used items involving both missing and redundant information to 
investigate students' PS behaviour in mathematics but to date there have 
been no similar studies in science. The influence of missing and 
redundant information on PS behaviour was therefore investigated as a 
first step towards bridging the gap between PS in chemistry examinations 
and PS in more realistic chemical situations.
5.2 The mapping of cognitive structure
In describing students' PS behaviour, reference was made to a simple 
model of the structural components of memory (Figure 2.3.2).
This showed the interrelationships of short-term memory, working memory 
and long-term memory. The term "cognitive structure” will be used 
henceforth to refer to the contents and organisation of an individual's 
knowledge-base in long-term memory. This is compatible with the 
definition of Shavelson (1974), who described cognitive structure as "a 
hypothetical construct referring to the organisation (relationship) of 
concepts in memory" and that of Wierstra (1979) who sees it as "an 
organised network of interrelated concepts which a pupil stores in his
memory".
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White (1979a) has proposed four interacting aspects which affect 
descriptions of cognitive structure: "purpose", "model and unit", 
"methodology" and "dimensions". In the present study, the "purpose" of 
the descriptions sought is to aid in the interpretation of differences 
in students’ PS behaviour. The "model" employed is a semantic network 
and the "units" are concept labels and semantic relationships between 
them. The description of LTM structure already given in Section 2.3.1, 
refers to propositional, algorithmic and heuristic information.
However, only propositional information is fundamental insofar as 
algorithmic and heuristic procedures can be expressed in propositional 
terms. Propositional information, in turn, can be expressed in terms of 
semantic relationships between concepts.1 "Methods" employed in 
examining network models of cognitive structure are reviewed below with 
particular reference to word association testing which has found 
considerable application in science education and which was adopted for 
the present study. Indeed, Preece (1976c) has gone so far as to provide 
an operational definition of cognitive structure in terms of the data 
obtainable from such tests. Finally "dimensions" have been proposed for 
providing summary descriptions of particular aspects of cognitive 
structures, usually in terms of numerical indices. However, these were 
felt to be less important, for the purposes of the present study, than 
more detailed qualitative descriptions and will be considered only
briefly.
Th, discussion which follows .1.«. with sn sccouht of r.c.nt t « i ™  
tslstlng to th. mspplng of co.sltlv. sttuctuts. . nush.f of pstsdlg-s
T h . „ .0 = 1  .d o p tsd  d o « . r U t« e!i5?»ro* ~ ° ô tr .T j.« .’*pI,od"
as proposed by Gagne and Whit J re not of great importance
r r s s r s i i S . M S ' -  *— -  ' h- u" y-
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are identified and relevant work in each is then reviewed and 
discussed. The discussion is extended, in the case of word association 
testing, to embrace methodological and data analysis issues.
5 .2 .1  Techniques fo r  investigating cognitive structure. Investiga­
tions of cognitive structure in the context of science education have 
made use of a number of different techniques. In a comparative 
evaluation of methods Shavelson and Stanton (1975) examined word 
association, card sorting and tree-graph construction methods. In a 
similar study, Preece (1976a) referred to the use of similarity ratings 
in addition to these three. He also drew attention to the widespread 
use of problem-solving tests to investigate aspects of cognitive 
structure. In a critique of methods for the investigation of cognitive 
structures, Stewart (1979) referred to these paradigms and also 
commented on digraph analysis. While he did so in the context of its 
application in deriving subject matter structures from textual material, 
this method has also been employed by a group at the University of East 
Anglia in assessing students' cognitive structures on the basis of the 
written materials which they produce (for example Pereira 1976, 1979; 
Maskill and Pereira 1979). More recent reviews have referred to growing 
interest in clinical interviews and related methods (White, 1979a; 
Sutton, 1980; Fisher, 1979). Before proceeding to a detailed review, it 
will be convenient to consider briefly the broad characteristics of the 
various techniques under three headings: problem-solving, clinical 
methods and semantic proximity methods.
(i) Problem-solving. Problem-solving tests have been used in 
science education to yield implicit information concerning cognitive 
structure (Preece 1976a). It has, however, been noted that the 
intrusion of information processing into such tasks renders this
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approach suspect (Deese, 1965; Johnson, 1969). Preece (op cit) has 
described PS tests as "too drastic as tools for the initial exploration 
of cognitive structure" and has directed attention to techniques "which 
tamper less with what they are seeking to measure". For similar reasons 
attempts to assess cognitive structure through modified examination 
items (Ring and Novak, 1971) or school tests (White, 1979a) should be 
interpretd with some caution. In the context of the present study, the 
use of PS tasks to explore cognitive structure would, in any case, have 
involved a tautology since the purpose of elucidating the structure was 
to interpret PS behaviour. This method will not, therefore, be 
discussed further.
(ii) Clinical methods. Individual clinical interviews, often 
associated with paper-and-pencil or practical tasks after the style of 
Piaget, have recently come to prominence in connection with interest in 
elucidating children's existing ideas ("alternative frameworks") about 
science. Pines et al (1978) have contrasted inflexible and flexible 
interview formats in this connection, and White (1979a) has 
distinguished between general interviews covering a substantial body of 
subject matter and restricted interviews which have a much narrower 
focus. Other workers have described situations in which direct 
observation of students performing laboratory tasks plays a major role 
(Fisher, 1979; Driver, 1981, 1983). Although some of these studies have 
led to attempts at mapping, they relate to work which was contemporary 
with, or which post-dates, the present study. To the extent that such 
methods tend to involve problem-solving and the interpretation of 
children's verbal protocols, there would also have been an element of 
tautology in employing such methods. For both these reasons only a 
brief review is given in Section 5.2.2 below.
(ill) Semantic proximity methods. There are five methods which 
broadly fall into this category: similarity rating, card sorting, tree­
graphing, digraphing and word association testing. All methods under 
this heading employ words representing concepts and try to establish how 
closely these words are related in a subject's mind. In his 
comprehensive review of research on the organisation of scientific 
concepts in semantic memory, Preece (1978b) writes.
“In mapping cognitive structure, the aim is to obtain structural 
information about the internal representation of concepts. The 
concern is with the second-order structure involving the 
relations among concepts in semantic memory rather than the 
order relations within each internal representation (concept), and 
for this reason the term "map” seems particularly appropriate.
Thus, in a map of the world, the distances between cities are 
represented, but the internal structures of the cities are not.
Nor is the neurophysiological basis of cognitive structure sought, 
in computer terminology, the aim is to elucidate the format of the 
data base but not to discover how this is is embodied 
circuitry.
Just as geographical maps are concerned with distances between 
places, maps of cognitive structure are based upon semantic
distances between concepts." (Preece 1978b, p 548)
Sutton (1980) has noted the limitations of the mapping analogy as 
applied to some aspects of cognitive structure, however his reservations 
relate to the representation of "dynamic aspects of mental organisation" 
rather than to the organisation of information in LTM.
Semantic distance, or its opposite semantic proximity, is operationally 
defined by the methods used to assess it. It is intended only to 
outline such methods at this point. In the similarity rating method 
subjects are asked to use a rating scale to indicate the perceived 
similarity of given pairs of concept words. A variety of card sorting 
methods have been employed for the same purpose although these have been 
little used in studies involving science. Subjects may be asked to sort 
cards bearing the names of key concepts into as many piles as they think 
annronriate on the basis of their judgements of similarities and
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differences. Alternatively, they may be asked to position gummed labels 
on a large sheet of paper in a way which appears meaningful to them. A 
similar procedure is employed in the tree-graphing method, but 
subjects are constrained by instructions which result in the 
construction of tree-graphs reflecting a hierarchy of perceived 
similarities. Digraphing (directed graphing) is based on the parsing 
of written materials produced by the subject in response to a variety of 
different instructions. A series of formal rules is then used to reduce 
each parsed sentence to a graphical form consisting of concept words 
linked by arrowed lines representing directional relationships.
Finally, the most widely employed method in the field of science 
education has been the word association test. Subjects are presented 
with a series of words representing key concepts and are asked to write 
down the first word that comes to mind on reading (or hearing) each key 
word. A number of variations of the method is possible but most require 
subjects to make a number of associative responses to each stimulus word.
For each of the five procedures described above, methods have been 
devised for converting the data collected into tables of numerical 
indices representing inter-concept semantic distances or semantic 
proximities.1 Such tables may then be interpreted in a variety of 
ways. In particular three main approaches have been used to generate 
corresponding maps reflecting cognitive structure (Preece 1978b).
Spatial maps may be generated by a multi-dimensional scaling technique 
(Kruskal 1964). This produces a solution in which concepts are 
represented as points in n-dimensional semantic space (where n is an 
integer determined during the analysis) such that the Inter-point______
of these are discussed further in Section 5.2.5.
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distances are related to the original inter-concept indices. Two- 
dimensional hierarchical maps, which closely resemble tree-graphs, can 
be obtained by a number of cluster analysis techniques (see eg Everitt, 
1974). As each method incorporates its own mathematical model, some 
caution is needed both in selecting the method and in interpreting the 
resulting map. Non-hierarchical clustering methods have also been 
described but have not been used in science education research.
Finally, a graphical solution described by Waern (1972) has been 
employed in recent studies relating to science. This reduces a matrix 
of semantic proximities to a two-dimensional graphical network.
Studies which have used semantic proximity or distance estimates in the 
context of science education are reviewed in Sections 5.2.3 
(digraphing), 5.2.4 (similarity rating, card sorting and tree-graphing), 
and 5.2.5 (word association testing) below.
5.2.2 Clinical interviews and related methods. A number of studies, 
particularly in the USA and Australia, have used individual interviews 
to map cognitive structure (eg Rowell, 1975; Pines, 1977; West, Fensham 
and Garrard, 1982). Similar work elsewhere, using this general 
methodology, has tended to concentrate on students’ understanding of 
particular concepts rather than on mapping structure (eg Gilbert and 
Osborne, 1979; Andersson, 1979; Osborne, 1980; MacGuire, 1982) and will 
not be considered further.
Pines and co-workers have focused much attention on techniques of 
interviewing (Pines, 1977; Pines et al, 1978). They distinguish between 
rigid and flexible interview formats and favour the latter to generate a 
-rich and useful database”. In a "totally flexible format" a student is 
presented with a task and asked a prepared question.
"Regardless of what the task Itself Is or what the subject's 
responses may be, the Interviewer is obliged to follow up every 
response. The subject is never interrupted while responding and 
his or her remarks are decisive in the course the interview wil
(Pines, Novak, Posner and Van Kirk 1978, p 8)
The resulting student protocol is transformed into a set of propositions 
and thence into diagrammatic form. Concepts are mapped onto points and 
relationships between them on to a linking network of arrowed lines.
Maps of similar appearance can also be produced by methods proposed by 
Stewart (1980). These include line labelling tasks used in conjunction 
with card sorting or tree construction methods, and sentence generation 
tasks. Card sorting methods, associated with individual interviews, 
have also been used by Champagne, Klopfer, Desena and Squires (1981) to 
produce "structural representations" of students' knowledge.
An introduction to some of the work using clinical methods in Australia 
is given by West (1979). More recently White and Gunstone (1980) have 
described the use of "restricted" interviews (ie restricted to a single 
topic) to describe students' cognitive structures in terms of scores on 
nine a priori dimensions labelled "extent", "precision", "internal 
consistency" and so on. Five quite different dimensions are proposed by 
West and co-workers in an unpublished paper relating to on-going work 
(West et al, 1982). They also describe the production of an interesting 
series of progressively elaborated maps, based on concepts linked by 
labelled arrows, which can be constructed on the basis of group tests 
followed by relatively short individual interviews.
Two reports published recently in this country relate to attempts at 
mapping based on tape recordings of students during the performance of 
laboratory tasks (Fisher, 1979; Driver, 1983). Driver's observations 
were made in the course of an ordinary science lesson and her model is
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descriptive and dynamic, rather than analytical. It represents episodes 
of thinking rather than the organlsaton of concepts. It may reflect the 
activities of working memory but it does not attempt to describe the 
structure of LTM. However Fisher's work, based on written as well as 
spoken responses to specially designed practical tasks, led to the 
construction of a composite map for a group of students in a form 
similar to that adopted by Pines et al (1978), Champagne et al (1981)
and West et al (1982).
Work in the clinical interview paradigm is still in an early stage as 
regards its application to cognitive mapping and warnings continue to be 
sounded concerning problems of interviewing and interpretation (White, 
1979b; Pines, 1980b; Posner and Gertzog, 1982). The latter authors have 
noted, in particular, the danger of being misled by responses which have
been labelled "suggested convictions' .
"A reply that is stimulated or suggested by the questioner’s choice 
of words or sequence of questions, or one that is 8 - n  in an 
effort to satisfy the examiner, is a suggested conviction.
(Posner and Gertzog 1982, p 197)
More generally it may be objected that there is a danger that, in 
responding to the demands of the interviewer, the student's active 
selection and manipulation of ideas may distort the picture which 
emerges of his underlying cognitive structure.
5.2.3 Digraph — l».« »« » * “ “  °lr'Ct*'1 *“ '*
(digraph) .u.1,.1. h.. »**» “ *> “  ‘Cl" “
0OhC.pt. 1« p....gr. fro. a.ahd.rd C.hooh. (Sh.„.laon, 1972; Sh.v.l.on
aod C a l l . .  1975) .nd la drilling r.l.tl.h.hlp. 1976«,
19760). A. pr.vlou.lp noted, th. .«hod Involve, the .«notion o( each 
sentence or r.l.tlon.hlp to . dl.gr«. 1. «hlch he, concept, .re United 
h, directed 11«... Hi. tul.. tor producing .uch dl.gr... «Ill b. found 
„ „ . 1 .  in Sh.vel.on .nd Oee.llu (1975), «odlflc.tlon. h.v. r.o.ntl,
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been proposed by Pereira (1979). The digraphs may be directly combined 
to yield a graphical representation showing the interrelationships of 
concepts in a single diagram (Preece, 1976a, 1976c) and/or may be 
converted to a distance matrix by counting the shortest routes between 
all pairs of concepts.
A number of studies at the University of East Anglia have used digraph 
analysis of students' essay material in an attempt to elucidate their 
cognitive structures (Johnson, 1976; Dangerfield, 1977, Pereira,
1979). In addition to some technical criticisms, the problem exists 
that digraph structures may reflect the objectives of the writer rather 
than his cognitive structure, and that ideas may be deliberately 
manipulated and ordered in the process of composition (see discussion 
appended to Maskill and Pereira, 1979). That students are actively 
selective about the order in which they present concepts in essay 
materials, seems to follow from further work reported by Pereira and 
Maskill (1983). It has also been objected that digraphing reflects the 
syntactic rather than the semantic features of a communication, and 
Stewart (1979) has listed this and seven other limitations which he 
believes call into question the usefulness of this technique.
5.2.4 Similarity rating, card sorting and tree-graphing. These
methods represent fairly direct attempts to obtain information about a 
subject's perception of the semantic proximity of given concepts.
A simple rating scale was used, alongside word association testing, by 
Johnson (1969) to monitor changes in students' perceptions of the 
similarity of certain physics (mechanics) concepts, following study from 
a textbook. The method yielded results similar to those obtained from
the word association test and was employed again by the same author in
ssing "perceptual structures" of scientificexploring the problem of asse
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knowledge (Johnson, 1971). He concluded that such procedures can be 
used to index "mastery of a domain of knowledge" but that the adequacy 
of the approach still needed to be tested by further research. Kass
(1971) has used students' similarity ratings to investigate structure in 
perceived relations among 20 physics concepts and Fenker (1975) used 
similar methods to investigate students' cognitive structures relating 
to elementary statistics. Cachapuz (1979) found that similarity ratings 
yielded similar structures to those obtained using word association 
tests in chemistry. The method has also been used to provide empirical 
data concerning students' concepts as a basis for revising instructional 
units in physics (Wierstra, 1979).
in a study directed towards the "validation of interpretations of three 
measures of cognitive structure", Shavelson and Stanton (1975) have 
described a simple card-sorting task. Twelve mathematics teachers were 
asked to sort key mathematical (operational systems) concepts printed on 
cards into as many piles as they thought appropriate on the basis of 
perceived similarities and differences. All pairs of cards in the same 
pile were given a similarity rating of one, other pairs being rated 
zero. By combining the results, a group similarity matrix was 
constructed with cell values which could obviously vary between zero and 
twelve. Hierarchical cluster analysis of the matrix yielded results 
similar to those obtained by two other measures, although the card 
sorting methods produced three major clusters rather than the two 
produced by the other methods. Fisher (1979) refers to the use of a 
similar procedure but does not provide full details of the method used 
nor of the results attained.
The other methods used in the Shavelson and Stanton study, were a word 
association test and a tree-graph construction task. The latter has 
been fairly widely used in research in science education (Shavelson,
1974; Preece, 1976a; Fisher, 1979; Moynihan, 1982). Subjects are given 
cards bearing the names of concepts and are asked to select the two 
which appear to be most closely related, place them together on a large 
sheet of paper and to join them with a line. A third concept may then 
be joined to the first pair, or a new pair may be selected. At the next 
stage a new concept may be added to either of the existing groups, or 
the two groups may be joined together, or a third pair may be formed.
At each stage the link added reflects the subject’s judgement as to what 
represents the closest remaining relationship. The process is continued 
until all the concepts are linked to form a tree-like structure.
Subjects may be asked to number the lines which constitute the graph 
consecutively as they are added (Shavelson 1974). In this case, a 
distance matrix is derived by adding the numbers associated with the 
line or lines joining each pair of concepts. A simpler procedure was 
used in the other studies reported above in which the separation between 
two concepts was taken as the number of links separating them in the 
tree. Preece (1976a) argued that this represents an over-estimate of 
inter-concept separations and, instead, proposed the square root of the 
number of separating links as a better measure.
All the five studies cited in the paragraph above, compared the 
structures derived by tree-graphing with those obtained using word 
association tests.1 In a number of cases comparisons were also made 
with structures representing the subject matter involved (Shavelson and 
Stanton, 1975; Preece, 1976a; Fisher, 1979). Significant levels of 
convergence were reported in all cases, and Preece found that using his 
suggested square root separation measure improved such convergence.
nr distance matrices obtained by this method are 
for doing so are cited by Stewart (1979).
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The three methods described above, all restrict the subject’s response 
to the organisation of given concepts and enforce absolute decisions 
regarding their relative placings. This constraint has been regarded as 
a serious weakness by Preece (1976a) and by Fisher (1979). Tree- 
construction graphs have been fairly widely used in science education, 
and the reliability (Shavelson and Stanton, 1975) and the validity 
(Shavelson, 1974) of the method in the assessment of the cognitive 
structure of groups have been attested. However, Fisher (1979) states 
that the method lacks "interpretive power and validity at the individual 
level" and Preece (1976a) feels that the constraints imposed by the 
method probably make it "an unsuitable instrument for measuring inter- 
subject differences in concept interconnectedness” .
5.2.5 Word association tests. Clinical interviews and digraphing 
methods attempt to interpret cognitive structure by means which 
require the subject, to a greater or lesser extent, to select and 
manipulate information within that structure. The constraints imposed 
on students’ responses by the various concept-relating tasks described 
in the last section have already been referred to. By contrast, the 
word association test (WAT) is a method which interferes minimally with 
the structure it seeks to elucidate and which appears to put few 
constraints upon a subject’s responses. Deese (1965) claims that the 
WAT is "perhaps as close to a context-free testing situation as can be 
devised". in these respects, and as regards the ease of collection of 
data, the WAT appears to offer clear advantages and has been the most 
widely used method for examining semantic relationships and structures 
in the context of science education (Preece 1976a).
in his pioneering work in seeking structural interpretations of WAT 
data, Deese (1962, 1965) was primarily concerned with the simplest form
of WA testing. In this, each subject was presented with a series of 
stimulus words, one at a time, and was asked to respond to each with the 
first other word it brought to mind. From such tests he derived 
"associative meanings" for each stimulus word for a given group of 
subjects and calculated "intersection coefficients" reflecting the 
extent to which pairs of stimulus words shared responses in common.
Further analysis of matrices of intersection coefficients led to the 
derivation of group "associative structures" for the selected set of 
stimulus words. Deese's approach, however, is based on the idea of 
associative structure as an attribute of a population and requires 
modification if it is to be applied to individual structural 
organisation.
Noble (1953) was amongst the earliest to make extensive use of 
continued WATs (in which students are required to make a number of 
different responses to each stimulus word, usually in a given time) as a 
tool to investigate the "meaningfulness" of particular words, whilst 
Deese (1965) pointed to the value of this technique in allowing "a 
possible extension of the method to the structure of an individal". A 
further distinction can be made between “free" and "controlled" WATs.
In a controlled test, responses are restricted to a given category (for 
example, words used in science) and Preece (1976a) has reported that 
restricting responses in this way may sometimes be of value in mapping 
cognitive structure. The calculation of "relatedness coefficients" from 
the overlap between pairs of response lists (Garskoff and Houston, 1963) 
and the transformation of the resulting "relatedness matrices" into 
cognitive maps will be discussed in Sections 5.2.6 and 5.2.7.
The review of the use of WATs in research in science education which 
follows, -ill be of a summary nature and will be more concerned with the
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uses to which the technique has been put than with detailed findings, 
except as regards issues of immediate relevance to the present work.
A few studies have used WATs to explore the meanings which students 
attach to particular science concepts. Of most interest is the work of 
Schaefer on the concepts of "growth" (Schaefer, 1979a) and "ecosystem" 
(Schaefer, 1979b). He described a structural model in which a "logic 
core", investigated by asking students for a free definition of the 
concept, is embedded in an associative framework tapped by free 
continued WA testing. In a cross-sectional study of the development of 
the concept "ecosystem" he found that older students and teachers tended 
to have narrower and more abstract concepts. He also reported a 
correlation "in excess of 0.7" (N - 421) between the distribution of 
free associations and that of free definition elements (Schaefer,
1979b). Schaefer’s work has been carried out in West Germany, Israel 
and the Philippines, and other cross-cultural studies of the associative 
structures of students’ science concepts have been reported by Chao 
(1974), Isa and Maskill (1982) and Ross and Sutton (1982).
A number of studies have related data from WATs to students’ performance 
in science. In work with high school physics students, using an inter­
related group of physics (mechanics) concepts, Johnson (1965) found a 
significant correlation between the number of a student’s responses 
which were also words in the stimulus list, and his performance on a 
related problenr-solving test. In a subsequent study he also found high 
achievement to be associated with the total number of associations 
generated by a student and with the number of stimulus-list responses in 
the top halves of his response lists (Johnson 1967). Shavelson (1973) 
reports a similar finding in the course of an experimental study in 
which the number of such responses in the upper half of a student s list
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proved to be a good predictor of post-test achievement. More able 
students have also been reported to use more "scientific" and more 
abstract associations (Maruping 1980). Recent reports by Kempa (1982) 
and by Kempa and Nicholls (1983) relate to comparisons between the 
associative maps of groups of 0-level chemistry students identified as 
good and poor problem-solvers. This work was contemporary with that of 
the present study; It was carried out In cooperation with the author and 
will be referred to again later. Good problem-solvers were found to 
have more complex associative maps with higher levels of relatedness 
between key concepts. The maps of poor problem-solvers were deficient 
with respect to links Involving more abstract concepts. Similar 
findings have also been reported by Moynihan (1982).
A number of cross-sectional studies have used WATs to trace the 
differences of cognitive structure associated with different levels of 
education. The work of Schaefer (1979b) on the structure surrounding a 
single concept has already been referred to. Johnson (1964) used 18 
inter-related mechanics concepts in single response WATs with high 
school students who (i) were not planning to study physics, (ii) were 
planning to study physics, (ill) «ere studying a physics course, and 
(iv) had recently studied physics. He reported that certain associative 
measures, and in particular the number of stimulus-list responses, were 
related to a student*s degree of involvement in physics. In a similar 
study, Preece (1976b) used correlations of the rank orders of 
relatedness coefficients to demonstrate that agreement with three 
alternative subject matter structures increased with levels of physics 
education. A growth of associative meaning tending from the concrete to 
the abstract, has also been demonstrated for concepts in chemistry 
between Form I and Form VI (Wijenayake 1978).
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Changes in cognitive structure following instruction have been 
investigated using word association methods, though not all have been 
truly experimental studies using control groups. Thus Johnson (1967) 
reported a significant correlation between the WA responses of high 
achievers and the ccr-occurrence of words in a physics text which they 
had studied, and Rothkopf and Thurner (1970) found that students’ word 
association patterns before and after studying a physics text showed 
changes in the direction of word patterns in the text. In an important 
controlled, experimental study Shavelson (1972, 1973) investigated the 
correspondence between students' cognitive structures (as assessed using 
a WAT) and the organisation of the same concepts in a physics text (as 
assessed by digraph analysis) before and after they had studied it. He 
found that, following instruction, the experimental group produced more 
responses than the control group and tended to use more words that 
defined and controlled the stimulus concepts. They also showed 
increased inter-relatedness coefficients and significant convergence 
with the subject matter structure in the text, while the control group 
did not. It may, however, be noted that a study by Dangerfield (1977) 
using digraph methods only, suggested that students did not tend to 
acquire cognitive structures reflecting the text which they had studied 
when the latter was organised in an unusual way.
» .„her WAT .todle. flat, to t i e « «  l“ ™**«
thee the .tod, 0« tee... 1« .» “ ■'» *U h
general .clenee .indent., «orrl. (1970) fonnd thenge. 1» WAT re.pon.e
u.t. 1. the expected direction ond . rl.e 1« ...n r.l.tedn... 
coefficient, follonln, In.trnctlon, Sl.ll.r finding, h... been reported 
by Cacheput (1979). Cochend (1979), end bp *>r.lr. end Santo. (1981) who 
also refer to qn.Ut.tl». chenge. 1» cognitive nep. 1" the direction of 
.ore loelcal .tractor... An experl.ent.l .tod, b, Thro (1978) fonnd
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that students subjected to physics Instruction showed changes In 
associative structures towards convergence with that of the Instructor. 
Finally, an interesting study linked with the work of Ausubel has been 
reported by Gunstone (1981). Two instructional programmes, with 
differing emphases on linking to existing knowledge and experience, were 
used to teach elementary dynamics to physics students. Outcomes were 
evaluated using a modified WA technique to assess linking in cognitive 
structure between dynamics and existing knowledge. It was found that 
differences in performance between the two groups on far-transfer 
problems were mediated by the extent to which the new learning was 
linked to existing cognitive structure.
The focus of another group of studies using WAT, has been to evaluate
the technique itself as an approach to the mapping of semantic
structures in science. All those reviewed have reported satisfactory
levels of convergence between structures based on WAT data and those
derived either from alternative proximity measures or from an analysis
of the subject matter or both. Ten such studies have been listed in
Table 5.1. Johnson, Cox and Curran (1970, 1971) concluded that
similarity ratings and WATs access the same underlying structure and
Shavelson and Stanton (1975) present convergent data which support the
interpretation that WATs measure "a significant part of cognitive
structure". Preece (1976a) concluded that a WAT is a valid means of
mapping cognitive structure. He also found that the results obtained
from a controlled WAT conformed more closely to a model of subject
matter structure than did those from a free WAT.
”.... the word association te s t wa s8 sofia U o n ^ w t r e ' ' c r a i ^ e d * to 
for mapping cognitive structure if associations wer 
the particular semantic domain involved.
(Preece 1976a, p 7)
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Table 5.1 Studies evaluating word association tests as a means 
of elucidating semantic structure
Citation
Subject
studied
No of 
concepts Comparison made
Johnson, Cox and 
Curran, 1970
Mechanics 6 WAT and similarity 
ratings.
Johnson, Cox and 
Curran, 1971
Meehan ics 9 Free and controlled WAT and similarity 
ratings.
Shavelson, 1972 Mechanics 14 WAT and subject matter structure.
Shavelson, 1974 Operational
systems
12 WAT and tree-graph 
construction.
Shavelson and 
Stanton, 1975
Operational
systems
12 WAT, tree-graph, card 
sorting and subject 
structure.
Preece, 1976a Mechanics 15
Free and controlled 
WAT and tree-graph 
construction.
Preece, 1976c Electro­magnetism
15 WAT and subject matter 
structure.
Johnson, 1976 Reaction
kinetics
12 WAT and digraph of 
students' essays.
Cachapuz, 1979 Reaction
kinetics
14 WAT and similarity 
rating.
Fisher, 1979 Relative
humidity
16 WAT, tree-graph, a laboratory "stations" 
method and subject 
matter structure.
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Finally, some interesting non-structural interpretations of data from 
WATs used in a cross-sectional study have been reported by Preece 
(1977)- The tests, consisting of 15 mechanics concepts, were 
administered to groups of physics students in their first, fourth and 
seventh years of secondary school and to a similar group of science 
graduates. Two non-physics groups (seventh year and university) were 
also tested. Four indices were derived and the development trends in 
each were examined. An index M represented a student's Mean number of 
associations per concept, and Increased with age irrespective of whether 
or not the individual continued to study physics. D represented a 
student's mean number of Directly related responses, defined as words 
which occurred with the stimulus word in one of the fundamental 
equations of mechanics. For physics students D rose steadily up to the 
seventh year of secondary education after which it remained fairly 
constant. For non-physics students it declined with the time elapsed 
since the student last studied the subject. U represented a student's 
mean number of Unrelated stimulus-list responses; it tended to 
increase quite rapidly up to the fourth year but fell away after that. 
Finally R represented a student's mean Relatedness coefficient. This 
showed a similar trend to U although falling away more slowly. These 
results are consistent with the hypothesis that, as learning starts, the 
total number of associations for a new concept increases rapidly.
Later, discrimination occurs between directly related associations and 
the rest. Some confirmatory evidence for this hypothesis has since been
reported (Preece 1978a).
5.2.6 The calculation of rel.tednea. -.trice, fro. WAT data. The
derivation of a map representing cognitive structure from WAT data 
involves two stages, namely (i> the generation of a half-matrix of 
"relatedness coefficients" which reflects the associative relationships
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between all pairs of stimulus words, and (11) the interpretation of this 
half-matrix so as to identify the underlying organisation of concepts in 
the learner's mind. The first stage of this process is considered
below.
Deese (1962) pointed out that the "associative meanings” of two words 
are similar to the extent that they stimulate responses in common and 
goes on to describe a method in which such common responses are used to 
generate "overlap coefficients". Deese’s analysis applies strictly only 
to single-response WAT data. However, it has already been argued that 
continued association is the appropriate tool when individual 
differences are of interest. Gofer (1958) was able to show that ".... 
discrete single word association and continued association produce 
roughly comparable results". Likewise, Laffal and Feldman (1962) 
demonstrated that matrices based on single and continued associations 
showed similar structures. Garskoff and Houston (1963) have developed a 
method of analysing continued associations which is consistent with the 
concept of cognitive structure which the present study shares with their 
work, and Preece (1976a) has described this as the most widely used 
technique in the field. The method is briefly described below.
A completed continuous WAT for an individual student consists of a set 
of stimulus words, to each of which is appended a list of response 
words. For a pair of stimulus words, a relatedness coefficient (RC) is 
calculated using the formula:
RC A . B
(A . B) - [nP - (n - 1)P ]
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where:
— a refers to a list of m words (a^ , a2 a );m
- B refers to a list of n words ( ^ , t>2 .... ^  .... t>n), and n » m;
- A . ¥  is a (weighted) measure of the overlap between the two lists
P Pcalculated by (i) assigning "scores" n , (n - 1) ... l*to
successive words in lists A and B (terminating in the case of the 
shorter list with the mth term), then (ii) for each pair of words 
a , b. common to the two lists, multiplying the assigned scores, 
and finally (iii) summing all such products;
- p is a (weighting) integer whose value is discussed below;
- (A . B) - (nP , (n-1)P , .... 1P) ( ,P ) - loP)2p
[(n - 1)P]2... + 1-
(n - 1)
The derivation of this formula is discussed in detail by Garskoff and 
Houston (1963) but a few points will be reviewed here.
In Garskoff and Houston's formula, ^  and ^  refer to a pair of stimulus 
words, the remainder of the lists consisting of an individual's ordered 
responses. Thus, in calculating the measure of overlap represented by 
the numerator A . B, each stimulus word is regarded as its own first 
response. This so called "representational response" is an essential 
assumption not only of this, but also of Deese's (1962) original method. 
It is intuitively reasonable to assume that a person s first response 
a word as stimulus is to identify or recognise the word and locate it in 
LTM prior to seeking associates, and indeed subjects are generally 
instructed to say the word to themselves before responding. The 
representational response is also felt to be a necessary assumption to 
deal with the not uncommon case of a pair of words which, whilst having 
no overt responses in common, frequently elicit one anothe 
responses. Such pairs are obviously associatively related
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representational response provides a device allowing this to appear in 
the computed coefficient. For a more detailed discussion, see Deese
(1965, pp 46-47).
The numerator in the above equation represents a measure of the overlap 
occurring between two different stimulus words, whilst the denominator 
represents the maximum possible overlap between them. (The term A . B 
represents the overlap between identical lists, while the "correction 
term", subtracted from this, makes allowance for the fact that, for 
different stimulus words, the maximum overlap occurs where each word 
is the first response to the other, so that the first two words in the 
list are reciprocally related rather than identical). The coefficient 
RC can thus take a value between zero (no associative overlap) and unity 
(a "perfect" overlap, with each stimulus word the first response to the 
other, the remainder of the lists being identical).
In considering the implications of the construct "cognitive structure" 
for its measurement using WA testing, Shavelson and Stanton (1975)
emphasised that:
, C __ retrieved from LTM takes on a particular
importance °in taking" inferences about the organisation of concepts
in LTM. (shavelson and Stanton 1975, p 73)
The Integer p .lion, different weighting, to be ntt.ch.d to thi.
"response primscy". The «In. of p bn. o.o.lly been ..ken .. one,
resulting in . Unenr weighting, the firs, response being ew.lont.d .. n
times more important than the nth. However, other values have also
employed. Preece U » « . )  tempered the effect of nelng p - » (no
weighting for pr.mncy) end p - 1. •• •» =1«*«»'
„  method, for mnpplng tognltl.e etrnt.nr. nnd concluded tb.tr
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giving less weight to later, presumably more idiosyncratic,
responses resulted in a better mapping of the common
Tsp^ts of the cognitive structure as represented by a theoretical
structure." (Preece 1976a, p 7)
The authors of the method, Garskoff and Houston (1963), suggest that 
stimulus words typically having a few dominant associates may be thought 
of as having steeply sloped response hierarchies and thus as demanding a 
relatively high value of the exponent p as compared to words with 
flatter response hierarchies. They also propose that personality 
variables, such as creativity, might be expected to correlate with a 
tendency to produce steep or flat response hierarchies, thus demanding 
different weighting exponents. They go on to describe an empirical 
study suggesting "that two is the appropriate value for p for low 
créatives while one is more suitable for highly creative subjects".
Thus, while a value of one for p has been an almost universal choice in 
studies of cognitive structure in the field of science education, 
consideration might also be given to assigning p a value of two in view 
of (i) the steep hierarchies which would seem likely for words 
representing science concepts, (11) the tendency for less creative 
individuals to be directed towards science studies and (ill) earlier 
findings suggesting that the upper parts of response hierarchies 
correlate most highly with PS achievement (Shavelson, 1972).
Finally, it has been normal practice to calculate mean relatedness 
matrices for groups of subjects, in which every cell entry is calculated 
as the mean of the RCs in the corresponding cells in the individual 
matrices. The concept of mean relatedness coefficients is not 
objectionable as the measure has more than merely ordinal significance 
(a difficulty with certain psychological "distance" measures). Thus, 
given the assumption implied by a particular weighting coefficient P. it
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is correct to regard a coefficient of, say, 0.6 as representing twice 
the associative overlap as that represented by a coefficient of 0.3.
Thus, for example, if p - 0 the first pair of words shows twice as many
responses in common as the second.
5.2.7 The transformation of a relatness matrix into a cognitive map
A number of methods have been described for transforming matrices of 
relatedness coefficients, which seek to organise and interpret the data 
in ways which can be regarded as mapping corresponding cognitive 
(semantic) structures. Preece (1978b), in a recent review of such 
methods, refers to the use of (i) spatial maps resulting from a 
technique known as "multi-dimensional scaling" (Shepard, 1962; Kruskal, 
1964), (ii) nested hierarchical maps which are produced by a number of 
cluster analysis methods, and (iii) graphical maps which relate to a 
network method developed by Waern (1972). In order to accommodate 
factor analysis and a non-hierarchical clustering method (Jardine and 
Sibson, 1968), these headings have been slightly modified in the 
comparative account which follows. Attention will be focused mainly on 
the nature of the solutions offered by each method, rather than on the 
findings of particular studies.
(1) Dimensional methods. Dimensional methods include factor 
analysis and multi-dimensional scaling, both of which employ 
mathematical models to reduce an original n-dimensional1 matrix to some 
optimally meaningful lesser number of dimensions.
While dimensional methods have been quite widely used, the most 
successful cases appear to have been those in which a particular 
dimensional interpretation might have been anticipated in advance. For
1. For a matrix derived from WAT data n represents the number of 
stimulus words used in the test.
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example, a series of studies with verbal auxiliaries, personal pronouns 
and conjunctions (discussed in Deese, 1965) reproduced recognisable 
grammatical classes when the relatedness matrices were factor analysed, 
and Shavelson (1974) has reported a study by Fillenbaum and Rapoport in 
which multi-dimensional scaling of data based on WA responses to colour 
words reproduced the familiar colour circle in two dimensions. In this 
respect it is relevant that Michon (1972), in a paper comparing 
dimensional with hierarchical clustering methods, selected examples of 
the former in which the data clearly lent themselves to dimensional 
interpretation (for example a city mapping exercise and a task involving 
the memorisation of the relative position of pairs of elements in a 
square matrix). Where no a priori expectation of this nature exists the 
results of such studies often seem less impressive. After reviewing a 
number of dimensional studies, Waern (1972) concluded that a simple 
clustering approach "may provide a valuable alternative to dimensional 
methods especially in cases where the cognitive structure is a priori 
quite unknown". She suggested that there may be cases where "cognitive 
structure may best be described by local associations and not by global 
dimensions". Indeed Dietze (1963), in a comparison of analytical 
methods, has questioned the applicability of factor methods to data 
matrices composed of indices other than correlation coefficients. After 
an empirical investigation he concluded that a simple clustering method 
offered many advantages and that the "types" yielded were comparable 
with, and possibly superior to, those yielded by factor methods.
Finally, Michon (1972) has noted that not only are dimensional and 
clustering methods compelementary. but that under certain mathematical 
conditions they can be shown to give identical results. It thus appears 
that clustering techniques need not obscure a possible dimensional 
interpretation, while at the same time offering greater flexibility.
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The use of multi-dimensional scaling for mapping cognitive structures in 
science has been well reviewed by Preece (1978b). A number of the 
studies reported yielded acceptable two dimensional solutions, and it 
seems possible that hierarchical or graphical solutions may produce 
equally valid, and more readily interpretable, results. In this 
connection it is also of interest that, although no explanation is 
given, Shavelson, in his series of studies involving cognitive mapping, 
shifted from the use of multi-dimensional scaling (Shavelson, 1972) to 
hierarchical cluster analysis (Shavelson, 1974).
(ii) Hierarchical clustering methods. A large number of 
clustering methods have been discussed comparatively by Everitt (1974) 
of which the simplest ("nearest neighbour single linkage") seems to have 
been the most widely used. This was the method selected for example by 
Shavelson (1974) and Shavelson and Stanton (1975) and attributed by 
these authors to S C Johnson (1967) although the latter author admits 
that the method had been previously described on more than one 
occasion. The method is most readily described in terms of a simple
algorithm thus:
1. the matrix is searched for the pair(s) of most similar 
entities (ie for the largest coefficients);
a <»o identified are collapsed by taking2. the two rows and columns so laentiii
the highest values of corresponding pairs of cells,
3. the process is repeated until the matrix is reduced 
completely.
At ..ch th. entries identified sr. . « 1  •• » »  "°d'’ “
, horl sontal «is. the It r.l.tion.hip to ether entitle, bel« indictee 
h, constructing sn hl.r.rchlc.l tr.e-gr.ph in uhlch th, v e r t i d  «1 . 
represents, u.u.lly to stele, the v.lue. oí th. coefficient, 
corresponding to ..oh non-ternlnnl nod. (1. to eech conjunction of
KonnoViaa in f VlP f TPp) •
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S C Johnson (1967) showed that this hierarchical analysis assumes that 
the matrix of coefficients satisfies the ultrametric inequality, 
although Michon (1972) found that the method yielded "more 
interpretable" results than dimensional methods even when this condition 
was violated. Jardine and Slbson (1968), dealing with the mathematical 
implications of hierarchical clustering techniques, noted that the 
ultrametric constraint can rarely be met and proposed criteria which any 
attempt to impose an hierarchical solution should meet in such 
circumstances. Of methods described, only the nearest neighbour 
approach meets all these criteria, however it has the disadvantage of 
tending to produce chains, rather than clusters of entities. As Jardine 
and Sibson (1968) have pointed out, this is a feature of the analysis 
rather than a fault, nevertheless the chains may obscure information 
that is of interest. An "average linkage" method which attempts to 
overcome this problem will therefore be considered next.
In the nearest neighbour method, entities are assigned upon the basis of 
their closest relationship only and this may give rise to distortions.
To take a hypothetical case, ELECTRON might link to a cluster of 
concepts relating to, say. electrolysis because its highest relatedness 
coefficient happens to be with NEGATIVE, which in turn is linked to
. ftf the relationship of ELECTRON withCATHODE. However, examination of t
other concepts night Indícete . »hole set of onl, nerplnell, lower 
coefficients sugg.atlng It should cluster with « v e » !  concepts 
relating to .tonic structure. ® 1 .  Infom.tlou, which night be of great 
interest, would he lost In the neat«., neighbour anal,ala- »an, afilar
1. d(x, ,) < n „  a,. « , . ■ > >  T ? « ' -
.„ante of th' d ‘“ “ “ ednL. -atrl. can be al.ply tr.n.fotned to a
~ “ r .“ - ^ “ i : t « -  ■•••«• - * »  * ' - * * u  •uc‘  “ dt-  ”
[l - p(x, y)]
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attempts to overcome this sort of problem have been reported, of which 
one described by McQuitty (1966) is representative. In this, after 
initial fusions of pairs of concepts, columns and rows are collapsed on 
the basis of average rather than highest relationships. This method 
fails to meet only one of Jardine and Sibson's (1968) criteria, namely 
that of "continuity” (so that progressive small changes in the data may 
not necessarily produce corresponding small changes in the resulting 
hierarchical dendograms) and may well produce a more satisfying 
interpretation of WAT data than the nearest neighbour method.
Hierarchical methods have not been very widely used in mapping cognitive 
structures in science. Shavelson (1974) and Shavelson and Stanton 
(1975) report work in a highly structured topic area (operational 
systems) in which the nearest neighbour method gave readily 
interpretable results. Moreira and Santos (1981) also felt able to 
offer interpretations of maps obtained by the same method in the field 
of thermodynamics. However, the present author feels that the dominance 
of chaining which is shown in the published diagrams may render such 
interpretations of limited value.
(iii) Hon-hierarchical .olutions. A non-hierarchical clustering 
method, devised by Jardine and Sibson (1968), overcomes the technical 
problem of the ultrametric by finding overlapping clusters. The 
method has been employed in linguistic analysis and the overlapping 
feature is consistent with the model of semantic structure underlying 
the use of WATs. The fact that a concept may appear in two (or more) 
clusters solves the sort of difficulty referred to in the hypothetical 
example quoted earlier involving the concept ELECTRON. Using Jardine 
and Sibson-s method, ELECTRON could belong to both the "electrolysis" 
and the "atomic structure" clusters.
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The method seeks groups of entitles (called maximal complete sub-groups) 
which are fully Interconnected above a given threshold coefficient, that 
is to say, sub-sets of concepts for which all pairs are connected above 
the threshold level. Next, all such sub-groups Intersecting In at least 
K (a positive Integer greater than 1) points are merged, resulting in a 
set of clusters which may Intersect in up to (K - 1) points. Unlike the 
nearest neighbour method, which tends to yield chains, and the McQuitty 
(1966) method which tends to yield spherical clusters, this approach 
imposes no constraints on the shapes of clusters. However, while the 
two former methods automatically lead to dendograms (hierarchical tree- 
graphs), Jardine and Sibson's method requires decisions regarding the 
threshold level selected and the value of K to be employed. The results 
are probably best presented in the form of Venn diagrams. The method is 
considerably more demanding on computer time than the other approaches 
referred to and does not appear to have been applied to the mapping of 
cognitive structure in science.
A very simple graphical method of processing a matrix of relatedness 
coefficients has been described by Waern (1972). The method makes few 
assumptions, allows both clusters and chains to emerge, and permits a 
single item to be linked to more than one group. On the basis of 
empirical evidence, which she reports for quite a wide range of 
examples, she claims that her approach yields results which have 
similar, and in some cases superior, interpretive power to those 
obtained by much more elaborate dimensional methods. She also regards 
the method as superior to most clustering techniques in that both 
clustering and chaining are allowed, and there is no insistence that 
each entity must belong exclusively to a single cluster.
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Waem suggests two variations of her method. In the single-step method, 
a threshold relatness coefficient is selected and a simple graph is 
constructed in which all pairs of concepts (each concept is represented 
by a point) which are related at or above the threshold are joined by 
lines. The cut-off point is chosen so as to (i) minimise the number of 
isolates (unconnected points on the graph) whilst (ii) maximising the 
distance between the two most distant points on the graph. These two 
criteria act in opposite directions and the balance between the two is 
a matter of judgement. The preferred multi-step method is a development 
of this procedure which is simply repeated using a series of decreasing 
thresholds until no further useful information is obtained. At each 
step new connections already accounted for by paths previously 
obtained, are not Included in the graph. This prevents the collapse 
of chains into clusters. Waern*s method has been used in a number of 
studies for mapping cognitive structures in science and Preece (1976a) 
has claimed that a great advantage of the multi-step method is the 
extra clarity afforded by the initially very simple structures out of 
which the final structure grows. He obtained maps which showed,
"perhaps even more clearly" than those derived in other ways, 
interpretable structures for both mechanics and electrostatics concepts 
(Preece 1976a, b, c). The method has also been used successfully by 
Cachapuz (1979) in the field of reaction kinetics and by Fisher (1979) 
with concepts relating to relative h-idity. Since this report was 
drafted (prior to carrying out the second phase of the study early in 
1980), further uses of Vaern* s technique in the field of elementary 
chemistry have been reported by Kempa (1982) and by Moynihan (1982).
5.3 The formulation of examination tasks
A student*s task in solving an examination item may be broadly defined 
by the answer demanded of him. Thus the nature of the goal was used in
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classifying tasks during the construction of the test employed in the 
first phase of this study. However, it seems likely that the way in 
which a task is presented may influence the way in which a student 
tackles it. The choice of a particular word or format may, for a given 
student, provide the essential cue to the required knowledge structure 
in LTM or, indeed, may throw him off on the wrong track. For example, 
Worsley (1979), referring to work carried out by the Assessment of 
Performance Unit, reported that the mere addition of a few numbers to 
one of their science items, without altering the task to be performed in 
any way, was sufficient to depress the facility of the item quite 
significantly, and also that changes in the context in which the task 
was presented appeared to influence performance. A systematic study of 
the way in which selected task formulation variables influence 
performance might be expected to shed further light on students’ PS 
behaviours and to generate information of interest regarding the design 
of examination items.
An analysis of task formulation in the context of short-answer, non- 
mathematical items, is presented below and the selection of a particular 
task formulation variable for further study is discussed.
5.3.1 An analysis of task for.ul.tlon. Passing reference has been 
made by Ogborn (1979) to attempts to develop networks for describing 
examination items in terms of their content and the skills needed to 
solve them. The conventions used in constructing such networks were 
described in Section 4 . 2.5  and have been applied to the question of task 
formulation in Figure 5. 1 *
The network c m  he q o lck lT  d e .n r lh e d . The u *  ■ • » « « » <  “
examination Item c . n . l . t .  of . « h e r  m  I n t e r r o , . « , .  CWH.t 1.  the
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Figure 5.1 A Network Analysis of Task Formulation
name of ....?") or an imperative ("Explain what is meant b y .....">
together with an argument which refers to a particular chemical 
situation. The argument may vary in length from a word or two to 
several sentences. Three variables are used to describe the argunent: 
language, format and information level. Language, which also 
describes the interrogative or imperative part of the item, is seen in 
terms of syntax and vocabulary, the latter consisting of everyday words 
and chemical (and other science) terms. The for«t of an item refers 
explicitly to whether or not tabulated information is presented.
Finally, the idea of information level is introduced to denote the 
extent to which the amount of information provided in the argument, 
matches the demands of the task. In a "standard" examination item the 
match is a good one; the amount of information provided is sufficient, 
and only sufficient, to enable the problem to be solved. However, it is
'• " * “ 1 ’ “  adapted to accommodate a much wider range of tasks.
also possible that the amount of Information provided might not be 
adequate and that the student might be forced to make assumptions in 
order to reach a solution. Conversely, redundant information (relevant 
to the task or otherwise) might be introduced. Whilst the former 
situation would probably reflect a mistake on the part of an examiner, 
the latter is less uncommon. Irrelevant textual information is not 
unusual in examination items, nor is it unusual for a limited amount of 
useful, but strictly speaking redundant, information to be included.
The "level of information" variable is principally of interest, however, 
in considering the relationship between the artificial PS situation 
encountered in examinations, and PS in a wider context. Outside the 
examination hall the information available is not always perfectly 
matched to the task in hand, and the problem-solver may have to make 
decisions regarding both its adequacy and its relevance. Task 
formulation variables are further discussed in the next section.
5.3.2 A discussion of task formulation variables. The influence of 
the language used in constructing multiple-choice items, on candidates- 
performance in chemistry at O-level, has been studied by Cassels and 
Johnstone (1977). They considered both syntax and vocabulary and found, 
particularly for students of low verbal ability but to some extent for 
all candidates, that item facilities were significantly influenced by 
the use of (i) scientific terminology in key positions, (ii) unnecessary 
verbosity, (iii) negatives, (iv) ambiguity, and (v) the way in which 
clauses or sentences were put together. They also confirmed Gardner's
(1972) findings that many of the non-technical words habitually used in 
science teaching and examining are not well understood by students. 
Further work has continued to document students' difficulties with a 
large number of non-technical words and has also shown that some words, 
which are well understood in everyday situations, may cause problems
when used in s scientific context or 
(Cassels and Johnstone, 1980, 1983).
with a scientific connotation
The term “format" has been used in the network presented in Figure 5.1, 
to distinguish between items in which all the information is presented 
more or less continuously in normal prose, and those in which key 
information is tabulated. No published work bearing directly on the 
influence which item format (in this sense) may have on a student's PS 
behaviour could be identified during the literature search undertaken 
for the present study, although two of the processing errors reported in 
the first phase of the study involved mistakes in handling tabulated 
data (see accounts relating to errors E2f and E2d in Section A.5.3).
The incidence of such errors was, however, very low and it was felt that 
no priority could be given to further consideration of this variable.
"Information level" was considered to be of potential interest as a 
task variable from two points of view. Firstly, it was felt that it 
might be useful as a tool for the further exploration of students' PS 
behaviour, and secondly that it might provide a means of bridging the 
gap between idealised examination tasks and PS in a wider context. As 
regards the former, it is relevant to consider the work of Krutetskii 
(1976) who designed sets of mathematics items with incomplete and with 
redundant information, to study students' "perceptions of relations and 
concrete facts in a problem". In a series of one-to-one interviews in 
which students tackled problems aloud and were questioned about their 
reasoning, he found that the items discriminated very clearly between 
mathematically gifted and average children. While the former quickly 
perceived the structure of the problem and were thus able to identify 
deficiencies or redundancies in the information provided, average and 
below average students tended to process items of information one by one
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in isolation. They were unable to recognise that items with missing 
information were insoluble, or to specify what was missing when this was 
pointed out to than, and they were confused by redundant information 
which interfered with their solution of the problems. This work 
obviously brings to mind Gestaltist views regarding the importance of 
structure in PS. In particular, Wertheimer (1959) has reported that 
students taught by a method emphasising the structural properties of 
geometrical figures were able to identify certain classes of insoluble 
problems in which insufficient information was provided, while those 
taught by traditional methods were not.
is regards the relationship between PS In esamlnat Ions and elsewhere, a 
recent paper by »ard (1982) flat«, to ch.nl.try students' probl—  with 
the interpretation of obs.tv.tlon.l data In the content of A-l.»el 
inorganic analysis. He consider«! the «.certain mailt, of the 
observations likely to be nade by stnd.nt. and identified type, of 
"observational data sat." whleh correspond closely to the lnf.rn.tlon 
level, described In Figure 5.1. He found that, while —  student, 
recognised the United nature of the conclusion, which could be drawn 
fro. inconpl.t. lofomatlon, other, tended to n.ke unjustifiable 
assumptions. i«d »bile Irrelevant data « r e  largely Ignored, atte.pt. 
were usually nade to process redundant Infomatlon of a t.lev.nt kind 
although this added nothing to the solution. Like Krut.t.kll, he found 
that nost student, tended to treat It—  of Information In Isolation 
fro. on. .noth.., rather than Integrating the. Into a coherent
analy t ic al scheme .
5.» TW. —  .«1 — mod, at th. .actum Phase of the atudj  
The broad ah., of the second ph... of tb. study have already bee. 
referrred to. They were:
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(i) to explore differences in relevant aspects of the 
structures of more and less successful examination candidates, 
relating these to PS behaviour, and
(ii) to study the influence on candidates' PS performance of the 
level of information provided in an item.
These aims are discussed below and a brief account is given of the
, 1
methods adopted in the study.
5.4.1 The aims of the study. On the basis of the findings of the 
first phase of the study, as reported in Chapter 4, it was hypothesised 
that successful candidates differed from less successful principally in 
terms of the organisation of chemical knowledge in LTM. It has also 
been suggested, in the present Chapter, that examination performance 
tends to be related to subject matter content. It was therefore 
predicted that students who performed well on items relating to a 
particular topic area could be shown to possess more systematically 
organised semantic structures, in respect of concepts in that topic 
area, than those who performed badly on the same items. More 
explicitly, that their structures would show higher levels of linkage 
overall and superior discrimination between more and less closely 
related concepts. In addition to testing this rather broad hypothesis, 
it was hoped that it would be possible (a) to improve general 
interpretations of students' strategies, and in particular errors, in 
terms of their cognitive maps, and (b) to interpret particular PS 
episodes of successful and unsuccessful students in terms of individual
cognitive maps.
Hir«e „Jo, t..k for.ul.tlo» ..rl.bl«. »..« *«»»
i .  u  b.  , . i = . « . t « « Oth” rr / ! ; « ” « po!“ m b i “u,sh*i» « .
s s  : «  j s l -  i .  « —
appearing after the early part of 197*.
format and information level. Of these, the role of language in 
examination items in chemistry is already under investigation (Cassels 
and Johnstone, 1983) and item format was considered to be of relatively 
limited interest. However, broad indications have been reported that 
many students may have difficulties coping with uncertainties regarding 
the match between levels of available information and the demands of the 
task in hand (Krutetskii, 1976; Ward, 1982). A study of the influence 
of levels of information on PS behaviour was therefore considered to be 
of interest in attempting to bridge the gap between PS in examinations 
and PS in more realistic chemical situations where levels of information 
are less well controlled. Given a particular internalised map of 
chemical knowledge, it might be anticipated that the likelihood of 
success at any particular task would increase with the level of 
information supplied. Thus, reducing the level of information in an 
item should reduce the number of potential cues available for activating 
a search in LTM; similarly, adding relevant information should increase 
the number of potential cues. A well integrated knowledge structure 
might be relatively insensitive to such cuing levels insofar as the 
whole structure would become available on cuing any part. However, the 
performance of students with more fragmented knowledge-bases would be 
expected to improve as the number of relevant cues was increased. It 
was therefore hypothesised that the facility of an item would tend to 
reflect changing levels of relevant information, but that such effects 
would be less marked for high achievers. In terms of the analysis of 
task formulation presented in Figure 5.1, it was predicted that, 
particularly for average and below average students, facilities would 
tend to increase along a series of formulations of the same task using 
reduced, standard and augmented (relevant) levels of information.
However, a second factor also had to be considered in respect of items 
with reduced levels of information. When relevant information is 
removed from a normal examination item a degree of ambiguity generally 
results (see Section 5.5.1, part (ii), below). This was not expected to 
influence the trend already predicted insofar as most students were not 
expected to recognise such ambiguities. However, the effect on high 
achieving students was harder to predict. It was anticipated that they 
would be more likely to notice any ambiguity, but equally that they 
would be better able to make any necessary assumptions. Their 
performance might thus depend upon their attitude to encountering 
ambiguity in an examination context as well as upon purely cognitive 
factors. It was hoped that, providing reduced versions of items could 
be written in such a way as to demand only fairly obvious and neutral 
assumptions, the influence of such personality variables could be kept 
to a minimum so that the predictions already made would continue to
apply.
A, regard. the influence nf aug.enting an it«, with
information, it -  predicted that thi. would tend to depr.a. it«. 
facility- m  the atndie. already referred to, both Krut.t.Hi and Ward 
reported that their .abject, tented to proc... given information plece- 
.„1, Since Krut.tekll .ngg.«. that only the gifted .tudent readily 
dlacri.ln.te. ...entlal f r »  lu....«tl.l information, tbl. 1. likely to 
lead to the tapping of the LTO knowledge-b... at ...er.l point., 1« 
where the aenantlc r.l.tl.n.hlp. 1. that knowledge... are not
it- < ■ likelv to be confusion over selecting well discriminated, the result is likely to
«a , reduced likelihood of success, the most appropriate response and a reduced like
Higher achievers would be less influenced by such effects insofar as 
(a) they may be better able to discriminate the demands of the task and
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thus to ignore irrelevant or misleading cues, and (b) they may possess 
better discriminated cognitive structures and thus be better able to 
select the most appropriate response in situations where they may not 
have succeeded in eliminating the effects of excessive cuing.
The aim of this part of the study was thus to examine the influence on 
performance of systematic changes in the level of information provided 
in an item, to interpret any systematic effects in terms of an 
information processing model of PS behaviour (and of relevant aspects of 
cognitive maps if practicable) and to relate any findings to realistic 
PS situations in which levels of information may not necessarily be well
matched to the task in hand.
5.4.2 The general .ethod. « o p t «  in the M « d y  It " H I  be
convenient to record flr.t the .tr.lghtfor.erd .ethodology «ployed in 
the tael-formulation ..pert of the etudy. An analyei.-of-verteuc. de.ign 
need to compare tb. performance of group, of e.udente assigned at 
rand« to different ver.ion. of tb. .... tauk. lb. writing of the 
different i t «  version., their compilation into four test, and tb. 
administration of these to »-level cs»did.te. is de.erlb.d in Section 
5.5 below. The analyse, of v.ri.nne and their result, are detailed in 
Chapter 6. It had been hoped that suppl».nt.r, information concerning 
student.. PS strategies might be obtained u.ing . ' self-reporting- for. 
alongside the te.t.. However. . « « p t .  to develop such . fob., which 
described in the nekt section, met « t b  very 11.1.«
The selection of continued word ...oci.tlon testing a. the ...bod 
-ploy« in mapping cognitive structure presented little difficulty 1« 
ha. been tb. ...bod o, choice in -an, .«die. in « 1 . « .  « « « 0«  it 
has, in particular, the advantage of being relatively content free a
com par« to alternative ..tb«. .nd i. «.pi« • «  ^  “
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l.rg. groups of subject.. Before proceeding to . d.sctfptlon of the 
compilation and «imini.tr.tlon of m.tehod PS and UA t.sta, h o « » « ,  It 
1, necessary to di.cu.s th. reliability and validity of »AT. and to 
consider recent published criticism of the method.
The reliability of continued WA testing wn. firmly established by Noble 
(1,52) in the context of bl. atud, of th. relative -...nlngfuln«..- 
nf . wide range of words- In the field of science eduction, similar 
finding, in term, of th, st.blll.y of th. derived ...ocia.lv. structure, 
(in the absence of further relevant mxp.rl.ncm/lmoming> h.ve been 
reported by Johnson (1961). Sh.vel.on (1972, control group data) and 
Preec. (1976a, b>. The Utter suthor used . t..t/re-t..t model and 
correlated the rank order, of th. resulting overlap coefficient, yi.ld- 
reli.bill.ie. for various group, of student, in th. rang. 0.81 to 0.92. 
uter work by th. .... author (Pr.ece, 1977) showed sl.ll.rly good 
reliabilities for indite, derived f r m  controlled WAT. (0.70 to 0.93).
The question of th. vnlldlty of employing related«., coefficients 
derived from continued WAT. a. • b.sis for mapping cg.lti.e structure 
hn. been ..viewed by Sh.vel.on (1974), Sh.v.lson nod Stanton (1975) and 
Preec. (1976.). This validity . « »  upon ( D  the convergence of . 
number of different methods of establishing cognitive maps ( 
validity) and (11) the fact that agreement between cognitive map. 
established fro. »AT data and the structure of the underlying .object 
matter have been c.n.i.tently found to improve with Increasing level, of 
relevant in.tructlon, this may be c.n.trued a. construct validity (•« 
defined, for example, b, law.. (1971), insofar »  - -
successfully distinguish those who have been more exposed fro. those -
, . r,iven subject m atter s tru ctu re . Eight
have been le s s  exposed , to  a g iv e  j
„„e, „ f  d i f f e r e n t  methods in  the s c ie n ce  f i e ld  examples o f  the convergence o f  d it te r e n c
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„ere presented in Table 5.1. Shavelson and Stanton’s (1975) study using 
simple card-sorting, tree-graph construction and a WAT with a topic from 
mathematics was explicitly concerned with establishing concurrent 
validity and their findings are typical. On the basis of generating and 
comparing hierarchical maps they concluded that the three methods 
-measured principally the same construct". They also compared the 
associative maps of experts with a representation of the subject matter 
structure and concluded that this method assessed "a significant part of 
cognitive structure". Other findings which provide evidence of 
construct validity include those reported by Shavelson (1972, 1974) and 
by Preece (1976c). Referring to experimental work in which students 
were given WATs following instruction every day throughout a six day
physics course, Shavelson (1974) writes:
. fa fie data derived from the WATs] measure some
important aspect of the
structure of students receiving instruction, while the
subject-natter note ”“ h *! “ ,]vl'g i„,ttuctlon ahould be
r . " k t a s s : “ «  ™ -  ••  " ,tin8
than at the beginning."
(Shavelson 1974, p 241)
The expected trend was clearly dewonstrated. Indeed. Inset.t a. .be 
studies reviewed above have found po.ltlv. r.l.tloo.hlp. betu,.n data 
obtained Iron WAT. and (1) relevant cognitive perfomance., ( » >  l*»*1' 
o, relevant education, nnd (111) explicit relevant learning experiences, 
sucb studies teal to contribute to tbe ..gwent for the con.truct 
validity of WAT-based measures of cognitive structure.
Evidence baa been present«, ab»a of tb. reliability and validity of 
UATs a. a b.al. for napping cognitive at.uc.ur.a 1. a c l e n c  Attention 
ba. also been dr.«.. In the literature review in Section 5.2.5. to wan,
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cases of their successful application for this purpose. However, 
criticisms of the methods of "associative mappers" have been advanced by 
Stewart (1979) on the grounds that the inference of structure from 
associative data Is unsound. He also complains that maps based on 
semantic proximity data fail to represent the propositional nature of 
information in cognitive structure; that they Ignore the nature of the 
associations underlying such data and fail to distinguish those 
reflecting correct, from those reflecting Incorrect, propositions.
Sutton (1980) and others concerned to elucidate children’s "alternative 
frameworks", have echoed the latter criticism and Sutton also refers to 
an element of randomness in free associations.
K „ „ . .  pap.r hs. recentl» been refuted *  » „ 7  (1983), * »
th> inference of etrnctnre fro. WAT 8 . «  n. less sound than the. WepH«!
in the nee of cl.a.roo. te.t. in .=....lne the pro,,... of Teeming. Be
suggests thet Stow.«', e... rest, p.rtlf on . misunderstanding of • 
comment h, Dees, regarding the not (n~ess.rU») logics! » . m m  
associ.tlve structures. A. regard. the nstur. o, the Unh. — l e d  8» 
WATS, the« sr. oper.tlon.il» defined b, the ...h..tlc.l model (see 
Section 5.2.6) used to c.lcul.t. elatedness coefficient, fro. the 
overlap of • student's 1 1 « .  of response, to words representing the 
concepts. While the nature of the relationship between <be concept, is 
not revealed, the presence or absence of such a link and an estimate of 
it. strength 1. nevertheless o, vies. U  ..» be to provide ~
estimate of the .cc.s.lblll.» of on. id., f r c  another .nd indeed 
Cochaud (1979) ha. used .Ingl* »AT. to develop • « »  1" ^
directed 11«. are 1 - U -  '!•
particular concept, is cl«rl» • n«c....r,. though not a .efficient,
con d ition  1 . X  “  « - i ~  ** ^
a_14« A Student 8 PS
at the University of
errors are often associated with his failure to make use of ideas which 
other tests indicate that he knows, can be interpreted in terms of the 
absence or weakness of the relevant associative ("accessible 
from") links. It was concluded that associative mapping was likely 
contribute significantly to the interpretation of the PS behaviours and 
that Stewart’s criticisms were of limited relevance in the context of 
the present study.
As regards Sutton's references to the apparent randomness of some WAT 
responses, Schaefer has noted the same thing but apparently found enough 
consistency to satisfy the needs of his investigations and has continued 
to use the method (Schaefer 1979a, b). A few idiosyncratic associations 
appeared unlikely to have a major effect on inter-concept overlaps and 
could, in any case, be ignored in the scoring of the tests if necessary. 
Problems of this sort have not been reported where constrained, rather 
than free, associations have been employed and Sutton’s comments were 
not felt to constitute any objection to the employment of WATs for 
generating individual and group maps reflecting semantic proximities.
5.5 The execution of the second phase of the »tud^
The sections which follow deal with the construction and administration 
of the instruments used in the second phase of the study.
5.5.1 The construction of the PS test. The test employed in this 
phase of the study consisted of 30 non-mathematical items based on 
questions of the type used in JMB short-answer 0-level chemistry papers. 
Four versions of the test were constructed labelled A, B, C and D.
Seven "marker" items were common to all four versions, the remainder 
being written in different formulations and distributed amongst the 
test versions in a matrix design. Each test therefore contained a 
balance of items with reduced, standard, augmented (relevant) and
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augmented C Irrelevant) 1— 1. »< Infom.U.n. The structure -  « « *
K .t 1. given in T.bl. >1 1" Appendix B. Further det.ll. of the de.lgn 
erf construction of the test. sr. given below.
(i) I tea selection. In order to continue to sl.ul.t. O-lev.l
examination condition. .. closely as possible. -  »  »»<>“  nnn.c.ss.ry 
difficulties regard log subject-...ter cov.r.ge. It ... pl.nn.d to carry 
out the study with For. V student. In the few w~k* 1-edl.t.ly 
preceding their O-levels. In »1«« of the ll.lt- »  “ h°‘>l!
could reasonably be a.trf to ..he available with such cl...... •»* •«
the need to collect other data. It was decided to restrict the test to
about 30 items.
I.,., « r e  selected to .eet the needs of both the t..t-for.ul,tlo„ stud, 
and the cognitive -pplng study. Both deluded a represents.Iv. 
coverage of t.sh. and, -ore particularly, the selection of It... which 
could be expected to .Halt a full rang, of PS strategies. However, 
while It was necessary for practical purpose, to lh.lt the rang, of 
subject ..ter covered by the cognitive ..pplng exercise < c  Section
5.5.3 below). It -a. con.ld.rrf desirable to study the Influence of Cash 
for.ul.tloo over a. -id. a rang, of topic, as practicable. A co.pro.ls. 
was achieved b, selecting three fairly brosd overlapping topic, 
(electrolysis, the periodicity of ato.lc structure sod red.«) for the 
oiapplng stud,. These -ere covered In four short-answer guestlou. 
comprising 11 It...- Three further „oestlons. co.prl.lng the re.aln.ng 
nine it... -ere then sddrf to broaden the subject matter c.v.rng. ••
far as possible.
a further consideration 1. selecting It». the test r.l.t.d to the 
intention to make comparisons; in the task formulation study between
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groups of students attempting different versions of the same task, and 
In both studies between more and less successful candidates. On both 
counts it was decided to Include a number of "marker" Items which would 
be common to all versions of the tests. A score based on these items 
would enable the equivalence of sub-populations attempting each version 
of the test to be established, and could be used as a co-varlable In the 
analyses of variance If necessary (see Chapter 6). As a secondary 
function, the marker items would also provide an independent means of 
Identifying strong and weak candidates, irrespective of task formation.
It was clearly desirable that markers should be (a) representative of 
the test as a whole, and (b) sufficient in number to provide reliable 
data without unduly limiting the number of variable items. In practice 
seven marker and 23 variable items were used. The majority of items, 
both variable and marker, were carried forward from the first phase of 
the study and were supplemented by similar items following pretesting. 
Insofar as possible items, and particularly marker items, were selected 
which had high indices of discrimination. Table 5.2 shows the fairly 
satisfactory distribution achieved for all items as regards both the 
tasks demanded and the strategies which they were expected to elicit. 
Table B2 in Appendix B shows the facility and discrimination indices of 
all items at pretesting and during the study itself.
TaVilp 5.2 Distribution of items across tasks.and anticipated stratej^ies
Tasks (key - see Anticipated dominant strategy
S3 Mixed Total
All items 
Variable" items 
Marker" items 
"Mapping" items
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( U )  Task form ulation« The task formulation parameter "level of 
information" was varied on all the items employed In the test except 
those designated as markers. The four levels identified in the network 
analysis presented in Figure 5.1 were used in developing versions of 
items which were described as reduced, standard and augmented. The main 
characteristics of these types are shown in Figure 5.2 and are
elaborated below.
REDUCED
ITEM
STANDARD
ITEM
AUGMENTED
ITEM
..r ~  s . .....Is .1 I t " “ ”  *° ttr,a tTP"  °*
St.nd.ird I t » ,  .. .etu.lly .noun,«red 1. 0 - l « t  P*P«« ■ b*
strictly par.lnonlou. or ..y Inclnd. I « - « -
, flll the information necessary to define the "Parsimonious” items contain
Including ...cntl.l llnlt.tlon. or ccn.tr.lnt.. nnd no .«.und.nt 
lnfornatlon, W  r.pr.s.nt p.rtlcul.r ts.U ...IPP- 
essentials, -United cote.,- I t »  — * tb*
par.ljBoolou. .et.lon -d. 1. - M - .
loosely described .. conts.tusl. Such « . * « »  rcdond.n,
. ».nle be Involved in linking together a numberInformation, may, for examp »
It... into . ...sr.l-p.rt O-.tlon on . psrtlcul.r tboe. Tb.
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redundant In form ation  . y  he e ith e r  to le r a n t  ( i n  the sense o l  
provIdlng p o t e n t ia l ly  h e lp fu l  cu e s , a lt e r n a t iv e  « . l o t i o n  ro u te s , or  a 
o f  con firm in g  a s o lu t io n )  or I r r e le v a n t  (e i th e r  neutral with 
regard to  the a o lu t lo n , o r  tending to  d i s t r a c t ) .  B r - p l e .  ran g . f r o .  
the fa i r ly  m arginal ca se  a m p l i f i e d  by using f u l l  equations to te s t  a 
. t u d e n f .  . b i l l « ,  to  re cog n ise  « « « . p i e .  o f  o x id a t io n  Involv ing  the 
exchange o f  e le c t r o n ,  ( - h e r .  a . o r .  parsim onious v e rs io n  o f  the task 
p rov id in g  few er p o te n t ia l  r o u te , to  the s o lu t io n  i s  p o s s ib le )  through 
c a s e ,  where a re le v a n t  o r  Ir re le v a n t  " . t o r , - U n . "  1 . used to l in k  i t . . .  
rep resen tin g  a p a r t ic u la r  t h » e , to  In s ta n ce , whet, e x a .p l . .  o f  c l . . . . .  
may be Id e n t if ie d  f r o .  tabu lated  data which In c lu d e , a number o f  
redundant c a s e s , presm sably to  make gu essin g  le s s  p r o f i ta b le .
a -  I t ™  d i f f e r  m  degree r . t h . r  than in  kind f r o .  the -l im ite d  
co n te x t ’  Item , d e scr ib e d  above. The, are i t » ,  o f  a kind not normally 
encountered 1« exam inations and »e re  com piled  by adding redundant 
in form ation  to  a standard I t »  and goin g  beyond the - l im ite d  co n te x t- 
d escrib ed  and „ » p l l f l e d  above. D »  s u b -c la s s « ,  o f  such Item , were 
w ritten  using added Inform ation  which was re le v a n t ( a .  d e fined  above, or 
ir r e le v a n t  (a ls o  d e fin e d  a b ov e ).
»educed i t « ™  d i f f e r « !  from the s t r i c t l y  p . r . i . o n l o u .  type d e s c r ib e ! 
above in  that e s s e n t ia l  in form ation  . . .  w ithheld . Such I t » ,  varied  
f r »  cases In w hich the m issin g  i n f o r m .« » «  cou ld  r e .s o n .b ly  b e  assumed 
(e g  in ask ing the n „ .  o f  an in d u .t r l s l  p rocess  using a p .r t l c u la .  r .w  
m ateria l snd .  , 1 . »  ch e m lc .l p ro ce ss , but om itting  the nsne o f  the 
product which m ight o r  might not be r .g .r d e d  a . s t r i c t l y  . . . e n t l s D ,  «  
c a s e , in  which an . . . . . . . 1  i m i t a t i o n  o r  c o n d i t i o .  ■«• om itted but 1«
which s tu d e n t, m ight he s b l .  to  m.ke . . . » p t l o n s  o f  • n eu trs l kind (eg  
fa l l  1 no to  s t s t e  the u s t u , .  o f  the s l « c t r o d .s  1 .  a tssk  r e ls t ln g  to
the electrolysis of an aqueous solution). Although Krutetskii (1976) 
employed items in which there was insufficient information for any 
rational attempt to be made in an individual interview situation, the 
use of such extreme items in the context of a written test was Judged to 
be undesirable in view of the strong risk that students might be unduly 
confused to the detriment of their performance on the test as a whole.
The four item-types may be further exemplified by reference to an 
example from the test in Table 5.3. This item demands only the simple 
recall of the name of an industrial process. The augmented (relevant) 
version adds further information of a kind which may help to cue the 
answer, while the information added in the augmented (irrelevant) 
version is both redundant and neutral as regards any likelihood of 
cuing. The reduced version is potentially ambiguous, although in the 
context of the syllabus only one answer is likely; the absence of the 
word ammonia probably removes the strongest cue to the answer.
Table 5.3 Four versions of item 3(c)(U)_
3(c) Give th. «... «I tb. industrial "ht'h ln” 1’'e
the following •••• (other p.rt. fitted)
Standard:
Augmented (relevant): 
Augmented (Irrelevant). 
Reduced:
(ii) the catalytic reduction of 
nitrogen to ammonia.
(ii) the catalytic reduction of nitrogen 
to ammonia using a catalyst of finely 
divided iron with promotors.
(ii) the catalytic reduction of 
nitrogen to ammonia in the gaseous 
phase.
(ii) the catalytic reduction of 
nitrogen.
(iii) The compilation of the teat. There is little to be added
tegnrdlng th. « « p i l « i «  »< « -  'h' ‘l*“
Table 5.3 1. .tr.lghtforw.rd enough. «•««. to the t.eh for.ul.tlon 
.red. were .et b, Intuition, regarding the rang, of for.ul.tlon. which
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were credible for a given task and by the author's ingenuity in 
devising such formulations. Thus, although 22 of the 23 non-marker 
items were produced in satisfactory augmented (relevant), as well as 
standard, versions, only 15 augmented (irrelevant) and 12 reduced items 
remained after all the versions of all the items had been reviewed 
critically with a chief examiner in chemistry.
In compiling the four versions of the test «•«••“ * “  *“
formulation. of certain It..., It considered l.port.nt to avoid
tests which would differ ,y.t«.tlcally. Thus, for « » p i * . «  P“’11* 
tod encountered a succession of It«., containing insufficient 
information, a cu.ul.tiv, effect, perhaps of confusion or etta.p.r.tlon, 
.Ight well have Introduced an unwanted factor Into the Investigation.
The test versions were thus put together using . matrix design so that, 
not only were the .... basic task, encountered in the sane order In 
every test, but to that each contain«!, a. far •• possible. • “ ■« • t  
distribution of standard, reduced, aug..nt.d (relevant) and augmented 
(irrelevant) versions. Where an i t «  had three version, only, the 
standard version appeared in two of the test, (except In on. case, where 
the interaction of a particular I t «  with a « -  by other lt„s,
.«1. It expedient to duplicate the reduced version,. In the only case 
where a. I t «  had only two for.ul.tioo., each appeared in two versions 
of the test. The distribution of task for.ul.tlon. a.ongst the test 
version, d, », C and P 1. •• 1*“ “  -
in Table »1 (dppendU •) -  » “ * 5‘‘ C°Pl'* “ “
nn different coloured paper for
versions of the test, which were printed
r 4f<An will also be found In Appendix B*ease of recognition, w i n  »
Table 5.4 m ^ ^ w i o n  of different task femulations 
---------- across four test versions
Task formulation; 
(text code)
Standard, (S) 
Reduced, (R)
Test version; text code (computer code)
Augmented (relevant), A(R) 
Augmented (Irrelevant), A(I)
A(1 ) B(2) C(3) D(4)
9 10 10 11
3 3 4 4
7 6 6 4
4 4 3 4
5.5.2 » student's self-tsportln, fof. »«tlo. .ust >. —  •' *
largely uusuec.s.ful stt.pt to obt.ln direct Infom.tlon concerning 
students' strategies through a s a l  £ - refortlng form. The intention he 
been that students, on c-pletlng each I t -  *» the test, should record 
the strategy the, h.d .upload h, ticking the nppr.prl.t. ’h«- “  *
sp.ci.lly designs! for.. * s i - P » « -  « 1  •« .test«!.... » • -  “  “ ' 
findings of the first ph.se of the study, ... used for this purpose. 
Student, .ere brief- on «he., before Stettin, the test. The, ..re .1» 
asked to .ho. uny »»king lu.ol,ed in su.-ring the it,., —  * 
note o. any difficulty encountered snd to indie..« thsi. confidence in
their answer using . si.*. <•«-">*« “ *1-  “  ’” P*d “
validate the self-repotting for. during pr.U.ln.ty » ‘I *  ** * "” b"
of ways:
r rhe strategies anticipated for each Item on(1) by reference to the strategic
the basis of the first phase of the study,
!s_V5ss Mrtra=,=y' "• -  “
d w— ,-u Individual students Immediately after (ill) by interviews with Individual
they had used the forms, and
(lv) possibly by asking s “ ‘“  “^ h e ^ t ^ a ^  c « i X l £  the 
recorded PS protocols while attempting tne
form.
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A start was made while pilot-testing the additional items required for 
the second phase of the study. The students involved appeared to enjoy 
using the form and, during a short class discussion afterwards, claimed 
that it required little effort and did not detract from answering the 
items. This appeared to be confirmed when their results were found to 
match the predictions of their chemistry teacher very well, both as 
regards levels and rank orders of performance. However, the students’ 
assessments of their own strategies did not match well with the author’s 
expectations and indeed many were not feasible. Little evidence was 
available from written work and plans to interview individuals after the 
test had fallen through. However, it seemed clear that the students had 
not understood the categories of strategy described, and a slightly 
simpler scheme was devised with clearer Instructions. Unfortunately it 
proved impracticable to arrange further trials before the main study was 
carried out. The original pilot work had suggested, however, that use 
of the form would not interfere with students’ performance. The self- 
reporting form was therefore used during the main study in the hope that 
validation might subsequently be established in separate trials. In the 
event, Inspection of students’ responses soon showed that the original 
difficulties with the instrument had not been overcome by the changes 
made and further work had to be abandoned. Nevertheless, useful 
information was available from some students on some items in the form 
of the brief notes they were asked to make about their working and their 
difficulties. While this was too patchy to make systematic analysis 
worthwhile, it was hoped that such information might contribute to the 
interpretation of particular PS episodes.
Copies of the instructions to students, of a summary key for the self 
„ port!« « . »  tb. ~  P' 1" “ i  “
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test booklet on pages facing each Item) are Included in Appendix B.
5.5.3 The construction of the word association test.
(i) The selection of stimulus words. It has been asserted 
1965) th.t meaningful associative .tractate. can be obtained 
using stimulus word. ..letted "by almost any method th.t takes advantage 
, relationship »song concept, and words In the language’- »«=*« 
(1962). for example, used word, which all occurred as frequent response. 
„  a given stimulus word. Johnson (1965) used the frequency count of 
word, representing concept. In Hewtonl.u mechanic. In a .tudent'a text 
and Shavelson (1974) u.ed "key concept.” selected as critical to the 
subject-matter structure of a topic In mathematics. A. the .1. of the 
current study was to examine rel.tlon.hlp. between students' ...ocl.tlv. 
structure, and their ,erfor..nce on particular problems, stimuli • * «  
selected with reference to problem-relevant chemical concepts- The 
first four question. (21 1«..) on the K  test were contrived to provide 
adequate sampling of PS behaviour while reflecting a relatively 
limited set of overlapping topic.) namely electrolyals, the periodicity 
of atomic structure, and redox- The u.e of four question. .1.0 ensured, 
through the matrix design of the teat., that the differ... task 
for.ul.tlon. would be adequately s«*Pl«d- The text of these question, 
was found to Include the name, of 21 proble.-sl.nlflc.nt chemical 
concepts, and to the« » « .  add«, the —  of six further concept, 
which the first Phase of the study Indicted were likely to be Involved
in solving the Items- The fln.l « «  .PP««“  ™ > 1*
While the quantlt.tlv. mechanic, concept, employed b, P E John»», b,
gh.vel.on and b, Pré.« ( « « •  « > » " >  *" •“ 11“  *“
Inter-related b, defining equation, c d  c.n thu. be r.pre.ent.d b,
relatively simple loglcl .tractate. (eg —  ~  ~
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the case for the sets of chemical concepts involved here, which tended 
to be inter-dependent in more complex ways. Less highly organised 
structures were, however, put together for each of the three topic 
areas selected. Each concept was linked to those other concepts which 
the author would have expected to be used in defining or describing 
within the context of the 0-level curriculum and of the problems. The 
resulting structures appear in Figures Cl to C3 in Appendix C. Although 
these structures cannot claim to be unique representations of each topic 
area, they provided a useful a priori basis for planning the tests and 
for the qualitative evaluation of students' cognitive maps.
5.5 Ordered list of stimulus words employed in the WAT
15. Proton
16. Electrochemical series
17. Group
18. Ion
19. Atomic number
20. Charge
21. Element
22. Electronic configuration
23. Reducing agent
24. Valency
25. Cathode
26. Electric current
27. Atom
. prellulnary trial —  H . U  using «hr.. .« «h. four gu.stlo«. »' 
.,udl.d .It, • t e d d e d  WAT o, «  « . * •  *
pr.d u e .d  an ob v lou d ly  . . . m u g f u l  . . . o c l . c l v .  . t r u e « « ,  fur th . group.
TU. dendogron 1. locludl .. fig«. «  lu App.mi. C . Although uo
fu l l e r  a n a ly s is  - a  ««1™  “  « “  * * “ ”
» t h .  th is  t r i a l  provided adequate eoeourageu .n t to  eou tlu u . »1th  the
approach described.
(1 1 , Th. order of the .tl~lua « * •  “ U “ « h ”“ M  a ’‘5>
. _ i«. (8 regarded as desirable
regards WATs as being close to context-
1. Electrolysis
2. Halogen
3. Reduction
4. Isotope
5. Negative
6. Formula
7. Anode
8. Oxidation
9. Periodic table
10. Electron
11. Electrolyte
12. Positive
13. Atomic mass
14. Electrode
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to try to minimise "priming". This is an effect whereby a word 
recently encountered as either a stimulus or a response, may influence 
a subject's associations to a new stimulus word. This effect was 
eliminated in a few early studies by alternating key concept words with 
irrelevant words from a different topic area (eg Johnson, 1964). In the 
present case this would have resulted in an unacceptably lengthy list, 
and such precautions have not been considered necessary in most recent 
studies. It has been reported that the influence of this sort of 
priming can be eliminated by as little as 15 seconds of interpolated 
meaningful verbal activity (Cramer, 1966) and that priming does not 
occur for associative habits of zero strength (Cramer, 1968). With 
these findings in mind, the order in ^ich stimulus words appeared in 
the test, while otherwise random (a random number generator was 
employed), was constrained so that no two concept words which would 
normally be used in defining or describing one another (ie words 
directly linked to one another in the content structures presented in 
Appendix C) should appear in adjacent positions. This was deemed likely 
to minimise any possible stimulus to stimulus priming and parallels the
, ^  . recent study by Preece (1978a). The use ofprocedure employed in a recent stua,
, different copies of the test has beendifferent random orders on diff P
/.«corned with group characteristics. However, in favoured in studies concerned witn g
1 Interest of individual differences in cognitive view of the potential interest oi
, order was used in all the lists. Preece s structure, the same random order
(1978a) study again provides a precedent.
(Ill) Th. ,1.. I K —  «•' » . * — »«• «  —  decided “  ■U °"
..„dent. 30 e.cond. for responding to e.ch srlnolo. .ord .nd .hi.
. Most reported work rith both free end con.trelnedrequires explanation« Most
. H «noloved 60 seconds following the pioneering study of associations has employee
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Noble (1952) who quoted the Judgement o f  h ie  su b je c ts  during p r e -te e t ln g  
In J u e t l f lc e t io n  end claim ed th at one minute allow ed "a r e l ia b le  time 
sample o f  the s u b je c t 'a  response h ie ra rch y ". However, although using 
young a d u lts  as s u b je c t s ,  Noble found I t  d e s ir a b le  to  employ re s t  
p e r io d , a f t e r  every 36 word, and P re .ce  (1976a) r e f « «  to  problem , o f  
"d ecrea sin g  m otiva tion  and fa t ig u e "  In .  study o f  o n ly  15 words which he 
adm inistered to s tu d e n t, ranging from about 12 to  23 yea r, o f  «.1 he 
a lso  m entions the need to ca u tio n  students aga in st f r l v o lo u .  respon aes. 
Thus, a lthough a 27 Item HAT w ith a 60 second responding time cou ld  have 
been adm inistered In the s in g le  sch oo l p eriod  . . . l i a b l e  f o r  th is  part o f  
the work. I t  was f e l t  that a sh orter time In te rv a l might be d e . l r . b l . . 
L a ffa l and Feldman (1962) allow ed o . l ,  25 secon d , f o r  ( o r a l )  resp on se , 
to  a HAT (and employed re s t  p eriod s  every  12 w ord .) and, w h ile  they do 
not J u s t i fy  th is  time In te r v a l, o b ta in « ! s a t is fa c to r y  re s u lts  using I t .
It 1. relevant that P H Johnson (1967) found that "constrained" 
re,pon.es (1. responses appearing with the corresponding stimulus word 
1, a relationship defining either, or together defining a third stl.ulu. 
word) occurred significantly more frequently In the top half of the 
response hierarchy of high, as opposed to low, achievers. Shaveleon 
(1,73) foum. similarly that the number of "constrained" respon.es in the 
upper half of students' list, was the best predictor performsnc. on a 
relevant pos.-test, and «hat the nusber. of auch response. In the lower
half of th. list was * "««■«”  °‘ “
therefore .«-«1 probable that. In PS .«nations, a student's more
spontanaou. and M e d i a t e  . . . o c l . t l o n .  were l i k e ly  to  be o f  g rea test 
im portance.
With t h is  in  mind, and because o f  c o n c .rn  about the p o ss ib le  In flu en ce  
o f  fa t ig u e  e f f e c t s ,  s tu d en t, were c l o .a l y  o b .e rv .d  during the p i l o t
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trials referred to above. A 60 second responding time was used but 
students were asked to mark each of their response lists when a time- 
check was given after 30 seconds. A fatigue factor was readily, if 
subjectively, apparent, as a degree of restlessness in the class towards 
the end of each 60 seconds period; increasingly so towards the end of 
the test. This was strongly confirmed in an evaluative discussion with 
the class immediately afterwards. Many claimed to find the test long 
and boring (22 words only were Involved) and virtually all felt that 30 
seconds per word allowed ample time for what they regarded as important 
responses. Subsequent analysis showed that (a) on average nearly 77* of 
responses were made during the first 30 seconds, and (b) that the 
responses made after 30 seconds were much more likely to be 
“unsatisfactory” than those made earlier. In this context, 
unsatisfactory responses included vague, poorly discriminated associates 
(the words -chemistry" and "reaction” tended to occur towards the ends 
of some lists, apparently almost irrespective of the stimulus word) and 
failures of set ("chaining” and the use of conscious strategies in 
generating further responses). It seemed clear that many students 
tended to run out of spontaneous associations in less than 30 seconds 
and that some tended to react to this in ways which were undesirable 
from the point of view of the investigation. It was therefore decided
tn 30 seconds in the main study, to limit the response time to JU seconas
, ... H .T The format of the WAT was closely (iv) The format of the WAT. m e  rorm
. in turn by P E Johnson, Shavelson andmodelled on those described in turn oy
P c . . .  »  b o o b l .t  . . .  produced lo *1.» *  P*** . 1  ■
coupl.ted example -ere « «  27 « » •  h'*d”‘ h” *
stimulus „rd. The «ord » .  r.pe.ted 12 .l—  doun the l.ffh.ud .Id.
o, tb. p « .  to . » o u r « ,  continued ...ocl.tl.n r.th.r tb.n *
sout.,t provided b, th. tltl. -*rd « . .oCtlon Test - Ce.l.tr, on
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t„  .„er and by the fact that tb. «  ~  c-nl*1 d“'ln8 * 
chemistry . 1 « .  »»««*'• -  «• ' o ™ * 1
„.pun,,.. Tbl. follow Freer.'. <!»«■) *“ h i°” *1
conatcalnc* might teod bo ...k individual differences. * copy of bh. 
te.t. Including In.brncblon., will be found In Appnndln C.
5.5.4 The administration of the Instruments.
( „  Tb. b... population. Tb. «... were d..lgn.d to b. used 
* « ,  JMB 0-lev.l cbenl.try candidates who had .»Pleted tb. chemistry 
„Unbus. B.C.U.. of the novel in.btuc.lon. Involved In »l.g bh. 
student.' ..lf-t.pottlng for. (although In the event thl. g.n.t.t.d only 
united useful dab.,. It nece.e.ty foe bh. te.b to be ad.luiat.ted 
peb.on.lly by the author. Thl. U - « -  the nunbet of .ch.ol. approached 
to ten, of - o n  ...«n participated during th, ..coed half of the spring 
ter. 1980, .on. two to three eonth. before th. final 0-l.,.l
examinations•
in planning tb. ed.lnl.tr.tlou of the tent, It —  n.c . a r y
bh. nature of the Intended — y—  The cognfblv. napping » « . ! . .  did
not In pose any serious constraint, in thl. respect, however. 1»
studying the Influence of ta.t-foreul.tlon, a ..tie. of analy—  of
rn he carried out. 1« planning such analyses In variance were to be c a m e o
educational research .»cluing -ore th.n one school, it 1. norn.l to
include -school- a. • fact« on the ground, th.t any p.rtlcel.r
performance 1. llkel, »  vary bet.en .chool. (K.rUnger, 196«. Failure
ir in any systematic variance associated with a to do so may result In any sysi.
particular tr.atnent (or In tbl. ca.e, » a t  f.mula.ion), being 
-swanped- by that between .cho.l. and thus not being r.cog.l.ed a. 
sign.,.cent, dltbougb there 1. no absolute constraint on cell alte
, i Kerlinger suggests that It Is usual to aimanalysls-of-variance designs, Kerllnger gs
Cwu. A m i n i m u m  o f  a b O U t
i n -s.h4.cts. Given four test versions, this
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„ p i l e d  .  group «  »  O ' ** * “ h “ t o ° 1- T" °  th '
s c h o o l .  were a b le  to  P to .id o  .b o o t  »  students e .e h  .nd o n , provided
so. However, the remaining «.or .Cool, were entering - . H e r  
o, candidates, it we. tb.r.ior, decided, for st.tl.tlo.l porpo... in 
the analysis of variance only, to tre.t these latter .cho.l. a. • .ingle 
group. Unfortunately the group ... heterogeneous end r.pre.ent.tlv.
.«her than homogeneous and 1. difficult to Justify .. •« « « .  ’achool’ 
„cept in ter., of increasing the total nunber, 1. the nn.ly.i. without 
interfering with the r.cognl.nbl. group, (school.) o, adeguat, s i -  
Since .bout 80 student, were Involved this was considered ad.guat,
justification.
The focus of interest in the anelyes wn. to be with ..in effect, 
attributable to ’level of infoneatlon’ and with interaction, involving 
high nod low performers* There « .  no strong rational, for con.ld.ring 
gender a. a significant fetor 1« the design, nor would it have been 
pr.ctic.ble to do no with the population available. h*d
been weal Indications, in the first phase o, the etudy. that the PS 
behaviour of girl, might differ from tbmt of b o y  in certain respects. 
information reg.rding gender ... therefor, sought as supple««.., data.
Each participating «bool —  a - l g ”^  * l W “ ' “ d
_ s oo Kw foot version, by school and by gender, distribution of students by test version, ,
, mortality, is shown in Table B3 inafter losses due to experimental mortality,
Appendix B.
, f ut.. uATm Johnson (1965) reported (ii) The «dminletration of the
that the ad.lol.tr.tlo. of a WAT following • PS test 1 «  to a
.1,0 1,1 0 , increase in p r o b l e - r e l e v . «  aesociatlone. The »AT we.
therefor, edminletered fro. one to ,1». d a y  before the P8 t.et (the
longer int.r.el being due - 1 - n d  and/or hnlf-t.ro bolidey.) • «  -
_______ activity would be sufficient
a* e* «  a mem. Ad4 t" Vi fl ^ Si (i V ___ „ I
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to render any facilitating effect on 'he aub.equent PS te.t (John.on,
196S) negligible. Te.tlng wee programed ao that no ch..lstry lea.ona 
intervened between the two teat.. It the. t a ~  rea.on.bl. to 
that atndent.' relevant aa.ociatl.e atrnctnr.a renamed fairly con.tant 
over the interv.1 involved, nnd that the cognitive atrnetnre napped b, 
the »AT ... ...«nti.ll» the . » «  aa that available to the .indent
subsequently attempting the PS test.
yg. »at ... adminlat.r.d by the author following procedure. . i - U «  to 
those described, for — pie. by Sh.vel.on (1972, and by Pr.ec.
(19,6.,. After .indent, had read the in.trnction.. the, - r e  ..tad to
t„t. over the page and to 1 « *  «  • ‘“ P1“ »1 «*«»'* ’
ch.nl.tr» word «ditch was unrelated to the concept, in the » « •
... discussed briefly. »ph..lai"g the nnta to repeat the -key word 
to thenaelve. before ever, re.ponta. * . »  ».re - t a d  to avoid (a,
repeating re.pona.a, < »  - ~ t a « r .  « >  “ »  «  ** ^
.„d <d, the ... of deliberate .tr.t.gl«. to generate re.pon.es. bach of
these ... brl.fl, elaborated and the inport.nc. of .pont.neity in
V, These points had been complied as a set ofresponding was emphasised. These po
_ ► rviomi strv: Procedure for Test
notes entitled “Word Associaton Test
Administration" of ^ i c h  a copy will be f o . d  in A p p e n d .  C. «  «ere 
closely paraphrased rather than actually read out to each class a
M r t  to be established with the students. The enabled a better rapport to be esc
to ask questions but in general little students were encouraged to asK que
M  Once the instructions had been discussed 
clarification was needed. Once
(.bout ,1.. a.nutea ... o.u.l, «  —  —  **
second, for e.ch word nnd that, although 12 .pace, - U  h. provided
on each page. thl. -  -  —  «  * “ “  ^  ^
should work a. f.« •• * “ » ” ”  ^  “ “  “  " "
......... tart ««.thing, the <orwer ta.tta.tta. being repeated at
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.,„ud l.r.r.1.. *» ‘« - 1 «' fl™  *“  *U 3 "“i
students to flnl.h writing and tarn over e.ch time.
«  the tl.e of administering the WAT, the chemistry teacher “ * »■k“‘ 
th, students' .och 0-l«vel matt, to provide additional baseline data-
(ill) The admiu.ltr.tlon of the PS test. The test was
eta k v the author. For each school, or group of administered in every case by the author.
. ntnnbers of the four versions of the test were arranged in schools, equal numbers or
random otder using a tandem ««.her generator. All th, student, 
participating fro. an, particular school tooh the test at the same 
time. When the, were ...ted. the test. « «  distributed ft» the top of 
the randomised pH., up and down alternate rows, fro. right to left.
They were instructed to read the front cover and to fill in their nam
and gender in the space provided.
Students were told that the test would be marhed and that the marks 
would h. sent hath to the school, d o w e r ,  they were reassured
concerning their nnonl.lt, In regard to research reporting, ».re
fho rover and read the instructions relating to then asked to turn over the cover and
. form The author spent about 15 minutes going the self-reporting form. The autno
. answering any questions raised by the through these instructions and answering
. t-h-m As with the WAT, a set of notes entitled students concerning them.
"Procedure for Te.r «mlnl.ir.rlo.- hnd been compiled to eueur. 
uniformlr, 1 . lh. .d.l«l.«r.rlon procedure. As before, these were
w rhwr than being read verbatim, so as to establish 
closely paraphrased, rather
. The test was then completed under
a better r.pport with the group. The
normal — t «  — 1«*—  ‘ “ “  *1I'>"*"C*
ennurnd rhnr .lrtu.ll, . U  « - « .
in 60 minutes.
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CHAPTER 6
t o t i .HF.NCE OF "t k p o r MATION LEVEL* ON PROBLEM-SOLVING PERFORMANCE
The influence of the level of information provided in an item on PS 
performance was examined by analysis of the variance of students' scores 
on the different versions of the items described in Chapter 5. 
proceeding to an account of this in Sections 6.2 to 6.4, the conduct of 
a number of preliminary analyses of data relating to the tests is 
described in Section 6.1
lnvoxvea m  --
Following the . « « n g  .« «  1.« .«I »
characteristics of, In partlcnl.r, the -warier- 1.«. con.on to all font
. i latter were used to assess 
version, of the test, students' scores on the Utter
Che effectiveness of the population ss.pllng (that Is, the e,ul,.l.nc. 
of the group, of student, ette.ptl.g each .«.Ion of the test). The 
effectiveness of the -trl. saopllog .« the different version, of 
various «... (that Is. the equivalence of the four version, of the test 
fro. the point of .1.» of overall difficult,) was 1 « .
Finally, evidence us. considered regarding the reliability and 
Of the tests. a detailed account of these prell.ln.rle. follows.
«.1.1 The - t h i n g  o, the teat, and th. p e r f . r - o c .  of th.
H e — . although the test -a. not of th. -objective- type, -thing
presented few probl-a a«d «"1, -1»« - l “ “ “ »  ^  “  b' "  “ “
prep,red -thing sche... The final —  »« «.la. *1“
on th. It.- «of uhlch change. —  — • « •
Following -thing, th. students' score, on each 1 . «  were tr.n.crlb.d
onto coding sheet. <»“  ^
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assigned a reference number, and school, class, gender, test version (A,
B, C or D) and mock O-level scores (MOCK) were also encoded. Total 
test scores (TOTAL) and separate sub-scores on the sets of marker 
(MARKRTOT) and variable items (VARTOT) were computed as additional 
variables prior to analysis. All analyses were carried out using 
appropriate programmes from the Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences (SPSS), versions 6.5 and 7.0.
it., analysis « .  n.r.l.d « *  “  P ™ ' lde 8“ er*1
regarding th. perfora.nce of both ».rlabla and nark.r Ue.s. Sloe, the 
variable ita.s -are to be used to explore the loflna.ee of r.sk- 
fnr.nl,tlon on PS b.havlonr, that, o.s no « 1 1  on the n.nal 
referenced fono.lon of this . « l y l .  1* .H-1"*«"8 nn.nlt.ble It—  
Honevet, sone prell.ln.ry Indication of ite.s behaving In an onu.o.l 
.anner was considered relevant and It was essential to conflr. that the 
marker items performed satisfactorily.
The facilities (P) and discri.lnatlon <d> of the standard
version, of each Ire. are given 1« » •  «  -  **— ** *'
in thl. table are the V  » d  'd' « 1 -  «•* « « «  d«'d''«‘
the first phase of th, stndy and/or daring pre-testing. The -ethods
used in calculating these indices were described in Chapter 4.
in general, facility levels were somewhat lower than had been antici­
pated from earlier experience with the items; nevertheless
„ , f ... £.n  into the normally accepted range. Discrimination
the value of P teil-
. t-hp value of ”d" on almost a third of was generally satisfactory with the value
or exceeding 0.40. Together with the overall the items equalling or exceeans
distribution of score, (described 1. S.ctlon b.l.d, this .ngge.t.d that
the test could be expected to dl.crl.ln.te - « - » 1 »
and less successful problem-solver. The seven marker items
discriminated particularly well (the average value for "d" was 0.48), 
confirming their suitability both as a means of distinguishing 
successful from unsuccessful problem-solvers independently of the 
variable items, and as the basis of an independent variable in an 
analysis of co-variance if necessary.
Four of the variable items (4(c)(ii) and (ill), 5(c) and 7(c)) 
have been Judged unsatisfactory in a norm-referenced test as regards both 
facility and discrimination. Discussion of all of these except 5(c) will 
be found in the notes concerning cases of difficulty in making in 
Appendix B; it should be noted that item 5(c) had performed well in the 
flr8t phase of the study (p - 0.35; d - 0.85) and no obvious defects were
apparent on inspecting the text of the item. TVo other items ( H O  and 
4(a)) discussed in Appendix B were rather difficult but discriminated
poorly. Some reservations regarding the wording of 1(0 are also 
recorded in Appendix B; however all but two of the items mentione 
pre-tested satisfactorily end eon. eppe.red to be unsound-
Before proceed!.« »1th the nn.ly.is. «  -  'h'
reliability and validity .« • « — * -  —  “
seven marker items (MARKRTOT) which were common to all four versions of
the test. Distribution o, the score. 1. she» 1»
. tabulation of the ».an. standard d.vl.tion and reliability
(Bud.r-Rlchard.on fonsul. 20) of this sub-test.
„.spite the positive she», the distribution o, .core. reg.rd,d a.
, . lt wa8 dear that the test discriminated quite effec-satisfactory and it was cxea
. Mohnr achievers. The standard deviation 
tively, especially amongst the highe
f r , , fifth of the range, which is normal, and the 
was between a quarter and a
r.iishimv of 0.60
.ounUhrod acceptable for a short test.
KR 20
Reliability
Standard
deviationMean (ex 7)
to total scoresruarrlbutlon and 3 all versions ocommon to
The test had good face validity as a measure or tn. ^  -
being investigated, covering a representative range of tasks and 
expected strategies (see Table 5.2, p 1%). Its concurrent validity was 
assessed by correlation with (i) the mock 0-level marks awarded by the 
schools (MOCK) and (ii) overall performance on the variable parts of 
each test (VARTOT). Because each school had set and marked
separately for each school and then averaged using Fisher's ' V
. i« h . f 19671.1 Similarly the equiva-
ls available
60
50
40
/ /
/ A f
30 1 It
r /
1^ -
£  20 
c
v ' ; ' . ;
v 10 0) u Cu % € ~s7~
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show that both the overall correlations and all the 
individual coefficients, were positive and highly significant statis 
tically, although the relatively low r-value associated with test version 
A was noted. This suggested that a student’s score on the marker 
items might be regarded as providing an acceptable estimate of his PS 
performance in the context both of O-level chemistry examinations, and 
of the particular instruments employed in this study.
Table 6.1 Product moment correlst l g g j r f J ^ ^
School C E K H
L G J Mean
Correlation .58* .55* .46* .45+ .76*
.67* .61* .59*
i N 76
35 39 13 25 18
23
Test version
Correlation
Product mo 
A
nent corre. 
B C D Mean
.28+ .45* .57* .74*
.53*
56 58 60 55
_ , i / 9\. m number of students
Key (Tables 6.1 and 6.2). + significance level p < 0. 05
* significance level p < 0.01
< n o .  of the group of students participating in6.1.2 Some characteristics of tne gro p
the study. The assignment of students at random to one of the four
.„.ion. or on. ta.t *  *' •Ch“ 1-  -  d* ‘°rlb"
in Chapter 5. Oot o. 2 «  .tnhent. involved, 21, tool both the VihT and
_  l1ra of the remainder were discarded to maintainthe PS test. The results of tne re
link between the PS test and the cognitive mapping
the integrity of the
8tudy. This experimental mortality left the final distribution of 
students, as shown in Table B3 in Appendix B, a little uneven. In 
particular, the proportion of girls to boys attempting version A of the 
test appeared rather high. However, chi-squared tests confirmed that 
the distribution of test versions by school or group, and by gender, did 
not differ significantly from random.
in order to facilitate the planning of the subsequent analyses of 
variance, the variability of the students' PS performance by school or 
group and by gender were investigated. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the 
breakdown of performance on the marker items by, respectively, school or 
group, and gender. Prom the results it is clear that the school or 
group was a significant source of variance. In view of the fact that
Table 6.3 BreaK.d< 
School or group
DWtl Oi ru
c E K
------ -
X
F - 8.42 
df - 3
p < 0.001
Mean score (ex 7) 
Standard deviation 
N
2.84
1.62
76
2.91
1.80
35
1.51
1.12
39
2.04
1.68
79
Table 6.4 Breakdown of MARKRTOT by gender (mixed schools onljr)
------------------
Gender
----------
Female Male
Mean score (ex 7) 
Standard deviation 
N
2.55
1.59
94
2.58
1.79
96
__ _ _____ _
low-performing school k " °
f„ .  th. W  . . . 4 «  -  —  •“ “ “  * “  “  8,nd*c
gender was not a significant source of variance._________________________
2 n q a df “ 9, p > 0.10;
1. For test version by «choo! °5 ^ ^ j i / d f  - 3, p > 0.1°.
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For purposes of subsequent analysis, it was also necessary to 
investigate the effectiveness of the population sampling with regard to 
the four versions of the test. Table 6.5 shows the breakdown of 
students' performance on the marker items by test version. The mean
Table 6.5 Bre 
PS test version
aicaowii v
A B C D
Mean score (ex 7) 
Standard deviation 
N
1.88
1.14
56
2.62
1.85
58
2.30
1.70
60
________-
2.60
1.83
55
------- -
F =2.48 
df - 3
p = 0 •06
score a c m e v e u  u y  -----------------
„ C U . b l y  1 » «  than cho.e achieved b, «odent. * .  had received the
other „..., Although chi. re.olt «rglhallg * - U -  «■> » « •
accepted te.t of .t.tl.tlcUl .igniflc.hce et the 5% level, the re.,lo-
ing .„.ly.ee »«r. carried out on the a.=»ptlo„ that, despite r.ndo.
...pilog, the .cedent, -ho received te.t version A night be .lightly 
1... effective proble.-.olv.r. than the other. Involved in the .tody,
6.1.3 So., char.ct.rl.tic. of the different te.t v.r.lo... The
a.tri, sampling o, the different t..t formulation. 1» the four ver.fon. 
of the test was described in the last chapter. This was undertaken to 
ensure that each version represented a similar A l l o n g e  to the students 
to whom it was assigned, thus avoiding systematic influences due to 
differences in the over.ll properties of the different versions.
Because the apparent non-equivalence of students' abilities across the 
four versions (reflected by the lower performance of the students 
attempting version A on the marker items; cf Table 6.5) failed to reach 
accepted levels of statistical significance, total scores on the test
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were simply broken down by test version in the first instance. Table
6.6 shows that the test versions appeared to differ significantly in 
difficulty. However, in view of the probability (0.94) that the students
Table 6.6 Breakdown of total score by test version
receiving version a  weie ------
remainder, end o, rh. rather high proportion of ««1. »  ‘ (°-W
compared to 0 . «  overall, =« footnote p 215 and Table » .  »> • *
more rigoroo, teat ..a considered «cm....,, Total acre, on the vari­
able items (VARTOT) were subjected to a three-way analysis of va 
with reapect to teat version, school or gtoup, and gender, u.ing h h ^ T O T  
as an independent co-variable; the reason for the latter 
variance due to the different level, of .indent ability a. »
acre, on the marhet It—  To avoid unint.rpr,table effect, due to the 
all-girl., low performance aohool K, C M .  gtoup was omitted- The full
results of the analysis * 0»  -  « « •  "  “ " *  " "
„0 significant two or three-way interaction, and no main effect due to
school or group. A main effect due «0 g.nd.t. significant at the 5T
level, showed that .1.1. < f . ~  « “  ■ ‘” 'i ^
u k on the 23 variable items. Of more interest was the mainless than boys on the ¿3 va“
. „ which is summarised in Table 6.7. This shows that effect due to version which is sumiu
1 1  pffeet due to test version, version A being rather there was an overall effec
. TV,« „ uaa unfortunate insofar asmore difficult than the others. This was unto
1 _ arores irrespective of version could not
statistics using total test
_ .. n f* \ L below)» However*strictly be justified (but see Section 6.1.4
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b b i ì j  »
PS test version A B c D F - 2.83
Adjusted mean score 
N
8.54
46
10.01
48
9.83
50
10.24
46
df * 3
p < 0*05 
__— --------
of the toot, »too •. * -hole, «<. » t  lead to different pattern, 
of performance b, the .todent. fto. different school, and/or of different 
gender. The ...11 difference In overall difficulty between the te.t 
versions, 1« the absence of such Interactions, did not In an, way In­
validate the It., by it,, analysis of variance subsequently undertaken.
6.1.i The reliability and validity of the PS test. Because the 
versions of the test were not of erectly equivalent difficulty, the 
distributions of -ark. and r.l labllltie. of each bad to be considered 
separately. Si.il.rl». the .......eat of concurrent validity by correla­
tion with .ock O-lev.1 score, bad to be undertaken separately for each 
version. Bowever. for ease of reporting, the result, calculated across 
tests will be presented here. The approri.atlon Involved 1. doing this 
is slight and the result, do not differ — 1.11, 
by more rigorous procedures.
The distribution of total score. 1. shown in Figure 6.2 together with . 
breakdown of the -an, standard deviation and reliability (Kud.r-
, i on\ of the test. Despite the positive skew, the Richardson formula 20) ot tne
distribution was regarded a. satisfactory and the te.t clearly 
discriminated quit, well, particularly amongst the higher achievers-
g r , r,.at A were somewhat more, and for the other tests, Distributions for test A were
,  „ i t l v e l y  skewed than that shown in Figure 6 .2 . Thesomewhat less, positively
KB. 20
ReliabilityStandarddeviationMean (ex 30)
TH atributlon and
The PS test (ail versions!
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Key: + significance level p < 0.05
* significance level p < 0.01
results sr. show In T.ble 6-8. All the correlation. wet. po.ltlv. and 
statistically .Unifient nt the level. Indicted. » «  « «  « 8 "  *"“
the mean correlation, calculated using Fisher's "s' t r a n s f e c t i o n .  was
0.73. the evidence for the validity of the test. ua. therefore regarded
as adequate.
6.2 A general account of the »nalvses of variance.
The purpose of the analyses was to establish whether the nature of the
rhe level of information provided, had a task formulation, specifically the lever 01
signifient influence on students' PS success, this was Investigated 
m t h  reference to score, on Individual It—  U »  designing the tests, 
each particular I n f e c t i o n  level » .  represented b, nodi,led versions
of a range of It—  U »  » T  «“ <=h thU ** ” *
constrained by the nature of each It., and by the need for
. which each information level could beplausibility. Thus the way in which eacn
, f item to item, and only a minority of realised differed somewhat from item
items could be written in all four versions. In the absenc
prior evidence regarding the equivalence of the effects of the different
* cUcilar information level across different items, realisations of a particul
there would have been no Justification 1« att.nptlng co.p.,1.... using 
total scores derived fro. group, of It... nor, Indeed, was the n.ttln 
sanpung d.elg« of the test, planned with this In .Ind.)
Th, analysis of stod.nt.' .cocos on th. marker It,.. —  described in 
Che pceviou. section. It was concluded feom chi. that the sub- 
populations assigned to th. font vec.lon. of th. t«.t were probably not 
full, equivalent in tec.s of PS ability. It «•» a l ~  established (u.lng 
analysis of co-variance with score, on th. marker ft,., a. an indepen­
dent co-variable to alio, for probable difference, in ability), that 
the test, « r e  not folly equivalent, version A being so.ewh.t .0«  
difficult. However, th, absence of an, two- or thtee-.sy interaction, 
in th. three-way .«.lysis of varl.nc, of tot.l score, on th. variable 
it,... did . n o w  the appro,i..t. ...u-Ptlon that such Interaction, »old 
.1 . 0  b. absent 1. the case of individual H —  This was checked, .nd 
broadly conflr.ed. by repeating th. three-way analysis (with MARKRTOT a. 
co-variable) with th. Individual It,..- Table 6.9 reports the result, of 
this exercise In qualitative tecs, listing only those it... for which 
Interaction effect, were slgnlflc.ot at th, 51 level «
only five out of th. 23 variable i—  «ere enr interaction, found.
,.M. 6.0 Items showing .. „ - » c n t  Interaction effect. (P «
------------ on a three-way analysis of variance
2 way interaction VERSION/SCHOOL 
2 way interaction VERSION/GENDER
2 way interaction SCHOOL/GENDER
3 way interaction VERSION/SCHOOL/GENDER
502 
305
305, 404, 702, 703 
none
order (two-way) and only two involved task All of these were first order v.
, , 1 These two interactions will be discussed laterformulation (version)*
in Section 6.3*3* _________________________ _________
1 . Pour item, showed .Igolffc.nt l n c r . c a o . s j n v ^ l v l ^ . ^ . l
,ch“ 1 K tel*tlv* “
girls from mixed groups.
6.2.1 Analysis of variance of ite. scores by information level. The
absence of second-order interactions, and the very limited number of 
first-order interactions involving task formulation, have been reported 
above. A simple one-way analysis of variance was therefore carried out 
in the first instance. To correct for the non-equivalance of the sub­
populations, the variance of the scores on each item was broken down by 
task formulation (information level) with MARKRTOT as an independent co­
variable. The full results of this analysis are reported in Tables B5 
(1 to 23) in Appendix B. A summary is presented in Table 6.11 (p 226) 
in the form of a listing of the item facilities associated with each 
version of the task, adjusted for the non-equivalence of the sub­
populations (through the co-variable MARKRTOT). Supplementary two-way 
analyses were conducted for the two items which had shown significant
, in order to take account of the interaction first-order interactions in order to taxe
variance and obtain • better ea.l.at« of the appropriate P-ratio. Tb.
variance o, the acore. « .  - l - <  505 »  “ “
ky gender, a -  for 1 « .  502 bp ta.b ior.ul.tlon b, ecbo.l U »  both
rate, with «ARKRTOT a. a. Independent co-variable). Tb. r.eult. of the
nt-ori in Tables B5 (24 and 25) in Appendix supplementary analyses are reported in Tables
_ , an (- 9 2 7 1. The results of all theB and are summarised in Table 6.12 (p 22/).
anal,... d.acrlb.d 1. tbl. par.gr.pb are full, di.cu.a.d in Section 6.3-
6.2.2 Tun— , anal,ale of variant, ef It—  «e«—  b, Info— tin.
1 - 1  b, achi.vea.nt 1 - 1 -  Tb. po.albilit, baa already been - t i n n e d  
that the influence of t.ak for.ul.tloo (luforuatlon level) 1 . *  « « “  
for ,rodent, of blgb and lou acbl.v-nt in cb.ul.tr,■, In particular 
that tb. addl,l.n.1 cuing provided In tb. auguent.d (relevant) It... and
i, . tn the augmented (irrelevant) items might, the distraction provided in tn g
, deore88 the performance of low achievers while 
respectively, raise and depres v
t i little effect on that of high achievers. Tohaving relatively little
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investigate this possibilty, two-way analyses of the variance of item 
scores by task formulation (information level) by achievement 
tertile, were carried out with MARKRTOT as co-variable.
Students were assigned to achievement tertiles according to performance 
on marker items. This was supplemented by reference to mock O-level 
scores where further discrimination was needed between students of equal 
rank on MARKRTOT. The composition of the sub-populations in 
tertile by school, gender and test version is shown in Table 6.10.
Table A -10 Composite  of sub-populations comprising tertiles
l a o i e u 1AV/-------— ___ ____  _____A . oct. version
Although there wee Inevitably eo.e l.b.l.ee., the proposed ao.lysts of
variance wa. Ju.tlfl.d *  the l.ch of Interaction. «— »
involving ta.t for.ul.tl.» with nchool ,nd/.r gender- The relatively
„,11 „„her of .rodent, fro. the top t.rtll. a.te.pt.ng te.t vet.lon A
, nf auartiles rather than tertiles. Themilitated against the employment of quartlie
on the grounds of maximising discrim- 
former had initially been proposed on the gro
1 nation he«««» the hlghe.t and low.« — * group.- — . the 
cell corre.po.dlng to the top ,o.rtlle,t.nt v.r.lo. A ... found to con­
tain only five .rodent, «.pared to a. •' “  *"
the other cell.- 1 « -  ~  - *
on those item versions appearing in test A, and
to represent performance
therefore abandoned (although in practice 
the analysis by quartlle was there
yielding results closely similar to those obtained using tertiles).
The results of the two-way analyses of variance are reported in full in 
Tables B6 (1 to 23) in Appendix B. A summary is provided in Figure 6.A 
(pp 238 to 2AO) and the results will be discussed in Section 6.3.2
6 . 3  The results of the analysis of variance
The aim of this part of the study was to examine the way in which 
students' PS performance may be influenced by the level of information 
provided in the PS task. It was hypothesised that increasing the level 
of relevant information would facilitate PS along the series 
represented by the -reduced", "standard- and "augmented (relevant)" 
versions of items; conversely that increasing the level of irrele 
information from the "standard" to the "augmented (irrelevant)" format, 
would depress performance. It was also hypothesised that these effects 
would be less marked for students of high achievement. The results of 
the analyses of variance described in the last section are reported
below in this context.
To complement the st.tl.tld results, t.terenee will be ..dm to
qualitative data obtained fro. student.' scripts sod ..»-reporting
in or riots were selected at random (using a forms. For this purpose 10 scripts were
„ „ d o .  number generator) fro. each performance fertile on each version
e cpnerally poor, though varying widely available from this source was genera y p
. Item to item. For this reason no datafrom student to student and from item to
r g„rt can be presented. However, the informationof a more quantitative sort can De p
In the initial interpretation of 
relating to particular cases was useful in the
i i tn „articular items and will be reported anecdotally findings relating to particular
where relevant.
The results6.3.1 The Influence of information level on performance.
Of th. one-way an.ly.i. of of 1 »  —  ('“ “ “ •■> by
Information level 1 t h  MARKRTOT ae eo-v.tl.ble are pne.ented 1« Table 
6.11. Supplementary data fro. relevant two-way analyse., for two Items 
*,oh showed interactive effects involving information level, are shown
in Table 6.12.
When examining the faults, very small difference, of facility ( < ».05) 
between different version, of it... (invariably ...belated -1th low 
F-tatlo.) wet. not con.ider.d to offer a reliable basis for 
interpretation. Similarly, cases involving — — t 1 « * «
difference, « r e  ignored -her. the.e did no. achieve .t.tls.ic.l signi­
ficance at th, 5% 1 - 1  • H»™v*t, -11 * « “ “  '“ C“ ”8 “ * 1,Vel
significance « r e  con.ld.red and, where two or mote It... showed similar
trends involving changes o, facility of at least 0.05, such trend, - r e  
examined even when th, .t.tl.tic.l significance of the individual case, 
did not reach customarily accepted levels.
A number of trend, -ere identified and seven individual ft... -ho-ed 
statistically significant effects. In these seven cases, t tests we 
e..d to identify significant difference, between the facilities of the 
standard form, o, th. item, and tho.e of the reduced o, augmented 
version., figure 6.3 fllu.tr.te. th. main trend, identified and Table 
6.13 summarises effect, which « r e  st.tt.tfc.il, .ignlflc.nt at the 5« 
level or better; both have been arranged to show levels of information
Increasing from left to right
T.M. > . U  It.. ¡ - U M “  ? ”  ‘“ lT“ ‘ °f V” ‘—---— --------by version, with co-varlable MARKRTOT
Item number Information level
c<
Test P'
xn-
uter R S A(R) A(I) F
lai 101 .69 .51/.62 .65
1.
ii 102* .82 .60/.76 .73
2.
b 103 .34 .27/.19 .32
1.
c 104 .10 .09/.03 .10
1.
2a 201** .63 .75 .51
.48 3.
b 202* .71/.73 .71 - .50 3.
c 203 - .34/.40 .26 .22 2
d 204 - I .65/.61 .60 .48 1
e 205 - .58/.59 .52 .43 1
3bi 302** - .60/.73 .29 .58 8
ii 303** - .67/.71 .32 • 62 7
ci 304 .66 .63 .68 •71 ;
cii 305 .65 .69 .65
.70 0
4ci 404 _ .56/.53 .50 .60 C
ii 405 - .08/.10 .16 .06
iii 406 .00/.04 .00 .00
-
5b 502 - .43/.34 .38 .20
c 503* .02 .04 .10 .15
6a 601 .43 .32/.4C .46
-
c 603 .16 .15/.2C .29
7a 701 _ .36/.42 .33
.33
b 702 - .28/.1 J .22
.24
c 703 - .05/.10 .03/.14
Notes
2.55
3.08
Key: R 
S
A(R)
A(I)
restricted
standard
augmented (relevant) 
augmented (irrelevant)
P “ *
* *  -
[ R (and to a lesser 
>extent A(R)) tending 
to raise facility 
No obvious trends
1A(I) (and in items 201, 203 and 205 A(R)) tending to depress facility
1 A(R) depressing 
J facility
3 Few obvious trends; 
results of low sig~ 
nificance (but A(R)
>tending to raise 
facility in items 
304 and 405)
A(I) tending to 
depress facility 
A(I) (and to a 
lesser extent A(R)) 
raising facility
U ( R )  tending to 
J raise facility
No obvious trends; 
»results of low 
significance
variance ratioprobability/significance
p < 0*05
p < 0*01
Key: see Table 6.11
r j facilities of dlffarent- n  < , rrends in the corrected facilit-------------------
a versions of items
Tahl p 6.13 leant differences In corrected
-------- facilities of different versions ofTtems
Item no
102
201
201
202
302
303
502
503
Versions / facilities
R/ .82 
S/ .75 
S/ .75 
S/.71 
S/ .67 
S/ .69 
S/ .39 
S/.04
S/ -68
A(R)/.51
A(I)/-48
A(I)/.50
A(R)/.29
A(R)/.32
A(I)/.20
A(I)/.15
df
109
113
109
112
109
109
111
109
t-statistic
2 .12*
2.76**
3.04**
2.43*
4.51**
4.23**
2.42*
2.06*
Key: see Table 6.11
Inspection shows at once that, as regards the main trends and for seven 
out of eight statistically significant effects, a rise in information 
level was associated with a fall in item facility. This was anti 
cipated where the information added was irrelevant, but was contrary to
expectations in the cases in which relevant or even ••essential"
.j j It „ u i  be convenient to discuss first the cases information was added. It witi
relating to irrelevant information.
(1) The Influence of augnented Irrelevant in.umntlon. Six
_ , ,,1 1 » in facility associated with the addition ofitems showed obvious falls
i in three cases this effect was fairly large andirrelevant information, i
wa. statistically elgnlficn. at the 51 level or Setter (figure h.3>. 
This was in line -1th the expectation that auch infom.tlon «»Id tend 
to have a distracting effect on son. atudents. Table 6.11 .1.0 show, 
that there were eight items for which the addition of irrelevant 
information made little difference to performance. In all these cases, 
however, the added data » .  notlc.bly 1... suhatantlv. than In those
1. A very weak i” °«ltoSob.«vrf“ nd°i.1dl.cus..d In
with relevant information, was 
aub-section (ill) below.
showing the «peered trend. The., lor ««»pi«. *"1«« '1*t• “  
physical .tat. of the reactant. In three It—  «  specifying the 
nature of a confining vessel In ..other, did not appear to have a 
distracting Influence. The .,1. tr.nl 1. — * * « -  „.low with 
reference to particular It...- Consideration Is also given to on. 
further Iten (103) which appeared to show a contrary effect at a 
statistically significant level.
Items 201 and 202 related, In the standard form, to a table showing the
number o, electron. In the neutral .ton. of ...» . 1 » » » .  — > •«
Which was designated by an arbitary letter of the alphabet, 
ashed which two . 1 » » »  belonged to the ...e group 1» the periodic 
„hie. in the augmented (Irrelevant) version, data concerning the .... 
numbers of the . 1 « . « .  had been added to the table and thl. appeared to
distract a significant proportion of the students. In the 30 self-
c ev,n ifn. five of those who . fr\-r this version of the item,reporting forms examined for tn
responded to the request to show wordings made some reference to mass 
numbers, and four of these appeared to have selected their answers on 
this basis. Similar misuse of data relating to mass numbers was noted
i rhP first phase of the study. Although 
in students’ protocols during
caution is necessary in attempting to draw conclusions from individuai
results which do not reach significance at the 5% level, it may be noted
that similar trends, attributable to the irrelevant mass number data,
were observed with items 203, 204 and 205.
, data as the previous item and requiredItem 202 related to the same data as p
were isotopes of the same element.
students to identify the atoms which
This could be don. b, reference re rbe — • •« ”
f. ,be angmenred « « — «  — ~  ‘ ^
with a . . . m a r  — « - d  been . . . «  « »  th" “  “
m , significantly d.pre.s.d the facility of the It.- «though It —  
. „ „ . d  that thl, » .  do. to tha introduction o, Irrelevant cuing, no 
lnfornatlon could be found free the acrlpt. or ..lf-r.portlng for., 
either to support or refute this.
Ih, nt.nd.rd v.r.lo. of It.. » 1  nl.ply •«— »  *“  th*” '“ “ld
show that a colourless liquid —  » « . .  The Edition of an irrelevant 
•Story 11..- whereby the colourle.s liquid va. obtained after heating 
..de the I t -  aignifleant!, «... difficult, particular!, for 
student, in the l.we.t achle.cnt tettlle. Because of the strong 
interaction with achl.ve.ent level, dl.cua.lon of sopple.ent.ry evidence 
relating to these effect. the studenf scripts and self-reporting
forms will be postponed until Section 6.3.2.
Xtem 503 showed a contrary effect to that observed in the case of the 
lt,.s dl.cu.sed above; however the rise in facility ‘h ~ * -  «  ** •  
case did not appear to be attributable to the Irrelevant ..t.ri.l added. 
1 „ the standard « e u  student, were ..bed to draw the full structural 
for.nl, of urea, given the contracted for. (-,),<». The Infection 
added to the aug.ent.d (Irt.l.v.n«) version » .  that ure, decoupo.ed on 
heating. It aee.a Imposai«, to ascribe the raised facility
„  thl. and no evidence for any auch conclusion could be found in the
The item was very difficult
students’ scripts and self-reporting
. « and the elevation of the facility from 0.04 to 0.15in all its versions and the ere
. it,, other significant effects observed, „as much smaller than in any of the other sig
. c Of the very small standard deviation ofIt was significant only because of the very
a thl. in turn wa. ...ocl.ted with the onl.aion of 
score, on the It-, 'hi. 1" tu ___
the i t -  by many candidat.- The effect night therefore he const 
.. , st.tl.tlc.1 fresh, «though an oneapect.d * -  «0 content
4M P  In the standard version, urea was „as also considered possible. In the
____ 1 c vinupvpr . in the
augmented (Irrelevant) ver.lon, ore. wn. Introduced a. pnrt of the 
irrelevant information 1» the previous Item (Item » 2l tenting for 
water). It might be that ntudent. who hnd re.ll.ed that the 
unfanUlartty nf urea did no, prevent the. iro. nt.e.ptlng the earlier 
item, might have been 1... inclined to omit the aub.egue.t part. Some 
little nupport for thin nugge.tlon wan found on er-inlng the ntud.nf 
scripts • While 16 nut of 10 student, omitted the standard for. of the 
item, only nine out of the 10 omitted the augmented (irrelevant) 
version. Clearly, whatever the cause, the result 
will not be discussed further.
(il) The influence of reduced levels of information. U  »ay be
recalled that "reduced- items were produced by the removal of information
. It had been predicted that decreasing the
from "standard" versions. It had P
amount of rol.v.nt cuing, tog.th.r with th. i n d u c t i o n  of s o -  1 - 1  
o, ambiguity and th« n«,d to - h a  ..sumptions, -old tand to depress
item facility »  such effect was observed, most « - •
change of facility •= oompared to the "standard- versions. »  fhr,«
cases, however, the removal of information wan associated with a ~
rise in facility Which reach. ^
(Figure 6.1). It thus f a r e d  that students were generally *— «
both to th. fairly mild level. «< “ d “
particular cue. which bed been removed) -  —  ~  -po.edl, help-
in fact have a distracting effect 
ful information in standard items might in fact ha
a r^nd to depress the facility of the item. It will 
for some students and tend P
be convenient to consider briefly below, fir« —  
a definite, if unexpected, trend before going on to discu
n of items 101 and 102 demanded the name of the anode 
The standard version o
. dllute sulphuric acid was electrolysed between 
and cathode products when dilute suip
pl.tl.» I « * — .. 1 1 - 1  “  « -  th* •1“ troi"  ” s
„ lt„ d  1» th. reduced « •  t."d.r.d th. It... »oti..hl,
...let C t  . Btati.tlcally .ignlflcnt Uv.l in th. c .  of « »  >02)- 
TO.r. ... .o .old.... fto. «trip» ..d ..lf-t.po.ting for.. tf»t any
,tud.nt t.g.td.d th. ta.h »  Inadequately defined. -  <*•“ «  th'
.h...c of » y  tefetence to p u t . «  did not « * — « th. lo.. of . 
h.fpf.1 one. Th. .0«  patsf.o.foe. l.c.rpr«.ti.. •« “
ttot. for the majority of .tod.nt., ~ f . ~ = .  “  H “ »
« „  foo. defining an » — 1 p.« -« th. chemical -«nation d—
th. task, and/or providing «  .dditlon.l on. to th. a— r. 
represented lrr.l.oant. and therefor, dl.tr.otf.g, f— ' 
to support th. latter ...ertion. «  -  —  «at -  “  “ “
platinum a. th. ...... »  th. .t.nd.rd version, * . m *  —
effect, was observed for item 103.
Th. absence of an, trend, on th. r - . 1 1 *  »*“
. difficult than the corresponding
„ere essentially no more and no less difficu 
Of an apparently algo««.«» -  — ‘
redundant, -ad. no «.««—  -  —  —  ^
seemingly m «  -  *• “  ' “ “  “
.. in four items (numbers 104, 201,
little can be said about this case. In four
. o a relatively minor constraint 
202 and 406) the information removed was a relati
V. r d„rd item to avoid an ambiguity. There was no included in the standard item to a
ir ronnrtine forms that students evidence from the scripts or self-reporting
, the reduced items, nor did it affect their
perceived the ambigu ^  ^
performance. 1. th. r— H *  «“»  '
both ambiguous and lacking in cues provided n 
the reduced items were both amDigu
. .teo There was again no evidence that the ambiguity was 
the standard item. Tnere a
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p„c.iv.d, nor th.t . « * » » •  performance on the., particular It..«, 
whlch covered a r«.. of d.ff leal H e . , « •  aenaltlve to the .fence o, 
apparently relevant cue.. Ho...«, It .fold al.o He noted In
order to avoid the danger of dlaconc.ttlng and p.rh.p. dlacour.glng 
students to t„. detriment of otter a.p.ct. o, tie .tody, tte reduction, 
o, information In the.. Item, tended to be relatively mode«. «  -18« 
therefor, be unul.e to attempt to ge.er.il.. fro. «... finding. «  
cases involving more obvious ambiguities.
(Ill) Th. influence of .ugmented relevant Information. U  bad
been predicted that Incr.a.ed level, of cuing. In « — •“ * - * *
„levant Information, mould lead to a « «  »
although auch a trend »a. apparent In eight out of 22 It..., It -
. Vanilities were elevated only modestly and theonly a weak one. Facilities were
low and far from reaching
F-ratios for the items concerned were all
statistically significant levels (p »0.20). Nine items showed no 
obvious trends at all and the remaining five a strong reverse trend
V, a effects at Statistically significant 
Three of the latter items showed effects
level, (p < 0.05, -lib >«.. depr.-.i«« of - l i t ,  ‘“ »ore
These findings were interpreted in terms of the students’ inability to
make use of the additional information provided in these cases. -  o
f ltem8 are further discussed below with reference 
these three groups of items
to particular examples.
The eight items showing a weak apparent rise in facility associated with
the addition of relevant information were n.bers 101. 1*. 103, 30,.
_ 1  , 603 1 Although the facilities showed only modest
40 5 , 503 , 601 and 603. Aicno 6 ________ _____________ ________ ___
r ,hP effect and to avoid a cluttered 
1. Because of the included in Figure 6.3.
diagram, these items were no
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,u „  i„ the tenge 0.05 to 0.10 and were not statistically elgnlflcant 
tnaivldo.ll». they nev.tthele.s appeared to sugge.t th.t so., .tnd.nt.
«t, able to benefit f t «  C U i n  cue.. Fot eta.ple. In It«. 101 and 
,02 the addition of the Infor.atlon that the product, of the 
eleccrolysia of dilute .ulphorlc acid wet, g.aeou., enabled the. to be 
Identified by about 71 -or. atudenta. Sl.ll.tly In 1«. 304 the 
addition of the ntuae of the e.t.ly.t apparently enabled about 52 -or. 
students to Identify the Contact Pence... »fortunately there ... 
little evidence fro. the student.' script, and .elf-report for., to .how 
bo. the additional Infor.atlon »a. used- Thu. In lte.s 601 and 603
students »ere a.h.d to nane the g.ee. f « ~ d  h -  P*1”
reactant., although the facilities of both It«., ro.e hy about 0.10,
there was no written evidence th.t any student actually used the
additional Infocatlon that one, na.«d reactant was otldl.ed by the
other. 1. general, although so., case, of facilitation « r e  observed,
n  minority of students were likely to it appeared that only a small minority
benefit fro. the addition of any particular relevant cue.
support for this interpretation wa. provided b, consideration of the 
„in, it... which -bowed no effect, attributable to Increa.ed level, of 
cuing, inspection o, student.' script, and ..lf-r.p.rtlug for.. 
suggested no clear pattern, of behaviour. In a « e  «... student, 
appear«, to Ignore the additional Infornatlon. It«. 3 «  asked for the 
.... of the industrial proc.s. Involving the catalytic reduction of 
„„rogen to - o o l .  • additional inf.r..tio. concerning the c.t.ly.t 
appeared to be of little value', .«dent, —  either to know the
answer, In which ca.e the —  U * - « -  “  *— “ * “  t'” 1' “
not know it and the —  «  ** “  ~
, _____„ „ i n e d  for thl. It... only two student.and self-reporting forms examineu
■%__ «  an n t  I PH t” .
„.„l-g answered the Item correctly, expressed don»« .1~. -« did not 
recognise the c.C.ly.C end we. cle.rly dl.tr.ct.d b, the inior-etlon. 
However, In .owe lte.s the lofometlon added was certainly utilised even 
though It failed to have a significant influence on the facility 
it,.. It,. 404 provided an exa.pl. of this. 1« the standard version a 
sl.pl. cell was described and student, wet. asked which of the two 
.etals named .. electrodes (zinc and copper) would be the positive 
«final. The relevant Infection added In the aug.ented v.r.lon, was 
. listing of eight ele-ents. including zinc and copper, giving ehelr 
-order in the electrochemical series-, «bile the scripts and aelf 
reporting form, of student, who received the standard version -ad.
Uttl. reference to the elec troche. I d  «rle. (two case, out of 30). 
the majority of those -ho received the augmented (relevant, version did 
so (11 case, out of 30). Of these, however, only «our used the extra
information effectively, and It may be that these were students who
mould have used this approach in an, case. The ..jorlty used the
i . t-hlrd giving an element frominformation in a confused manner, almost a third g
. c list as an answer instead of one of theone or other extremity of the list as an a
„  . ln the c e U t It seemed clear that, although in this
metals actually used in the c e u
instance man, student. « .  « » -  »  * “ - * * “  ^  * " *  “
use, they could not have answered the „nestles (except by guessing) in
any case.
nv e  items showed a tendency, very strongly in three cases, for the
* H e n  to lead to a fall in facility. The addition of relevant information to lead
* g 701 involving the tabulation of informationstandard version of item 201, involving
w her of electrons in certain neutral atoms, has alrea yregarding the number of elect
4 ril above). Students were asked to state 
been described (sub-section (i)
, j the same group in the periodic table, 
which two elements belonged t
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Th. augmented (relevant) ver.lon of the Item provided additional 
.„formation in the for. of the formula of a eomp.und formed by eacb of 
element, tabulated. Tbi. provided »  alternative -a, of solving tbe 
item, or , way of eb.ebing the aolntlon obtained by other mean., lb« 
sample script, and self-reporting forms ermaln.d, suggested tbat tbe 
„io.it, of students *  received tta standard version solved ir b, tbe
same S2 (propositional reasoning) - P i « -  *
participated in tbe first pb.se o, the stud,, and that outright guessing 
... rare. However, • number of those r.e.iving .be augmented (relevant) 
version appeared »  have become confused b, the data and guessing « •  
.„re common. Thus, two of those -bo provided information on their 
-.orbing- referred r.rber v.guel, to . 1 « ,  'fcb.d the strategy 
bur representing a guess- Another referred ro -combining *»<
selected the two element. .being, fro. their compounds, valencies of
on. (falling to not. that their .«fd.tlon number, were «  and -1
. a bpinp "confused” and a third referred 
respectively). Two more mentioned bei g
* •• in the part of the self-reporting form askingto "compounds they form in the pa
, Similar effects were observed later 
about difficulties encountered.
in tbe .... question with item. 2 «  and 205. Student, generally • ■ "  
Ignored the additional data or b e e .  confused in trying to use it-
item, ,02 and ,0, can be considered together. standard version.
informed student, that two out o, four given change, represented
the two substances being
oxidation, and ..tad the. to underline
oxidised. The four changes were: +
3+ „ 2 +  (ii) H — H(1) Fe ---- Fe
2+ (iv) ®r2 - 2Br
(ill) C u-- - Cu
1. the augmented (relevant) version, equation, - r e  given, thus,
O -i-  +
(i) Fe3+ + H 
(il) Cu + Br2 —
Fe2+ + H+ 
Cu2+ + 2Br"
The relevant cont.xtu.1 l.E.netl.e provided by the nation had been 
expected to tale, the facility of the It.. In two «r.tl, by
reducing tb. reel f r -  the .election of tno - n g a t  four, to the .l.pl.r 
„ . h  „  selecting on. fro. each of tno pair., and aecondly by providing 
contextual cue.. In fact the facility of both It... na. reduced 
dc.tlc.ll» fro. about 0.7 to 0.3. an effect significant at tb. U
It .u.t therefore be .uppo.ed that the additional i.f.m.tlon 
represented b, the change of focal confu.ed rather than helped 
.cedent.. Inspection of the «triple and eelf-r.portln, foes provided 
lnt.re.tlng . ^ 1 — tary «»Idenc The prevl.u. 1 « .  bad —  «  * 
definition of oxidation, and tho.e report fee. on nbicb tb. student, 
nothing »as .hone Indicted that definition. In ter., of electro, 
exchange, or of oxidation .«her, net. ..ployed 1« SI (propo.ltlon.l
reasoning) strategies, »bile — •« »  "  * *
orror e-2 (inversion of a proposi- standard version shoved no cases of error E
tlon during processing), no less than 12 out of 30 scripts relating^
the augmented (relevant) version, shoved such errors, although
case the student had subsequently corrected his ansver. The E-2 error
na. tentatively ...deleted. *  -  first —  * “ * “
overload and tbl. explanation appear, to be conflr.ed by the P ™ ~  
example* Thu. *11. no p r o b l c  ver. encountered in applying . —
„ rrnnnlex situation into its component parts 
failed to analyse the more c p
ienifleant risk of being unable to keep sufficient 
appeared to run a significant r
, , „«„a to solve the problem successfully,items of information clearly in mind to solve
, o f information level with .indent achievement
6.3.2 The interaction of inform
it of the tvo-vay analyses of variance of item scores level. The results of the tvo y
* Mo n  level and performance level (tertile), (facilities) by information leve P«
_____ in Flnure 6.4. It had been
uknvoTOT



would be less subjectpredicted that the performance of high achievers 
to improvement by cuing than that of average and below average 
candidates and that high achiever. would b. 1«.. su.c.ptlbl. to
distraction b, Irt.lev.nt „ , » . « ■  ™  ^  “
sought in interactions. In «act only one case o. Interaction was <ound
to b. significant at the 51 level, and only two nor. achieved
significance even at the 1 «  level- * « « .  *  " U “ Ve
performance of the different tertlle. on different t.sb formulation, was
, _ „n d rpms but no obvious general examined In a qualitative way for all items,
„ „ t  in the dl.cu.slon which follow, ft will therefor, 
trends were apparent. in tn
be convenient to consider the performance of the different fertile. 1» 
relation to reduced, augmented (Irrelevant, and augmented (relevant)
-articular items which appear to 
tasks mainly with reference to particu
highlight possible differences in PS behaviour.
(1) The influence of reduced levels of information. The only 
case of an interaction which was significant at the 5Z level involved 
the relative performance of the top and middle achievement tertiles on 
the reduced and standard versions of item 202. The standard version
asked for the identification of an example of isotopy
1 »tins to the numbers of electrons and mass numbers of 
tabulated data relating
, In the reduced version, the data relating to mass
six neutral atoms. In the
. arom was indicated by a different,Qince each atom was xn« numbers was removed. Since e
arbitrary letter of the elph.b.t the smMgul.y lov.!«* -  •
however . firm cue to the n.tur. o, l.otopy had - l o w l y  b.eo removeC
„bile the performance of the . « « •  ‘ '
„at effected ,h tht. » ,  -  —  —  “  _
.chlevete. —  to the — f  —  -  — > «  '~  
......ted thet gueeelng (b.e.d oh vague Id... t.g.rdlng
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lsotopy and at.-pt. t. seek regularities In the data gl»~) »••
«U.l.ely fr.goent for both bottom and middle «rttl..,
„„.ion. Obviously ibis approach was -or. l l W y  »  load to the corracb 
,n,wer in lb. reduced v.r.lon. Indeed, 1. » «  standard ver.lon «v.r.l 
«„dent., having failed to analyse the nature of the task In ter., of
tb. Information provided, subtracted number, of electron, from mas. 
numbers in a pointless attempt to identify atoms with different numbe 
O, neutrons. Student. nbo appeared to know tb. definition (Including 
all those In the top group) however, tended to behave dlffere 
according to their achievement tertlle. Out of tb, 10 student, fro. the 
bottom tertll. (reduced version) whose script, and self-reporting forms 
were examined, four stated that the, « r e  unable to relate their 
definition to the data provided and omitted tb. item. This would 
obviously tend to counteract the facilitation associated with those «ho
self-reporting form. — 1 -  —  - »  “  “  “ * 1“ “ * **“  
provided in th. reduced version, however three student, representing tb.
top tortile .»ted that tb. information was Inadcuate. although only
on, omitted the Item (after crossing out th. correct answer,. To
sussnarise, three effects appeared to be operating.
data;
► V, rnnai- likely to perceive the ambiguity
(b) the top tertile was t £orL m Ce may have been slightly
in the reduced version and their peri
depressed by this;
fertile were least able to relate their definitions(c) the bottom tertile were
to the given data-
4 a »hat there was no evidence from the scripts 
It should also be mentioned that the
and self-reporting forms, or fro. .he g e r m a n e ,  d.ra, rha. reference
10 number. In rh. *“  «  “  “ 1P “
cue the correct definition of isotopy.
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Item 305 showed an Interaction, significant at the 10Z level, Involving 
« ,  performance of the different « t i l . ,  on the .«»dard and reduced 
versions of the task. The .t.nd.rd for. of th. Item ashed student, to 
th. industrial process Involving the catalytic reduction of nitro-
g,„ to ammonia. In the reduced version th, « d .  - »  — "*d
omitted • The 1«. of information did not influence th, performance of
•art that of the middle tertile while raising 
the top tertile, but depressed that ot
the performance of th. bottom group. *  student, appeared to perceive
ambiguity in the it- and inspection of th. script, and self-
reporting form, provided limited help- The cue
process" appeared to be strong for all groups on the standa
However while its absence was critical to many in the middle tertile,
ot the case for the high achievers. It might be presumed 
this was not the case m
n coenitive structures relating to the Haber 
that, for the latter group, cognitive
process » r e  sufficiently veil developed for -the catalytic reduction o
nitrogen- to be an ~  *'
tertile on th. reduced version could not be - * — •
, „.I« limited statistical signifi- lnteractions in this item were of only limited
. u u  hP treated with caution,
cance and thus all interpretations should
v „ tatlstically significant, effects were also Interesting, though not statistically
102 The enhanced facility of the reduced 
noted in relation to item 102. The enna
a In the previous section. Inspection
v.rion of this it«- discussed in th. P«v
of Figure 6.* suggested thnt this facilitation ... due entirely to
rise in the performance of the middle and “  * “  *
. ,02 related to the electro!,.1. of dilute nulphurlc
recalled that item 102 relatea
to the nature of the electrodes (platinum) had 
acid and that reference to the nat
a i the reduced version. It appeared that, as predicted, 
been removed in the red . the
r distracted by the reference to H.ti—  
high achievers were not
. .. average and below average candidates were, 
standard version, while aver g
(11) The influence of augmented Irrelevant Information. Figure 
6 4 Illustrates Interesting, though not statistically significant, trends 
on two items. It will he recalled that the standard version of item 201 
asked students to identify two elements in the same group of the 
periodic table on the basis of data relating to numbers of electrons in
„ . „ „ a  » a ,  . . u u . ,  to .... ~
(irrelevant) version. A significant fall in facility associated with 
this change was ascribed to the distracting^ct of the additional
data. inspection of Figure 6.4 shows that this distraction was most
, , a nttle effect on the higher 
.„d.Ot tot th. two botto. tottll«. .oi l'»'*
dt.tt.ctlo« b, tb. W... oumber d.t. —  foood 1» ««■*"“ ' “ “
self-repotting to»., occur,.d 1« tb. .iddt. » d  botto. t.tttl..-
Piodl.g. - t .  — 1 «  »  telation to It.. 101, tb. .f.d.td v.t.lon ot 
^icb a.h.d — t. bow tb., »old .bow tb.t . colootl... U,old wa. 
water. Tb. .ddltlo. ot .« ltt.l.w.«t ‘.tor,line" 1« —  tb. ooloot-
1 ... 1 1 ,old w.. obtained on bating «tea. «—  * “  “ “
, fn Fieure 6.4 shows that, in this case,
facility of the item. Reference to Figure
, rhe irrelevant data was largely confined to the distracting effect of the irrelevan
_ r tertile. Four students, out of the ten in th s 
students in the lowest tertil
a  «elf-reporting forms were examined, quoted 
tertile whose scripts and self report g
. /Hfftcultv and two of them omitted 
ooia.lli.tlt, with ot.a a. ««.log dlf<lcolt,
j Qtudents in the other
the item. No similar comments were mad
tertlles.
(Ill, Tb. lnfloeoc .1 *>“
. relation to th. loilu.nc. ot augwcnted lew.l. 
items will be discussed in rela
„f the different achievement
of relevant Information on the succe
tertiles.
TM,« of Che item, coa.id.red shooed no evidence of slghiflcent 
interaction. «  - 1 .  he trailed that the standard version of it». »
,„d 303 ashed student. »  « - * * " *  “
changes invoiving ions, „  snhst.nce. ^ieh were being oridieed. » -
facility » a  dra.atlc.il, degreased pa«* «< <*“ *“  “ * “
a. equations, the degression being attributed to ST» overload rathe,
than to change, in the info-atlon level as such, deference to figure
ahous that this effect aggU.d —  — "  
«hleve-ent levels- » « ■  101, relating to Che identification o, too 
as belonging to the a -  groug o, the periodic table, shooed
.filar pattern o, behaviour. ™  ~  “
tertiles equally. Evidence, from the students scripts
«porting foes, of so., confusion concerning the us. of «— « «
the for.nl.. b ,  airead, been reported. Sl.U.r confusion oa. often
associated, in .Cedents' protocol, obtained during the first ph..= «
i Although direct evidence was lacking,
the study, with STM overload. Althoug
from parallel, but quit, different, a.t. of data, .ight - U  encounter
then a consistent pattern emerges. t H a .  if this Is assumed, tnen asuch a problem. It t m
. „ ln facility which are associated with
Thus significant depressions In
„ j mo8tly to affect students in the middle 
distracting information, e
a while significant depressions associated 
and lower achievement range , formatlon
, rarn an excess of more relevant Information, 
with STM overload resulting r
► all achievement ranges equally*tend to affect students of all acme
v a. to item 205 which showed an interaction, 
Finally, reference must be made to Item
t the i„t level, io.olvlug the * » l U t l ~  of the et.nd.rd
etudeut*
and augmented (relevant) versions.
..ted to derive the formula of • sl-pL. C“ '” U”d “  'h*
basis „  tte numbers .U . « —  -  each oi tb. too n.otr.i . » •
concerned• In the augmented (relevant) version, the formula, of their
compound, with sodium and with chlorine « r e  provided a. additional
data. Figure 6.4 sugg.et, that the performance of the top achievement
t.cril. wa. enhanced while that of the middle and lower tortile, wa,
, P ro the scripts and self-reporting forms suggestsdepressed. Reference to the scrip
C dent, m  the top tortile Ignored the added data (although that most students in tne «.
on. out of the ten cases ...mined, the student concerned ignored the 
electron data and wotted only fro. the formulae). Conversel). - » F
Chose in the lower achievemenC group, attempted to u.e information fro.
, a cdnee the majority seemed unable to 
both sources and became confused. Since
f anv of the information, this should probably be make effective use of any of tne
„garded as a case of distracting information rather than of »  ~  
load, although the distinction map be somewhat blurred here-
g «  interactions involving information level.
6.3.3 Other significant in
,or the .ate of complete.... only. two ..... of significant inter­
action. involving information level »1th, respective!,, gender and
. in FieUre 6.5 and are referred to very brie y 
school, are illustrated in Figure
below.
. a sienificant interaction of
Item 305 ... the only item to .how a slgnl
information level with gender- -  —  «  ^  '
augmented (relevant, version am. showed that naming the catalyst a.
-final, divided Iron ted promoters' made it more difficult for b o ,  ut
. t-he Haber process. The students scripts 
not for girls, to recognise the flndinR
. form8 provided no help in interpreting this finding 
and self-reporting forms prov
. that glrl8 tended to be familiar with the nature
which seems to imply that g . lt
,, not to be and were distracted by it. 
the catalyst, while boys tended not
It„  5 0 2 ... th. o»27 i t »  to .ho. . « . 1 « ^ “ * iat.t.ctio. of 
lotO„.tfo. l..=i - *  —  * - 6 '5 ^
at .chool c f.u.d th. augmented ( « ! — «> »' “ **
„„r. dlfflt.lt chan th. standard version, whll. those la th. other
groups fouad It ...1«- *' d" d U 'd
regarding the t.athlag program... at •“ * “° *“ “ Pt “
6.4 A discussion of the findings
M  obvious ...tar. of th. a n a l . «  r.port.d abov. ... th. r.l.tiv.
...raft, of statistically .1—  ~  *  “  ^
. rlon level only eight were “significant at the 
effects due to information levei,
ffects reflected the same trends rather less 
5Z level. A further seven effect
„  showed an additional weak trend which was not 
strongly and eight mor
rieallv significant cases. As regards e 
demonstrated by any statistically sig
information and achievement levels, the proportion 
interaction between information
.. „ r. ua3 9till lower and general tren 
of statistically significant effe
r the relative scarcity of effects was itself 
were hard to find. However, the relat
Important, .homing PS performance In th. nonfat o( examination 
lain, resistant to modest change. In the 1— 1 °< Information 
provided across all achievement level.- Against this hachgroond, .
„„her of conclusions are elaborated and dl.c«...d bel««, the Halted 
data available fro. student., scripts and self-reporting form, providing 
confirmatory evidence for certain Interpretation, of th, .ore 
quantitative data relating to trends.
In th, context of Information level. •• defined «  Chapter 5, and a. 
operationalised In th, different tn.lt for.ul.tlon. e.ploy.d In the
tests, th, detailed finding, of this phase of the study nay be
summarised as follows:
«Articular examination tasks tends to be - Students’ performance on particular ex
(i) insensitive to modest levels of ambiguity in the
task;
(li) depressed, P - ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r b r a d d U i - o f 1'1'116 
substantive^bredundant1information which they are unable to 
make use of ;
U U ,  only usably enhanced by Increased levels of relevant
information;
L;vL deriri:^orr:ruSe«“ fr™ .rir:;»rh»"“ °;à“ri'
able to make use of it.
. a  aitrussed below and some of their These findings are elaborated and discussed
implications are considered.
. r M k _ There was no evidence that the performance
6.1.1 Ambiguity 1. .„„tffcantly Influenced by
uf students at an, achieve™« le»« -  « b « ' “ " ' 1’'
. A in 11 out of the 12 reduced versions of the ambiguities Introduced in 11 °
ft«., in only on. case ua. there firm evidence thet any
perceived. Ph, student. obvlousl, - d  net have — i—
, end their perception, -ay have been Influenced by
exa.ln.tlon Item., and the p. ....... „ , „ u h  that of
(»82,. relating to atud.nf interpretation, o. observational data
in the context of A-level inorganic analysis, when he reported that many 
,„.,d to be unaware of tbe United nature of the eonelnaion. which 
eonld he drawn fro. a particnl.r observation. The common feature of 
rheme finding, i. reflected In the apparent tendency of «udent. to 
accept certain ’obvious- or ’expected’ concln.ion. uncritically, without 
proper reference to the adegu.cy o, the evidence- While —
,n.t be exercised in atte.pting to general». » 0. PS in ,x»l..tlon 
situations to PS in a wider context (particularly In the present case 
.her. only -odest lev.» of anbiguity —  — , » . » r e  to perceive 
„  to take into account the imitations of ...iUbl. d a »  »present. • 
.„ion. constraint on effective everyday PS »  che.i.try, whether 
laboratory bench or elsewhere.
6.4.2 The distracting effect of non-n.nble infection.
of substantive i n f e c t i o n  to  a. i t -  »nd.d to depress perfomanc. i, 
th, information was n n f .n l l l . r  to the student, or if, owing to 
l„,d.,u.ci«s in th.it -  knowledge o r  skills, they were unable to  
utilise it. Although son. of this I n f e c t i o n  was considered 
-relevanf. or even essential to the task, b, th, author, it was often
, Pn the students who rarely madenot useful, and thus -irrelevant , to th.
lodgements regarding the information necessary to solve the item . 
rended to treat all data a. being of . . . 1  • Thus unfamiliar
, a perceived •• discouraging and redundant informationinformation was perceiveu
, retracting or confusing. Although it isof a more usable kind was distract! g
V reflected, to some extent, students' possible that this may have reflect
expectation, regarding the information provided in examination items.
was notable th., the tendency toward, what wa. identified a. ..rial
the study and as "simultaneous processing" In the first phase of the s y
«_ct-iidpnts in tne
„ „  .chl..»»! C.rtlle. 1» « « «  t“ * b' “  '
greater ebllliy to discern the demand, of the rash and thee to pertelv. 
t„. redundancy or Irrele.anc. of .0.« of the data; In other,, po.elMy 
to a greater capacity to ntlll.e redundant Infomatlon of a .or. 
relevant hind • The former cane clearly echoes Krnt.t.ltll' a (1976) 
finding, regarding . 1 1 1 «  difference, between ..thenatlcally gifted and 
average children In an.ly.l.g the atrecture of a probl- and thus In 
discriminating between relevant and Irrelevant information. In r.sl- 
world PS situations, where only a proportion of the Information 
available is libel, to be relevant to the particular t.,h in hand, the 
ability to discriminate what is needed fro. what 1. not, 1. Ut.ly 
a prerequisite for adequate performance.
1 It had been predicted that
6.4.3 The effects of additional cui g*
,, hp raised by the cuing provided by the facility of an item would be raised oy
additional, relevant information, «though a n„b,r of Item, - w e  * 
weah trel in this direction. In no caa. did this approach — 1 1 ,
significant levels- »  • — * *  “ “  “
a ro«,,lted instead in a lowering of
"irrelevant” to many students an
. that if the necessary information
facility. It was concluded that,
ln LTM were „ot cued by the "standard” (or in most cases a 
structures in LTM were w
, the task then further cuing was likely to e o on 
"reduced") form of the tas ,
. _inht even be distracting, limited effectiveness, and migh
. , further the apparent interaction 
It may be instructive to consider further ^
. achievement tertile on the
(0.05 < P < 0.10) involving the middle achiev
1 < 105 (Section 6.3.2, (i))• the other tertlle8’simple recall item 305 (Section v »__________________ _ _______ _ ___
^ ‘ ( . " ^ ^ « V r o u P  os 1« .  P .r d c u l .r  11» .
-Industrial process', -nitrogen" -  - « . « « « .  ” ”
.ufflcf.nt to c p, —  «  «  •* *“d “  *ddltl°"
- „onl.- «.11- »  -Clv.t, any ..««•' P " - « 1“ -
th ,  - . 1 - 1 . -  1 . « 1 U  « .  1—  “ ' d thd
response for « « ,  - . «  3 «  *  “ * * 11* *ddl“ °“
- „ » U -  raised ...a to « »  .i—  • - « •  W “ “ *
l l t a  e f fe c t .  m .  - i s «  .-P i«  « «  -  l lk * llh “ °d “  “ tlV‘t108 * 
p articu lar l i e .  -  ™  ^  ~
of (relevan t) cu e. provided. However, It — • —  “
in terpret the activa tio n  of appropriate Inforuation In te n .,  of the
extent to * 1 «  .1» - « i d «  « ■ “ * •  S°1Vl”8 *
interrelated -thin an Individual'a — -
ho able to correctly
students with well Integrated structures
identify the Hah.r Process ««• ”
activation of the concept for .an, in «he "— ddl." « « “ . ~ ~
unlikely I» th. »< “ “  “ U m t
Although the it.. ...ted represent, a contrary « * • — . 1”
unen a particular test failed to . « 1 « «  -  — *"»* “  ^
suppl..,nt.r, cuing fro. - d l — « “  ^  “ “  “  *
keferenc, to the *“  * " ” ■ “  ” ... v,ry
„ a  that the absence of -salient cues 
particular cases, suggested tha
, if .„Bears that many students tend 
rarely a tenable explanation and i PP
* task and seem unable to approach 
be inflexible in their perceptions of a
a Tib the extent that this is the case,ft fro. .or. the. one direction. T o t h . . «
« . f„r PS outside the examination hall,
it has serious implication „„plated
« a o£ -8et- and "functional fixedness associated
calls to mind the notion school, as
with much of the classical research literature ^
well as some of the subjects in Ward's much more recent re
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o l „  CO earl,. erroneous, conclusion. despite o-ofUcdo,
evidence•
..... Short-.«, .»or, p r o « » . -  ™ U  1" « “  °'
c„ . ,  Ch. addition to .« 1«. of radund.nt inf.r-.Clon of a readily
usable hind product «  he.C a - U  —  ** "  *“ ” ■ **
,hr.e 1C». » 1 » -  by propositional reasoning a sharp fell *  ‘M l  c,
u „  obserred and -  -  — —  *“  “  “  * “
o( .he cash sufficiently clearly to identify «he info-aclon which they
aocuall, needed. » -  « »  -  —  -  *“  “
s 1 A th t-voical STM overload errors of the 
information indiscriminately, e
, . _ , ln the first phase of the study. It was
kind classified as E2 and E-2 In the
notable chat student, o, all c « « 1 1 « .  « «  egually
vulnerable• 1 M .  finding reinforced earlier conclusion, that the
identify clearly the demands of the task must 
failure of students to identify
their performance, particularly in 
place serious limitations on their pe
, i d »  iess tightly controlled than 
situation, where the inforwatlon level «
is usually the case in examinations.
, ions The immediate objective of this part
6.4.5 A summary of conclusions. Th
influence on the students Pb 
O, the Stud, was to Investigate the influence,
perfocance, o, the level of —  ~  ^
tel>tI„g to this have been r.port.d above, « « l y i n g  this obj.c
... the hop. of obtaining further insight, into the nature of ^
PS processes, 1 »  particular reference to bridging 
behaviour in examinations and in more realistic settings where 
information levels are less controlled.
m e  Student, »os. «  behaviour was investigated « r e
f rhe 0-level chemistry examinations within a 
V.. -..„I, grhools for the 0-ievex
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„e,tt of participating IP the etudy « i .  • - »  ” ”
eon.ld.red borderline oe... end « r e  . 1 »  en.ered for the «
examination, tbe ..iorlt, were confidentl, « —  »  « ■ “  “
p„a. Although all the finding-, except that concerning vulnerability
„  ST» overload, may -PPH —  “ h U V “ m t
ter tile, there appear, to be ao.e can., let concern that —
examination candidate. may be ill-.,nlPP«d to t.cbl. re.U.tlc c b e m i d
t b P  level of Information
problem.. Omt.ld. .«»In.tlon. It »  « ' •
available to be properly matched to the task. The case of elementary 
inorganic analysis, which was selected by Ward for his st y 
students’ Interpretation, .« ob.er.atlon.l data, 1. a good example- 
Some of tb. information obtained duties .neb an anall-l. - »  “  
ambiguous, Irrelevant or redundant- Tbe finding, reported above « • «
_ to recognise ambiguity and thus the limited
that students often fail to recogn
nature of the conclusions possible in such circumstances. They a so
tend to be undiacrl.l.ati.g In handling data -hich goes beyond that
. Where they are unable to utilise such 
actually demanded by the tas .
ntent or confusion and a lowering of 
d,t, thl. tend, to l.md to di.cOur.gem.nt
bile excessive data of a ^  “
performance, d i e  —  „  b..t to negator,
— —  —  - “ ‘r  ,i« i. — ~effort and lowered efficiency tla.ll,.
„ „  tend to b. inflexible In their perception, of tbe nature
Jet t b -  Insensitive to cuing from relevant data- 
and that this may render them
insofar as their initial perceptions may be inadequate, or even 
incorrect, thl. represent, a b.rrler to succ.s.ful performance
whatever context.
1 , nust b. c o n c l u d e d  that «... «-level c.ndld.te. fall t o  
In summary, It must De „„„di.ble
, hemistry tasks and tend to process available 
analyse the demands of chemi y
. uhlle it is obviously necessary to 
information indiscriminately While
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„ « « l a ,  caution in .«»r.li.in. r.aui«. • p a p - « - . * “ “
lt al.o a«..» - . » » • “ * »
students .a, not Pa • « •  to „u.l tPeir — —  —  “
«  imperfect mat«, tHe level of avail.«. Information and tPe
demands of the task.
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CHAPTER 7
* .  described «■ - * •  —  —  ~  “  l m "  '
possible associations between “ * ,,“ lt
cosniti». structures, « ! » , „ *  .» «count .« the „recessing oi t .
iat. from tb. « “ • “  ^
relating to tb. test population ss a whole « -  i— «  “
ew.lu.tU» o, certain „echo-ologlcl procedures “  « ■  ‘ "
mapping) is report«. Tb. .ccoun, continue, with comp.rison. o, t .
^  -  — . -  -  -  - — -
sets 01 1 terns. . nu.b.r o, short c... . « - «  -  ~  **
Ublcb psrtlcular PS .„!=«.= »  —  »  ~  *
. „ I s .  * .  findings . r e  discussed in th e  U d  -
chapter.
,.l f .  nrocessinp .« d.t.
in order to  . . . . . .  the d».nd. of . « ,  — ‘ S ’  A * r " * '* “ “ 1«  "  °
t ,  d.t. sw.il.ble. .nd o, tb. inlomatlon reunited -  b. d . t . r . ^
V. nf rhe participating students,
The raw data obtained from eac
. of 27 stimulus words. The principal 
of lists of responses to each of 27
ent this information In the form of the cognitive 
requirement was to present this m i
„ of students, reflecting the semantic 
maps of students, and groups of stude
V „.„p.d bv the stimulus words.. a <„ t t m of the concepts represented by
The principle, m.ol.ed in cn.er.ing
1... half-matrices o, rei.r.dn... coefficients, a. •
a . mao9 were discussed in Chapter 5 and t e p 
generating cognitive P . desira-
— -  ~ ~  —  -
bill., of ob.sl.ln* suppl.~n.srr 1" « “  ....... cl...l,ic..lo.
- __The of analyses based
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of « . — - * < « • « ■  ' " tic“u r >  the * - r
.««hmeut of specl.l elgolflcence to -.tl.ulus-li.t t.opon««.
(Johus.u. 1967, « a  considered lo.pproptl.t. In the eb.ence of any 
^ , 0, structure llublug -  concept, — « *  in this study, it —  
however, decided that the iut.rpret.tion o, difference, between the 
cosnitiv. « .  o. delected 8rouP. o, student, could be m — -  by
comparisons of the ^  **“  ir°“P '
Phi. involved being able to generate, for each group,
„ „  to each stimulus word. The encoding of the 
frequencies of all response, to each
rplatedness matrices and
raw data and it. processing t. g e n . « «  rel.t.dn
,, . .... from the word association teats.
7 .1 . 1  The encoding of data
to the WAT were encoded for computer analysis using 
Students’ responses to the WAT we
v. t u  no as the encoding proceeded, m e
, three digit cod. which was built up
d A qs4 different words and a total o > final lexicon contained 9 . -
response, was encoded. * - U  P o t i o n  of responses demanded special
decisions, namely those representing Inappropriate response.
relating to question, of interpretation, bach U  considered separately
below.
naps These accounted, in total, for
(1) Inappropriate responses.
and corresponded to problems identifie y 
less than V  of all responses and
ud-v, han since become normal 
Noble (1952). f l o w i n g  his precedent, which ^
practice, responses were ignored (not encoded) if they were
, ord repetitions of a previous response to
repetitions of the stimulus word, pe
d of a failure of set (that is to say, of a 
the same word, or indicative of a
„ Ids the set of ideas under consideration), 
student having moved outside
, further under three headings: Failure of 
latter will be discussed furthe
d Alliterative and facetious responses. , False strategies, and Alliterative
textual set
(., failure of cat«««-! a... «• < « ~ 1  h‘d
placed .. students' response, and no prior lodgement had be.« « < •
regarding the tr.at.ent oi e.soci.tlon. to a word in a — 1
context* in practice, such associations were found to be 1
(and unexpectedly) rare. This probably reflected the strong 
constraint. 1-pl.ed by tb. test situation and tb. blgbl, — *1 «  
„.tor. of ,b. test population. «  - s  -oon apparent that sucb 
responses, wblcb were generally Idiosyncratic, would be of ! « * •  
statistical or interpretive significance and, in particular, wou
contribute nothing to tb. associative overlap between concept,.
. a , the end of a l i s t  of asso ciates,
Where such responses occurre
,  „tmoly Ignored. However, where such a response 
they were therefore simply lgnor
eco i-n the stimulus word in its 
wa. followed by on. or .ore response, to
chemical context, an arbitrar, cod. («9) wa. used so as to 
pteserve tb. c.nb order of tb. subseguent responses, «bere very
rarely, a particular student e-ployed a mid-list context a
. yqqn 997 etc) were employed to 
response more than once, new codes (998, 997,
t tlon of overlaps between response hierarchies  
avoid the computation of
The few cases where there was
where these d id  not In fa c t
in a chemical or a non-chemical context were .Lays treated -
being the formar —  « " «  h"“ “ * n<>''” U y '
A few case, of -chaining- were observed
(b) False strategies.
in Wblcb students, instead continui, to produce a s s o c i a r , ^  
to tb. stimulus word, produced associate, to their own 
response, lb, identifier!» o, such ca... obviously Involve .- .  
degree o, .ubiseli.. interpret.«., this ... . 1 »  tb. case 
students employed a conscious response strategy instead
Vor example, a f t e r  responding
instead o f  responding spontaneous y .
norm ally to  ELECTRODE a number o l  tlm eo, one atndent H a te
o f  me ta la , a n , o ,  «b le b  might 1 » » «  been employed a . *»
• *.wo were most u n lik e ly
e le c t ro d e  but » b le b ,  . p « t  f r o .  the « » «
ro b .» «  been encountered 1 . that r o l e .  »  d o u b tfu l c a .e a ,
accord in g ly*  H o u .y .r . .b a re  chain ing o r  oth er f a i l u r e ,  o f  «  
c l e a r l ,  l n . o l . e d .  t b .  th ird  and aubaeguent I t . . .  In auob a — 1 •
. . r e  Ignored (th e  » r a t  — r being re g a rd « . . .  • »'>“ 1
a a a th is  in v a r ia b ly  seemed qu ite  p o s s ib le  as a 
and the second , as th is
. be ln e  given  the " b e n e f i t  o f  the d o u b t " ) ,
normal a s s o c ia te , be in g  g
_ _ _ 0 N oble recommends that
( c )  Alliterative and facetious respo
a l l i t e r a t iv e  and f a c t i o n ,  r .a p o n . . .  — • be Ign ored , fo r
exam ple, a reapona. =ucb a .  — '  »  “ *
. hr ha c la s s i f i e d  as both  and seems most u n lik e ly  to 
OXIDATION might be c la s s ir
r e la te  to  any . » a n t i c  fe a tu r e , o f  t b .  a t u d . n f .  con cep t o f  »n i­
d a tio n . R e.pon .ea  « 1 «  » r e  c le a r ly  . «  « *
. -  i rases were encoded norm ally .
. a ml t-hnueh dou btfu l casesand were Ign ored , a lthougn u
(1 1 , Q u estion . O, I n t e r p r e t « ! . » -  ° * c l . i o n e  th “  “  “  “  “ d'
,  r e so lv e  d l f f l c n l t l e .  o f  l . t . r p t . t . t f o n  Involved l . . =  than »  -
and « 1 1  b .  con sidered  u « „  t b .  h eed in g , - I g n i t y ,  Synonym,
reSP° m  discussing the first two o f  these
and Multiple-word Responses. In
f i l  be made to  Chomsky’ s l i n g u i s t i c  n otion s 
c a te g o r ie s , re fe re n ce  w 1971) •
and d eep -stru ctu re  (s e e  fo r  example Greene,
surface-structure and deep
_ a in e le  v e rb a l response
(a )  Ambiguity. This occu rs when a sing
(surface-structure) maps on to more than one con cep t (d eep -
t r a c t o r . , .  In  p r . c t l C  “
.  ................ con tex t provided by the t . e t  « •
sufficient to 1 1 »  the unambiguous interpretation •' <” “ "“ *U y
problematic cases. Thus there was little of
••arms” to the stimulus word VALENCY, as interpreting the response arms , to
rare cases, where there was true
referring to weaponry. 1«
-olate- to the stimulus ELECTROLYSIS 
ambiguity, a. 1» the re.pon.« H * “
(ald the student have 1« —  • •' “ “ 1 ** “  “
the verb to (electro,pl.t.» the simple — «  — “  “  
each.« iht.rpr.tat,. -  to a,sign . —  —  “  ^
influence the pattern of • — » “  “ * ” * “
used, with different connot.tfons, by the . » «  student «  
responding to a different —  - r d  and it is very doubtful
this ever occurred.
. a single idea or concept (in„ __ _ -rhis occurs when a siugj.(b) Synonymy. inl
deep-structure) maps on to more than one verbal respo
aurf.ce structure,. Cases represented by merely “
. „ . t l d  variation mere Ignored- Thus -hydrogen-. ^  »
-H- were encoded as identical responses, as were atom , at ,
and “atomic- (providing the latter was not part of a multiple-wor
formity with this decision, occasional responses 
response). In conformity witn
.uuh a. -.«omit- to A T «  and V  -  « « * “  ^
Somewhat more difficult ,  deal —  -  *“  “
j £or the same concept. All technical terms 
entirely different words for
u,r. encoded differently * -  ™  “ * “  * ^
ground. that an, „
students. — . »  * -  —  “  “ “‘T  l .
language, a singi
„ . were encountered a
", - "lose” "give away- and donate
' „  OXIDATION. Generally .pe.U.g. «  — ^
response, to OXIDA ......  his responses,
_  .  « _______ ___ a r m  a
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in which case the coding system adopted was irrelevant insofar as 
the calculation of Interconcept proximities was concerned.
However, it seemed probable that a small minority who were less 
consistent were nevertheless referring to the same concept when 
associating "gaining" with OXIDATION and "accepting" with 
REDUCTION. The examples quoted were much the most numerous, 
few other cases called for similar treatment and were reflected as
synonyms in the lexicon.
„ The instructions given to students
(c) Multiple-word responses. Th
allowed multiple-word r..po—  whom «... " P . « - « 4 
idea. ,od examples such -a“«*“ '1' ..Id' '"»Sadr» *
„ or thev were also asked to avoid number" were given. However, y
explanatory phrases. In practice, most multiple-word responses
presented no d i m . . » ,  «  that ..presented •
In the above examples. Thus the response 
distinctive concept as in
V rim,.1,13 word ELECTRON) was regarded as "energy level' (to the stimulus word
f m "energy" (as a response to ATOM) and 
conceptually distinct from energy
-level" (as a response to ELECTROLYTE) so that these three
„.pan... woold ..X. oo —  to -  ^ .....
semantic proximity of the stimulus words c
....... th. . « » n o .  was I . »  ~  “  “
-w „ . I d . -  (aeparately .n.onnt.r.d 1« ...pons. »ray" and "beta-particle v v
1 nts making up these compound words retain more 
ELECTRON) the elements making
. .K» first could be regarded as
n, their .rid«.' tho.
tlcally with -ray- » «  r.aponaa to CdTHOD ) an
overlapping —  tet.l—
th. ...ond with “partlcl*- ( «
,, . . b„t 1 . th. pre.ent .tody « r e  «» « “are essentially arbitrary Dm.
. thor.8 judgement of the probable distinctiven
basis of the author s juage
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t M  . „ « I p l . ^ i d  concept, Pro. the M H ~
by lt. P „ „ .  1. m .  eyes n, no 0-1...1 « — «• “* " *  “  “
jnn.cn ib.t m e  ..p.r.t. elements l.r.el, refined t„.lr ori.in.l 
Ofrenter in the co.ponnd word, ..p.r.t. code, cnrr.spondin. to 
each element mere employed- -ere. on the other hand, the —  
„ „  lodged to take on a -ore independent Identity. . single code
preierred. It shonld he noted th.t the proportion oi response, 
ior mhlch such arhit.r, decision, had to he —  -
A similar approach dealt .ncc.s.inUy -1th the «en ..plan»-!
phrases which appeared despite Instructions to the contrary. uc
phrases were hrohen down into successive e v e n t s  which were coded
separately, words exPressing relationships between concepts heing
. . m otherwise appeared. Thus, in response to ignored as they seldom otherwise PP
. 1 nhrases as "opposite of positive andNEGATIVE such occasional phrases a
. a identically with the more usual response positive" were encoded identica y
"positive"•
Following encoding, the d.t. were poached onto card, ior co.pot.r
processing •• described in the —  - -  -  “  “
a measure of the
7 1.2 The calculation of rel.tednea. «trice..
, f a pair o£ stimulus words for a given student can
semantic proximity of P overlap
„ fora o£ a -relatedness coefficient", from the overlap 
be derived in the form
o£ his lists of associative responses to the
„ fflcleot8 as described by GarsKoff and Houston (1963). of such coefficients, a» ,
^ 9 6  Uslng this method, halt 
dl.cn.snd in . » =  d.t.il in S.cii.n 5.2.6-
fflcients were calculated for each student 
matrices of relatedness coefficients ,
ter program which was written for this purpose. 
a ah011 computer^prog---------- -------T"— ^ 7 ^— ------- 7  late relatedness matrices have been
1. A number of programs which ca cn ^  1975; Noval, 1976).
published (Mead, 1972, Shave avallabie. It was therefore
however these were not „a„alyoro»ram which could be tailored
cnnvenl.nt .. d«.l.P *» « J » 1“ 1//.«ni «ndy. -n.t.i.d cnpl.s
« ■i* c -
program. —  -  “ * “ • "
...u matt» o, - ,  - U -  - ,  «  « —  ^  *”" ‘g1”8
th. entries In corresponding call. 1» “
obtained as a — -  «  -  “  “  * *  0 " * “  “  ,“1"
programs ^
— -.«co i \ ets and mean relatedness
,1 , 0  calculated mean l.agtha oi ta.po... U . M
. t nr for any group of students, together coefficients for each student or for a y g
t of all responses to each stimulus word for any 
with a frequency count of ait re p
group of students.
Including a comparison ui -----------
“  - high , t 
arformance. a ~  ^  ~  ~  “ * “
„  tde test population a. . —  -
picture against vhlch particular group, and Individual. . S 
conpared, tbl, provided a. opportunity «or evaluating a » »
„.tbod. o, cluster analysis. *  -  —  ^  ^
, . ntlmulus word, for tb. test population
the associative meaning ,
la folloued by a comparative discussion of the population map, 
using selected bl.r.rcblc.l and non-bler.rcb.cal clustering methods.
The first concerns
m o  preliminary decision, must B ~  -  _ _
the value assigned to C a r . - «  -  "
calculating tb, r.l.tedn... — * ^  ^  „
importance. In .todies Involving the —  -  —
tabln. account of the _  -  * — "  " “  ^  ^  
generally —  - 1 —  *» —  * ''*1“  *  “  ' „ „  b.
U „  therefore .doped for «be —  —  “  * .
the basis of Garskoff and Houston s a Mnhpr value on the oasismade for using a g _______ rather than
hdgh, treatlvlty. th. r a d « —  -  *“ h * ““ not 
,„d . preliminary comparison o, hierarchical map. derived «“
an V i on/i n * 2 respectively,matrices calculated using p =■ 1 and p population mean matrices ca
showed only minor differences and certainly no clear advantage
u „ „ .  The second d.C.lon »  he reported . 1 «  * • " — *
, , 5 ,7) m  «= absence .1 any • priori expectation
Chapter I (section 5.2.7). „„„l-dimenalonal .«11«
, dimensional solution, l.ctot analysis an! «»It. 
interpretation, of the data were not sought-
, 2.1 The associative « . . l -  »« « “  • « - * »  *"*
a la defined by the responses it,» of anv stimulus word Is del m e n  y associative meaning of any
4 UAT (Dee8e, 1962). Table 7.1 lists the most 
which It elicits in a WAT (Deese,
. of the 27 stimulus words employed in the 
frequent responses to each of the
«„dy, including all those u s .  by at .«•« 1 «  -  the —  *
compiling the table no account ... t . , n  of the primacy -  response. 
the .otd. ..re arranged 1. order their -...nlngfulnes. - 1
the order of the mean «»her o, *  "
(»oble. I - ) -  In the context of the mapping study these data «ere of
v a hrief comment will not be out of
general interest only; howeve 
place•
- f the different stimulus words showed a relatively 
the -me.nlngl.ln... „ „ « t i n g  aim... 1-1“  ‘he
.Id. range. E L ECT«!  C«««ENT a. one extreme ..«act
aa ELECTROCHEMICAL SERIES at the other, 
mean number of responses as EL
„ , „ „ „ « „ f a r  observation, might be mad. 0«>V.
Although any number of part aeneral-
nlnttful than ANODE?) no significant g 
example, was CATHODE more meaningful
lsations were apparent.
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ELECTRIC CURRENT
CATHODE
ELECTRODE
electro n
PERIODLC TABLE
ELECTROLYSIS
ATOM
5.62
5.60
5.60
5.56
electron (47), electrolysis (38),
- p .  “ T  i ’ î k w î S  « 3  : negative (22),
’Oit., »» “ 8' L t k r v  ilS), wit. (13), <13>-
5 S Î 3 . 0 » , £ 2 <«>•
coulomb (U ) , ameter (10), cat^ J (
5.47
fA7I electrolysis (71), , negative (69), ancxle Co//» /«r\ pIpttricity (21)»
ion (17), cation (14), hydrogen (13),
solution (10) _____
cathode (71). a™de '“ '.V
negative (31). P ™ ! « ’'« (21),
3KS,.:SSï=S!:3S~,î>‘>-
ion (14), current (11)
negative (62), proton (60) neutron (51), 
i-mtt C\91 shell/orbit (22), i°n (21),
•.“ tol^l. (in. eleettlcltl (17), eh*«. <»>
nucleus (11), positive (11)
gtoup (69), elaaent ( « . P “ “  
halogen (27), m )
S « t S l Î 2 ) 1, alkali «t.l ( U ) .  ■ « - *  
mass (10)
| »[inert (6) + noble (6) + rare (4) gas - (^)l
cathode (62), anode (g). ¡ ¿ “ ^ ^ ( 2 5 )  ^
I e°0;pg6s Æ e r(16)! solution (U). -ter (14), 
| current (14), positive (12), copper (12), 
negative (11) __________
„„„ electron (48), neutron (46),proton (49), eiec nucleus (28), ion
“ V i l a .  (1°)
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Stimulus word
Ite an no of 
responses
ION 5.38
CHARGE
PROTON
ANODE
GROUP
POSITIVE
ELECTROLYTE
OXIDATION
VALENCY
ELECTRONIC
CONFIGURATION
5.28
5.27
5.17
4.70
4.62
4.60
4.54
4.40
tost frequent responses (% of respondents)
4.22
positive (64), negative (63), electron (40), 
atom (28), eletrolysis (27), charge ( )»
bond/-ing (16) [ionic- (bond) ^ l  . meta1 ( ),
gain etc (10), anion (10), cation (10), 
cathode (10)
positive (83), negative (82), el® ^ C^ . (38)* 
ion (33), electron (32), electrolys ( ),
current (16), proton (14), volts/-age (11)
neutron (88), electron (73), positive (60), neutron v««;» atomic nimber (20),nucleus (51), atom (50), . 
atomic mass (18), charge (16)
„and, (86), electrolysis (77), positive (68). 
electrode (25). I »  (2 1), nc,stlv. (19 . 
anion (15), electricity (15), c°PP®r ( ’’oxygen (1 2 ), electron (1 2 ), carbon ( )
periodic table (68), halogen
S S S  ( S :  - A  (11). similar (10)
[inert (5) + noble (6) +  rare (3) gas - (14)]
negative (87), anode (46), proton (37), ion (36), 
charge (24), cathode (16), electron ( )•
electrolysis (13), metal (11). hydrogen (11)
electrolysis (61), ' ^ f ^ f T i q ^ d  (21),
citv (30), cathode (24), anode (2 J, “conduction etc (17), copper
(“ >. <“ >• '1''tr00 tl3>' 
current (12), molten (12) _________
reduction (73), electron (44),
S T o » ,  o u .  ' • * » (12). r“ tlon ‘ ’
mmher (37), electron (36), bond/-ing (22), 
S Î S l c  table (21), element (19), group (16). 
S A  (12), formula (11 ), ion ( 1 ) ,  « « /2  (10), 
equation (10), combining-power (10)
electron (60), «Alt etc (39), <»>•
_____ fil). K/L/M etc (10)
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In «rms of the particular aaaocl.tl». .e.ologa of tha differ«« 
stimulus words a »umber of pol»t. o, « » » «  *■* "« “ " d - “ “V
„rds bad a ... "strong" —  <*• - > *  ™  “ “  “  *“
used to  h ig h lig h t  the responses used by more than h a lf the
number had rather 1 . . .  sharp ly  d e fined  a s s o c ia t iv e  meanings. Thus fo r
the f e n c i n g  c o n c e p t , there .a s  -  — * «  “  C<~ ° n ”  “
many as h a lf  the O -le v e l chem istry students taking part in  the study^
ISOTOPE, ELECTROCHEMICAL SERIES, VALENCY, REDUCING AGENT, ATOMIC 
ELEMENT, ELECTRIC CURRENT, ATOM. Most o f  these were words o f  r e la t iv e ly  
low er "m eaningfulness” a lthough the la s t  two mentioned we
associative meanings. Although attempts at classifying associative
a s a t is fa c to r y  (s e e  S ection  5.2.5) two groups 
responses have r a r e ly  proved s a t is fa c to  y
Of strong re sp o n ... must be noted. «  —  •«  — “  ~  "  
meaning .e re  often e lic it e d  <eg POSlllVg -  negative-, AHOOE -  “
OXIDATION -  re d u c t io n , and, in te r e s t in g ly , —  —  «  "
4 . word were a lso  common (eg  CATHODE -  e l e c t r o ly s i s ,
d escr ib ed  the stim ulus word were a
fnn . PERIODIC TABLE -  elem ent, grou p , 
n eg a tiv e ; ATOMIC NUMBER -  p roton , PERIOD
general a s s o c ia t e ,  (e g  PHOTO» -  neutron, and p a r t icu la r  
(e g  HALOGEN -  c h lo r in e , .e r e  le s s
although  more f r a , « «  1—  down response h ie r a r c h ie s .
7.2.2 Hierarchical cluster analyses. In evaluating t
o lu s te r  a n a ly s is  — ■ -  ~  * -  «  “ *  " h “ 1"8 “  “
popu lation  a .  a ^  ^  „
^ v maDs o f  in d iv id u a ls , or
H an that id io s y n c r a t ic  d if fe r e n c e s  in  the map assumption that ia  j
. . _o s e t s ,  would tend to  be averaged o u t . Th 
between p a rt icu la r  teac ^  ^  ^  .  f i r 8 t  approxim ation ,
the population  map cou ld  b e e p _______________________ ______________________ _
„  .Irr.r the subject-matter structure .. . « 1 —  “  ">« dlai'“ * 
constructed when planning the PS test («teres Cl - C3 in hpp.ndl, • 
Support for such an erpect.tlon »a. found in a number of the studies 
reeiewed in Section 5-1 (eg Sh.e.lson, »72; Pre.ce, 1 ™ «  Fisher.
in which group map. produced recognisable a p p r o « . . « ™ ,  to a 
priori subject-matter structures, «though the structure, d r , «  in this 
c.,e depended in detail on the subjective judgement of the author, t 
« r e  felt to provide an acceptable base-line fro. which to work; and 
although they were neither simple nor fully hierarchical, the presence 
of hierarchical element. -  held to l - i f y  *
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„ere not assigned to any group. ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATION and ELECTRIC 
CURRENT appeared as links between the electrolysis/atomic structure 
complex and the periodic table cluster, the former concept, at least, 
appearing well placed. However, the redox cluster and the remaining 
four concepts (VALENCY, ISOTOPE, FORMULA and ELECTROCHEMICAL SERIES) 
were not well integrated into the structure.
The McQuitty average linkage method (Figure 7.2), groups concepts on the 
basis of the mean relatedness coefficients between previously 
established groups and is less inclined to produce chains. Because of 
this averaging of coefficients, the concepts appeared less closely 
related than in the nearest-neighbour method, however, very similar 
groupings were found and there were fewer isolates. The electrolysis 
cluster was expanded to accommodate ELECTRIC CURRENT. Similarly, the 
atomic structure cluster now Included the concepts ISOTOPE, ELECTRONIC 
CONFIGURATION and VALENCY, the two latter being paired together g
strictly speaking isolated, FORMULA was more closely associated with 
this cluster than with any other. The periodic table and redox clusters 
remained unchanged, leaving only ELECTROCHEMICAL SERIES in an isolated 
position. Thus the average linkage method provided more readily 
interpretable groupings, with fewer isolated concepts, than the nearest-
neighbour method.
Direct comparison of the associative maps with the a priori subject- 
matter structures were difficult because the latter were complex and 
interlinked rather than fully hierarchical. Thus, for example, in the 
dendograms POSITIVE and NEGATIVE CHARGES were not linked simultaneously 
to ION, to ANODE and CATHODE, and to PROTON and ELECTRON; nor was 
ELECTRON linked in a complex pattern to all of NEGATIVE, ELECTRONIC 
CONFIGURATION, ATOM, ELECTRIC CURRENT, OXIDATION and REDUCTION. Such 
patterns obviously could not be represented in a simple hierarchy,
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nevertheless the convergence of the maps and the subject-matter 
structure was impressive and the electrolysis, atomic structure and 
periodic table clusters in the average linkage map differed only 
slightly from the corresponding subject-matter structures. This 
provided strong evidence that the word associations of the students were 
reflecting the structure of the chemistry they had learned and 
encouraged the investigation of alternative, non-hierarchical cluster 
analysis solutions.
7.2.3 Non-hierarchical cluster analyses. Two non-hierarical 
clustering methods were discussed in Section 5.2.7. The first was 
method described by Jardine and Sibson (1968) which identifies "maximal 
complete sub-groups" of entities which are fully interconnected above a 
series of given threshold levels and allows such groups to Intersect at a 
predetermined number of points; the second, a stepwise graphical method 
described by Waern (1972) in which all pairs of entities interconnected 
above a series of threshold levels are connected by lines, further lines 
(to new entities only) being added as the threshold is lowered step by 
step. While Jardine and Sibson's method demands considerable computer 
time, Waern's method can be carried out quite rapidly by hand from a 
relatedness half-matrix. The two methods are, in fact, almost equivalent 
but the former produces a series of Venn diagrams while the latter 
produces a graphical solution. Trial runs with both quickly established 
that they produced virtually identical solutions and that the graphical 
version was the more readily interpreted. Particularly towards the end 
of an analysis, as lower thresholds became involved, Jardine and Sibson's 
method produced large, unstructured clusters in which the information 
available at earlier stages in the analysis was lost. In contrast,
Waern's method preserved information from step to step. Thus only the 
results produced using Waern's method are discussed below.
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Waern (1972) suggests that cut-off thresholds should be selected so as 
to (1) minimise the number of isolated entities, and (ii) maximise the 
distance between the two most distant points on the graph. Striking a 
balance between the two criteria resulted in a six step analysis using 
successive threshold values for the relatedness coefficients as listed
below:
Threshold level 1 - relatedness coefficient > 0.40
These values were similar to those employed in other recent investiga­
tions (eg Preece, 1976a, b, c; Cachapuz, 1979; Fisher, 1979; Moynihan, 
1982; Kempa and Nicholls, 1983). The resulting graphs, shown in Figure 
7.3, are discussed below and comparisons are made with the a priori 
subject-matter structures produced during the planning of this phase of 
the study (Figures Cl - C3. Appendix C). While it is customary to label 
each line on the graph with the number of the step in the analysis at 
which it was added, it was found more convenient to label, at each step,
only newly added lines.
The meaning of these threshold values of relatedness coefficients 
^ ) T y V e  clarified by reference to the following descriptions 
These are representative only and are based on response lists of 
average length.
RC - 0.5 - each word is probably the first or second response to 
the other; if not then the response lists are near 
identical.
RC - 0.3 - one word may be the first response to the other or both 
words may elicit the same first response etc.
RC - 0.2 - the first response to one word may be the second 
response to the other.
have their third responses in common etc.RC - 0.1 - the lists may
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Stage 1 (RC > 0.40)
ELECTROLYSIS
ELECTRODE 
ANODE ------------------- CATHODE
POSITIVE NEGATIVE
CHARGE
Stage 2 (RC > 0.30) 
ELECTROLYSIS
Stage 3 (RC > 0.25) 
ELECTROLYSIS
ELECTROLYTE
ELECTRODE
ANODE
POSITIVE
CATHODE
I
NEGATIVE
PERIODIC TABLE ------ GROUP
PROTON ELECTRON
OXIDATION ------- REDUCTION
ATOMIC
MASS
PERIODIC ------  GROUP
TABLE
2 \
ATOMIC
NUMBER
ATOM
OXIDATION
ELECTRON 
REDUCING AGENTJ 2
REDUCTION
PERIODIC 
TABLE V.
ATOMIC 
MASS V
GROUP
ATOMIC
NUMBER
ION
CHARGE
ELECTRON
ELECTRIC
CURRENT
REDUCING AGENT
ATOM
ELECTRONIC
CONFIGURATION
PROTON —
I3
POSITIVE
ELECTRON
I 3
NEGATIVE
CHARGE
OXIDATION REDUCTION
Fleure 7.3 Cluster analysis o f mean matrix; Waem's method
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Stage (RC > 0.20) - one new link only
PERIODIC
TABLE
ELEMENT GROUP
HALOGEN
Stage 5 (RC > 0.15) - two new links only
ATOMIC 
MASS
ATOMIC
NUMBER
PROTON
GROUP
HALOGEN
Stage 6 (RC > 0.10) - no new links to electrolysis cluster
PERIODIC
REDUCING
AGENT
CHARGE
OXIDATION REDUCTION
*
ELECTRON
Figure 7.3 Cluster analysis of mean matrix; Waern's method (cont^
At the first stage of the analysis, five small clusters were observed.
Of these an “electrolysis" cluster interlinking four concepts was 
particularly noted. At the second stage this cluster expanded, and by 
the third stage, beyond which no further elaboration occurred, showed 
close affinity with the a priori subject-matter structure. Of the 
concepts included in the word association test only ELECTROCHEMICAL 
SERIES was missing, and it may be conjectured that this concept was 
unfamiliar to most of the students involved. The associative structure 
showed a few additional links which had not been predicted. Apart from 
"opposites" (ANODE - CATHODE, POSITIVE - NEGATIVE), which are a well- 
known feature of word associations, these were readily interpretable 
in terms of the logic of elementary chemistry.
By the third stage in the analysis, three further clusters were becoming 
elaborated. Those containing concepts related to the periodic table and 
to redox systems are discussed later; the third clearly represented 
atomic structure. Insofar as four of the concepts involved in this 
cluster were shared in common with the electrolysis cluster, the clarity 
of the graph was improved by representing such concepts separately for 
the two clusters. It can be seen that the map of "atomic structure" 
closely resembles the corresponding a priori subject-matter structure, 
lacking only the suggested direct links between ATOM and ELECTRON, and 
between ATOMIC NUMBER AND ATOM. These links, in fact, only narrowly 
failed to appear at the second and third stages of the analysis 
respectively. Stage 4 of the analysis added HALOGEN to the "periodic 
table" cluster and stage 5 linked this cluster to the "atomic structure- 
group through links between PERIODIC TABLE and ATOMIC NUMBER, and 
between ELEMENT and ATOM, exactly as suggested in the a priori subject- 
matter structure. At stage 6, three important features were added.
First, the concept ISOTOPE joined the “atomic structure" cluster very 
much as expected. Second, the concept VALENCY provided additional links 
between the "periodic table" and "atomic structure" clusters although 
six links, rather than the suggested three, were involved. Finally, the 
"redox" cluster became linked to the concept ELECTRON. The latter has 
been separately represented in the map to preserve the clarity of the 
graph and to facilitate comparisons with the a priori subject-matter
structure.
The convergence of the structures of the three interpenetrating clusters 
with the a priori subject-matter networks was very striking. If the 
associative links of reciprocally related concepts are ignored, the 
structures are near identical in many respects and all links in the 
associative map are readily interpretable in chemical terms. Given the 
assumptions already referred to regarding, (i> the acceptability of the 
a priori subject-matter structures as reflecting the interrelationships 
taught to O-level chemistry students, and (ii> the averaging effects of 
using the half-matrix of mean relatedness coefficients, this 
convergence strongly indicates the validity of the method employed as a 
means of mapping learned semantic structures. Waern’s method obviously 
represented a significant improvement on hierarchical clustering methods 
in this respect and was therefore adodpted for the main analyses which 
are reported in Section 7.4 below.
7 . 3  Some non-.tructural comparison, of the word association, of high 
and low achievers
In this section, non-structural comparisons are made of the word 
associations of problem-relevant concepts for students of high and low 
achievement on these problems. Both "meaningfulness" and "associative
meaning" are considered.
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Groups of high and low achievers were Identified with reference to the 
first four questions on the PS test. These comprised 21 Items relating 
to the topics electrolysis, redox and the periodicity of atomic 
structure, and had been used as the basis for selecting concept words 
for the WAT. Of the items concerned, it has already been noted that item 
1(c) (104) was unclear to many students and that Items 4(c)(1), (H) and
(111) (404-406) did not discriminate well.1 The distribution of scores 
on the remaining 17 items was computed (mean 8.37, standard deviation 
3.33) and high and low achievers were selected on the basis of scores 
exceeding one standard deviation above and below the mean, respectively. 
The “top" group comprised 26 students with scores of 13 or more out of 
17 (mean 14.1, standard deviation 0.99) and the "bottom" group 29
2
students with scores of 4 or less (mean 3.14, standard deviation 1.03). 
The difference between the mean scores of these groups was highly 
significant statistically (t - 40.23; df » 54; p < 0.001).
Although this procedure distinguished very satisfactorily between high 
and low achievers on the problems as a set, It was felt that discrimina­
tion might be further improved by selecting separate groups on the basis 
of performance on each of the three topics. This was done, for each 
topic, on the basis of scores on the five Items whose solution was 
judged to be most closely dependent on the concepts Included In the WAT. 
Groups of between 18 and 23 students were selected such that those In
1. Discussion of these Items will be found In Section 6.1.1 and in 
Appendix B.
2. The four versions of the test differed little In overall 
difficulty, and for only a small minority of Items did variations 
of the task formulation lead to significant differences in 
facility. As was reported earlier (Section 6.1 .4) statistics 
calculated across test versions agreed closely with those 
calculated separately for each version. The selection of high and 
low achievement groups without reference to test versions was 
therefore considered justifiable.
the "top" groups all had perfect scores on their set of five items, 
while those in the "bottom" group all had zero (or, in the case of the 
"electrolysis" set, either zero or one).1 In practice, analyses based 
on these groups yielded results which were closely similar to those 
obtained using the original groupings. To avoid difficulties associated 
with concepts common to more than one topic area, and to keep the 
account reasonably concise, the results reported below are based largely 
on the original groupings. However, reference is occasionally made to 
data from the separate topic groups where this adds to the picture.
7.3.1 "Meaningfulness’ and mean relatedness coefficients. Table 7.2 
shows the mean lengths of the response lists and the mean relatedness 
coefficients for the high and low achievement groups, together with 
their scores on the relevant set of test items. While high achievers 
appeared to have somewehat longer response lists, that is to say, more 
"meaningful" concepts (Noble, 1952), this effect did not quite reach 
statistical significance at the 5% level and must be regarded with some 
caution. There was no difference in the mean overlap between concepts 
as reflected by the relatedness coefficient. The latter finding is 
consistent with that reported by Rothkopf and Thurner (1970), who found 
no correlation between PS scores and mean associative overlap. Both 
findings are also consistent with Preece's (1977) interpretation of the 
development trends of certain indices derived from word association 
tests (see Section 5.2.5). He implies, in effect, that neither 
"meaningfulness", nor mean associative overlap, can distinguish between
1 It may be of interest to note in passing that two students «PPe«ed 
in the top group (perfect score) in one topic area and the bottom 
1 th / in another; a further ten students in one or
«“ “J <rt ° Troup averaged 70* or more on the other two topics. 
This further confirms evidence reported earlier regarding the 
topic-specific nature of examination performance.
well and poorly discriminated associations. The question of the 
quality of the associations of students of high and low achievement is
taken up in the next section.
Table 7.2 Quantitative data relating to the word associations and 
------------ PS test scores of students of high and low achievement
Top group Bottom group
Mean SD Mean SD t
Mean length of response 
list
5.12 1.35 4.53 1.10 1.77+ 53
Mean relatedness 
coefficient
.086 .018 .084 .027 0.39 53
Score on relevant items 
(ex 17)
14.12 0.99 3.14 1.03 40.23* 53
* p < 0.001; + 0.05 < P < 0.10
7.3.2 Associative meaning. The WAT responses of the high and low 
achievement groups reflected a number of significant differences in the 
associative meaning which each group attached to most of the stimulus 
words. Figure C5 in Appendix C shows, for each group, the frequency 
(Z) of all responses used by at least 30% of either. Where this allowed 
less than five responses to be shown, the threshold was lowered to 20%. 
Two shortened examples (using a threshold of 40% and based on data from 
the separate topic groups) are shown in Figure 7.4 for illustrative 
purposes. Each stimulus word is printed in capital letters, and is 
followed, in lower case, by responses which it elicited. These are 
ranked according to the frequency with which they were used by the top 
group. The proportion of each group using each response is indicated by 
a bar graph. The significance of the difference between the proportions 
of high and low achievers making any particular response was tested 
using a method involving the calculation of the standard error of the
differences between proportions (Lewis, 1973, p 122)
Response frequency — —  0% 202 402 602_____802____ 1002_
n __higlwachievement^group-
~3 low achievement group
--- ----------* r f T 0 . 0 1  * P < 0.05
Figure 7.4 Most frequent responses (2) of high and low achievement 
— 6---------- groups (separate topics) to two stimulus words
It can be seen from Figure 7.4 that a number of the responses shown were 
used significantly more often by high achievers than by low achievers.
These include "oxidation", "electron" and "hydrogen" as responses to 
REDUCTION, and "electron" and "bonding" as responses to VALENCY. The 
response "oxygen" to REDUCTION shows the opposite trend while the response 
“number" to VALENCY fails to discriminate at all between the two groups. 
Responses of the first and second Rinds were described as positively and 
negatively discriminating respectively. Table 7.3 summarises all 
responses which discriminated between high and low achievers at 
statistically significant levels. A number of trends regarding 
differences between the associative responses of high and low achievers 
are briefly discussed below, with reference to this table, for the light 
which they throw on the mapping exercise reported in the next section. 
Further examples from Figure C5 which, though failing to reach
Tahle 7.3 Associative responses which discriminated significant^ 
between high and low achievers
____________ ________ _
Stimulus
word
Positively discrimin­
ating responses
Negatively discrimin­
ating responses
ATOM nucleus* proton*, neutron*
PROTON positive**, nucleus*
ELECTRON negative*
VALENCY electron**, bond**, 
combining power**
ISOTOPE radioactive*
ELEMENT compound*
PERIODIC
TABLE metal*
GROUP element*, metal*
HALOGEN chlorine*, iodine*
ELECTROLYSIS ion* positive*
ELECTROLYTE solution*
ANODE electrode*
ION charge*
ELECTROCHEMICAL
SERIES
sodium**
NEGATIVE ion**
CHARGE ion*
OXIDATION reduction*, electron**
REDUCTION oxidation*, electron*, 
hydrogen*, redox*
REDUCING
AGENT
1 electron**, oxidising agent'1____________ _______________ k
KEY: Significance levels * P < 0.05; ** p <0.01
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statistically significant levels, provided supporting evidence are also 
referred to.
The positively discriminating responses which characterised high 
achievers tended to be either:
(i) words directly used in defining or describing the stimulus
(or which are defined or described by the stimulus);
(ii) important examples, sub-sets etc of the stimulus;
(iii) certain reciprocal associations;
(iv) other problem-relevant associations.
By contrast, the negatively discriminating responses which charac­
terised low achievers tended to be poorly discriminated general 
associations.
Examples of the first class of positively discriminating responses were 
numerous. Thus "proton" is shown in the a priori subject-matter structure 
(Figure C2, Appendix C) as (partly) defined or described by reference to 
"nucleus" and to "positive". Both responses were significant positive 
discriminators while the vaguer associations "neutron" and "electron 
tended to discriminate negatively (though not at a statistically 
significant level). Similarly "electron" was a much more likely response 
to both OXIDATION and REDUCTION for a high achiever than for a low 
achiever. A reciprocal example, in which a stimulus defined or described 
a positively discriminating response, was provided by the response "ion" 
to CHARGE. The prevalence of "directly related" responses (Preece, 1977) 
in the associations of high as opposed to low achievers was confirmed 
statistically. For this purpose "directly related" responses were defined 
as those joined to the stimulus word by a direct link in the a priori 
subject-matter structures (Figures Cl - C3 in Appendix C). The mean
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number of such responses for the high achievement group was significantly
1
greater than that for the low achievement group.
In the second class of positively discriminating responses were those 
which were important examples of the stimulus word. Thus high achievers 
were significantly more likely to respond "chlorine" or "iodine" to 
HALOGEN and "radioactive" to ISOTOPE.
Responses which can be regarded as opposites to the stimuli which elicit 
them are well-known in WATs. In the present test, most such responses 
tended to be weakly negative discriminators. This applied to the pairs 
"anode/cathode", "positive/negative" and "proton/electron". However, 
"oxidation" and "reduction" were positively discriminating mutual 
responses. By way of rationalisation it could be argued that oxidation 
and reduction are mutually interdependent concepts and that their 
association is therefore fundamental in a way which does not apply to 
the other pairs of concepts.
The fourth class of positively discriminating responses was described 
as "other problem relevant associations". To a large extent this covered 
both the previous classes and tended to overlap particularly with the 
first, although the definitions or descriptions involved were less clear 
cut. Thus the associations of "solution" with ELECTROLYTE, and "electron" 
with VALENCY, fall into this class.
Many responses discriminated little between high and low achievers, but 
a number were noted which tended to discriminate negatively, some at 
statistically significant levels. Such responses appeared to have few 
obvious characteristics in common and seemed best regarded as general,
1. High achievement group mean 1.01, standard deviation 0.60; low 
achievement group mean 0.74, standard deviation 0.51; t 6.69, 
df - 26, p < 0.001.
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poorly discriminated associations. The responses "metal" to PERIODIC 
TABLE and "positive" to ELECTROLYSIS were good examples. It was 
interesting that while the response "nucleus" discriminated positively 
as a response to ATOM, both "proton" and "neutron" were significant 
negative discriminators. This presumably reflected the fact that while 
the "nucleus" is part of an ATOM, "neutrons" and "protons" are parts of a 
NUCLEUS first, and thus only at a second order, of an ATOM.
The findings reported above appeared to augur well for the cognitive 
mapping exercise. Thus it seemed likely that the "directly related- 
responses of the high achievers would tend to lead to well discriminated 
associative overlaps and thence to maps closely reflecting the logical 
organisation of the stimulus concepts. Conversely the vague, poorly 
discriminated associations of the low achievers might be expected to 
introduce a random element into the associative overlap between concepts, 
yielding poorly discriminated structures. An account of the maps 
actually found for high and low achievers follows in the next section.
7 .4 The associative mans of high and low achievers
In planning this phase of the study, it was hypothesised that the 
organisation of chemical knowledge represented by the cognitive map of 
the high achiever would differ from that of the low achiever in ways 
which could be related to their differing PS performance; more 
specifically that the maps of high achievers would be more systematic, 
with higher overall levels of linkage and superior discrimination 
between more and less closely related concepts (Section 5.4). These 
expectations were broadly confirmed and are discussed and elaborated 
below with reference first to the mean associative maps of the high and 
low achievement groups and subsequently to the maps of individual high 
and low achievers. An attempt is also made to explore particular PS 
episodes in the light of individual cognitive maps.
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7.4.1 Descriptions of the l e a n  maps of high and low achievement groups.
Mean associative maps for the high and low achievement groups were 
generated using Waern's stepwise method as described earlier in the 
chapter. They are presented in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 (pp 288 and 289).
To facilitate comparisons, the structures emerging after the second, 
fourth and sixth stages of the analysis have been shown.
The maps of the two achievement groups showed broad structural 
similarities; however, two important differences were apparent. At any 
given level of relatedness between concepts, the low achievement group 
tended to have less interconnected structures than the high achievement 
group, and important linkages between “directly related" concepts were 
often missing. In this context “directly related" concepts were defined 
by the a priori subject matter-structures, Figures Cl to C3, in Appendix 
C and were concepts judged to be of primary importance in defining or 
describing one another in the context of a GCE O-level chemistry 
course. Secondly, a number of concepts were linked rather differently 
in the two structures, that of the low achievement group tending to 
contain more links between concepts which were not "directly related'.
A general d i s c u s s i o n  of the ways in wh i c h  the first of these differences 
can arise, in the context of Waern's method of analysing a relatedness 
matrix, must prec e d e  a detailed and specific examination of the two 
s t r uctures.
W a e r n ’s method dema n d s  that links be drawn between concepts w h i c h  are 
interrelated above a series of decreasing threshold levels, providing 
only that the c o n c e p t s  concerned have not already been linked into a 
common structure at an earlier theshold. Thus, the absence of a link at 
a given stage of the analysis may simply indicate that the concepts 
concerned are related (if at all) only below the particular threshold 
level chosen. Following a number of precedents, all analyses in the
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present study were terminated at a relatedness coefficient of 0.1. Thus 
any links represented by lower coefficients would be too weak to appear. 
However, the persistent failure of a particular link (say of X to Y) to 
appear at any step during an analysis might also have a quite different 
explanation; namely that their interrelationship was not a prominent 
one relative to their separate interrelationships with other concepts.
Thus if both X and Y have other much stronger associates and have been 
linked through these into a common structure at a higher threshold, then 
the relatively weaker X-Y link will not appear.1 Insofar as the 
accessibility of one idea from another was considered likely to influence 
PS behaviour, the tendency of the method of analysis employed to suppress 
associations that were weak, either in absolute terms or in relation to 
competing associations, was considered not merely acceptable but, indeed,
appropriate.
The associative maps of the high and low achievement groups (Figures 7.5 
and 7.6 respectively) can now be discussed in detail. It will be 
convenient to compare them topic by topic.
(i) The electrolysis cluster. After the first two steps of the
analysis, the maps of both achievement groups showed a pattern of concepts 
similar to that obtained for the population as a whole (Section 7.2.3). 
However, for the high achievement group some of the links were stronger
1. There was obviously a danger that the application of a particular 
threshold might distort an analysis by failing to record one
. „ of associations of similar strength, simply because
it°hfppened to fall marginally below the nominated level. Cases of 
.. . ?? d uere in fact, easily detected when constructing the maps
and w^r«dfortuiiately rare. WhLe they occurred, and providing that 
neither of the concepts concerned was invoived In any other 
interrelationships at above the next lower threshold l m l ,  «  wa 
deemed more useful to add the link to the map (using a dotted line) 
rather than to allow the relationship to be obscured. One such 
example appears in each of Figures 7.5 and 7.6.
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Stages 1 and 2
ELECTROLYSIS
PERIODIC
TABLE
ATOM
PROTON —  
2 |
POSITIVE
- ELECTRON
I2
- NEGATIVE
CHARGE^ REDUCING AGENT
OXIDATION---  REDUCTION
Stages 3 and 4
ELECTROLYSIS
periodic table" and "redox" clusters unchanged
ELECTROLYTE / ELECTRODE^
-  CATHODE
I
-  NEGATIVE
ANODE ■ ATOMIC.MASS
POSITIVE
ION ELECTRON
CHARGE ELECTRIC
CURRENT
ATOMIC
NUMBER
ATOM-
ELECTRON — —  ELECTRONIC
! CONFIGURATION
POSITIVE —  NEGATIVE
\  /
CHARGE
Stages 5 and 6 - "electrolysis" cluster unchanged
Figure 7.5 Cluster analysis of mean matrix for high achievement &rou£
Stages 1 and 2
ELECTROLYSIS
ELECTROLYTE j  ELECTRODE
------- CATHODE
ATOMIC 
MASS
ATOMIC
NUMBER
ANODE
POSITIVE -
ATOM
PROTON---------  ELECTRON
NEGATIVE
CHARGE
PERIODIC -  
TABLE
OXIDATION
GROUP
REDUCTION
Stages 3 and 4 PERIODIC
TABLE
Stages 5 and 6 •electrolysis" and "redox" clusters unchanged 
FORMULA
HALOGEN
CHARGE
Figure 7.6 Cluster analysis of mean matrix for low achievement grouR
and the concept ELECTRON was a lrea d y  attached to the s t r u c tu r e . By 
com parison, s ix  lin k s  were absen t from the map o f  the bottom grou p . The 
concept ELECTRODE was not w e ll in tegrated  in to  the s tru ctu re  and n e ith er 
ION nor ELECTRON were presen t a t a l l ;  CATHODE was not lin ked  w ith  NEGATIVE 
( in  fa c t  i t  was a sso c ia te d  e q u a lly  with both NEGATIVE and POSITIVE at 
the second th resh old  l e v e l ,  bu t these undiscrim inating lin k s  d id  not 
appear as the con cep ts  were a lrea d y  part o f  the same s tru ctu re  at the 
h igher l e v e l ) .  At the th ird  and fourth  le v e l s ,  beyond which n e ith e r  map 
developed any fu r th e r , both  groups added ELECTRIC CURRENT by lin k a g e  to 
CHARGE. The low achievem ent group a lso  added ION, which was lin k ed  to 
POSITIVE and NEGATIVE on ly  and not to the more gen era l term CHARGE, and 
ELECTRON which was attached  t o  ION rather than to the d i r e c t ly  re la ted  
term NEGATIVE. The term ELECTROCHEMICAL SERIES remained is o la te d  fo r  
both groups and was o b v io u s ly  unfam iliar to many o f  the s tu d en ts .
( i i )  The redox c lu s t e r .  Only fou r concepts were in vo lved  here.
By the second th re sh o ld , the high achievement group had e s ta b lish e d  a 
sim ple tr ia n gu la r map in  w hich OXIDATION and REDUCTION were lin k ed  at 
the f i r s t  l e v e l ,  and REDUCING AGENT with both a t the second l e v e l .  For 
the low achievement grou p , OXIDATION and REDUCTION o n ly  were lin k ed  at 
the second le v e l .  As was p re v io u s ly  noted in the con tex t o f  a s s o c ia t iv e  
meaning, the m utuality  o f  th e  concepts OXIDATION and REDUCTION appeared 
to  be b e tte r  r e f le c t e d  in  the a s so c ia t io n s  o f  the h igher achievem ent 
group . At the th ird  s tep  o f  the a n a ly s is , the lower achievem ent group 
added REDUCING AGENT but as an a sso c ia te  o f  REDUCTION o n ly . F in a lly , 
at the s ix th  and f in a l  s ta g e  o f  the a n a ly s is , the h igh  achievem ent group 
lin ked  both OXIDATION and REDUCTION to  the im portant, d i r e c t ly  re la ted  
con cept ELECTRON and thence to  other a sp ects  o f  th e ir  o v e r a ll  knowledge 
s tru c tu re . For the low achievem ent group the redox c lu s te r  remained a 
sim ple is o la te d  chain  o f  ap p aren tly  very  lim ited  use in  the co n te x t  o f  PS
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( i i i )  The atonic structure/periodic table cluster. Th s was a
more elaborate cluster In which up to 16 concepts were involved. As 
with both the other clusters, the map of the high achievement group, 
after the second stage of the analysis, was similar to, but rather 
further advanced than, that of the population as a whole. In 
particular, the atomic structure cluster included the correct charges 
linked to the sub-atomic particles concerned. These charges were not 
present in the map of the low achievement group which did, however, 
contain a unique triangular structure involving ATOMIC NUMBER, ATOMIC 
MASS and PROTON. It was tempting to regard the ATOMIC NUMBER - ATOMIC 
MASS link as resulting from crude general associations to the word 
ATOMIC and this was checked by reference to the response frequency 
graphs for the two achievement groups (Table C5, Appendix C). These 
showed that the high overlap was due, in roughly equal measure, to 
negatively discriminating mutual associations of each term for the 
other, and to their common associations with '•proton” and "neutron", 
three out of the four observed pairings of response to stimulus 
reflecting second order, rather than direct, relationships and being 
negatively discriminating. Both low and high achievement groups had a 
second simple cluster at this level, consisting of PERIODIC TABLE and
GROUP.
At the level of the third threshold, the structure of the high 
achievement group included ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATION linked to ELECTRON, 
ELEMENT linked to ATOM, and ATOMIC MASS and ATOMIC NUMBER linked to one 
another, and through the latter only, to PROTON. The PERIODIC TABLE 
cluster was unchanged. For the low achievement group ELECTRONIC 
CONFIGURATION was linked to the map in the same way, though only at the 
fourth threshold level. ELEMENT was linked to PERIODIC TABLE instead of 
it is directly related to both, this was probablyto ATOM, however, as
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o f  l i t t l e  s ig n i f ic a n c e  and in fa c t  made no d if fe r e n c e  to the s tru ctu re  
which f i n a l ly  emerged. Also at the th ir d  le v e l ,  ELECTRON became lin k ed  
to ION and thence to  both POSITIVE and NEGATIVE ( i n  the absence o f  t h is  
in d ir e c t  l in k ,  ELECTRON would have lin k e d  d ir e c t ly  to  both POSITIVE and 
NEGATIVE at the f i f t h  l e v e l ! ) .
At the f i f t h  and s ix th  threshold  l e v e l s ,  four im portant groups o f  
lin kages o ccu rred . VALENCY became lin k e d  at step  f i v e ,  to  ELECTRONIC 
CONFIGURATION in  the stru ctu re  o f  the h igh  achievement group, but le s s  
m ean ingfu lly  to  both  ELEMENT and GROUP in  that o f  the low achievem ent 
group. HALOGEN became linked  to  GROUP in  the high a ch iev ers ' map at the 
f i f t h  th resh old  le v e l  and, le s s  d is c r im in a t in g ly , to  both GROUP and 
PERIODIC TABLE at the s ix th  le v e l  in  th e  low a ch ie v e rs ’ map. ISOTOPE 
became lin k ed  to ATOMIC NUMBER, ATOMIC MASS, ATOM and PROTON at the 
f i f t h  le v e l  in  the map o f  the high achievem ent group and to a l l  but 
PROTON at the s ix th  le v e l  in  the low a ch iev ers  map. In both the la t  
cases i t  was noted that the lin k s  were weaker fo r  the low achievem ent 
group. I t  may a ls o  be re levan t that the p ro to co ls  c o l le c te d  during the 
f i r s t  phase o f  the study suggested th a t  many students appeared to  d e fin e  
iso to p e s  by d ir e c t  re fe ren ce  to numbers o f  protons and neutrons. I f  
th is  was the ca se , then proton would be a d i r e c t ly  re la ted  response fo r  
such s tu d en ts . The p e r io d ic  ta b le  and atomic c lu s te r  s tru ctu res  were 
combined a t  the f i f t h  le v e l  fo r  both groups in  e s s e n t ia l ly  the same 
way. F in a lly  FORMULA, which remained is o la te d  f o r  the high achievem ent 
group, was lin ked  rather u n d iscr im in a tin g ly  to  PERIODIC TABLE a t the 
s ix th  le v e l  in the map o f  the low achievem ent group .
Follow ing the ra th er d e ta ile d  account above, the next s e c t io n  is  
concerned with summarising and in te rp re t in g  these fin d in g s .
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7.4.2 An interpretation of findings in relation to the mean maps. The
mean associative map of the high achievement group differed from that of 
the low achievement group in that it tended to have more and stronger 
links between directly related concepts and fewer links between concepts 
which were not directly related. A visual comparison of the maps of the 
two groups showed that 19 links between directly related concepts were 
weaker or absent in the map of the low achievement group as compared to 
four which were weaker in that of the high achievement group.1 The map 
of the low achievement group also contained four links, absent in that 
of the high achievers, between concepts which were not directly 
related. As a result, the map of the low achievement group was less 
complex and more fragmented than that of the high achievement group. 
Comparisons of the associative meanings of the concepts for the two 
groups (Section 7.3.2) suggested that linkages involving important sub­
sets and examples of concepts would probably have discriminated between 
high and low achievers in a similar way had it been possible to include 
some of the these in the WAT.
An assumption underlying this phase of the study was that the overlap of 
a student's lists of associative responses to two concept words 
(weighted to allow for the primacy of the responses) provided a useful 
estimate of the accessibility of one concept from the other in the 
student's LTM store; also that the inter-accessibility of particular 
problem-relevant concepts was a necessary, if not a sufficient, 
condition for succesful PS.2 In terms of these assumptions it was
nf these four three were nevertheless still strong links (RC >
arguably preferring the more fundamental relationship.
It could not be a sufficient condition insofar as (i) the “^ure 
of the recalled relationship might be inimical to success and (ii) 
errors might be introduced at other stages in the PS process.
apparent that the mean cognitive map of the high achievement group was 
better adapted for solving chemical problems in the topic areas 
concerned than was that of the low achievement group. To this extent 
the assumptions appeared to be vindicated. These points are illustrated 
below with reference to three examples, chosen almost at random, from
the PS test.
Item 2(b)(202) asked students to identify a pair of isotopes on the 
basis of data relating to the number of electrons in a neutral atom and 
to mass numbers. The maps showed that high achievers had a more 
strongly defined concept of isotope and were more likely to associate 
isotope directly with proton (and, on the basis of data from the 
response frequency graphs in Figure C5, Appendix C, with neutron). It 
can also be seen from the maps that they were much more immediately 
aware of the charges on the proton and electron and were thus more 
likely to equate the numbers of each present in a neutral atom. The 
introduction of irrelevant formulae in place of mass data in the 
augmented (irrelevant) version of this item depressed the scores of the 
low achievers much more than those of the high achievers. They may have 
been distracted by what was obviously a poorly discriminated association 
of FORMULA with PERIODIC TABLE and attempted fruitlessly to make use of 
this data. The high achievers' map showed that FORMULA had no strong 
associations with any of the concepts in these topic areas and they may 
thus have been better able to ignore the irrelevant data.
Item 3(a)(301) asked for a definition of oxidation in terms of changes 
at the atomic level. It was immediately apparent that this would 
discriminate against those students whose cognitive maps contained a 
redox cluster which lacked ELECTRON and which was essentially isolated 
from the network relating to atomic structure. This, in fact, applied
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to all the redox Items In the test, although obviously other factors 
would also be Involved.
Finally Item 2(e) (205) demanded the derivation of the formula for a 
compound on the basis of the numbers of electrons In the neutral atoms 
of two elements. Most of the students taking part In the first phase of 
the study who were successful in solving this item, made use of the data 
relating to electrons to derive the electronic configurations and thence 
the valency for each element. This route to the solution appeared much 
less likely for students in the low achievement group as the idea of the 
VALENCY was not directly accessible from ELECTRON and ELECTRONIC 
CONFIGURATION in the group map.
A difficulty in attempting to relate detailed PS behaviour to the 
cognitive maps presented so far concerns the averaging involved in 
generating the maps. Within a group of similar overall performance, 
different students tend to get their marks on different sets of items, 
and even where they succeed and fail on the same items, they may do so 
in different ways. A mean map for the population (Figure 7.3) may, for 
example, give the impression that “average" students have a rather rich 
associative network surrounding the concept VALENCY, involving 
potentially useful linkages of about equal strength to six other 
concepts. If so, this could be a misleading impression, a typical 
student having only two or three rather strong links and these links 
differing from student to student. For so complex an entity as a 
network of inter-connected associations amongst 27 concepts, an average 
map is only likely to resemble that of any particular individual if the 
variations between individual networks are fairly limited. Inspection 
of the associative maps of individual students suggested that they were 
often, by contrast, highly idiosyncratic in detail. Although the
reliability of the word associations of individuals has not been 
established and a systematic study of individual maps would be beyond 
the scope of the present study, those of a small number of students are 
discussed in relation to their PS behaviour in the next section.
7.4.3 Some individual case studies. The trends demonstrated in the 
"average" associative maps of groups of students provided potential 
explanations for differences in PS performance which could be explored 
for specific items, however more detailed information was available from 
individual maps. The relationship between the PS behaviour of 
particular high and low achievers and their associative maps was 
therefore examined in a number of short case studies. To maximise 
discrimination between the two achievement levels, individual students 
„ere selected on the basis of either perfect or near-zero scores on all 
the items relating to a given topic. Information regarding the detailed 
PS behaviour of each was sought from their answer scripts and from their 
notes on "working" and "difficulties" on the accompanying self-reporting 
forms. As far as possible cases were selected for further study only 
when the information available from these sources was considered to give 
an adequate picture of the PS episodes, although this was only partially
achieved.
As would be expected, the individual maps of high and low achievers 
showed similar features to those found in the corresponding "average- 
maps. in general, however, links between concepts tended to be both 
stronger and fewer. Although the maps of high achievers generally bore 
a closer resemblance to the average maps than was the case for low 
achievers, they were often less complex and less well structured than 
the average maps and showed considerable individual differences. 
However, the most prominent links were generally those linking directly
related concepts. Thus, while a number of links to be found in the 
average map for high achievers might be absent, those which were present 
usually joined concepts standing in important defining or describing 
relationships to one another. The maps of individual low achievers, by 
contrast, tended to include idiosyncratic links, while links between 
directly related concepts were more likely to be weak or absent than was 
the case for high achievers. The maps of low achievers thus tended both 
to vary more widely and to be more fragmented than those of high 
achievers.
The individual maps often appeared to provide useful insights into 
particular PS episodes. This can best be illustrated with reference to 
examples and these have been provided in the ten short case studies which 
follow. Before discussing these, however, two limitations on the inter­
pretive power of individual maps should be noted. The first concerns the 
more restricted nature of the inference which can be drawn from the 
presence of links in the associative map of an individual as opposed to 
that of a group. In both cases the inference is, strictly speaking, 
limited to the notion that one concept is more or less accessible from 
another. However, Nagy (1983) has argued that it seems implausible to 
suggest that word associations should successfully map subject-matter 
structures if such associations reflect false relationships. This 
argument has considerable force when applied to average maps, but is less 
persuasive in relation to individual maps which, even for high achievers, 
tend to contain idiosyncratic features and to mirror subject-matter 
structure somewhat less well. It has already been noted that the 
reliability of the word associations of individuals, as opposed to 
groups, has not been established. To this extent, more caution should 
probably be exercised when interpreting the maps of individual students.
A second restriction on the interpretive power of the maps of 
individuals, concerns the limited relevance of the maps to certain PS 
attempts. While it was often possible to account for "omitting or 
"guessing" by reference to the absence of certain necessary associations 
(and even, in a few cases, to offer speculative interpretations for a 
particular "guess") other strategies sometimes by-passed the map 
available. In order to include a sufficient number of items and to 
cover a range of topics, only a few concepts not explicitly named in the 
items could be included in the WAT. In practice, a number of attempts 
depended critically upon relationships involving concepts which did not 
appear in the maps and this prevented a full interpretation of some PS 
episodes. The absence of data relating to the associations of NUCLEUS 
and NEUTRON was a case in point. It was clear that these concepts 
relevant to a number of PS attempts for at least one item, but uncertain 
how their absence from a particular map may have distorted its
structure.
In generating associative maps from relatedness matrices during the case 
studies, the cut-off thresholds employed were slightly modified as 
compared with those used with the average maps. Because of the 
generally higher coefficients involved in the matrices of individuals, 
the first threshold was raised to 0.50. It was found convenient to set 
four subsequent thresholds (identified as levels 2 to 5) at decrements 
of 0.10. Before turning to examples of the case studies, it may be 
helpful to amplify slightly the footnote on page 273 regarding the 
interpretation of each of these levels. A relatedness coefficient of 
0.50, representing the first threshold, would be difficult to generate 
unless each of the pair of concept words involved, elicited the other as 
its first or second associative response. This expectation, based on 
calculations assuming response lists of various representative lengths,
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was confirmed by an inspection of the raw data from the WATs. Thus 
concepts linked at this level could be regarded as more or less 
immediately accessible from one another. At the second threshold 
(relatedness coefficient 0.40), one of the concepts tended to elicit the 
other, with both also sharing common associates of high primacy. For 
example, although ISOTOPE tended to elicit "atomic mass", ATOMIC MASS 
elicited "isotope” less often; both, however, tended to elicit "nucleus 
as an early response. Thus, linkages at this level generally 
represented immediate accessibility in one direction (indeterminate from 
the matrix), and ready accessibility, though of a "second-order" through 
a third concept, in the other direction. The third threshold, at a 
relatedness coefficient of 0.30, was most often associated with concepts 
eliciting common first responses together with some further associative 
overlap. Links at this level were thought of as representing ready, 
mutual accessibility at a second-order level, that is, through a third 
concept. Links at levels 4 and 5, (relatedness coefficients 0.20 and 
0.10) corresponded approximately to second and third associates, 
respectively, in common, plus some additional associative overlap in 
each case. These levels of linkage thus represented progressively 
weaker second-order mutual accessibility.
The organisation and presentation of the ten short case studies wh i c h  
follow, and which illustrate the value (and limitations) of individual 
associative maps in the Interpretation of particular PS episodes, w i l l  
now be explained. In F i g u r e  7.7 (p 301) are reproduced the two sets of 
items involved.1 These relate, respectively, to the topics ELECTROLYSIS 
and ATOMIC STRUCTURE/PERIODICITY. Each set also includes one i t e m _______
Oni» the "standard" versions of the items a r e r e p r o d u c e d ;  where.
versions“^  Is t n d I c t l e d ' u U h l U h  e v i n c e  from w ^ d  associa­
tions of any influence attributable to such variations was rare).
overlapping with the topic REDOX. Each of the case studies, on pages 
302 to 311, has been allocated a single page. At the top of each page 
is the associative map of an individual student as it relates to the 
topic selected. To facilitate rapid interpretation, areas of the map in 
which concepts are most readily accessible from one another (threshold 
levels 1 and 2) have been highlighted in colour, and coloured lines have 
been added to enclose the strong second-order links represented by level
3. Except for those appearing at the first level, the threshold at 
which each linkage was added to the map is indicated by the numbers 2,
3, 4 or 5 on the line representing the link. The corresponding values 
of the relatedness coefficients are sunmarised below:
Threshold level 1 - relatedness coefficient > 0.50 
„ . 2 - “ " > 0.40
3 _ - ” >0.30
„ - 4 — " ” > 0.20
- .. 5 _ - " > 0 . 1 0
immediately under each map are comments relating to features of general
interest, and these are followed by brief notes relating the student's
attempts at each of five items to particular features of his associative
map. In these notes, reference is made to data from the self-reporting
forms including some indication of the confidence which the student
reported concerning the correctness of his answer.
overlapping with the topic REDOX. Each of the case studies, on pages 
302 to 311. has been allocated a single page. At the top of each page 
is the associative map of an individual student as it relates to the 
topic selected. To facilitate rapid interpretation, areas of the map in 
which concepts are most readily accessible from one another (threshold 
levels 1 and 2) have been highlighted in colour, and coloured lines have 
been added to enclose the strong second-order links represented by level 
3. Except for those appearing at the first level, the threshold at 
which each linkage was added to the map is indicated by the numbers 2,
3, 4 or 5 on the line representing the link. The corresponding values 
of the relatedness coefficients are sunmarised below:
Threshold level 1 - relatedness coefficient > 0.50 
.. 2 - " ” > 0.40
„ 3 _ - •• >0.30
- - 4 _ " > 0.20 
.. •• 5 _ - “ >0.10
immediately under each map are comments relating to features of general
interest, and these are followed by brief notes relating the student's
attempts at each of five items to particular features of his associative
map. In these notes, reference is made to data from the self-reporting
forms including some indication of the confidence which the student
reported concerning the correctness of his answer.
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u  A d i i u te s o lu t io n  o f  su lp h u ric a c id  Is  e le c t r o ly s e d  between 
platinum e le c t r o d e s .
(a)(1) or (101) State the name of the product formed at the anode.
(il) or (102) State the name of the product formed at the cathode.
. . .  /in i '*  ExDlaln how the method o f  con duction  o f  an e le c t r i c
through dilute sulphuric ecld differ, fro. that through . copper
w ire .
, . , -t f pither. are ions reduced during4(b) or (403) At which electrode, It eitne ,
e le c t r o ly s is ?
<•) ~  (.0 1 , » simple cell 1 . :nf«ctioir?:!ng» i - lr - ' . n 1ru r « dot
S T ™  i ^ T t r a  S  strip o, ...Ul -111 he the po.ltlu« 
terminal?
2. The table below gives the number of electrons present In six 
neutral atoms labelled E to X.
E G J L M X
Number of electrons 6 9
—
14 16 16 19
—
Use the letter at the top of a column to represent the element or one 
atom of the element.
(a) or (201) Which two d i f fe r e n t  elem ents are In the same group o f  th e  
p e r io d ic  ta b le?
(b) or (202) Which atoms, If any, are Isotopes.
(c) or (203) Which element Is the best reducing agent?
(d) or (204) Which element is a halogen?
(e) or (205) Derive a formula for the compound formed when X reacts
with M.
h  i a ? « £ . - s r A ! S  K r r * «
atom.
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Case study 1: ELECTROLYSIS; student 060 (perfect score)
ELECTROLYSIS
ELECTROLYTE - ELECTRODE
ELECTROCHEMICAL 
SERIES
ANODE
POSITIVE NEGATIVE
ELECTRIC
CURRENT
I
ELECTRON
ION OXIDATION REDUCTION
REDUCING
AGENT
j» - Ï  * » £ £ £  7 * t j s z  *»
^ c = x s - . ; : .  -
noted.
Itern8 101/2. Confidently recalled as electrolysis of water («“ ategy 
s n  assigned gases to electrodes using “opposite charges attract rule  
and*correct si^ns on ions and electrodes; reference to anode positive 
presumably by contrast with CATHODE-NEGATIVE in map.
defining/describing relationships.
cS> « »
propositions consistent with map.
It„ r .
propositional knowledge usable in this problem.
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Case study 2: ELECTROLYSIS; student 004 (perfect score)
ELECTROCHEMICAL
of ELECTRIC CURRENT and ELECTROCHEMICAL SERIES (ECS).
Items 101/2. Solved by specific recall of the particular example (SI); 
map irrelevant.
Item 105. Stated "remembered H+ ions in solution and connected to free
in mot-al" (S1V note first reference to IONS consistent moving electrons in metal (Si;, note u  Unkace of
with closer linking of ION and weaker and more distant lin g
ELECTRON and ELECTRIC CURRENT in map. 
the interpretive power of the map.
t . rhat a oerfect score on a limited number of items may be
weaknesses.
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Case study 3: ELECTROLYSIS; student 027 (score 1 out of 5)
ELECTROLYSIS
ANODE-------CATHODE -
ELECTRODE -
CHARGE
ELECTROCHEMICAL
SERIES
-ELECTRON
POSITIVE NEGATIVE REDUCING AGENT
ELECTRIC
CURRENT
ION OXIDATION REDUCTION
Note the limited structure, particularly at higher levels of linkage; 
also the isloation of ELECTROCHEMICAL SERIES (ECS).
T. im/2 Errors due to uncertain misrecall (guess ?) of sign 
consistent with isolation of ECS).
lt„  » .  r  is ' x & r s s
1 l £ t ' H S U  - p  " “ " O L M X .  .nd 10» or b..— »
ELECTRIC CURRENT and ELECTRON.
s i t u s  t s s t ™ -
conceivably account for correctness of guess ).
« -  s S ' i S S i i T a S S S S :  -answer (serial processing, bp). attempt.
ECS.
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Case study 4: ELECTROLYSIS; student 138 (zero score)
ELECTRIC 
CURRENT - ELECTROLYSIS
ELECTROCHEMICAL
SERIES
ELECTRODE- ELECTROLYTE
ELECTRON ANODE CATHODE
ION POSITIVE---------- NEGATIVE
REDUCING
AGENT
OXIDATION J—  REDUCTION
CHARGE
s f e ’srx'KES rsssscsisi ststs.
Items 101/2. Low confidence guesses (SO’); cannot recall anything 
about “electrolysis of sulphuric acid so map irrelevan .
T. ini Omits rsov unable to attempt because "haven’t covered Item 105. Omit < ). -, Consistent with relative isolation
relationships).
It« 403. Guesses (SO’); consistent with iso la tio n  of redox c lu ste r .
Item 404. Guesses « ^ ^ ^ ^ S S r S r t i i S . S i l ^ ' E C S  rpflr tivitv of zinc And copper (SO ) t « pft I
E T Ü ? 2 h ï i » « 1  1 «  to .b..oc. of particular coocapr. auch a. CELL,
ELECTRODE POTENTIAL, COPPER, ZINC etc.
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Case study 5: ATOMIC STRUCTURE/PERIODICITY; student 006 (perfect score^
FORMULA ATOM GROUP
PERIODIC TABLE
ISOTOPE ATOMIC
NUMBER
ATOMIC
MASS
CHARGE
PROTON - ELECTRON
ELECTRONIC
CONFIGURATION
HALOGEN REDUCING
AGENT
POSITIVE NEGATIVE OXIDATION REDUCTION
not inexplicable, position of HALOGEN.
Ite. 201. Moderately confident solution working from number of 
ELECTRONS to E CONFIG and VALENCY (S2>; consistent with map.
T f M  ,o, confident solution from ISOTOPE, via "same number of 
PROTONS""to same number of ELECTRONS (S2); greater confidence may be 
associated with stronger linkages involved.
consistent with map*
T_ Mind euess "can't remember what HALOGEN is"; note HALOGEN
i! í‘a íí ÍeIiODIC TABLE cluster. Element "G" (the halogen), 
not linked to PERIO nverslon" error during attempt on previous
obtained following E 2 inv , aaent when this was
employed HALOGEN - OXIDATION link at an intuitive 
Item 205. Confident solution based
of ELECTRONS and E COBFIGs _ VAlMCTPllnk at level 4 and that
link in map obscures linked to ELECTRON through the map asFORMULA is in any case strongly nn*.eu
shown.
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Case studv 6: ATOMIC STRUCTURE/PERIODIC1TY; student 005 (perfect scored
REDUCING
AGENT
REDUCTIONOXIDATION-
l ™ î c ‘s ™ c S " i u « . r t« o u ih VALENCY and ELECTRONIC CONEICÜRAT.O» (E 
CONFIG); also the Isolation of the redox group.
Ite« 201. Confident solution using E CONFIGs (S2); consistent with 
map*
strong links; solution considered consistent with map.
= S a  s  s =  “ y b*
in GROUP seven).
I t -  105. Certain .« „rr.ct .olutl.n b.a.d an Till... outer .hell." 
of ELECTRONS (S2); consistent with map.
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Student 175 obtained the highest total score on the PS test as a whole 
as well as a f f e c t  score set of Ite.s,
the“iink's areVtween dlrectiy reiate^concepts
reciprocal OXIDATION - REDUCTI re a o P)^ Qf pERI0DIC TABLE to 
of ATOMIC NUMBER and the ™ r e  hi ^  of FORMULA. In practice this
ATOMIC MASS were noted, also the iso reference t0 a recalled
th i  periodic ca b le , Id-tlf¡V1»8
i ^ c r ^ a c i o .  «
order of appearance in ’ have contributed to the probable
n ^ s s s s ^ r s s . ? . “  ~ “ ■*“ *
relevance to most particular solutions.
Item 201. Certain answer based on reconstructive recall as described 
above (strategy SI); map of limited relevance.
102. ISOTOPES W - t l . 1 -
S E E S  S T S T w i ? - N U C L E U S  and NEUTRON »old probably l.pro». 
detailed interpretability).
I t -  103. "REDUCING AGENT.^-^wanC. » «  o a ld l.e d  ; ;  “ “ l ^ “ ”  
d l f f l c l a c ’ c o ' c l h - i f y  a a c l .fa c to r l ly  but c o n . l .t e n t  vrtth — p.
„ uiinrvN is eroup 7 and selects from recalled table
5 T J 2 f 5 £ E  L t  noc. .c ro „R  l d . n c m c . c i o .  o.
HALOGEN.
I « -  « •  »£2r£z£\,ssj£and writes formula, strategy f pnnMULAl.
of limited relevance (note isolation
Case studv 8: ATOMIC STRUCTURE/PERIODICITY, student 002 (zero score)
This „.p allowed little attottur. eft.t the third, and even tte fourth, 
linkage threshold.; wan yof.‘reOTO^^NECATlVE^anTuALENCi, ISOTOPE to 
S p ^ ™  " ^ ‘.Tth« 1 eolation of OXIDATION. Given the n~.ber. of both 
ill-dlacrlalnated and weak llnkagea It waa not autprl.lng that thla 
student omitted all but one of the items concerned.
ELECTRON/ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATION.
t* on? nmlts iSOV "can't remember what ISOTOPE means”; note 
absence^of^associations of ISOTOPE with ATOMIC MASS etc.
909 fbaik /cov "no idea"; even if the REDUCING AGENT - ELECTRON 
“ “  w « U  S i S l i S i L d ,  no naeful linkage of ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATION 
to concepts relating to periodicity.
Xtea 204. Guesses M as halogen (SO'), rationalising with
incorrect reference to '^“^  ““g ^  ^E^cTOONIC6CONFIGURATION which may 
McountUfot*thlaiaete«pt; a “ “ b.Lc. of link, likely to define HALOGEN 
in relation to periodicity.
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Case study 9: ATOMIC STRUCTURE/PERIODICITY, student 020 (zero s c o r Q
ELECTRONIC
TABLE
»ote the quite well structured
s^ fSSoS; ssrSuster« « s « ™ «-
numbers
and arrangements of electrons.
n-t* /<• n\ after falling to recall how mass numbers relate
“ ¿ s r s  S S «  S - % S = - -  “ " —
^ “ c 'iS v ^ r i^ s K S J S ir :" "
Item 203. Omits (SO) after falling to connect reducing agents and mass 
numbers; numbers of electrons Ignored (see above).
Item 204. Omits (SO); “I don’t understand how it is worked out.”
Item 205. Low confidence guess based on ratio of mass numbers (SO’); 
numbers of electons ignored (see above).
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Case study 10: ATOMIC STRUCTURE/PERIODICITY; student 044 (zero score)
ISOTOPE
PERIODIC 
TABLE
POSITIVE NEGATIVE
CHARGE ELEMENT
GROUP
3
HALOGEN
Thoueh strongly linked and well structured in part, note the poorly
zsssM&sssssz*
the isolation of ELEMENT.
201 Guesses on basis that "numbers are the same" (SO’); also 
comments*"not sure about E CONFIG rules" which is consistent wit e 
poorly discriminated linkage of E CONFIG in the map.
Item 202. Guesses without comment (SO'); note poorly discriminated 
linkage of ISOTOPE.
Item 203. Guesses (SO'); inabilty to use data concerning numbers of 
electrons consistent with earlier comments regarding map.
Item 204. Guesses (SO'); cannot use knowledge o f H A L O GEN in GROUP 7 in 
absence of useful propositions regarding E CONFIGs.
Item 205. Omits (SO); no way to proceed (see notes above).
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7.4.4 An Interpretive summary of the case studies. Some general! 
tions regarding the cognitive maps of individual students were discussed 
in the course of introducing the case studies. The purpose of the 
present section is to summarise these findings and to consider evidence 
regarding the value of individual maps in the interpretation of PS 
episodes•
In comparing the maps associated with different achievement levels it 
has already been stated that individual high achievers, as would be 
expected from consideration of the corresponding group maps, tended to 
have better integrated maps at any given relatedness threshold, with 
fewer isolated concepts, than low achievers. Although individual 
differences were often quite marked, the maps of high achievers also 
tended to show less variation than those of low achievers and to be more 
similar to the group average map. The most striking differences, 
however, were related to the quality of the associations reflected in 
the maps. In general those of the high achievers tended to link closely 
related concepts and were readily Interpretable in terms of logical 
chemical relationships, while the maps of low achievers tended to 
contain a number of apparently indiscriminate associations. At the 
individual level, even the high achievers did not mirror in detail the a 
priori subject-matter structures suggested by the author on the basis of 
a consideration of normal teaching practices (Appendix C). However, 
where linkages differed they were generally readily interpretable. Thus 
the fairly common linkage of VALENCY to ELECTRON, and of PERIODIC TABLE 
to ATOMIC MASS, seemed likely to reflect useful learnt relationships, 
indeed, it has already been pointed out that the a priori structure 
presented makes no claim to be a unique representation of the chemical 
relationships involved (although it proved to be quite a good predictor 
of the average map). By contrast, idiosyncratic links in the maps of
low achievers such as those joining PROTON to NEGATIVE and VALENCY, 
PERIODIC TABLE to POSITIVE, or FORMULA to OXIDATION, appeared to have 
limited meaning. And whilst correct propositions could be suggested to 
account for such linkages as those between ELECTRON and, in different 
maps, ANODE, CATHODE and ION, these were also judged most unlikely to 
reflect useful learnt relationships. Similarly, the virtually complete 
inter-linkage of the concepts ELECTROLYSIS, ELECTROLYTE, ELECTRODE,
ANODE and CATHODE in case study 4, was assumed to represent merely vague 
associations of limited utility (associations of this sort have been 
linked with early stages of learning (Preece, 1977)).
Before going on to consider the explanatory value of individual maps, 
two points must be made in relation to the issue of poorly discriminated 
associations (that is to say, associations which appeared to be merely 
idiosyncrataic or vague and unlikely to represent significant, correct 
relationships). Firstly, although such associations were rare in the 
maps of high achievers, they were not entirely absent. In general, 
however, they tended to affect parts of maps which were not involved in 
the particular problem solutions adopted by the student concerned and 
thus did not influence his PS performance. Secondly, the identification 
of well and poorly discriminated associations depended to some extent on 
subjective judgements (whether or not reference was made to an a priori 
structure). Although these could be rationalised with some confidence, 
the use of a battery of acceptable relationships, possibly in 
conjunction with an examination of the raw word association data as well 
as the final map, might provide a basis for the development of more 
objective criteria in future studies.
Th. p o ten tia l » . lu e  o i  ln d l . ld u .1  . . . o c l . t l . e  - P »  1« i t »  I M . r p t .C . t l . »  
p a r ticu la r  PS . p l . o d . a  —  d « a o n .t r . t .d  hy t h .  =—  K
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attempts always appeared to be consistent with the maps Insofar as the 
latter were relevant to the particular solution route selected; and 
where routes were chosen which bypassed the map, It was often possible 
to Interpret such a choice of route by reference to defects In the map. 
In a number of cases the failure of standard S2 (propositional 
reasoning) solutions was associated with the isolation of an essential 
concept or the absence of an essential link. The Isolation of 
ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATION In case study 9 was a case in point, as was the 
lack of any meaningful chain of associations linking the same concept to 
the periodic table cluster In case studies 8 and 10. Conversely, the 
linkage of ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATION and VALENCY as bridges between the 
periodic table and atomic structure clusters In case study 5 was 
associated with correct and confident S2 solutions to relevant Items.
In only one case was a correct solution obtained which appeared to make 
use of propositional knowledge which was not reflected by a link In the 
map; It was of Interest that the student concerned considered that his 
answer was -probably wrong" (case study 6, Item 203). It was, In fact, 
notable that a student's confidence in his answer (as recorded on his 
self-reporting form) was a good reflection of the apparent adequacy or 
otherwise of the relevant parts of his map. Finally, the maps appeared 
to offer interpretations of a number of cases of omitting and guessing. 
Not only -ere these Invariably associated with relevant defects in the 
student's map, but It was sometimes possible to follow a chain of 
associations which appeared to account, if rather tentatively, for a 
particular guess (eg case study 3, Items 101 and 403).
A particular limitation on the interpretive power of the individual 
associative maps was the relatively high Incidence of solution routes 
which bypassed the maps. Thus, In cases where students relied on the 
recall of specific examples, or employed propositional reasoning
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involving specific concepts which were not included in the WAT, the 
maps tended to be partly or wholly irrelevant. Case study 2 illustrates 
how, in such cases a perfect score on a limited set of items may arise 
despite poorly structured and idiosynscratic maps. For this reason an 
attempt to use individual maps to "predict" whether or not particular 
students would be found, on subsequent inspection of their answer 
scripts, to have succeeded in solving particular items, met with rather 
limited success and added nothing to the picture already presented in 
detail in the case studies. Despite this limitation, however, the 
success of the individual maps in providing a rational basis for 
interpreting PS episodes within their purview, together with the 
systematic differences observed between the maps of high and low 
achievers, clearly lent support to the hypothesis that the organisation 
of semantic knowledge in LTM is an important factor in determining PS 
performance.
7 , 5 A discussion of the findings
The analysis of students' PS protocols during the first phase of the 
study suggested that there were few differences between high and low 
achievers as regards the sorts of strategies which they adopted and the 
sorts of errors which they made. The results of the cognitive mapping 
exercise described above were consistent with the hypothesis, made at 
that time, that differences in PS behaviour were attributable to 
differences in the organisation of knowledge in LTM. In reaching such 
a conclusion, the associative mapping technique used to elucidate 
students' cognitive structures obviously played a crucial role. In the 
short discussion which follows, it will be convenient to consider 
together both the findings and the techniques which helped to elicit
them.
Both the average and the individual associative maps 
organisation of the problem-relevant knowledge of hif 
differed particularly in the number and strength of j 
between directly related concepts, that is to say, b 
standing in important defining and describing relati 
another. It seems natural to assume that, in genera 
represented correctly the relationships referred to. 
self-consistent picture in which high mean associati 
directly related concepts are associated with mean g 
solving relevant problems. External validation for 
provided by the convergence of associative and subj. 
structures. However, the individual maps of low ac 
characterised by the high incidence of idiosyncrati 
concepts which are not directly related. While the 
relationships represented by such linkages remained 
clear that they reflected, at best, inadequate und* 
concepts concerned and of their interrelationships, 
maps (that is to say maps showing a general resemb 
matter structure) tended to be associated with str 
confident solutions, Idiosyncratic maps were often 
confused attempts and low self-confidence.
required. Such knowledge might be regarded as consisting of a
A high proportion of the errors identified during tne n r m
study were associated with difficulties in recalling the knowledge
succession or chain of propositional links between concepts, starting
through logical manipulation, to an 
representing the answer. The avera;The average map of the low achievement group,
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Both the average and the individual associative maps suggested that the 
organisation of the problem-relevant knowledge of high and low achievers 
differed particularly in the number and strength of associative linkages 
between directly related concepts, that is to say, between concepts 
standing in important defining and describing relationships to one 
another. It seems natural to assume that, in general, such linkages 
represented correctly the relationships referred to. This leads to a 
self-consistent picture in which high mean associative linkages between 
directly related concepts are associated with mean group success in 
solving relevant problems. External validation for this picture is 
provided by the convergence of associative and subject-matter 
structures. However, the individual maps of low achievers were 
characterised by the high incidence of idiosyncratic linkages between 
concepts which are not directly related. While the exact nature of the 
relationships represented by such linkages remained unknown, it seemed 
clear that they reflected, at best, inadequate understanding of the 
concepts concerned and of their interrelationships. Thus while "normal- 
maps (that is to say maps showing a general resemblance to the subject- 
matter structure) tended to be associated with straightforward, 
confident solutions, idiosyncratic maps were often associated with 
confused attempts and low self-confidence.
A high proportion of the errors identified during the first phase of the 
study were associated with difficulties in recalling the knowledge 
required. Such knowledge might be regarded as consisting of a 
succession or chain of propositional links between concepts, starting 
with the information given in the problem and leading directly, or 
through logical manipulation, to an information state recognised as 
representing the answer. The average map of the low achievement group,
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as compared to that of the high achievers, showed where such knowledge 
chains might be likely to fail through the absence, or the limited 
relative immediacy, of critical links. The associative maps of 
particular individuals often demonstrated this still more clearly, and 
also indicated where idiosyncratic and potentially misleading 
asociations might intervene. Unfortunately, the limited information 
available from the students' self-reporting forms, as compared to that 
obtainable through the collection and analysis of spoken protocols, made 
it possible to analyse particular PS episodes only at a rather specula­
tive level.
The present study as a whole has tended towards the conclusion that 
differences in the ability to answer specific examination items 
correctly are dependent to a major extent, not on strategies or IQs, but 
on the presence or absence of appropriately organised knowledge in 
cognitive structure. Global success in examinations thus appears to be 
a function of the interaction of a personal cognitive map with a 
particular set of test items. It has been noted, in the discussion 
above, that the mean associative map for a group covers a wide range of 
such personal maps, reflecting relatively wide differences in the 
immediacy of given associations. While a few students may conform 
reasonably closely to the mean map, there are many individual 
differences which may or may not impede the solution of particular 
problems. This is entirely consistent with the topic-specific nature of 
individual examination performance. It suggests that an individual's 
performance may be an "average" which hides significant weaknesses in 
specific areas (or perhaps as regards particular concepts), the "good- 
chemistry examinee being the one with fewest such areas. This analysis 
also suggests that poor performance in chemistry may be traced to a 
series of quite specific knowledge defects. It seems likely that those
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occurring early in learning may also limit possibilities for the 
adequate linkage of later ideas. This leads to the speculation that the 
(early) identification of such specific defects might Indicate specific 
remedial teaching and thus lead to drastically improved performances.
The ideas raised in this paragraph, and the possible future role of word 
association methods in work of this kind, are discussed further in
Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 8
A SUMMARY OF THE STUDY AND A DISCUSSION OF SOME OF ITS IMPLICATIONS
The first section of this chapter is devoted to a brief review of the 
study and its findings. The implications of these, in relation to 
different aspects of the work, for the teaching and examining of 
chemistry are then considered and some suggestions are made regarding 
further research. A short concluding section completes the report.
8 . 1  A review of the study and its findings
After five years of secondary schooling, a student’s achievements in a 
particular subject are generally reported in the form of a single 
examination grade. However, whilst the objectives of such examinations 
are often stated in cognitive terms there appears to have been little 
empirical research into the cognitive events which actually underlie 
examination success. In this thesis a study has been described which 
attempted to investigate, in a broad and exploratory way, the cognitive 
behaviour of GCE O-level chemistry students in an examination 
situation. During the first phase of the work a protocol approach was 
used to generate detailed descriptions of the PS strategies and errors 
of examination candidates in terms of a simple information processing 
model. It was found that the students concerned relied heavily on 
simple, memorised knowledge and that a great majority of the short- 
answer, non-mathematical examination items employed in the study were 
answered either by direct recall or by the routine manipulation of given 
and recalled knowledge. Although the work in this part of the study was 
not quantitivate, it was estimated that over 80Z of the errors recorded 
could be directly attributed to recall difficulties, and only a minority 
to “processing" errors. The PS strategies and errors of the more 
successful candidates differed little from those of the less successful,
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and the performance of the students Involved in the study was unrelated 
to general intelligence as measured by the AH4 test. As a result of 
this phase of the work, it was hypothesised that differences in PS 
performance might be attributable to differences in the organisation of 
relevant knowledge in a student's LTM.
The second phase of the study fell into two parts. The first of these 
was concerned with exploring one aspect of the relationship between 
performance in examinations and performance in more realistic chemical 
situations. An analysis-of-variance design was used to investigate the 
influence of the level of information provided in an examination item on 
the PS performance of students. It was found that, in general, 
performance tended to fall as the level of information was raised, 
irrespective of the relevance of the Information to the task in hand.
On the basis of the detailed analyses, and of supplementary data from 
self-reporting forms, it was concluded that students were generally 
uncritical in assessing the demands of PS tasks and that they tended to 
process available data indiscriminately. This must be considered to have 
serious implications for PS performance in everyday situations in which 
levels of information may not be as closely controlled as they are in
examination items.
The final aspect of the study was concerned with investigating the 
hypothesis, generated as a result of the first phase of the work, that 
differences in the performance of examination candidates could be 
largely attributed to differences in the organisation of problem­
relevant knowledge in a student's LTM. For the purpose of this
1. There was also a weak counter-trend associated with increasing 
levels of relevant cuing.
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Investigation, word association methods were used to map students' 
semantic networks. The hypothesis was broadly confirmed; the cognitive 
maps of high achievers tended to be more extensive and better integrated 
than those of low achievers and to contain better discriminated linkages 
(that is to say, linkages between concepts which are closely related in 
the logical structure of chemistry). Moreover, individual cognitive 
maps were found to have some explanatory potential in relation to
particular PS episodes.
In the sections which follow, the findings summarised above are 
discussed in relation to their implications for the practice of science 
teaching and for the conduct and interpretation of examinations. 
Priorities for further research are also considered.
8.2 The educational implications of the protocol analysis and wo_rd 
association studies
The protocol analysis and cognitive mapping aspects of the study 
strongly suggest that modern O-level chemistry examinations discriminate 
between students, not on the basis of their cognitive skills as such, 
but according to the way in which their knowledge of chemistry is 
internalised as a semantic network in LTM. On the surface, this may 
seem to suggest a mis-match between what examinations set out to test 
(that is to say, not only knowledge but cognitive abilities such as 
comprehension, application and evaluation) and what they actually assess 
(namely the quality of students' semantic structures). However, it is 
suggested that the sound organisation of semantic knowledge in LTM is in 
fact the principal prerequisite for the exercise of such cognitive 
abilities.
The mediating role of LTM between learning and behaviour has been high­
lighted in a number of studies relating to mathematics and science
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education (Mayer and Greeno, 1972, 1974; Mayer, 1975; Gagné and White, 
1978; Atkin, 1978) and the importance of well organised, conceptual 
knowledge in solving problems in science has also been referred to in 
literature cited earlier in the thesis (eg Wason and Johnson-Laird,
1972; Bhaskar and Simon, 1977; Larkin, 1980). Moreover, structural 
knowledge of relevant content is seen by some educational psychologists 
to be of more importance in learning and performance than stages of 
intellectual maturation and the development of associated levels of 
cognitive functioning (eg Novak, 1976, 1978; Driver, 1978). Similarly, 
factor analysis studies of examination performance have focused 
attention on the importance of topic knowledge rather than cognitive 
skills (eg Kempa and L ’Odiaga, 1983). The principal finding of the 
present study, as reported above, is fully consistent with these ideas.
The central role of LTM in problem-solving, as it was reflected in this 
study, can be quickly reviewed. In terms of the information processing 
model adopted, the student’s perception of the problem and his 
consequent selection of an approach to solving it involved immediate 
reference to LTM. Only insofar as the relevant structures stored there 
were both accessible to the cuing available and adequate for the 
comprehension of the PS task, was progress possible. Complete 
misunderstanding of the question accounted for only a small number of 
failures to solve items. However, inadequate understanding was at 
the root of many subsequent errors. Most attempted solutions were based 
either on direct recall of the solution or on the routine, logical mani­
pulation of given and recalled information (propositional reasoning). 
Other attempts represented a limited range of responses to the failure 
of these two basic strategies and included the use of recalled 
analogies, groping around to recall related information ("serial 
processing") and "guessing". The generation of worthwhile hypotheses
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and their systematic evaluation was very rare. Most PS breakdown was 
associated directly with inadequacies in the information stored in LTM 
and in particular with failure to locate essential information. Errors 
of this sort were associated with cognitive maps which were poorly 
integrated and which tended to contain poorly discriminated linkages 
(that is to say, linkages between concepts which are not closely related 
and which were therefore assumed to have little useful information 
content). Processing errors were of only limited importance and 
appeared to be associated with overloading the limited capacity of STM. 
However, Johnstone (1981) has pointed out that these, and indeed errors 
associated with inadequate comprehension of the problem, may be reduced 
if the ideas involved can be so organised in memory as to facilitate 
their manipulation in meaningful "chunks". This would suggest that even 
breakdowns in processing and task perception might, in fact, ultimately 
be attributed to deficiencies in the structuring of information in LTM.
8.2.1 Implications for teaching. If examination performance, and in 
particular failure in examination tasks, are closely related to relevant 
aspects of students* semantic networks, then teachers will obviously 
want to take account of this in planning their students* learning. More 
particularly so, since most of the studies cited earlier also suggest 
that future learning and success in "near" and "far" transfer tasks 
depend on the same structures.1 Evidence from such studies leads to the 
conclusion that teaching should be directed towards making the structure 
of the subject matter explicit, emphasising major concepts and their 
inter-relationships, stressing unifying principles and establishing firm
Success in "near" transfer tasks has been associated with the leve 
of the "internal connectedness" in a body of knowledge, and 
transfer with the level of the "external connectedness , or 
integration, of such knowledge with other aspects of cognitive 
structure (Mayer, 1975).
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links with immediately re levan t previous learn ing  and with wider aspects  
o f  past e x p e r ie n ce .  While many teachers would probably accept  the value 
o f  such attempts to  make learning as "meaningful" as p o s s ib le  i t  may 
not ,  in p r a c t i c e ,  be easy to  in tegrate  such methods with p u p i l - c e n t r e d ,  
d is cov ery  approaches to  the teaching o f  s c i e n c e .  However, the 
importance o f  ensuring that students do not b u ild  inadequate conceptual 
frameworks i s  fu r th er  h igh lighted  by recent rep orts  regarding the 
s t a b i l i t y  o f  such "naive  conceptions"  even amongst supposedly 
so p h is t i ca te d  students (Nussbaum and Novick, 1981; V incent, 1981) and 
Pickthorne (1983) has drawn a tten t ion  to the way in which such " e r r o r  
f a c t o r s " 1 (which he b e l ie v e s  are o ften  based on over -  or under­
g e n e ra l is a t io n s  o f  a concept or ru le )  may a c t  to  b lock  learn ing  and lead 
to whole c la s s e s  o f  further  e r r o r s .  Such f in d in g s  d i r e c t  a t t e n t io n  to 
the l i k e l y  value o f  the e a r ly  d e te c t io n  and c o r r e c t io n  o f  inadequate 
conceptual frameworks and to the need to  deve lop  a "Science  o f  Science 
Teaching" which w i l l  take in to  account the importance o f  sc ien ce  
c on ten t ,  and o f  optim ising  the q u a lity  o f  s tu den ts ’ acquired semantic
networks•
8.2.2 Implications for examining. It has recently been reported that 
the GCE O-level science examinations of a number of boards have shown 
few changes in question style over the past 20 years (except for the 
introduction of multiple-choice sections) and more particularly that 
"very few questions are designed to test the pupils’ ability to apply 
knowledge and understanding of scientific principles" (Wilby, 1983). 
This is despite the claim that, in addition to "knowledge", such 
examinations set out to assess, for example:
The term " e r r o r  fa c t o r "  was coined by Harlow (1949) to r e fe r  to
h t in c o r r e c t  ways o f  responding to problem s i t u a t io n s .  
P ick th orn e ’ s development o f  th is  concept  enables e r r o r  fa c t o r s  to 
be i d e n t i f i e d  with d e fe c t s  in a semantic network.
"Comprehension, application and evaluation:
(a) the ability to understand and interpret scientific 
information presented in verbal, numerical or graphical form and to 
translate such information from one form to another.
(b) the ability to explain familiar phenomena in terms of relevant 
models, laws and principles.
(c) the ability to select and apply known laws and principles to 
given situations.
(d) the ability to think clearly about given data.
(e) the ability to recognise mistakes and misconceptions.
(Joint Matriculation Board 1979, p 279)
These abilities were reflected in the protocol study by items which 
students attempted to solve largely by recall and by the logical 
manipulation of given and recalled information. The incidence of 
"productive" PS, involving the application of scientific knowledge in 
novel ways, was very low. Of the attempts recorded, only 5% (labelled 
S3, hypothesis and evaluation) appeared to involve rational thinking of 
a kind going beyond familiar routines. Furthermore, only 30Z of such 
attempts resulted in correct solutions. As was observed in Chapter 4, 
students could hardly be blamed when they reported that they would tend, 
in an examination, to omit items which appeared to demand such 
treatment. Nevertheless, insofar as productive PS may be felt to 
represent a valuable skill which ought to be within the compass of many 
students, it would seem desirable to increase, in examinations, the 
proportion of items making such demands. Indeed, only if such items can 
be seen to represent a worthwhile potential source of marks, would 
teachers be likely to help the generality of their students to develop 
the confidence to attempt them.
A second implication relates more fundamentally to the nature of that 
which is assessed by current science examinations. While the value of 
testing abilities such as those listed above is not questioned, it may 
be reiterated that a representative set of items actually discriminated
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between students p r in c ip a l ly  in  terms o f  the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  th e ir  
semantic networks. This appears to  suggest, prima f a c i e ,  that these 
a b i l i t i e s  depend h ea v ily  upon the q u a l i t y  o f  such networks in  r e la t io n  
to the t o p i c  areas covered . I t  a l s o  r a is e s  the question  o f  whether the 
outcome o f  a s tudent ’ s learning might not v a l i d l y  and con ven ien t ly  be 
assessed simply with re fe ren ce  to such s tru c tu re s  through the further 
development o f  c o g n it iv e  mapping te ch n iq u es .  Whether or not t h is  would 
be a d e s ira b le  a l t e r n a t iv e  to cu rren t  examination p r a c t i c e  i s ,  o f  
c ou rse ,  a d i f f e r e n t  question .
F in a l ly ,  an important im p lica t ion  o f  the f in d in g s  f o r  assessment re la te s  
to current in te r e s t  in graded t e s t s ,  g ra d e -re la te d  c r i t e r i a  and p r o f i l e  
re p o r t in g .  In so far  as the s k i l l s  involved  in  answering chem istry 
examination questions are con cern ed , the study s tron g ly  suggests  that 
these are a fu n ct ion  o f  the o rg a n is a t io n  o f  knowledge in a s tu d en t 's  
semantic network. This , and ev idence  from other sou rces ,  p o in ts  in turn 
to the c o n te n t - r e la te d ,  not to say t o p i c - s p e c i f i c ,  nature o f  such 
s k i l l s .  I t  would th ere fore  appear unwise to  develop performance 
c r i t e r i a  without re feren ce  to c o n te n t ,  o r  to  g ive  the im pression , in 
rep ort in g  a student ’ s achievem ents, that the demonstration o f  a set o f  
s k i l l s  in  one content area n e c e s s a r i l y  im p l ie s  the p ossess ion  o f  the 
same s k i l l s  in a l l  content areas .
8.3 The educational implications of the task formulation {level_of 
information) atudy
I t  was found that students appeared to be undiscrim inating  in the ir  
approach to the inform ation provided  in examination item s. Thus the 
p ro v is io n  o f  in form ation  beyond the minimum required to generate an 
answer, even in some instances where such in form ation  was considered 
necessary  to  avoid p oss ib le  am bigu it ies  in  the task, tended to lead to
______c _____i »  roH up Pfi
______ TUn n An f no 1 on
with a tendency to try to make use of all the information provided 
irrespective of its redundancy or even relevance. While such tendencies 
might, to some extent, reflect students’ expectations regarding the 
information provided in examination items, it was clear that in many 
cases it also reflected an inadequate perception of the task and its
demands.
8.3.1 Implications for teaching. The role of LTM structure in 
understanding an item was considered in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3) and has 
been referred to at a number of points throughout this report. When 
interpreting the findings of this phase of the study in Chapter 6, it 
was suggested that the failure of students to discriminate between 
essential and non-essential information ultimately reflected 
inadequacies in the way in which relevant knowledge was organised in 
LTM. As regards the implications of this for classroom practice, it 
reinforces the case made earlier in this chapter (Section 8.2.1) for 
teaching based on theories of learning which incorporate appropriate 
models of cognitive structure. This view finds direct support in 
experimental work referred to earlier in which the outcomes of teaching 
based on an Ausbellan model, and designed to lead to "meaningful" 
learning (that is to say, learning which is not only well structured 
internally but also well integrated with the existing structural 
organisation of LTM), were compared with those resulting from more 
conventional teaching. It was found, inter alia, that students taught 
with structural outcomes in mind were significantly better at 
Identifying unanswerable questions, that is to say, at identifying the 
demands of a task (Mayer and Greeno, 1972).
In addition to the implication that teaching should be planned with
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structural outcomes In mind, there is also perhaps a more obvious 
implication that students should be taught to assess task demands and 
available information more critically. This might conveniently be done 
in the context of teaching examination and general PS skills. 
Unfortunately such courses are rarely found in schools, although they 
have often been advocated (eg Wooley, 1979).
8.3.2 I m plications for examining. A recent newspaper article, 
concerning an as yet unpublished report of research commissioned by the 
Department of Industry, suggests that modern technological applications 
are very poorly reflected in GCE (and other) science examinations and 
that few questions demand the application of scientific principles in 
realistic situations (Wilby, 1983). Such articles reflect a growing 
demand that science examinations should be seen to be more relevant to 
everyday science and technology. The findings of the present study 
suggest that performance on realistic tasks is likely to fall short of 
that on existing examination tasks although, insofar as tasks of both 
sorts appear to depend on the organisation of semantic networks in LTM, 
the latter are likely to discriminate between students in the same way 
as the former.1 Nevertheless, the incorporation in examinations of more 
realistic, application-orientated tasks would seem to be desirable, not 
only for the sake of appearances, but also in the hope of encouraging 
the learning of more relevant facts and skills.
8.4 A erltlaue of the methodology employed and some suggest ions _for 
further research
Two of the research techniques employed in the study, namely protocol 
analysis and associative mapping, cannot yet be regarded as fully 
developed tools. It will therefore be appropriate, before discussing
This is confirmed,in the findings reported in Chapter 6, by the 
absence of interactions between performance and achievement 
t-prtllea •
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suggestions for further research, to consider the potential of these 
methods •
8.4.1 Methodological issues. The collection of tape recorded 
protocols represents a unique way of obtaining direct information 
concerning cognitive aspects of PS behaviour. While the detailed 
approach to the collection of protocols will no doubt be developed 
further (see eg Pines et al, 1978; White 1979b), the simple "thinking 
aloud" technique used in the present study appeared to be well adapted 
to its purpose and to interfere minimally with the processes under 
observation. In situations where it may be practicable, the provision 
of some training for the subjects involved seems likely to be value. As 
regards the researcher, his role will vary somewhat depending on the 
demands of any particular study. Whilst it is clear that any 
intervention carries the danger of distorting the course of a subject's 
problem solution, nevertheless valuable information may be obtainable 
with minimal interference if the researcher is clear about his 
objectives, is working on the basis of a well developed theoretical 
framework and has training or experience in protocol collection. The 
analysis of protocol data, however, continues to present a challenge.
The use of simple, predetermined categories (eg Hatley, 1979) ignores 
the richness of the data and has little to recommend it. Similarly 
dimensional interpretations (as in current work in Australia - see 
Section 5.2.2) have an a priori character and appear ill-equipped to 
deal with unexpected features in the data. The main strength of the 
thorough-going information processing approach, involving the use of 
problem behaviour graphs and the induction of production systems, 
appears to lie in computer simulations and. ultimately, in its potential 
to generate detailed and general descriptions of information states 
which appear to trigger particular patterns of processing. Where
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broader interpretations are of interest, the development of a simple 
category analysis through the process described in Section 4.2.1 as 
"iterative generalisation" seems likely to have most to offer. The 
principal difficulty associated with this method is the heavy demands 
which it makes on the researcher both as regards his time and his 
judgement. The use of network analysis (see Section 4.2.3) appears to 
offer some prospect of lessening these problems and bringing more 
discipline to the process (Bliss and Ogborn, 1979). With further 
inductive and analytical development, a network such as that presented 
in Figure 4.2 (after Mujib, 1980) could provide a framework for studies 
of PS in the context of science examination items (and, with appropriate 
modifications, in broader PS contexts). It can be argued that the 
semantic grammar represented by such a network would help to maintain 
the stability of meaning of the strategy and error types identified and 
would provide an agreed framework against which particular instances and 
ambiguities might be interpreted.
The use of word association methods as a basis for cognitive mapping was 
reviewed in Section 5.2.5 The derivation of relatedness matrices from 
lists of continued associations using Garskoff and Houston's (1963) 
method of analysis can be regarded as well established, and the 
conversion of such matrices into group cognitive maps using Waern's 
(1972) multi-step graphical method has found increasing application in 
science. The striking similarity between the mean cognitive map 
generated in this way during the present study and the structure of the 
corresponding subject matter, echoes a number of recent similar 
findings. The possibility of mapping cognitive structures has been seen 
as opening the way for the testing of certain learning theories, in 
particular that of Ausubel. and for the development of their explanatory 
and predictive power (Kempa, 1982; see also Ausubel et al, 1978). The
maps developed in the course of the present study appear promising in 
this respect, particularly in relation to the systematic differences 
between the maps of high and low achievers. However, there would seem 
to be scope both for improving cognitive mapping techniques and for the 
explicit evaluation of their explanatory and predictive power. While 
techniques other than those involving word association may have a part 
to play, discussion here will be limited to that method, the advantages 
of which in regard to its minimal interference with the structure which 
is being mapped and its ease of administration, have been discussed at 
length in Chapter 5 (Sections 5.2 and 5.4).
As regards the collection of data, it was apparent from the present 
study that only “constrained" associations (that is to say, associations 
of words in their scientific context) were of much value, and 
instructions to subjects should therefore be explicit in this respect.
It was also clear that the employment of a shortened response time of 30 
seconds helped to reduce failures of set. However, a small number of 
responses did not appear to represent truly spontaneous associations and 
means of optimising the proportion of the latter would be worth 
considering. These might include the development of improved 
instructions to students and a further shortening of the time allowed 
for responding. As regards the latter it was clear, in interpreting the 
relatedness thresholds employed in generating the cognitive maps, that 
the structure of a map was largely determined by a student's first two 
or three responses to each stimulus word.
A second consideration as regards the improvement of data collection, 
concerns the importance of covering an adequate list of concepts within 
any particular topic area. The adequacy of such a list can only be 
judged in the context of a particular research design, however it may be
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noted that, In the present study, topic coverage that was adequate for 
the general interpretation of group maps was often not so for more 
detailed work with individual maps. The employment of a still shorter 
response time, as suggested above, would facilitate the use of longer
lists of concepts.
As regards the quality of the maps derived from word association data, 
improved response spontaneity and extended concept lists should lead to 
improved definition in the maps and thus to enhanced interpretive power. 
However, the selection of relatedness thresholds and the interpretation 
of the different levels of relatedness (inter-concept assessibility) 
represented by each, may also be areas in which development is 
possible. In particular, it is the author’s impression that direct
reference beck to re. 0 « .  fro. the re.pon.e 11«. - I S «  greatl, ...1« 
in the interpretation of individual maps. Indeed it might be of 
interest to evaluate an alternative method of constructing individual 
maps directly from the raw data using directional links after the manner 
employed by Cochaud (1979). Such a method might employ a number of a 
subject’s most spontaneous associations (up to a maximum of, say, three 
per stimulus word) in place of Cochaud’s single responses, resulting in 
a more complex, but possibly a more powerful, map.
8.4.2 Suggestions for further research. The broad and exploratory 
nature of the present study has been emphasised and its implications for 
further research are correspondingly wide. It should be sufficient, 
however, to indicate briefly below five main areas within which detailed
research may be of interest#
Two possible fields for further Investigation represent straightforward 
developments of the present work. Thus it would be of interest to 
refine the existing analysis of students’ PS strategies and errors,
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possibly using a network approach to the analysis of protocol data, and 
to expand it to cover mathematical and objective test items; such 
analyses might also, of course, be extended to non-examination contexts 
and to other subject areas. Secondly, it would be of interest to 
replicate the word association study using improved mapping techniques 
in conjunction with the collection and analysis of protocols. The 
latter would, in particular, enable the interpretive power of individual 
maps to be assessed with more confidence. Indeed, comparisons between 
maps and detailed records of students’ attempts might well contribute to 
the development of both mapping and protocol techniques. More 
fundamentally, such a study appears to offer the prospect, referred to 
earlier, of contributing to the development of a learning theory which 
has explanatory and predictive power.
It is in the last mentioned connection that a third area of research may 
be indicated. This would involve a development of experimental work of 
the kind reported by Mayer and Greeno (1972, 1974) and by Mayer (1975). 
In these studies, different teaching approaches were found to be linked 
to different outcomes in terms of LTM organisation, the latter being 
inferred by subsequent performance on various post-test tasks. The 
addition of cognitive mapping techniques to similar studies would offer 
the prospect of direct confirmation of the nature of the semantic 
structures resulting from particular teaching approaches, and of 
relationship of such structures to subsequent cognitive performances. 
Such an approach appears to offer the exciting prospect of an empirical 
evaluation of alternative theories of learning. At least one 
preliminary report of work along these lines, using modified word 
association techniques, has already appeared (Gunstone, 1981).
A fourth area which might be of Interest is suggested by work reported
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by Cochaud and Thompson (1979) concerning the use of single response 
word association methods by science teachers as a basis for planning and 
evaluating their teaching (see also Cochaud, 1979). Further research 
and development In relation of this and more sophisticated cognitive 
mapping techniques might be of value for monitoring the progress of 
learning and Identifying cases where serious deficiencies In semantic 
networks may Indicate the need for remedial teaching. The early 
identification and correction of such "error factors" could do much to 
improve the quality of the learning process.
Finally, there appears to have been little previous research into the 
influence of different levels of Information on PS behaviour. The 
present exploratory study was therefore breaking new ground. In 
particular, certain items (which also had a role to play in other quite 
separate aspects of the study) did not lend themselves particularly well 
to being rewritten so as to Incorporate different levels of information. 
In view of the Interest of the findings as regards the relationship 
between PS performance in examinations and In more realistic situations, 
this appears to be a promising area for more detailed investigation. A 
study using tailor-made, rather than "general purpose", Items and 
possibly supported by both cognitive mapping and protocol analysis, 
would provide an opportunity to confirm and extend the rather tentative 
findings which have been reported here.
8.5 Conclusion
The aim of the study, In the broadest sense, was to find out more about 
what it is that examinations measure as the end product of secondary 
school chemistry studies. The results suggest that examination success 
depends largely on the organisation of chemical concepts in a student's 
LTM, that is to say on the quality of the relevant parts of his semantic
pspp
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network. The study also indicates that the majority of O-level 
candidates may have difficulty in evaluating the demands of a chemical 
problem in terms of the information needed to solve it, and may thus be 
ill-equipped to tackle such problems in more realistic situations beyond 
the examination hall. Moreover, it seems probable that this difficulty, 
in turn, may reflect defects in a student's semantic network. On the 
basis of such conclusions, an important task for further research will 
be to identify or develop approaches to the teaching of science which 
optimise the quality of the semantic networks acquired by the learner.
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